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Preface

Due to the many new studies on archaeology and architecture presented during 
the fifth Military Orders Conference at Cardiff in 2009, there arose the idea of 
publishing a volume exclusively focusing on articles in this field, free from the 
usual restrictions on extent for contributions to the conference volume. This 
would enable authors to give their articles the necessary depth for discussing more 
elaborate topics. A special emphasis was put on the equal consideration of all three 
major military orders and a broad thematic and geographic scope. Therefore, we 
also invited scholars who had not attended the Cardiff conference to contribute 
to the volume. It may thus be seen as a representative cross-section of modern 
research on this topic.

We are deeply indebted to our colleague Michael Heslop for his valuable support 
in many ways. We would also like to thank Anthony Luttrell for contributing the 
introduction and John Smedley for his help and advice.
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Introduction: History and Archaeology
Anthony Luttrell

Historians should be concerned with every aspect of the past and archaeologists 
primarily with non-written aspects of the past; archaeology, while having its own 
objectives and methodologies, should be considered as a branch of history and, in 
so far as it involves non-written material, the study of architecture or of art may be 
defined as archaeological. For many purposes a historian needs to appreciate the 
archaeologists’ special expertise in order to be able to incorporate their findings 
into his own historical work, while archaeologists normally need, at least for post-
classical periods, to study and employ the written evidence in the planning of 
their activities and in the interpretation of their findings. Ideally the excavation 
archaeologist should study the written evidence before defining his objectives and 
commencing his excavation. That is not always possible, especially in the case of 
emergency or rescue operations, but on some occasions excavators seem to have 
dug a site and only thereafter to have consulted the written sources in order to 
explain their findings.

The archaeology of the military-religious orders is not a coherent subject but 
certain themes are largely, though not exclusively, peculiar to these orders: round 
churches, castles with chapels and chapter houses, major headquarters’ complexes 
and the arrangement of commandery buildings for example.1 There has been 
extensive publication on the archaeology and architecture of the orders in Syria, on 
the whole Teutonic Ordensstaat and on the town of Rhodes. There is a considerable, 
if sometimes methodologically confused, body of work on individual orders in the 
various Iberian kingdoms.2 There are also major publications on important sites 
such as that at Clerkenwell in London where, however, the brilliant integration of 
a series of emergency excavations was accompanied by a disappointing failure 
to make best use of the written sources.3 The possibilities of a ‘total’ archaeology 
of a military order site employing excavation, surface survey, aerial photography 
and other means were excellently demonstrated in Denys Pringle’s work on the 

1 Preliminary data and bibliographical references in Nicole Bériou and Philippe 
Josserand (eds), Prier et Combattre: Dictionnaire européen des Ordres militaires au Moyen 
Âge (Paris, 2009), with entries on ‘Architecture castrale’ and ‘Architecture religieuse’ but 
not on ‘Archéologie’.

2 Articles and references in Ricardo Izquierdo Benito and Francisco Ruiz Gómez 
(eds), Las órdenes militares en la Península Ibérica (2 vols, Cuenca, 2000).

3 Barney Sloane and Gordon Malcolm, Excavations at the Priory of the Hospital of St 
John of Jerusalem, Clerkenwell, London (London, 2004).
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Hospital’s Red Tower in Palestine.4 This approach had earlier been applied in 
the West, especially through the use of early-modern cabrei and other archive 
materials but without any excavation, in a study of two Italian commanderies.5 
It was repeated over a much larger area in Northern France, again without 
excavation,6 but such a ‘total’ approach requires a combination of expertise or a 
degree of collaboration and has seldom been repeated.

The four conferences on military orders so far held at Clerkenwell have 
produced a variety of archaeological contributions, especially if one includes as 
archaeological the study of inscriptions, coins and seals which involve material 
objects with words written on them. The published acts of the fifth conference 
at Cardiff in 2009, to which this volume may be viewed as a companion, include 
three studies concerning excavations and frescoes at al-Marqab in Syria, one of a 
tapestry and one on Templar buildings at Viterbo.7 The present volume contains 
work by ten authors, two of whom also published articles in the other Cardiff 
volume. Naturally, brief conference communications cannot provide exhaustive 
studies of their topic but they can, within their limitations, make very significant 
contributions to it.

The articles in this volume are especially concerned with castles and 
commanderies, some of the latter being fortified or semi-fortified. Adrian Boas 
describes researches on the Teutonic Order’s castle at Montfort in Palestine where 
excavation and restoration is ongoing. His article is not an excavation report but it 
helpfully summarises earlier work and publications and makes use of unpublished 
notes from the excavations of 1926. In Syria, Mathias Piana uses various written 
sources in Arabic as well as recent investigations on the site to describe the elaborate 
Templar castle at Tortosa and to reinterpret its building phases. He emphasises 
the development of a concentric plan with inner and outer walls, concluding that 
at Tortosa the Templars ‘set a new standard of fortification’. In an analysis that 
is largely historical and architectural, Benjamin Michaudel examines the ways 
in which the Latins’ Syrian castles eventually failed to resist Mamluk attacks in 
the late-thirteenth century. In the Jerusalem kingdom the Mamluks dismantled 
captured castles, often to prevent their reoccupation by the Latins; further north 
they preserved and restored them, adding new features and converting the castles 
into fortified administrative palaces from which the country was governed and 

4 Denys Pringle, The Red Tower (al-Burj al-Ahmar). Settlement in the Plain of Sharon 
at the Time of the Crusaders and Mamluks, A.D. 1099–1516 (London, 1986).

5 Anthony Luttrell, ‘Two Templar-Hospitaller Preceptories North of Tuscania’, 
Papers of the British School at Rome, 39 (1971): pp. 90–124.

6 Michel Miguet, Templiers et Hospitaliers en Normandie (Paris, 1995); Michel 
Miguet, ‘Problèmes de méthodologie liés aux visites des commanderies. Photographie et 
cartographie des vestiges’, in Las Órdenes Militares en el Mediterráneo Occidental (s. XII-
XVIII) (Madrid, 1989), pp. 11–22.

7 Peter Edbury (ed.), The Military Orders, vol. 5: Politics and Power (Farnham, 
2012).
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agriculture maintained. The predominance of a different ‘castrum-type’ castle 
is emphasised in Tomasz Torbus’ study of the Teutonic Order’s Prussian castles 
of which there were some 150; a good number of these have been excavated. 
His contribution opens with an interesting survey of the relevant historiography 
with its nationalistic motivations. Among other matters he discusses the types of 
brick in use, the special case of the Magistral palace at Marienburg and a separate 
set of castles in Livonia. The emphasis is again on castles in Michael Heslop’s 
continuation of his wide investigation of Hospitaller defences in the Dodecanese. 
This presents extensive material on three islands with much topographical and 
other detail derived from visits to the sites and from the published literature. The 
work constitutes an important record to which much is still to be added from the 
Hospital’s archives on Malta.

Two architectural historians write on commandery sites in Italy, including 
some in Sicily. Giulia Rossi Vairo mainly discusses monuments of the Teutonic 
Order which are still preserved, and in particular she provides a new and detailed 
description of the round tower at Monterazzano near Viterbo which was probably 
built between 1290 and 1309. She discusses the way in which the order’s 
communities were protected in fortified commanderies and the order’s need 
for elements of propaganda or display, which was demonstrated in its religious 
buildings. Nadia Bagnarini also focuses on the Viterbese and reports on the 
Templar presence in the area; descriptions of surviving buildings are integrated 
with published written materials and the occasional exploitation of Hospitaller 
cabrei or property registers and of a few other unpublished sources; she notes 
the overall absence of excavation. The historical conclusion is that the Templars 
created an extensive agrarian complex designed to create a financial surplus which 
would sustain their order. Historians of the Temple and Hospital have for some 
time been using the early-modern Hospitaller cabrei, a number of which have 
been published. Elena Bellomo describes their nature and the ways in which they 
were composed, with special reference to Piedmont. The cabrei described the 
properties of a commandery with its buildings and its agrarian and urban holdings, 
often illustrating them with plans and elevations. They provide information on 
numerous topics and the details they record can be invaluable in the preparation 
of excavations.

Christer Carlsson summarises the largely unpublished results of field-work 
and of a geophysical survey of a Hospitaller commandery in Southern Norway 
which was probably founded in about 1190. This house was located in a region in 
which little is known about that order. The main discovery is of a building 50 m 
long and 10 m wide which may possibly have been a hospice. This work should 
be a valuable preliminary to excavation of the site. In the geographically wider 
region of the southern part of France, Damien Carraz considers the effect of recent 
archaeological activity on the understanding of military order commanderies and 
their problems. His paper discusses urban establishments, in which knowledge 
often comes from rescue excavations which in many cases are never published 
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fully. It covers the re-use of existing constructions, the fortification of some 
commanderies and the evidence from cemeteries and other burials.

Adding the three articles on Hospitaller al-Marqab published in the other 
Cardiff volume to those on Montfort and Tortosa and to the study of the fate of 
the Templar and Hospitaller castles in Syria, each of the main military orders 
received treatment at the Cardiff meeting of one or more of its Syrian castles. 
For the Hospital, its defences in the Dodecanese are covered, as are its Italian 
cabrei, its Southern French commanderies and a Norwegian commandery. The 
Teutonic Order benefits from articles on its Prussian castles and on its architecture 
in Italy. There are studies on Templars in Southern France and in Italy; a paucity 
of excavation is noted in Italy. England, Germany, Spain and Portugal with their 
varying military orders are not represented. In this volume there are only occasional 
comparisons between the various orders. The question whether there was an art, 
an architecture or an archaeology of the military orders remains debatable, as 
does the extent to which the buildings of the different orders showed common 
features or reflected local influences. The importance of archaeologists exploiting 
written materials is repeatedly invoked and actually practised. This volume makes 
notable progress in the field of the archaeology of the military orders though, as 
many of its authors point out, much further research is still needed. Future work 
will increasingly complement the study of standing and excavated buildings with 
an archaeology of the environment which employs pollen counts, bone analysis, 
dendrochronology and similar techniques in order to show how the military orders 
transformed the landscape, the wild life, and the economy of the space between 
and around their castles and commandery houses. 



PART I 
The Hospitaller Order/ 

The Order of Malta
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Chapter 1 

The Cabrei of the Order of Malta  
as an Archaeological Source:  

Some Notes on Piedmont
Elena Bellomo

The study of local documents and antique maps forms a vital part of the background 
work that precedes any archaeological investigation. With regard to the Order 
of Malta the cabrei figurati, illustrated inventories of the Order’s properties, 
are a source of primary importance as they also contain both the plans and the 
elevations of the buildings in their possession. This paper highlights the significant 
contribution that these sources can make to archaeological background work and 
studies in landscape archaeology.

Originally the cabrei consisted of notarial registers which recorded the 
privileges and rights enjoyed by a landowner and as such they only served a 
juridical function. However, the detailed descriptions of territorial possessions 
resulted in these registers playing a notable role in the economic administration 
of landed property at the end of the seventeenth century. The first cabrei only 
contained written descriptions of the possessions belonging to noble families 
and ecclesiastical or lay bodies (cabrei descrittivi). Later they came to include 
an iconographical part which portrayed the properties through various drawings 
(cabrei figurati). These registers sometimes embraced a wide range of documents 
such as lists of rights, inventories of goods, valuations of landed property, maps, 
locations of borders, and so forth. In the eighteenth century the cabrei became the 
preferred means to gather and keep all the information that could prove useful 
when checking landed possessions, making land improvements or developments, 
settling inheritance issues, and paying taxes.1

When producing a cabreo figurato land surveyors were entrusted with 
the delicate task of highlighting the distinctive characters of local topography, 
measuring and locating the several parcels, borders, streets, waters, and buildings 
in their descriptions of the landscape. After calculating the size of the property in 
question and setting the location of lots by using precise points of reference (such 

1 Paola Sereno, ‘Rappresentazione della proprietà fondiaria: i cabrei e la cartografia 
cabreistica’, in Rinaldo Comba, Paola Sereno (eds), Rappresentare uno Stato. Carte e 
cartografi degli stati sabaudi dal XVI al XVII secolo, 2 vols (Torino, 2002), vol. 1, pp. 
143–61.
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as a stream, a street, a row of trees), the land surveyor took note of the portions of 
cultivated land and the presence of woods or unexploited lots. Any nearby rural 
buildings would also be depicted, both in plans and elevations. This kind of detail 
could involve an engineer or an architect.2 Land surveyors’ skills in portraying 
landscapes and buildings gradually improved as the cabrei gained in official value. 
The earliest drawings of possessions and buildings were often imprecise and very 
approximate, but techniques became increasingly sophisticated and the outline of 
the borders and the features of buildings more precise and realistic. 

The land surveyors’ task was not merely descriptive since a crucial part of their 
duty was also to connect this detailed representation of the landscape to the most 
significant juridical and administrative information, such as the rights enjoyed by 
the owner in the area (usum aquae, lignaticum, rents, and so forth), the kind of 
contracts stipulated with tenants, and their obligations. Thus the cabrei served as 
private land registers as well as administrative and juridical registers, inventories 
of rights and of economic information, which could also be visualised in drawings.3

The importance and official nature of these registers is confirmed by the fact 
that they could only be compiled with the explicit authorisation of the owner of 
the property, and that a notary was often in charge of overseeing the process. 
Moreover, the legal and official value of the evidence collected in the cabrei 
could also be formally emphasised in a ‘public social rite’ of setting the borders 
performed by the land surveyor in the presence of a notary, the representatives of 
local communities, tenants, local landowners, neighbours, and witnesses.4 Upon 
completion, the cabreo was among the most important documents preserved in the 
archive of the institution or family who had commissioned it.5

The increasing precision, wide range of information collected, and reliability of 
contents make the cabrei a true mine of information for several kinds of historical 

2 Giuseppe Carità, ‘I cabrei settecenteschi. Contributi per la storia degli aspetti 
figurativi del paesaggio agrario in provincia di Cuneo’, Bollettino della Società per gli Studi 
storici, archeologici ed artistici della provincia di Cuneo, 84 (1981): p. 502.

3 Mario Francesco Rota, ‘Leggere e descrivere il territorio. Cartografia amministrativa 
manoscritta ed agrimensori nel Settecento bergamasco’, La Rivista di Bergamo, new series, 
6 (1996): pp. 18–21; Augusto Ciuffetti, Marcella Arca Petrucci, Tra mappe, catasti, cabrei: 
La rappresentazione del territorio e del paesaggio della provincia di Terni tra Settecento e 
Ottocento (Terni, 2003); Paola Sereno, ‘Ordinare lo spazio, governare il territorio: confine 
e frontiera come categorie geografiche’, in Alessandro Pastore (ed.), Confini e frontiere 
dell’età moderna: un confronto tra discipline (Milano, 2007), p. 61.

4 Carità, ‘I cabrei settecenteschi’, p. 500; Paola Sereno, ‘Far conoscere per misura 
giudiciale. La formazione dei cabrei e delle mappe cabreistiche’, in Paola Sereno (ed.), Il 
Libro delle mappe dell’arcivescovo Riperti. Un cabreo astigiano del Settecento (Torino, 
2002), pp. 19–41. 

5 Paola Briante, ‘Una fonte per lo studio del territorio piemontese. I cabrei dell’Ordine 
di Malta dell’Archivio di Stato di Torino’, in Josepha Costa Restagno (ed.), Cavalieri di 
San Giovanni in Liguria e nell’Italia settentrionale. Quadri regionali, uomini e documenti 
(Genova, Albenga, 2009), p. 350.
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investigations. Recent monographs, miscellaneous books, scientific articles, and 
exhibitions have focused on these primary sources emphasising their significance 
in several branches of history.6 However, their potential use as background 
sources for archaeological excavations and for landscape archaeological studies 
is still to be explored. 

The importance of careful scrutiny of the cabrei figurati as a preparatory 
stage in archaeological investigations is particularly apparent with regard to the 
Order of Malta. The recent revival of interest in the Military Orders in Italy has 
also involved the cabrei of this Order. The illustrated nature of some of these 
inventories has also attracted the attention of scholars working on art, architecture, 
and landscape history.7 Cabrei describing the properties and settlements of the 

6 Daniela Ferrari, ‘I cabrei come fonte per la storia dell’architettura’, in Gli archivi 
per la storia dell’architettura, 2 vols (Roma, 1999), vol. 1, pp. 313–40; Eugenio Maria 
Beranger, Riccardo Garbini, Cabrei e catasti tra Stato Pontificio e Regno delle Due Sicilie 
(Civitella Roveto, 2006); Leonardo Ginori Lisci, Cabrei in Toscana: Raccolte di mappe, 
prospetti e vedute, sec. XVI – sec. XIX (Firenze, 1978); Graziella Colmuto Zanella, ‘Fonti 
per un atlante storico del territorio bergamasco: Cabrei del XVII, XVIII e XIX secolo 
nella Biblioteca Civica di Bergamo’, Bergomum, 73 (1979): pp. 205–26; Lelio Pagani, 
‘Fonti catastali e storia del paesaggio’, in Documenti della prima fase di realizzazione del 
Catasto Teresiano. 1718–1733 (Bergamo, 1982); Guido Pensato, Il cabreo di San Leonardo 
di Siponto. 1634–1799 (Napoli, 2000); Mario Bevilacqua, Marco Nocca (eds), Cabreo di 
Velletri. Vigne, boschi, casali nel catasto settecentesco di Gianbattista Nolli (Roma, 2006); 
Massimo Calissano, Luca Barabino, Stefano Porta, Architettura rurale in valle Stura: 
Paesaggio agricolo nel Cabreo Spinola di Campofreddo (Genova, 1985); Anna Tamanti 
Fronzi, Roncitelli: note di vita sociale, economica e religiosa da un cabreo del Settecento 
(Senigallia, 1992); Pierluigi Sacchini (ed.), La storia dipinta: il Cabreo Odescalchi di 
Roncofreddo, Montiano e Cesenatico. 1685 (San Mauro Pascoli, 1998); Viviano Iazzetti, 
‘Le prepositure cassinesi di Ascoli e Troia in un cabreo del 17. secolo’, in Atti del 7° 
convegno nazionale sulla preistoria, protostoria, storia della Daunia (San Severo, 1998), 
pp. 172–84; Maria Luisa Scarin, ‘Cabrei e paesaggio agrario’, Annali di ricerche e studi di 
geografia, 38 (1982): pp. 67–79.

7 Angelo Sante Trisciuzzi, Giuseppe Dibenedetto (eds), Fasano nei cabrei dei 
Cavalieri di Malta (Manduria, 1998); Alvise Velatta, I cabrei di San Manno: i cabrei della 
Commenda di San Luca di Perugia nella ricostruzione storica del complesso di San Manno 
(Venezia, 1997); Cabrei, mappe ed altre testimonianze documentarie: per una storia e una 
rappresentazione del paesaggio agrario bresciano: mostra documentaria, 22 ottobre–21 
novembre 2008 (S. Stefano Magra, 2008); Renza Clemente, I beni della Commenda di S. 
Egidio di Piacenza, unpublished tesi di laurea, Università degli Studi di Genova, Facoltà 
di Lettere e Filosofia, 1970–71; Claudio Paolinelli (ed.), Il territorio di Mondolfo in un 
antico cabreo dell’Ordine di Malta (Mondolfo, 2006); Gustavo Valente, ‘Il cabreo della 
commenda di Castrovillari del Sovrano Militare Ordine di Malta’, Archivio storico per la 
Calabria e la Lucania, 40 (1972): pp. 196–251; Gustavo Valente, ‘Nocera 1624 dal Cabreo 
del Baliaggio di Sant’Eufemia del Sovrano Ordine di Malta’, Rivista storica calabrese, 
3–4 (1983): pp. 589–634; Franco Ressa, L’organizzazione fondiaria degli ordini religioso 
cavaliereschi (sic) nel Piemonte Occidentale dal XIII al XVIII secolo, unpublished tesi di 
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Order of Malta can be found in many governmental archives all over Italy where 
they were collected after the suppression of the local Hospitaller commanderies 
in the Napoleonic period. The transfer of the documents concerning the Order to 
public archives was marked by significant losses but numerous cabrei reached 
their final place of conservation and many of them are in good condition.8 

From the seventeenth century onwards the Statutes of the Order of Malta 
included a procedure to oversee the administration of commanderies by periodical 
visits of provincial officers. Moreover, in the previous century the Statutes had 
also established that brethren of the Order could obtain higher dignities and 
concessions only when they could document the improvements made in their 
houses. Officers in charge of inspecting these improvements had to publicly 
swear that the documents recording the administration of the commandery had 
been written according to the rules set in that specific region. These documents 
were named either papyros terrae, or recognoscentias, and even cabrevationes seu 
apeamentos (that is, cabrei). The Statutes of the Order prescribed that the cabrei 
had to be updated and rewritten every twenty-five years.9 Later on it also became 

laurea, Politecnico di Torino, Facoltà di Architettura, Torino 1978; Paola Magnarelli, ‘Il 
cabreo di una commenda dell’Ordine di Malta con sede ad Osimo (1761–1762)’, Proposte 
e ricerche, 9 (1982): pp. 26–30; Cabrevatio honorum: Priorati, Baliaggi e Commende 
dell’Ordine di Malta (Perugia, 1997); Stefania Prencipe, Il cabreo di S. Leonardo di 
Siponto (1634–1799). Saggio linguistico, unpublished tesi di laurea, Università degli Studi 
di Bari, Facoltà di Lettere e Filosofia, 2000–2001; Nicola Montesano, Antonella Pellettieri 
(eds), La commenda di Grassano attraverso un inedito cabreo del 1737 (Taranto, 2004); 
Riccardo Spinnato, La campagna e le sue fonti: La Commenda di San Giovanni di Murello 
nei Cabrei dell’Ordine di Malta, unpublished tesi di laurea, Politecnico di Torino, Facoltà di 
Architettura, 2006; Antonella Pellettieri, Emilio Ricciardi (eds), La Puglia dei Cavalieri. Il 
territorio pugliese nelle fonti cartografiche del Sovrano Militare Ordine di Malta (Viterbo, 
2009); Cosimo Damiano Fonseca, Cosimo D’Angela (eds), Gli Archivi per la storia del 
Sovrano Militare Ordine di Malta (Taranto, 2005).

8 Domenico Capolongo, ‘Integrazioni al cabreo della commenda di Cicciano del 
1582’, Atti del circolo culturale B.G. Duns Scoto di Roccarainola, 10–11 (1985): pp. 85–
111; Pietro Di Biase, ‘I Cabrei del Gran Priorato del Regno delle Due Sicilie nell’Archivio 
di Stato di Napoli’, Studi Melitensi, 2 (1994): pp. 281–8; Rosanna De Simine, Massimo 
Fittipaldi,  A. Silvestri, ‘Le fonti documentarie del Sovrano Militare Ordine di Malta 
conservate nell’Archivio di Stato di Napoli’, in Fonseca, Gli Archivi, pp. 47–66; Ennio 
Poleggi, ‘Proprietà e paesaggio urbano nei cabrei degli Ospitalieri (secc. XVI-XVII)’, in 
Costa Restagno (ed.), Cavalieri di San Giovanni e Territorio. La Liguria tra Provenza e 
Lombardia nei secoli XIII-XVIII (Genova, 1999), pp. 27–69.

9 These procedures are set in the Statutes issued during the masterships of Masters 
Pierre d’Aubusson (1476–1503), Philippe Villiers de l’Isle-Adam (1521–34), and Claude 
de la Sengle (1553–57). Guido Gentile, ‘Cabrei e topografia nell’amministrazione delle 
commende’, in Tomaso Ricardi di Netro, Luisa Gentile (eds), ‘Gentilhoumini Christiani et 
Religiosi Cavalieri’. Nove secoli dell’Ordine di Malta in Piemonte (Milano, 2000), p. 146.
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a requirement that an authentic copy of the cabrei was sent to the priory archive 
or the provincial chapter.10

Unfortunately, in the Tongue of Italy this system often failed to work. Visits 
intended to check improvements in local commanderies did not take place, and 
the older cabrei were not copied and updated.11 Therefore, severe punishment was 
imposed on officers who did not comply with these procedures while proctors and 
commanders were also provided with forms and examples to follow in recording 
the results of the visits and writing the cabrei. However, transgressions still 
commonly occurred, not least because writing or updating a cabreo was a very 
expensive undertaking.12 In Piedmont the tax collection from the possessions of 
the Order of Malta, enforced in 1783 by Vittorio Amedeo III di Savoia, was the 
catalyst in the production of a new and precise valuation of the Order’s patrimony 
to be compared with the one made by the Regio Fisco and this led to the writing 
of a new series of cabrei.13 

At the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, after the arrival of the 
French army in Piedmont, part of the archive of the Hospitaller priory of Lombardy 
(a province which approximately included Piedmont, Liguria, part of Lombardy)14 
was confiscated and sent to France to the Bureau general de finances, while 
some of the remaining archival material was sent abroad by the Order and some 
of it hidden in a private house. These events led to a partial loss of documents, 
including the cabrei. After the French period, the surviving documentary material 
and other records were kept in the Archivio di Corte (1836) and in the Regie 
Finanze (1839), and were eventually moved to the Sezioni Riunite in the Archivio 
di Stato di Torino in 1925.15 Here the cabrei of the Order of Malta are the most 
extensive and homogeneous series of land registers relevant to seventeenth and 
eighteenth century Piedmont. Due to the considerable size of the Order’s land-

10 Gentile (2000), p. 146.
11 Gentile (2000), p. 146; Briante, ‘Una fonte’, p. 352 and note 10.
12 Briante, ‘Una fonte’, p. 352.
13 Briante, ‘Una fonte’, p. 353.
14 Renato Bordone, ‘I cavalieri di San Giovanni ad Asti e nel Monferrato’, in 

Costa Restagno, Cavalieri di San Giovanni e Territorio, pp. 339–75; Renato Bordone, 
‘I marchesi di Monferrato e i cavalieri di San Giovanni di Gerusalemme durante il XII 
secolo’, in Gigliola Soldi Rondinini (ed.), Il Monferrato: crocevia politico, economico e 
culturale tra Mediterraneo e Europa (Ponzone, 2000), pp. 73–87; Renato Bordone, ‘Il 
Piemonte e l’Ordine di Malta: il Granpriorato di Lombardia’, in Ricardi di Netro, Gentile, 
‘Gentilhuomini Christiani’, pp. 13–14; Renato Bordone, ‘San Pietro di Consavia e il 
priorato di Lombardia nel Medioevo’, in Renato Bordone, Alberto Crosetto, Carlo Tosco 
(eds), L’antico San Pietro in Asti. Storia, Architettura, Archeologia (Asti, 2000), pp. 43–79. 

15 Paola Briante, ‘L’eredità documentaria del gran priorato di Lombardia nell’Archivio 
di Stato di Torino’, in Ricardi di Netro, Gentile, ‘Gentilhoumini Christiani’, pp. 35–39; 
Paola Briante, ‘Le carte dell’Ordine di Malta nell’Archivio di Stato di Torino’, in Costa 
Restagno, Cavalieri di San Giovanni e Territorio, pp. 321–38.
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holdings and its presence both in the countryside and urban areas, these registers 
are a unique documentary source in detailing the development and character of the 
landscape of Piedmont in the modern period.16 

The oldest cabrei kept in Turin date from 1566: that year a cabreo descrittivo 
concerning the house of San Martino di Buttigliera was completed, and a register 
of Santa Maria del Salice in Fossano dating from 1566 survives in later copies.17 
At the beginning of the seventeenth century the first cabrei figurati were produced: 
the oldest one is relevant to the house of SS. Margherita and Calocero (1616).18

For some houses the cabrei were periodically copied and rewritten and thus 
provide a continuous description of buildings and landscape. This is the case 
of the commandery of Acqui (in the province of Alessandria), dedicated to SS. 
Margherita and Calocero (S. Margherita originally belonged to the Temple).19 The 
first cabreo descrittivo of this house is from 1579 (it survives in a copy made in 
1602). Other cabrei descrittivi were written in 1635 and 1659.20 Copies of a first 
cabreo figurato from 1614 were also produced in 1635, 1645, and 1765,21 while 
further cabrei figurati are from 1659, 1686, 1709, 1740, 1765, and 1792.22 

The commandery of Santa Margherita della Stroppona  (a former Templar house)23 
is documented in cabrei descrittivi from 1597 (copied with some additions in 1765) 
and 1658.24 Its cabrei figurati are from 1621, 1683, 1715, 1742, 1770, and 1798.25 The 
description of the Hospitaller presence in the area of Alessandria is completed by the 

16 A list of the cabrei of the Order of Malta kept in the Archivio di Stato di Torino 
(hereafter AsTo) is in Briante, ‘Una fonte’, pp. 361–71. For a map of the Hospitaller houses 
in Piedmont see Ricardi di Netro, Gentile, ‘Gentilhoumini Christiani’, pp. 186–7.

17 AsTo, Sezioni Riunite, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzi 43 and 123; Briante, ‘Una 
fonte’, p. 354.

18 AsTo, Sezioni Riunite, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzo 4; Briante, ‘Una fonte’, 
pp. 354–5.

19 On this house see Elena Bellomo, The Templar Order in North-west Italy. 1142-
c.1330 (Boston, Leiden, 2008), pp. 283–5.

20 AsTo, Sezioni Riunite, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzi 1 and 4; Briante, ‘Una 
fonte’, p. 370.

21 AsTo, Sezioni Riunite, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzo 4; Briante, ‘Una fonte’, 
pp. 354–355.

22 AsTo, Sezioni Riunite, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzi 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15; 
Briante, ‘Una fonte’, p. 361. 

23 On this house see Bellomo, The Templar Order, pp. 343–5; Paola Cosola, ‘I 
possedimenti gerosolimitani nell’Alessandrino’, in Costa Restagno, Cavalieri di San 
Giovanni e Territorio, pp. 459–71. 

24 AsTo, Sezioni Riunite, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzo 20, Briante, ‘Una fonte’, 
p. 370.

25 AsTo, Sezioni Riunite, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzi 20, 21, 22, 23, 24; Briante, 
‘Una fonte’, p. 361.
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cabrei concerning the house of San Giovanni di Ripa and Montecastello of Alessandria 
from 1622, 1640, 1665, 1689, 1716, 1716–1724, 1741–1742, and 1768.26

Despite the fact that the cabrei were not updated and rewritten every twenty-
five years as the Statutes prescribed, these examples clearly demonstrate that they 
provide considerable and continuous evidence of the Hospitaller houses in the 
modern period and are a crucial source in the evaluation of the development of 
both their physical structure and their impact on the territory from the turn of the 
sixteenth to the seventeenth century, right up to the end of the eighteenth century. 

Although the older cabrei are important sources for archaeological background 
work, their depictions of both buildings and plots are not accurate. For instance, in 
the cabreo descrittivo written in Murello in 1684 there is a drawing representing 
the Hospitaller settlement from a bird’s eye view (Figure 1.1).27 The depiction 
is very imprecise and gives only a rough idea of the location and features of 
the buildings. The caption says that the drawing portrays the church, the castle, 
several farm buildings, a mill, a bealera (an irrigation ditch), a field, and gardens. 
However, it is not easy to identify these buildings and places, and the drawing 
mixes several types of illustrations since the church and castle are portrayed in 
perspective while on the left there is only the plan of the rural buildings.28 

The basic characters of this Hospitaller settlement are more accurately illustrated 
in later drawings. For instance, in the cabreo figurato produced in 1716–1717 
the architectonical features of the church and castle are precisely portrayed. The 
elevation is reproduced in perspective and the plans of the ground and first floor of 
the castle are accurately represented, even specifying the utilisation of each room. 
The scale of the drawing is also indicated (Figure 1.2).29 Thus later cabrei provide 
very useful representations of Hospitaller buildings, with very precise information 
about sizes, plans, uses of the rooms, and features of the elevation. In some cases 
sections of buildings are also reproduced.30 These drawings form an essential 
source to study the Hospitaller buildings, localise them and prepare archaeological 
excavations in an area where a house of the Order of Malta was located.

26 AsTo, Sezioni Riunite, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzi 161, 162, 163, 164, 166, 
167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 174. 

27 The house of Murello (provincia of Cuneo) is also documented in a very interesting 
series of cabrei descrittivi and figurati from 1684 to 1783 (the cabrei descrittivi are from 
1684 and 1750–1752; the cabrei figurati are from 1716–1717, 1750, 1783: AsTo, Sezioni 
Riunite, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzi 180, 181, 185, 187; Briante, ‘Una fonte’, pp. 366, 
371.

28 AsTo, Sezioni Riunite, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzo 180, c. 15. Several drawings 
from Hospitaller cabrei are reproduced in Aldo di Ricaldone, Templari e Gerosolimitani di 
Malta in Piemonte dal XII al XIX secolo, (2 vols, Madrid, 1979–80). The rural buildings of 
Murello are in di Ricaldone (1979–80), vol. 2, fig. 113.

29 AsTo, Sezioni Riunite, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzo 181, pp. 80–81.
30 See for instance Ricaldone, Templari, vol. 2, fig. 110.
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Figure 1.1  The commandery of Murello in a cabreo from 1684, Archivio di 
Stato di Torino



Figure 1.2  The church of S. Giovanni Battista and the castle of Murello in a cabreo produced in 1716–17, Archivio di Stato di Torino
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The cabrei also crucially highlight changes in the plans and features of 
Hospitaller buildings. For instance, in Verolengo (a village in the Turin area), the 
parish church of S. Giovanni Battista belonging to the Order of Malta was rebuilt 
sometime in the 1730s.31 In a cabreo from the beginning of the seventeenth century 
the plan of the church shows a rectangular building with three naves, lateral 
chapels, a semicircular apse, and two lateral square rooms.32 In later cabrei the 
shape is radically changed: the apse is rectangular, and small rectangular chapels 
are along the lateral walls.33 The church was eventually demolished in 1838, and 
a new building for a kindergarten and a school was built on its site.34 Thus any 
future excavation work in the area will have to take into account the information 
in the cabrei of the Order of Malta to allow identification of the remains of the 
Hospitaller church.

The cabrei can also provide valuable information for studies on landscape 
archaeology. This branch of archaeology is concerned with evaluating the complex 
issue of human impact on resources, topography and the wider landscape over 
the centuries. It is a recently emerged branch of archaeology and adopts a very 
interdisciplinary method.35

The detailed descriptions of Hospitaller property included in the cabrei provide 
notable evidence for reconstructing both the evolution of farmed landscapes 
and urban areas neighbouring the houses of the Order of Malta. The cabrei 
descrittivi provide extensive information about the organisation and exploitation 
of the Hospitallers’ landed possessions while the cabrei figurati offer an essential 
visualisation of this evidence.

It is worth noting that, as already pointed out for architectural evidence, the 
first cabrei figurati offer an image of the landscape that is not accurate. Allegorical 
and decorative elements, such as flags and coats of arms, are often included in 
representations of the territory, scales are not included, and points of reference 
essential for locating the plots are only vaguely indicated.36 In the eighteenth 

31 On this house see Fabrizio Spegis, Presenza gerosolimitana a Verolengo 
(Verolengo, 2004).

32 AsTo, Sezioni Riunite, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzo 260, c. 1; Spegis, Presenza, 
p. 25, fig. 5.

33 See for instance AsTo, Sezioni Riunite, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzo 265 
(years 1781–1782), c. 3; Spegis, Presenza, p. 25, fig. 11, p. 101.

34 Spegis, Presenza, p. 17.
35 On this discipline see Christopher Tilley, A Phenomenology of Landscape: Places, 

Paths and Monuments (Oxford, 1994); Stephen Rippon, Historic Landscape Analysis: 
Deciphering the Countryside (York, 2004); Oliver Creighton, Designs upon the Land: Elite 
Landscapes of the Middle Ages (Woodbridge, 2009); Nicole Branton, ‘Landscape Approaches 
in Historical Archaeology: The Archaeology of Places’, in Teresita Majewski, David Gaimster 
(eds), International Handbook of Historic Archaeology (New York, 2009), pp. 179–92.

36 AsTo, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzo 187, c. 3; Ricaldone, Templari, vol. 2, fig. 
108. For other maps of this area see Carità, ‘I cabrei’, figs. 28, 29. 
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Figure 1.3  The area of Murello in a cabreo from 1783
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century drawings became more and more detailed, with special attention given 
to the location of borders, canals, buildings, and the kinds of crops being grown 
in the fields. A good example of this is the representation of the area of Murello 
in a cabreo from 1783 (Figure 1.3). A legend helps the reader to individuate 
the elements in the landscape (fields, gardens, meadow, church, castle, village, 
cemetery, well, mill, streets, and so on). The parcels of land are differentiated by 
the use of specific colours to indicate the various crops, the plans of the buildings 
are clearly outlined, and the pond, as well as lines of trees on the borders of the 
plots or in wooded areas are depicted.37

Thus a wealth of information can be drawn from these registers and, by 
comparing representations of the same territory in different cabrei, changes in 
the landscape become apparent and open to evaluation. Modifications in borders, 
introduction of new crops, deviations of canals, drainage works, planting of trees, 
losses of uncultivated and wooded areas, variations in the road network, erections 
of new buildings, growth or disappearance of villages can be traced and analyzed 
in their development. The cabrei offer a perfect means to understand the landscape 
and the role of the Order of Malta in shaping it, altering its original character from 
a demographic and economic perspective, for instance favouring the building of 
new living areas, encouraging the cultivation of new land or starting new forms of 
farming. Continuity and change, improvement, but also regression and crisis, are 
some of the vital issues that can be diachronically studied in the landscape through 
careful analysis of cabrei evidence. An investigation based on these registers 
is thus an essential starting point for research in landscape archaeology of the 
territories once belonging to the Order of Malta.

The study of the Military Orders’ presence in Italy is the subject of increasing 
historical interest and one can only hope that in future these orders’ settlements 
will also be investigated from an archaeological point of view. With regard to the 
Order of Malta, I hope to have demonstrated how the cabrei will be an invaluable 
source of essential information to prepare excavation work and contextualise 
archaeological evidence.

37 AsTo, Sezioni Riunite, Finanze, Ordine di Malta, mazzo 187, c. 3.



Chapter 2 

Varne Hospitaller Commandery: An 
Archaeological Field Project

Christer Carlsson

The Historical Background

Varne Hospitaller commandery is situated in the southern part of Norway, some 
50 km south of Oslo (Figure 2.1). This important religious centre was probably 
founded in about 1190 as the third Hospitaller commandery in Scandinavia.1 
Some papal letters with privileges for Varne from this period have survived.2 In 
the beginning of the fourteenth century the commandery faced severe political 
and economic difficulties. Between ca. 1308 and 1320, the commandery was 
closed for a number of years after a hard conflict between the Hospitallers and the 
Norwegian King Håkon V. The reason for this conflict is not known in detail, but 
it had something to do with the fact that the King wanted to change the royal status 
of the commandery.3 Varne had for generations acted as a hospital for the King’s 
hird, though in 1308 the King suddenly wanted this long established tradition to 
come to an end.

The true motives behind Håkon V’s decision to close down the commandery 
have been much debated among Scandinavian historians. A problematic financial 
situation at the Royal Court could be one possible explanation for the King’s 
behaviour. It is however likely that Håkon was also influenced by the contemporary 
political developments in the surrounding world. At the beginning of the fourteenth 

1 Trond Svandal, Johannitterordenen: en ridderorden ved verdens ytterste grense, 
Religiøse ordener i middelalderens Norge, 3 (Oslo, 2006), pp. 15–33. Svandal claims 
that there are several possible theories behind the foundation of Varne and comes to the 
conclusion that the commandery must have been created after the foundation of Antvorskov 
Hospitaller commandery in Denmark in the 1160s, but before King Magnus Lagaböter 
signed a letter in Varne in 1270.

2 Akershusregistret av 1622. Fortegnelse optaget af Gregers Krabbe og Mogens Høg 
paa Akershus slot over de dervarende breve, (ed.) G. Tank (Kristiania, 1916), no. 817, 818, 
819 and 1324. 

3 Diplomatarium Norvegicum. Oldebreve til kundskap om indre og ytre forhold, 
sprog, slegter, seder, lovgivning og rettergang i middelalderen, (ed.) C. A. Lange (Kristiania, 
1849–1976), no. XI: 6.
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century the Hospitallers were, just as most other military orders, much criticized 
for the loss of the Holy Land. The trial of the Templars had also started in France 
in 1307. Even if the Knights Templar never controlled any land of their own in 
Scandinavia, several letters concerning the process were sent to the Scandinavian 
countries in the spring of 1308.4 It is therefore likely that Håkon V was aware of 
the process against the Templars, but chose to project his anger on the Norwegian 
Hospitallers instead. If this is the main reason for Håkon V’s irrational behaviour, 
the Hospitallers were perhaps attacked by the King simply because they belonged 
to a military order.5 Whatever caused Håkon V’s anger, his actions clearly indicate 
that a change in attitude towards the Hospitallers took place in Norway at the 
beginning of the fourteenth century.

When Håkon V died in 1319 the Hospitallers were eventually able to 
return to Norway in order to take possession of their former Norwegian land. 
An increasing number of new donations contributed to the development of the 

4 Diplomatarium Norvegicum, (ed.) Lange, nr. VII: 44–9.
5 Svandal, Johannitterordenen, p. 36, and Christer Carlsson, Johanniterordens kloster 

i Skandinavien 1291–1536. En studie av deras ekonomiska förhållanden utifrån historiskt 
och arkeologiskt material. University of Southern Denmark. PhD thesis (Odense, 2009), 
p. 109.

Figure 2.1  Varne Hospitaller commandery is situated close to the Oslo Fjord 
some 50 km south of Oslo
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commandery in the fifteenth century and Varne was soon once more one of the 
most powerful religious institutions in Norway. When the Reformation and a long 
range of internal conflicts swept across Scandinavia in the sixteenth century, the 
commandery complex at Varne was finally destroyed. The demolished buildings 
are today situated in the garden of a beautiful manor house, which dates from the 
seventeenth century. Since the ruins from the former commandery are situated 
on private grounds, they were for many years left relatively untouched and kept 
safe from the general public.6 For this reason, the site had not been studied in any 
greater detail by archaeologists before the summer of 2008.

The Fieldwork in 2008–2009

In July 2008 Varne was for the first time studied from a more scientific point 
of view by Swedish and Norwegian archaeologists. The planning of the Varne 
field project began in 2005, when the Norwegian government launched the so-
called ‘Ruin Project’ aiming at the preservation of a number of important medieval 
sites in the country. One of the most important monuments of this kind was Varne 
Hospitaller commandery.7 The aim of the project was therefore mainly to restore 
and preserve the standing walls from the medieval period, but some money was 
also spent on an extensive geophysical survey of the garden. These investigations 
have contributed to a much better understanding of the medieval commandery, 
but the results have mainly remained unpublished until now. A short technical 
report, describing the 2008 investigations, was however published in Norwegian 
some years ago.8 This article shall therefore not be seen as an interim report of an 
ongoing project, but rather as the first English publication to deal with this former 
Norwegian commandery.

When I first visited Varne in July 2008, the ‘Ruin Project’ was just about to 
begin, and I was kindly invited by my Norwegian colleague Mona Buckholm at 
Sarpsborg Museum to participate in the project. At this point the remaining walls 
were in a very bad condition. The harsh Scandinavian climate and the surrounding 
vegetation had contributed to a severe degeneration of the medieval masonry. The 
first step in the project was therefore to remove some of the dense vegetation and 
to cut down some of the 300-year-old trees that were growing inside and on top of 
the ruins. A professional garden consultant was called in and after some weeks the 
manual cleaning of the walls could finally begin.

6 The Norwegian Curator L. D. Klüvert made a plan of the ruins in 1823, though with 
wrong proportions. The plan today is in the office of the Norwegian Antiquarian Authorities 
(Riksantikvarien) in Oslo.

7 On the homepage of the Norwegian Antiquarian Authorities (www.riksantikvarien.
no) a description of the scientific background of the project is found.

8 Mona Buckholm and Christer Carlsson, Utgraving i toppen av murverket på Værne 
klosterruin, Rygge kommune. An archaeological report (Sarpsborg, 2008).

http://www.riksantikvarien.no
http://www.riksantikvarien.no
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The walls in the eastern part of the commandery church were still preserved to 
a level of about 1.2 m above the present level of garden soil. It was however clear 
that the medieval floor inside the church was still covered by thick demolition 
layers. For this reason the previous floor level was never reached in the campaign 
of 2008. It would however be of great scientific interest to excavate the interior 
of the church in the future. The floor could contain gravestones with preserved 
inscriptions of individuals who in the medieval period had close contacts with the 
Hospitallers in Varne. Such individuals could have been members of the Order as 
well as important donors. The demolition layers inside the church may also contain 
architectural details of great interest, for instance parts of the collapsed vaults, 
pieces from the medieval stained glass windows and different types of plaster. 
All such pieces of information are important in the process of reconstructing the 
former commandery church.

The top of the walls were, in July 2008, still covered by a thick layer of earth, 
leaves, roots and demolished material. In this layer pieces of window glass, 
pottery, plaster, animal bones and iron nails were found, before the core of the 
wall was finally reached (Figure 2.2). Loose stones and pieces of mortar were 
also removed. The walls were covered by a wooden roof for some months before 
the restoration team could begin their work to secure the walls of the ruins. An 
important contribution to the building history of the church was discovered during 
this process: the remains of two pillars from the vault system were excavated in 
the eastern part of the church. Since the plaster on the chapel walls continued 
behind these pillars, it was clear that this vault system was secondary to the walls 
of the church (Figure 2.3). The restoration project was finally finished in August 
2009 when new mortar was added to the medieval walls and all loose stones had 
been fixed and put back in their original positions.

The remaining part of the budget was spent on an extensive geophysical survey 
of the garden (Figure 2.4). This proved to be money well-spent since a number of 
interesting features were discovered. Such features are also important pieces of 
information in the process of interpreting the layout of the medieval commandery. 
Further clues were provided by a field walking in the area in July 2008: the main 
entrance to the complex, for instance, had been situated in the south, where a gate 
still leads into the garden from the ancient road. This situation is also confirmed 
by older maps, dating from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In the north-
eastern corner of the garden a number of flat stones, obviously the foundation of an 
old building, were also visible in the grass. A ca. 5 x 5 m large area in the central 
part of the garden turned out to be heavily undermined, which caused the ground 
to sink.

According to the present owner of the property this area in the centre of the 
beautiful garden had caused problems for several generations. In order to find 
out exactly what caused the ground to sink, a 1 x 1 m large test pit was opened 
up on the spot. This test pit revealed that the sinking was caused by an old pond 
or waterhole, which had been filled up with a thick layer of gravel. The feature 
cannot be identified on the maps from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
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therefore one can conclude that the pond must be at least 250 years old. For that 
reason the pond could be of medieval origin and may have formed a part of the 
Hospitaller commandery. The pond is also clearly visible on the picture created by 
the georadar survey in Figure 2.4. The sinking in this area could, however, also be 
caused by filled up cellars from hitherto unknown houses in the western part of the 
garden. Only further investigations can give a definitive answer to this question.

The most important result from the georadar survey in the garden, however, 
was the clear indication of a 50 m long and 10 m wide building beneath the ground, 
just south of the present manor house. This building was previously unknown, 
but it appears as if the northern wall of the building had been integrated into the 
southern wall of the seventeenth-century cellar. In the summer of 2008, some 15 
months before the georadar survey was carried out, we had the opportunity to visit 
the cellar beneath the manor house. The excavation team had a long discussion 
particularly about the southern wall, which gave a clearly medieval impression. In 
my PhD thesis, which was printed in October 2009, about two months before the 
result of the georadar survey was known, I have included a long discussion about 
the southern wall concluding that the wall may very well be of medieval origin.9

9 Carlsson, Johanniterordens kloster, p. 194.

Figure 2.2  The stone core of the wall was partly well preserved and the 
medieval masonry could be studied once the walls had been cleaned
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When I finally received the results of the georadar survey in December 2009, I 
was therefore very pleased to see that the southern wall in the seventeenth-century 
manor house appears to have been built on top of the northern wall of a much 
older structure. This indicates that the northern wall from the older and previously 
unknown building has been reused and integrated into the southern wall of the 
seventeenth-century cellar. The 50 m long building beneath the ground has so 
far not been excavated, but it is interesting to speculate about its function. The 
structure could, for instance, have contained the hospital of the commandery.

Few medieval hospitals have been preserved in Scandinavia, but one such 
building can still be seen in Odense in Denmark. Situated some 50 m north of the 
town’s still existing Hospitaller commandery, this hospital could serve as a good 
parallel to the newly discovered structure in Varne. Investigations there have 
revealed that the east-west oriented building probably contained a large open hall for 
the inmates in the west and a smaller altar or chapel in the eastern part, allowing the 
old and sick to attend the services from their beds.10 We cannot know for sure if such 

10 Victor Hermansen, Sct. Hans præstegaard i Odense. 1541 – 14. november – 1941 
(Odense, 1941).

Figure 2.3  The south-east corner of the commandery church during excavation. 
The remains of a demolished pillar from the church’s vault system 
are clearly visible in the centre of the picture. The plaster on the 
wall continues behind the pillar, a sign that the pillar belongs to a 
secondary system of vaults
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arrangements were present in Varne, since only an extensive excavation can give a 
definitive answer. Hospitals belonging to the Order of St John probably existed in 
other Scandinavian towns as well, but most of them were demolished shortly after 
the Reformation and their exact positions have therefore remained unknown.

The 50 m long building in Varne could however have fulfilled a completely 
different purpose. Its position some 20 m north of the commandery church 
indicates that it was perhaps a central structure in the complex, rather than its 
hospital. In that case the building might very well have been the sleeping quarters 
of the brethren and could have contained kitchens, storerooms and other facilities. 
In Odense there is again a good parallel, this time in the southern wing which was 
erected in about 1400 to serve as the commandery’s service department. Further 
and freestanding economy buildings, such as barns and stables, were however 
situated in the area.11

The newly discovered 50 m long building in Varne could also have a parallel 
in Dueholm Hospitaller commandery on Jutland in Denmark, where a similar 
building was still standing some 20 m north of the commandery church in the 
seventeenth century. The general interpretation of this building is that it was 
either the sleeping quarters of the brethren or their hospital,12 a striking parallel 
to Varne. In Dueholm most of the commercial buildings seem to have formed a 
smaller cluster in the eastern part of the site, some 50 m from the commandery 
church itself, while kitchens and storerooms might have been located in the long 
wing north of the church. A mill and a nearby stream were also controlled by the 
Hospitallers in Dueholm.13

The two commanderies in Varne and Dueholm were probably similar in size, 
and therefore their needs for various types of buildings may have been similar. If 
the 50 m long building in Varne was once the northern wing in a classical square-
shaped monastic complex, the pond and possibly some economy buildings might 
have closed the commandery’s inner courtyard towards the west. In that case, further 
economy buildings such as stables, workshops and barns should probably be sought 
for in a wider surrounding area. Only extensive excavations of the newly discovered 
building can probably reveal the true nature of this archaeological feature.

Therefore, we have good reasons to develop the Varne project further in 
the near future. There are a number of important issues to focus on in such a 
project: comparisons with other Hospitaller sites in Scandinavia as well as on the 
Continent would, especially when more extensive excavations at Varne have been 
carried out, allow us to obtain a better understanding of the life of Norwegian 
Hospitallers. Even if the Scandinavian commanderies seldom followed any strict 

11 Dorthe Boldsen Lund Mortensen, Johanniterklostret Sankt Hans i Odense i 
arkæologisk belysning, Master Thesis from the University of Århus, (Århus, 2000), p. 84; 
Vilhelm Lorenzen, De danske johannitterklostres bygningshistorie, De Danske klostres 
bygningshistorie, 8 (København, 1927), p. 83.

12 Lorenzen, De danske johannitterklostres, p. 58.
13 Lorenzen, De danske johannitterklostres, pp. 58–9.
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outlines or regulated building plans, it would still be possible to estimate what 
kind of buildings might have been present in Varne in the medieval period.

The position of Varne commandery, next to an important road which led from 
Oslo in the north to the Swedish border in the south and close to the Oslo Fjord, 
made it necessary to have at least one large stable for horses and a harbour site for 
ships in reasonable distance from the commandery. The distance to the seafront 
at the Oslo Fjord is today about 1 km, having been considerably shorter in the 
medieval period. The vast areas of farming land that surrounded the commandery 
in the medieval period produced large quantities of cereals and straw each year, 
which needed to be stored in dry barns over the winter. No such medieval structures 
have so far been identified in the neighbourhood, but further investigations may 
reveal scanty remains.

Figure 2.4 The results of the georadar survey in Varne in October 2009. The 
present manor house is situated in the northern part of the plan while 
the remains of the former commandery church can be seen in the 
centre. The outlines of the newly discovered 50 m long building are 
located just to the south of the seventeenth-century manor house. 
The older building is partly covered by the younger structure and a 
number of internal walls in the medieval building can be identified 
(Published with permission from The Swedish National Heritage 
Board, Contract Archaeological Service (UV)).
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Other important questions concern the economy of the commandery. There is 
evidence of timber, salt and fishing industries linked to the Hospitallers in Varne.14 
These activities must have generated additional income for the commandery, 
particularly in the later Middle Ages, when trading expanded and the commandery 
had regained its former status. All these activities must have left their marks in 
the cultural landscape that surrounds Varne. The relatively short distance to the 
lucrative markets in the capital Oslo may also have been of some importance to the 
economy in Varne. The nearby sea, finally, provided the Norwegian Hospitallers 
with excellent communication facilities to countries such as Denmark, Sweden, 
Germany and England. These factors were probably all carefully considered 
when Varne was established in the twelfth century. The fact that the Order, right 
from the start, was given large donations of land in this central region gave the 
Hospitallers a great advantage compared to many other monastic institutions in 
medieval Norway. In order to truly understand how the Norwegian Hospitallers 
interacted with the surrounding world, one must include archaeological and 
historical information from a much larger area than just the commandery itself. If 
financial resources can be raised for further archaeological investigations at Varne 
it is likely that such a project would give us a much better understanding of the 
site. There is no doubt that Varne Hospitaller commandery is a site with great 
scientific potential.

14 Svandal, Johannitterordenen, p. 51.
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Chapter 3 

The Search for the Defensive System of the 
Knights in the Dodecanese (Part II: Leros, 

Kalymnos, Kos and Bodrum)

Michael Heslop

Introduction

Following the conquest of Rhodes in 1309/1310, Kos was the second most 
important territory held by the Hospitallers in their island empire (Figure 3.1). 
It was the seat of the Hospitaller governor of the islands of Leros, Kalymnos 
and Kos,1 which were treated as an autonomous administrative unit. Bodrum, 
a Hospitaller castle on the Turkish mainland, faced Kos and formed one of the 
fixed points contributing to the defensive system as a whole. Several of the sites 
discussed below have never been described before, while possible solutions are 
offered to the mysteries of unidentified castles mentioned in the sources, and of 
one known castle whose name is unknown. Unlike the situation on Rhodes,2 no 
overall plan survives to document how the islands were to be defended. However, 
enough evidence is available to suggest how the Hospitallers were able to hold on 
to their offshore islands until 1522. 

1 See my prior paper ‘The Search for the Defensive System of the Knights in the 
Dodecanese (Part l: Chalki, Symi, Nisyros and Tilos)’, in Helen Nicholson (ed.), On the 
Margins of Crusading: The Military Orders, the Papacy and the Christian World, Crusades 
Subsidia, 4 (Farnham, 2011), pp. 139–65, for an examination of the defensive system of the 
Hospitaller islands lying between Kos and Rhodes. My visits to the three islands took place 
in 1978 and 2007, while Bodrum was visited in 2006. Anna-Maria Kasdagli has kindly 
provided transliterations of Greek place-names.

2 See my essay on ‘The Search for The Defensive System of the Knights in Southern 
Rhodes’ in Judi Upton-Ward (ed.), On Land and by Sea, The Military Orders, vol. 4 
(Aldershot 2008), pp. 189–200, for a description of how the Hospitallers issued formal 
orders in 1475 and 1479 for the defence of the island. 
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The history of Leros, Kalymnos and Kos under Byzantine rule is better 
documented than that of the four islands examined in Part I of this study,3 largely 
because of the survival of the archives of the monastery of St John on Patmos, 
which owned estates on Leros and Kos. All the islands were subjected to Arab 
raids in the seventh, eighth and ninth centuries, followed by Seljuk attacks in the 
late eleventh century. It is more than likely that the islands were controlled by 
Leon Gabalas, the ruler of Rhodes from 1204 onwards, but the Nicaeans managed 
to recover the islands by the middle of the thirteenth century. The Byzantines 
could not, however, ensure peace in the space around the islands contested by the 
Venetians, Genoese and Turks. Most if not all of the islands suffered attacks by 
the ‘godless Italians’,4 and even, in the case of Kos, temporary occupation by the 
Venetians. It seems, nevertheless, that the Hospitallers conquered all three islands 
from the Greeks. 

3 All three islands were under the control of the theme based in Samos founded 
between 842/843 and 893. 

4 Era L. Vranousi, Vyzantina engrapha tes Mones Patmou: A΄ - Autokratorika 
[Byzantine documents of the monastery of Patmos: Vol. A - Imperial Documents] (Athens, 
1980), p. 99.

Figure 3.1 Map of Hospitaller islands of the Dodecanese
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Leros

Leros (Figure 3.2) was the northern-most territory held by the Hospitallers, as 
Patmos and its dependent islands belonged to the Monastery of St John. Lying 40 
km off the Turkish coast, the island is irregular in shape, with five large sheltered 
bays, most of which resemble large lakes rather than open bays. Inland, three 
chains of hills are separated by two low-lying plains. The areas around the bays are 
fertile with abundant water. The highest point on the island, Mount Klidi, is 320 
m above sea level. The various bays have numerous small harbours, meaning that 
the island was always easy to invade. 

Following the recovery by the Nicaeans of the island from the Gabalas dynasty, 
it seems that Leros then remained under Greek control until whenever Vignolo de’ 
Vignoli was granted the island. In 1306 Vignoli, a Genoese freebooter, claimed 
that the Emperor Andronicus II had given him Leros and Kos as a reward for 
services rendered to the Byzantines. Despite this claim, Vignoli agreed, as part 
of his deal with the Hospitallers, that the Hospitallers would hold Leros and Kos 

Figure 3.2  Map of Leros with sight lines
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as well as Rhodes.5 Leros was then acquired by the Hospitallers but was not, if 
Bosio is to be believed, in the initial list of islands conquered after Rhodes.6 At 
any rate, Leros had been occupied by 1318 at the latest, for a rebellion broke out 
that year, possibly fostered by the Turks, in which the local Greeks slaughtered the 
Hospitaller garrison and declared their allegiance to the Byzantine emperor. The 
rebellion was put down by the knight Albrecht von Schwarzburg, who stormed the 
castle of Panteli, defended by some 2,000 Greeks, killing 1,900 and transporting 
the remainder to Rhodes as captives.7 

The remainder of the century appears to have been relatively quiet, but in 
1403 Turks from Palatia, the classical Miletus, attacked the island.8 Its security 
seems to have been so threatened that Buondelmonti later reported that the whole 
population of the island retired into the castle, presumably Panteli, every night.9 
More damaging Ottoman attacks began in the middle of the fifteenth century, 
following the fall of Constantinople; raids are recorded in 1457,10 1458,11 1460,12 

5 Text in Joseph Delaville Le Roulx, Les Hospitaliers en Terre Sainte et à Chypre 1100-
1310 (Paris, 1904), pp. 274–6 n. 2. 

6 Giacomo Bosio, Dell’Istoria della Sacra Religione et Illustrissima Militia di S 
Giovanni Gierosolimitano, 2nd edn (Rome, 1629), p. 35. Bosio suggests that Leros, along 
with Kalymnos, was acquired by 1314: Bosio, Istoria, p. 43. Luttrell believes that Leros 
may well have been taken in 1310: Anthony Luttrell, ‘Cos after 1306’, in Georgia Kokkoru-
Aleura (ed.), Historia-Techne-Archaiologia tes Ko [History-Art-Archaeology of Kos], 
(Athens, 2001), p. 402, repr. in Anthony Luttrell, Studies on the Hospitallers after 1306: 
Rhodes and the West (Aldershot, 2007), no. II, p. 402. 

7 Joseph Delaville Le Roulx, Les Hospitaliers à Rhodes jusqu’à la mort de Philibert 
de Naillac (1310–1421) (Paris, 1913), pp. 365–7.

8 Anthony Luttrell, ‘The Hospitallers of Rhodes Confront the Turks: 1306-1421’, 
in Philip F. Gallagher (ed.), Christians, Jews and Other Worlds: Patterns of Conflict and 
Accommodation (Lanham, 1988), p. 100, repr. in Anthony Luttrell, The Hospitallers of 
Rhodes and their Mediterranean World (Aldershot, 1992), no. II, p. 100.

9 Cristoforo Buondelmonti, Liber Insularum Archipelagi, (ed. and tr. into French) by E. 
Legrand, Description des Iles de l’Archipel Grec (Paris, 1897), reissued Amsterdam, 1974, p. 
223. The Legrand edition is referred to in this paper as it is more commonly available than the 
Sinner edition: L. de Sinner, Christoph. Bondelmontii, Florentin, Liber Insularum Archipelagi 
(Leipzig and Berlin, 1824).

10 See R. Valentini, ‘L’Egeo dopo la caduta di Costantinopoli nelle relazione dei Gran 
Maestri di Rodi’, Bulletino dell’ Istituto Storico Italiano per il Medio Evo, Archivo Muratoriano, 
no. 51 (Rome, 1936), document no. IV, 164–7. Sixty ships raided Leros, Kalymnos and Kos; all 
three islands were apparently totally ruined, destroyed by war, plague and famine.

11 A Turkish fleet ravaged Rhodes and subsequently burnt the crops on the islands 
of Leros, Kalymnos and Kos: Zacharias N. Tsirpanlis, E Rodos kai oi Noties Sporades sta 
chronia ton Ioanniton Ippoton, 14os–16os ai. [Rhodes and the Southern Sporades at the 
time of the Knights of St John, 14th–16th c.] (Rhodes, 1991), p. 119.

12 Again all three islands were attacked, specifically the castles of each island (Bosio, 
Istoria, p. 272).
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and 1477.13 The attacks became more frequent at the beginning of the sixteenth 
century with sustained attempts to capture the castle of Panteli in 1502,14 1506,15 
and 1508.16

It is not evident what fortifications were still in Byzantine use when the 
Hospitallers occupied the island, but Panteli would certainly have been one of 
them. Other Byzantine fortifications at Lepida (now known as Xerokambos), 
Mount Kastelli and Aghios Ioannis may well have been reduced to little more than 
observation points at this time, while use may still have been made of a number 
of Hellenistic towers found on the island. As frequently occurred elsewhere in the 
Hospitaller possessions, both Panteli and Lepida were built on the foundations of 
a Hellenistic acropolis.

The Byzantine castle at Panteli was certainly in existence by 1087,17 when 
the upper part of the castle was given to Christodoulos,18 the founder of St John’s 

13 Kos was also attacked (Bosio, Istoria, p. 367).
14 Kemal Re’is besieged the castle with forces from a fleet of eighteen fustes 

originating for the most part from Gallipoli: Malta, Cod. 79, fols 85v–86v.
15 This attack was led by the pirate Nichi with 500 men and artillery from eight 

galleys (Bosio, Istoria, pp. 587–9). The garrison of the castle, which was made up of only 
six Hospitallers under the Piedmontese knight Paolo Simeone, managed to hold out by 
hoodwinking the besiegers into thinking that townsmen dressed up as Hospitallers were 
the real thing.

16 Kemal Re’is, acting as an admiral of the Ottoman navy with a fleet of twenty ships, 
was joined on this occasion by the pirate Kourtoglu from Palatia, with thirteen ships. The 
siege of Panteli lasted four days and involved four cannon and four bombards landed by 
the attackers: see Nicolas Vatin, L’Ordre de Saint-Jean-de-Jérusalem, l’Empire Ottoman et 
la Méditerranée orientale entre les deux sièges de Rhodes, 1480-1522 (Louvain and Paris, 
1994), p. 307.    

17 The castle has been described by Giuseppe Gerola, ‘Monumenti Medievali 
delle Tredici Sporadi’, Annuario della regia Scuola Archeologica di Atene, 2 (1914), pp. 
249–54; Stephen Spiteri, Fortresses of the Knights (Malta, 2001), pp. 198–203; Charis 
M. Koutelakis, ‘E Panagia tou Kastrou. Istorike kai archaiologike diereunese tou naou 
“Panagia tou Kastrou” Lerou’ [The Panagia of the Castle. Historical and Archaeological 
Examination of the Church ‘Panagia tou Kastrou’ of Leros], offprint publication of the Holy 
Metropolis of Leros, Kalymnos and Astypalia (Athens, 1989), pp. 44–85; and Michael 
Losse, ‘Frühe Bastionen an Wehrbauten der Johanniter in der Ägäis: Das Beispiel des 
„Kástro tís Panajías“ bei Plátanos (Insel Léros)’, in Zwinger und Vorbefestigungen, Tagung 
vom 10. bis 12. November 2006 auf Schloss Neuenburg bei Freyburg (Unstrut), (ed.) Heinz 
Müller and Reinhard Schmitt (Langenweißbach, 2007), pp. 63–72.

18 By a May 1087 chrysobull of Alexios I, Christodoulous also acquired other 
lands on the island at the same time. This document, and the ones for 1089 and 1092, 
are discussed by Elias Kollias in ‘Istorikes plerofories apo to archeio tes Mones Patmou 
gia te mesaionike Lero’ [Historical information from the archives of the Monastery of 
Patmos concerning medieval Leros], in Ionias Akron – Leros. Tomos aphieromenos ste 
mneme tou Dion. Oikonomopoulou [The Tip of Ionia, Leros: Festschrift in memory of Dion. 
Oikonomopoulos] (Athens, 1993), pp. 73–97.
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monastery on Patmos. In April 1089 the monk was given total ownership of 
the castle,19 but by 1092 control had been fully restored to the state.20 Traces of 
Hellenistic foundations remain, but the innermost enceinte is clearly Byzantine 
in origin.21 It was supplemented by improvements made by the Hospitallers, 
possibly at the time that Hesso Schlegelholtz was in command of Leros.22 A 
second enceinte was added by Fantino Quirini when he was governor of the island 
from 1436–1453, and improvements were made to the inner enceinte.23 A further 
round of improvements began in 1492 under the direction of Filippo di Guidone,24 
while the curtain wall of the third enceinte was probably added between 1509 
and 1511.25 Spiteri believes that the bastion was added after 1511.26 In any case, 
with its artillery platform and two gun-ports, the castle (Figure 3.3), at a height 
of 160 m above sea level, dominated the adjoining two bays of Aghia Marina and 
Vromolithos.27 The views from the top are all-encompassing, stretching to Patmos 
in the north, Turkey to the east and Kalymnos and Kos to the south.

Also just visible to the south are the remains of the second documented 
Byzantine castle on the island, called Lepida (now Xerokambos). According to a 
1089 document, the castle was given to the inhabitants of Leros as a shelter since 
they had been excluded from using the castle of Panteli.28 Built on Hellenistic 
foundations, the castle, standing at a height of only 62 m above the surrounding 
plain, can never have been very strong, and it is difficult to see there anything more 
than a simple rectangular fort with rough-hewn walls, a straightforward entrance 

19 See n. 18 supra.
20 See n. 18 supra.
21 The castle may well have originated in the second half of the seventh century along 

with several other Byzantine castles. See my essay ‘The Search for the Byzantine Defensive 
System in Southern Rhodes’, Byzantinos Domos, 16 (2008), pp. 69–81.

22 Hesso Schlegelholtz was Governor of Kos, Leros and Kalymnos from 1386 to 
1412. The evidence for his involvement is somewhat doubtful, resting on an unidentified 
escutcheon found lying at the castle in 1888: see Koutelakis, ‘Panagia tou Kastrou’, p. 53.

23 Escutcheons of Quirini, who was also Governor of Kos and Kalymnos, survive in 
the innermost enceinte and the outer face of the north wall. Gerola mentions an escutcheon 
of either the Master Jean de Lastic (1437–1454) or the Master Anton Fluvian (1421–1437), 
but this has now disappeared.

24 Bosio, Istoria, p. 511.
25 Given that two escutcheons in the wall, one of Grand Master Emery d’Amboise 

(1503–1512), is dated 1509 and that of Pons (Poncet) d’Urre, 1511. The latter’s escutcheon 
has been identified by Jean-Bernard de Vaivre, ‘Quelques armoiries oubliées de chevaliers 
de Rhodes’, Archivum Heraldicum, 124/II (2010), p. 181.

26 Spiteri, Fortresses, p. 202.
27 Piri Re’is, Kitab-i Bahriye of Piri Reis (Ankara, 2002), p. 160, reports that the 

castle was in good condition when acquired by the Ottomans.
28 See n. 18 supra.
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and perhaps a tower.29 By the time that the Hospitallers arrived, it was probably little 
more than a lookout position, though even then this function would have needed to 
be supplemented by additional watch-positions on the hills above the site.

There are two more surviving Byzantine fortifications on the island, both 
located in the north-west. One is the fortified tower-church of Aghios Ioannis near 
the coast.30 Although there is no evidence to suggest that the site was utilised by 

29 The castle has been described by Ludwig Ross, Reisen auf den griechischen Inseln 
des ägaischen Meeres (vol. 2, Stuttgart and Tübingen, 1843); repr. Hildesheim, 1985, pp. 
100–101; Richard M. Dawkins and Alan J.B. Wace, ‘Notes from the Sporades, Astypalea, 
Telos, Nisyros, Leros’, Annual of the British School at Athens, 12 (1905–1906), pp. 172–4; 
Jack L. Benson, Ancient Leros (Durham, North Carolina, 1963), pp. 27–9; Richard Hope 
Simpson and John F. Lazenby, ‘Notes from the Dodecanese II’, Annual of the British School 
at Athens, 65 (1970), p. 54; Losse, ‘Frühe Bastionen’, p. 69.

30 Accessed by a track which leads off the road running past Partheni to a naval 
installation, the site lies at the end of the track, just as it reaches a promontory, with the small 
island of Archangelos and adjoining three islets to the north. I cannot find any published 
description of the site, although it is noted in Ludwig Bürchner, Die Insel Leros (München, 
1898), p. 15. It consists of the remains of a church, just under a small cliff, with a tower built 
on to its southern edge. The church has a rectangular nave with foundations of thick walls 
of unworked stone, bound with white mortar. There is a fascinating rock-hewn synthronon, 
an ancient exhedra and plinth at the northern end of the nave. The tower has been added 
to the middle of the southern wall of the church, with a gate leading to it from inside the 

Figure 3.3 The castle of Panteli
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the Hospitallers, it may well have been retained as an observation post and, as 
such, represents the northern-most defensive position in the Hospitaller state. The 
remaining site is a series of positions adjoining Mount Kastelli.31 

The only other significant fortification on the island is Bourtzi, situated on 
the foreshore under the northern walls of Panteli. This site, however, is probably 
Turkish.32 Coronelli33 writes that there were other castles on the island apart from 
‘Toreo’ on the extreme eastern coast and ‘Lero’ in the north34 but they remain largely 

church. The tower is rectangular with flanking walls 4 m long and the facing wall 3 m long. 
The walls survive to an average height of 2.6 m. Two stepped projections adjoin the western 
wall, while a buttress supports the southern wall. The external entrance to the tower seems 
to be above the buttress and may well have been reached by some sort of lifting mechanism. 

31 The site was seemingly first recorded by Dionysios I. Oikonomopoulos Leriaka, 
etoi Chorographia tes Nesou Lerou [Leriaka: Description of the Places of the Island of 
Leros] (Athens and Cairo, 1888), repr. Leros, 2002, p. 15. In fact Mount Kastelli is not 
the dominant site in the area as it only rises to a height of 180 m. It is a small pile of 
rocks, bounded by a dry-stone lune when seen from the east, but a steep castle-like cliff 
when seen from the sea. There may have been something there, but of more interest are 
two adjoining sites to the north-west and east respectively. The first site, Mount Markelos, 
rises to 258 m and is surmounted by Italian Second World War installations which have 
obliterated the remains of a tower marked on a map in the British Library, namely ‘Lero I. 
and approaches from Italian Government charts to 1936 with corrections to 1940’ (London, 
1944). The same fate has befallen what appears to the remains of a Byzantine fortress on 
the second adjoining site, namely Mount Diplogourno at 275 m, (wrongly named as Mount 
Calogero on the Italian map), but at least here the foundations of the circular base of a tower 
have survived the mass of Italian concrete. I am obliged to Michael Domocos and Michael 
Wright for their input on these three sites. 

32 Gerola, ‘Monumenti medievali’, p. 254, believes the same. Of a rectangular shape, 
the northern ramparts overlook the Bay of Aghia Marina. Pierced by four arches, no doubt 
embrasures for cannon, the northern walls survive to a good height, but the walls of the 
other sides are little more than foundations, except for part of the western wall, 1 m thick, 
which rises to a parapet and crenellations. This part of the wall is flanked by the remnants 
of a projecting tower which rises to a height of 6 m. A postern on the eastern side, where the 
walls are fragmentary, leads down to a small bay. A cistern, with reddish hydraulic cement, 
is located inside the walls. Although built on a rocky outcrop, the castle above cannot be seen 
from here. While Ottoman in style, similar to some other coastal fortifications, the fort may 
have been antedated by a Hellenistic or Byzantine tower which the Hospitallers found useful 
to maintain. The fort possibly appears in Coronelli’s view of the castle published in 1688: 
Vincenzo Coronelli and Girolamo A. Parisotti, Isola di Rodi (Venice, 1688), opposite p. 340. 
Perhaps it was built by the Turks following the successful Venetian attack on Panteli in 1648.  

33 Vincenzo Coronelli, Isolario (Venice, 1696), vol. 1, p. 254.
34 Based on Coronelli’s geographic indications, most commentators have assumed that 

Toreo is Panteli and that Lero is Mount Kastelli. Given, however, Coronelli’s suspect knowledge 
of local geography, I would assume that the reverse identification is more likely, particularly since 
he adds that Lero was a city containing the seat of the Bishop of Leros. Furthermore, Buondelmonti 
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unidentified.35 Other Hellenistic towers can be found at Aghios Isidoros,36 where the 
church is built on the remains of a square Hellenistic watch-tower, and at Partheni.37 
A document from 1087 mentioned ‘the church of Aghios Anargyroi’,38 a three-storey 
tower with a ‘sun-porch’, but this has now completely disappeared. So too has the 
two-storey watch-tower on the northern shore of the offshore island of Archangelos.39

The communication links on Leros (Figure 3.2) are fairly straightforward, with 
Panteli acting as the fulcrum. From there sight lines stretch north to Mount Vigla at a 
height of 238 m above sea level and onwards to Mount Kastelli and the other northern 
positions. To the west, the hill of Mount Meravigli, at 204 m above sea level, is the 
key position, while to the south both Xerokambos and Kalymnos are in view. There 
was also a vigla at Mount Kastello40 on the headland overlooking the entrance to the 
Bay of Lakki. The whole orientation of the island was, however, to the north, as the 
adjoining part of Kalymnos was, and still is, desolate and largely unpopulated. 

Kalymnos

Kalymnos (Figure 3.4), lying 22 km from the Turkish coast, is rectangular in shape 
with a peninsular extension stretching to the north-west. This tongue of land falls 
short of Leros by 2.5 km, but is effectively linked by a series of stepping-stone 
islets. The main part of the island is divided by three parallel mountain ranges, 

labels Panteli as Lero in the facsimile map no. 99 included in Cristoforo Buondelmonti, Liber 
insularum archipelagi, (ed.) I. Siebert and M. Plassmann (Wiesbaden, 2005). 

35 Coronelli, Isolario, vol. 1, p. 254, gives their names as ‘Misio o Missio, Syco, 
Mensa, Silene and Tilo’. Syco is probably Sykia where the remains of a chapel stand in the 
shadow of a late medieval tower, but the other names remain unidentified. There are many 
late medieval tower-houses, or pyrgiaka, on the island.

36 As noted by Ross, Reisen auf den griechischen Inseln, p. 102, and Benson, 
Ancient Leros, p. 24.

37 Hope Simpson and Lazenby, ‘Notes’, pp. 52–3, and Benson, Ancient Leros, pp. 16–19.
38 Maria Nystazopoulou-Pelekidou, Vyzantina engrapha tes Mones Patmou: B’ 

– Demosion Leitourgon [Byzantine documents of the monastery of Patmos: Vol. B – 
Documents of State Dignitaries], (Athens, 1980), pp. 54–5. 

39 It was noted by Gerola, ‘Monumenti medievali’, p. 254, and E. C. Papamanolis, 
‘Anastelose kai provole ton ereipomenon mesaionikon kastron tes Dodekanesou’ 
[Restoration and promotion of the ruined castles of the Dodecanese], in Politistika 
Dodekanesou. Eisegeseis kai Porismata A’Politistikou Symposiou Dodekanesou: 1978 
[Cultural Affairs of the Dodecanese. Recommendations and Conclusions of the 1st Cultural 
Congress of the Dodecanese 1978] (Athens, 1981), p. 366, as being Hellenistic, but 
Bürchner, Insel Leros, p. 17, thought that it was medieval. The tower has now been totally 
destroyed and the stonework used for other purposes.

40 It is a circular dry-stone enclosure on a rocky hump overlooking the sea. The 
interior contains the remains of a round structure, possibly best described as a beacon-
platform, which may well have been a Byzantine tower.
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running east to west, the northern-most one linking with a further range providing 
the backbone to the peninsula. Lying between these mountain ranges are two 
fertile valleys, about 5 km apart, one leading from Pothia to Kantouni, and the 
other from Vathy inland. For many years Vathy provided the only secure port, but 
it was not without its problems, as observed by Piri Re’is.41 Other anchorages are 
scattered around the island. Kos seems to lift itself out of the water 12 km to the 
south of Kalymnos, while Nisyros is also visible in the distance.

Unlike Kos, Kalymnos seems to have remained under the control of the 
Byzantine Greeks until conquered by the Hospitallers.42 Thereafter no major 
incidents appear to have occurred until Ottoman corsair raids intensified. Raids 

41 He observed that ‘only one ship can lie there...’ Piri Re’is, Kitab-i Bahriye, p. 164.
42 By 1314: see n. 6 supra. It is probable, however, that Kalymnos was lost along 

with Leros, since Luttrell notes a document which refers to the recovery of both Leros and 
Kalymnos. See Luttrell, ‘Cos after 1306’, no. VIII, p. 404 n. 32.

Figure 3.4 Map of Kalymnos with sight lines
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are recorded in 1456,43 1457,44 1458,45 1460,46 1495,47 and 1505.48 The island was 
occasionally evacuated, as in 1461.49

Kalymnos is rich in Hellenistic and Early Christian remains, particularly in the 
areas comprising the two valleys.50 In my opinion, the most impressive Hellenistic 
site is the fortress at Kastri, just inland from the northern port of Emboreio. It 
is located on the edge of a huge cave in a high cliff.51 None of these Hellenistic 
sites, however, appear to have been developed by the Byzantines, who instead 
constructed new fortified positions in response to the Arab attacks, which began in 
the second half of the seventh century.

The northern-most Byzantine position of Galatiani is located on a small plateau 
at a height of 589 m, the highest point of the north-western range of mountains. 
Present-day access from the village of Arginontas is extremely difficult, as the 
bottom of the original path has been eroded with time. An easier approach is along 
the ridges leading from Mount Galatiani to the top of the new road connecting 
Arginontas to Vathy.52 The fortified settlement here is similar to that at Telendos, 
described below, and consists of a gate, walls, houses and two large cisterns.53 
The sight lines from here are extraordinary, commanding views in all directions, 
particularly to Leros.

43 Turkish ships from Palatia and Strovilos ravaged the island: Elisavet A. 
Zachariadou, ‘Symvole sten istoria tou notioanatolikou Aigaiou (me aforme ta patmiaka 
firmania ton eton 1454–1522)’ [Contribution to the history of the south-eastern Aegean 
(on the basis of the Patmian firmans of the years 1454–1522)], Symmeikta I (1966); repr. in 
Elisabeth A. Zachariadou, Romania and the Turks (c. 1300 – c. 1500) (London, 1975), no. 
XVII, pp. 184–230, here at p. 191, cites the sources.

44 The islanders were apparently all but annihilated: see n. 10 supra.
45 See n. 11 supra.
46 Bosio, Istoria, p. 272.
47 Hamza plundered the island and massacred many of the inhabitants: Bosio, Istoria, 

p. 521.
48 Palmira Brummett, ‘The Overrated Adversary: Rhodes and Ottoman Naval Power’, 

The Historical Journal, 36.3 (1993), p. 528, cites the references for the incident.
49 The inhabitants were forced to flee the island and take refuge elsewhere until the 

Turkish threats subsided: Bosio, Istoria, p. 275.
50 These sites are well described by Mikhalis Koutellas, the local representative of 

the Greek Archaeological Service, in Kalymnos: History, Archaeology, Culture (Kalymnos, 
2006).

51 The site is described by George E. Bean and John M. Cook, ‘The Carian Coast III’, 
Annual of the British School at Athens, 52 (1957), p. 130.

52 I am grateful to Mikhalis Koutellas for suggesting this route and to Michael 
Domocos for leading the way.

53 The significance of the site was first appreciated by Koutellas, despite a church 
still being in use in the middle of the settlement. He writes about the site in ‘Ta vyzantina 
kastra tes Kalymnou’ [The Byzantine Castles of Kalymnos], Corpus (June 2005), pp. 65–6.
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Within sight of Galatiani to the west are two other Byzantine castles. The 
nearest is at Kastelli,54 built on the rocky hill of the Aspropountari promontory, at 
a point where the western coast of Kalymnos turns south to face the small island of 
Telendos. The castle, or more a fortified settlement, comprises two sections, namely 
an outer fortified bailey with the remains of houses, cisterns, gates and towers, and 
an inner redoubt built in the form of an acropolis on top of a hill. Accessed from a 
narrow rocky ledge, further defensive towers of the inner stronghold supplement 
a wall containing a large vaulted cistern. The whole represents a position built 
to withstand attack from both land and sea55 and forms an interconnecting link 
between Galatiani and Aghios Konstantinos on Telendos. The site has reasonable 
sight lines, but its main purpose, apart from acting as a refuge, was to control the 
northern entrance to the straits separating Kalymnos from Telendos. 

Telendos is supposed to have been joined to its larger neighbour until a savage 
earthquake in 554 AD. Fertile and well-populated, it too needed its own remote 
fortified settlement once Arab raids commenced in the second half of the seventh 
century. The site chosen, Aghios Konstantinos,56 clings to the north-eastern side 
of Mount Rakhi at a height of 250 m. Although in poor condition, ruins remain 
of defensive walls, a small gateway, a guardhouse/watch-tower, a bulwark, 
two relatively large vaulted cisterns and a chapel converted from the original 
basilica.57 The approach, up steep paths, is difficult and reflective of the fear that 
the inhabitants must have had to choose such a remote site as their place of refuge. 
The sight lines to the north and east are magnificent but, with its back to the tall 
cliffs of Mount Rakhi, views to the south and west are blocked. 

Koutellas believes that all three fortified settlements described above would have 
been built sometime in the middle of the seventh century,58 when the inhabitants 

54 The castle has been described by Gerola, ‘Monumenti medievali’, pp. 246–7, 
Spiteri, Fortresses, p. 195, Koutellas, ‘Ta vyzantina kastra’, pp. 66–7, and Michael Losse 
‘Die Johanniter-Ordensburgen auf den Dodekanes-Inseln Kalymnos und Nisyros’ Burgen 
und Schlösser, 37 (1996), pp. 118–20.

55 Bean and Cook, ‘The Carian Coast’, pp. 131–2, believe that Kastelli is the 
palaiokastro of the Gorgon cited by Armand Delatte, Les portulans grecs (Liege and Paris, 
1947), p. 306. This belief supports the legend that the women of Kalymnos are descended 
from Medusa’s two sisters.

56 Described by Spiteri, Fortresses, p. 197; Koutellas, ‘Ta vyzantina kastra’, pp. 
67–9; and Georgios Deligiannakis in his unpublished doctoral thesis, The History and 
Archaeology of the Aegean Islands in Late Antiquity, A. D. 300–700 (Oxford, 2006), pp. 
325–32.

57 As mentioned to me by Michael Koutellas, it is a mystery where the Byzantine 
occupants buried their dead, as no traces of a cemetery have been discovered as yet. It is 
known, however, that burial customs were changed about this time.

58 Koutellas, ‘Ta vyzantina kastra’, p. 65. Kollias also discusses the latter two sites 
and agrees with the dating attribution: see Elias Kollias ‘Schediasma archaiologias kai 
technes tes Kalymnou, apo ta palaiochristianika chronia mechri to telos tes Ippotokratias 
(1522)’ [Outline of the archaeology and art of Kalymnos from the Early Christian Era up to 
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abandoned coastal villages and withdrew to remote mountainous areas.59 He 
further believes that these three settlements were abandoned in the middle of the 
tenth century, in view of archaeological evidence supporting the resettlement of 
the eastern coast of Telendos at that time and the absence of any surface finds 
at Galatiani dating from after the tenth century. Perhaps, however, both Aghios 
Konstantinos and Galatiani were utilised as periodic places of refuge, not settlement, 
for several centuries thereafter, while Kastelli may have been constructed later than 
the seventh century, as it is so much better built than the other two sites.60 Indeed 
the site at Kastelli is so much more strategic than the other two that it may have 
continued to have been defended until the Hospitallers arrived.61

Although there is no documentary evidence to suggest that the castle and 
settlement of Chorio62 were in existence when the Hospitallers conquered the 
island, Koutellas believes that the castle was originally built in the eleventh 
century,63 possibly in reaction to Seljuk pirate raids. At any rate it was a far larger 
settlement than Galatiani or Aghios Konstantinos and may have accommodated up 
to 1,500 people. Built at the highest point of an angled purple and ochre plateau-
rock, 255 m above sea level, the ruined walls contain a gateway, a drawbridge, 
towers and bastions, gun-loops and arrow-slits. Inside the walls are the remains of 
houses, churches and cisterns.

No documents have been published that refer to the history of the castle before 
the end of the fifteenth century. Even the accounts of travellers are threadbare 
compared to other islands, although Buondelmonti does refer to ‘a strong town 
named Calamos’ which presumably refers to the Chorio.64 The first specific 
historical reference, however, is not until 1495, when mention is made of repairs 

the end of the rule of the Hospitallers (1522)] in Kalymnos – Ellenorthodoxos Orismos tou 
Aigaiou [Kalymnos – Greek-Orthodox definition of the Aegean] (Athens, 1994), pp. 29–31.

59 See n. 21 supra. 
60 Bean and Cook, ‘The Carian Coast’, p. 132, report the story that Kastelli was said 

to have been founded by survivors from the destruction of the Vathy area in the ninth 
century. Koutellas, ‘Ta vyzantina kastra’, p. 65, suggests that habitation in the valley at 
Vathy did continue longer than in the coastal areas of the island as the entrance to the 
harbour was protected by a dog-leg fjord.

61 A Buondelmonti map shows a palaiokastro at Kastelli and his text refers to an old 
castle located in a high place opposite an elongated islet: Buondelmonti, Liber, (ed.) Siebert 
and Plassmann, facsimile no. 99.

62 Described by Gerola, ‘Monumenti medievali’, pp. 244–5; Spiteri, Fortresses, pp. 
190–93; E. Papavasileiou and V. Karabatsos ‘To kastro ste Chora Kalymnou kai e anadeikse 
tou’ [The Castle in Chora of Kalymnos and its promotion] Archaiologiko Deltio, 44-46 
(1989–1991), pp. 197–208, repr. as an offprint (Athens, 1996); Mikhalis Koutellas ‘Ta 
Ippotika kastra tes Kalymnou’ [The Hospitaller Castles of Kalymnos], Corpus, (July 2000), 
pp. 84–9; and Losse, ‘Johanniter-Ordensburgen’, pp. 117–18.

63 Koutellas, ‘Ta Ippotika kastra’, p. 85.
64 Buondelmonti, Liber, (ed.) Legrand, p. 222.
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to the castle being completed following a terrible earthquake in 1493,65 which 
may have destroyed earlier Byzantine work. At the time of the visit of Ludwig 
Ross in 1841,66 an escutcheon of Grand Master Pierre d’Aubusson (1476–1503) 
still survived above the doorway, but today the only extant escutcheons are those 
of Grand Master Fabrizio del Carretto (1513–1521) and an unknown knight.67 It 
was certainly these late improvements that enabled Piri Re’is to say that the castle, 
although not really adapted for artillery, was in good condition at the time of its 
acquisition by the Ottomans.68

The sight lines from Chorio are not particularly impressive, as views in all 
directions are essentially blocked, except to the south-west. Much of Kos, however, 
can be seen, as can the other purely Hospitaller castle, namely Pera Kastro or 
Chrysocheria (Figure 3.5).69 Built on a low spur on the other side of the valley from 
Chorio, it guards the entrance to the valley and commands views of most of Kos 
as well. The site was probably occupied in the Hellenistic and Byzantine periods, 
but it was not until 1445 that Quirini, the governor of the island, compelled the 
islanders to participate in the construction of the castle. The resulting fortress, 
not at all difficult to approach, still survives to a considerable extent, with high 
curtain walls, round towers, a chapel and some cisterns. Various escutcheons are 
still attached to the walls, but none are later than 1466, or possibly 1479.70 They 
indicate perhaps that by the end of the fifteenth century the castle was viewed as 
not being strong enough to be worth maintaining. Certainly there is no mention of 
the castle in the historical records available after the 1493 earthquake, nor is there 
any reference to it in traveller accounts or in Piri Re’is.

Reconstructing the interconnecting sight lines used by the Hospitallers on the 
island (Figure 3.4) presents several problems. It is not evident what Hellenistic or 
Byzantine sites were used by them for observation purposes. I believe that in the 
north they would have maintained lookouts at Aghios Konstantinos and Kastelli to 
provide early warning of ships approaching from the north-west. Galatiani, on the 
other hand, offers such a superb link with Leros that it is difficult to imagine that 
the site would have been completely neglected. Sight lines along the western coast 
run from Kastelli to the hill named Vigla just to the north of Kantouni, from where 

65 Tsirpanlis, E Rodos, pp. 203–5.
66 Ross, Reisen auf den griechischen Inseln, p. 90.
67 The battery has escutcheons of Carretto and the knight, while the two surviving 

cisterns were decorated with two smaller escutcheons of Carretto, dated 1514 and 1519, 
respectively. The 1519 escutcheon reported by Gerola, ‘Monumenti medievali’, p. 245, has 
now been lost.

68 Piri Re’is, Kitab-i Bahriye, p. 163. Vatin, L’Ordre, p. 18, cites a Turkish document 
listing the armaments inherited by the Ottomans, including thirty cannons.

69 Described by Gerola, ‘Monumenti medievali’, p. 246; Spiteri, Fortresses, pp. 194–
5; Koutellas, ‘Ta Ippotika kastra’, pp. 87–9; and Losse, ‘Johanniter-Ordensburgen’, p. 118.

70 They are of Quirini himself, Adhimar Dupuy (Governor 1464–1466), Jaume de la 
Geltrú (Governor 1466 and 1479) and Lastic (1437–1454).
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straightforward links could be made with the castle at Chorio and the dominant hill 
in the south-west corner of the island, namely Merovigli.71 Connections with the 
eastern coast are more problematic. There is another hill called Vigla above the mid-
point of this coast, and it is possible that connections with Chorio might have been 
firstly, by way of the point which later became the site of the monastery of Panagia 
Kyra Psili and secondly, by way of a ridge above the Hellenistic site at Kastraki. 
In any case, the Hospitallers had undoubtedly installed the same comprehensive 
communication system as they had on the other islands under their control. 

Kos

The island of Kos (Figure 3.6), like Rhodes, stretches from east to west, unlike the 
other islands occupied by the Hospitallers. As such it acts as a barrier across the 
chain of islands to the north and south, a barrier that projects itself into the Bay 
of Gökova, separating the two tongues of the Turkish promontories, only 5 km to 
the north and 16 km to the south, that practically encircle the eastern end of the 
island. A high mountain range stretches from the eastern tip of the island to its 
centre. The coast is inhospitable along the steep southern slopes of this range, but 
to the north the landscape quickly changes to a rich alluvial coastal plain fed by 

71 Standing at a height of nearly 500 m above sea level.

Figure 3.5 The castle of Pera Kastro or Chrysocheria
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river beds and several springs. As a result, Kos is the best well-watered island in 
the Dodecanese. The centre and most of the western part of the island has a quite 
different type of landscape, having more in common with a lunar golf course than 
a Mediterranean island, with frequent volcanic clefts transfixing the earth. The 
landscape changes yet again as the approaches to the western tip of the island 
narrow to an isthmus just over 1 km wide, immediately followed by the Kephalos 
headland, with a north-south ridge rising to an altitude of 428 m at Mount Latra. 
Kos town is the only good harbour on the island; other anchorages can only be 
used in good weather. 

Given its relative importance and size, it is not surprising that Kos features 
more frequently in the sources than the other Hospitaller islands, apart from 
Rhodes itself. Hit by the devastating earthquake of 554 AD, the island was 
supposedly raided by a series of invaders in the fifth, sixth and seventh centuries,72 
one of which in 653/4 apparently captured the castle at Kos town.73 A further 

72 See Alexios Savvides ‘Ta provlemata tes istorias tes Ko kata te vyzantine kai 
latinike periodo eos ten Othomanike kataktese’ [The Problems of the Medieval History 
of Kos during the Byzantine and Latin Period up to the Turkish Conquest], in Historia-
Techne-Archaiologia tes Ko (Athens, 2001), pp. 379–84, for a discussion of the likelihood 
of these events.

73 This was an expedition led by Abu l-Awar, but the story was only recorded by 
a much later source, Michael the Syrian: see Savvides (n. 72 supra), and Elias Kollias 

Figure 3.6 Map of Kos with sight lines
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Arab conquest in 829 is doubtful;74 its acquisition by Tzachas is more likely.75 
The island suffered raids by the Pisan and Genoese fleets in 1099,76 as well as by 
the Venetians in 1124/5.77 As noted, it would seem that Kos, along with the other 
Dodecanese islands, became part of the Gabalas ‘empire’ in 1204. It was possibly 
recovered by the Nicaean Greeks in as early as 1225/6, but definitely by 1249.78

The history of the fifty or so years before the Hospitaller conquest is confused:79 
Luttrell and Kontogiannis set out the sequence of events after 1300 as best they 
can.80 By the time of the initial Hospitaller conquest of the town and castle of Kos 
in June 1306,81 the island seems to have been effectively under Greek control. 
Following its loss and reconquest by the Hospitallers, the island was lost again to 
a local rebellion sometime between mid-1317 and late 1318,82 and this time was 
not retaken until possibly 1337.83 Thereafter, the recorded history of the island is 
reasonably quiet until the end of the fourteenth century, when attacks are mentioned 

‘Oikismoi, Kastra kai Monasteria tes Mesaionikes Ko’ [Settlement, Castles and Monasteries 
of Medieval Kos], in Historia-Techne-Archaiologia tes Ko (Athens, 2001), p. 303. The 
raids, however, are commemorated by the place-name Sarakinou, a landing place just 
below Kastelli Kephalou, and Sarakines near Andimachia.

74 Savvides, ‘Ta provlemata’, p. 383.
75 Savvides, ‘Ta provlemata’, p. 381. See also the entry by Savvides on Chaka Bey in 

Crusades: an encylopaedia, (vol. 1, Santa Barbara, 2006), p. 235.
76 The references for this event are provided by Nikos D. Kontogiannis, Mesaionika 

kastra kai ochyroseis tes Ko  [Medieval castles and fortifications of Kos] (Athens, 2002), p. 4.
77 Kontogiannis, Mesaionika kastra, p. 4.
78 Gregoras writes that Kos was recovered by the Nicaeans in 1224/1225, along with 

several other islands. But since he also writes that John Vatatzes took control of Rhodes at the 
same time, which is demonstrably incorrect, it is not clear how much reliance can be placed 
on this statement. Kontogiannis, Mesaionika kastra, p. 305, cites the Gregoras reference.

79 The Genoese and Venetians competed for the same spheres of influence. In 1283 
the Greeks on Kos, with possible Turkish assistance, defeated a Venetian attempt to conquer 
the island, but a second attempt the following year was successful (see Kontogiannis, 
Mesaionika kastra, p. 7, and Tsirpanlis, E Rodos, p. 152, for the references). It is not known 
how long the Venetian conquest lasted, but the Greeks must have recovered the island by 
1302, (see n. 80 infra), so in all probability the occupation was short-lived. 

80 See Luttrell, ‘Cos after 1306’, and Kontogiannis, Mesaionika kastra, pp. 10–13. 
Another attempt by Venetians from Crete to occupy the island in 1302 may have succeeded 
temporarily: Kontogiannis, Mesaionika kastra, pp. 7–8. By 1306, as noted earlier, Vignolo 
de’ Vignoli claimed to have been granted the island, along with Leros. 

81 The conquest was achieved by two Hospitallers with fifty men, but the position was 
quickly lost and not recovered until perhaps 1310, following a brief Venetian intervention in 
1309: Tsirpanlis, E Rodos, pp. 32–3 n. 5, and Luttrell, ‘Cos after 1306’, p. 402.

82 See Luttrell, ‘Cos after 1306’, pp. 403–4, and Bosio, Istoria, p. 71. The Greek 
rebellion may have had Turkish support, as the Pope wrote in 1319 that the Turks had 
control of the island.

83 See Luttrell, ‘Cos after 1306’, p. 404. 
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in 1392.84 These recommenced in 144085 and then intensified with raids following 
thick and fast in 1454,86 1454/1455,87 1455,88 1456,89 1457,90 1458,91 1460,92 1461,93 
and 1464.94 Of these the most serious was in June 1457, when a Turkish fleet of 
156 ships, supposedly carrying 16,000 men, devastated the island but despite a 
siege of twenty-three days, could not capture the castle of Andimachia.95 The island 
was evacuated a number of times, such as in 144496 and 1461,97 and further attacks 

84 Bosio, Istoria, p. 147.
85 The island was pillaged by the Mamluks and many of its inhabitants were taken as 

slaves to Africa (Bosio, Istoria, pp. 214–15).
86 Bosio, Istoria, p. 246. Thirteen ships from Palatia and forty from Gallipoli moved 

against Kos and other islands.
87 Thirty Turkish galleys from Palatia attacked Kos; Doukas, Decline and Fall of 

Byzantium to the Ottoman Turks, (trans.) H. J. Magoulias (Detroit, 1975), p. 246.
88 The alleged attack in the summer of this year, recorded by Doukas, Decline, p. 

248, appears to be an account of the events of 1457, as it mentions the twenty-two day siege 
of Rachia. A further attack later that year involved six Turkish ships under the command 
of Yunus, who apparently ravaged Kos and besieged the city, presumably Kos town, for 
three days: Kritovoulos, History of Mehmed the Conqueror, (trans.) C. T. Riggs (Princeton, 
1954), repr. Westport, 1970, p. 97.

89 A fleet from Gallipoli destroyed part of Kos: Zachariadou, ‘Symvole’, p. 191 n. 1, 
references the sources.

90 See n. 10 supra. This is clearly a different event to that described in n. 95 infra.
91 See n. 11 supra.
92 Bosio, Istoria, p. 272.
93 Bosio, Istoria, pp. 274–5.
94 Slaves were captured, animals stolen and villages pillaged: Bosio, Istoria, p. 290.  
95 An account is given by Zacharias N. Tsirpanlis in ‘E poliorkia tes Ko apo tous 

Tourkous ton Iounio tou 1457’ [The Turkish Siege of Kos (June 1457)], in Tsirpanlis, E 
Rodos, pp. 103–24. Apparently the defending force consisted of just fifteen knights and 
300 mostly unarmed Greeks. The siege was followed by further attacks in the autumn of 
1457. In this article, Tsirpanlis also makes reference to another siege in 1455, recorded 
by Doukas. He believes that this is a mistaken reference to the siege of 1457 and that the 
castle named by Doukas, namely Rachia, must have been Andimachia, although it should 
be noted that the castle of Palaiokastro, near Andimachia, described later, is located next to 
the medieval settlement of Paliarachi.

96 Lastic suggested to the knights and people of Kos that they flee to Rhodes, as a 
Mamluk attack was feared: Bosio, Istoria, p. 218.

97 Bosio, Istoria, p. 275. The inhabitants of Narangia, Andimachia and Kephalos were 
evacuated to Rhodes. After a later evacuation in 1471, the inhabitants were reluctant to 
return: Bosio, Istoria, p. 326.
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occurred frequently, as for example in 1467,98 1471,99 1477,100 1479,101 1502,102 
1504,103 1506,104 and 1514.105  

References survive to suggest that the Hospitallers inherited at least two 
Byzantine castles at their conquest of the island,106 namely the castle at Kos town, 
sometimes known as Narangia, although this name belongs more properly to the 
name of the town, and Palaio Pyli. A third castle, named Pardovouno (Leopard 
Mountain or possibly the mountain of Pardou), is mentioned in a document of 
1271,107 but it is thought by some to be Palaio Pyli, and the name does not appear 
in subsequent published Hospitaller documents. Of these the fortress of Narangia 
became one of the five most important castles of the Hospitallers.108 Reference 
has already been made to mention of a Byzantine castle in the town in the seventh 
century,109 but thereafter there is no record of a castle, apart from the 1306 reference 
noted above110 until the time of the Master Hélion de Villeneuve (1319–1346)111 

98 Bosio, Istoria, pp. 312–13. 
99 Bosio, Istoria, p. 328.
100 Bosio, Istoria, pp. 367–8. A Turkish fleet from Gallipoli attacked.
101 Zachariadou, ‘Symvole’, p. 191 n. 11, gives the sources for an attack by 150 

ships from Gallipoli that attempted to capture the island after apparently coming to an 
understanding with the Jews of the island. The Jews were increasingly perceived as Ottoman 
spies and were expelled from Rhodes and Kos in 1503: Vatin, L’Ordre, p. 91.

102 Bosio, Istoria, p. 558.
103 Bosio, Istoria, p. 584.
104 Bosio, Istoria, p. 589.
105 Bosio, Istoria, p. 612.
106 Kontogiannis, Mesaionika kastra, p. 244, reproduces a document referring to a 

castellan of Palaio Pyli in 1288, and Luttrell, ‘Cos after 1306’, p. 402 n. 11, cites Bustron’s 
account of the conquest of the castle and town of Kos in 1306.

107 It has been published by Nystazopoulou-Pelekidou, Vyzantina engrapha, pp. 
198–202, and Kontogiannis, Mesaionika kastra, pp. 242–3. The attribution to Palaio Pyli is 
given by Nystazopoulou-Pelekidou on p. 231 without any reason but there is an area, just 
to the north of the castle, still known as Pardovouno.

108 See Guillaume Caoursin, Account of the Siege of Rhodes in 1480, (ed.) H. W. 
Fincham (London, 1926), p. 10.

109 See n. 73 supra. Elias Kollias, in an unpublished article on the Byzantine 
fortifications of the Dodecanese (7th c.–1309), suggests that the remains of fortifications 
found at a small distance from, and parallel to, the western and northern sides of the older 
Hospitaller enceinte, may well be Byzantine in origin. The fortifications consist of sections 
of a thin wall and two towers. I am grateful to Maria Michalaki-Kollia for sight of this draft 
paper, which was given at a regional conference on the island of Leipsoi in 2003.

110 See n. 106 supra.
111 The Chronicle of the Deceased Masters refers to the construction or renovation of a 

castle by Villeneuve: Anthony Luttrell, The Town of Rhodes (Rhodes, 2003), pp. 187–9. 
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and then in 1358.112 The next allusions are those of three travellers at the turn of the 
fourteenth century, namely Nicolò de Martoni,113 Ruy Gonçalez de Clavijo114 and 
Buondelmonti.115 Lacking a description of the actual castle, one may surmise that 
it was a simple quadrilateral shape occupying the centre of a near-islet.116  Helping 
to date work on the castle is the earliest escutcheon, that of Quirini dated 1445.117 
Other escutcheons, all in their original positions, indicate that further work on the 
inner enceinte was carried out between 1457118 and 1478. Sometime towards the 
end of the fifteenth century, probably following the great earthquake of 1493, the 
decision must have been made to add a second enceinte to enclose practically the 
whole of the islet. Escutcheons survive to show that the additions were carried out 
under Aubusson, Amboise and Carretto, with the latter completing the powerful 
bastion in 1514.

As already indicated, the castle, with its low squat outer defences, eventually 
became one of the five most important Hospitaller fortifications, but this was 
certainly not always the case. Frequent decisions were made to evacuate the 
townspeople to other castles on the island.119 Kos, however, along with Rhodes, 

112 There is a fascinating reference to a Venetian garrison of one hundred men in two 
castles during their 1309 occupation of the island (Luttrell, ‘Cos after 1306’, p. 402, and 
Tsirpanlis, E Rodos, pp. 32–3, n. 5). It is probable that one of these castles would have been 
the one at Kos town and the other was presumably Palaio Pyli. The 1358 reference is to a 
25 October document of that year which suggests that the Hospitallers built the castle of 
Arangea at this time. It is likely, however, that the castle was renovated rather than being 
newly built. Delaville Le Roulx, Les Hospitaliers à Rhodes, p. 4, n. 6, cites the entry in 
Malta, Cod. 316, fol. 304.

113 He noted that the castle was surrounded by sea and a lake or marsh: Io Notaio 
Nicolò de Martoni, (ed.) Michele Piccirillo (Jerusalem, 2003), p. 129.

114 A ‘lagoon of sea water’ was the most memorable feature noted by this traveller: 
Narrative of the Embassy of Ruy Gonçalez de Clavijo to the Court of Timour, (trans.) C. R. 
Markham (London, 1859; repr. New Delhi, 2001), p. 19.

115 Buondelmonti, Liber, (ed.) Legrand, p. 219.
116 The castle is described by Gerola, ‘Monumenti medievali’, pp. 221–32; Spiteri, 

Fortresses, pp. 172–9; and Michael Losse, ‘Johanniter-Ordensfestungen auf den Dodekanes-
Inseln. Anmerkungen zur Festung Antimacheia (Kos) und weiteren unbekannten Ordens-
Festungen’, in Volker Schmidtchen (ed.), Festungsforschung International. DGF-Jahrbuch 
1997/98, Schriftenreihe Festungsforschung, 13 (Frankfurt/Main 1998), pp. 93–5. A useful 
exposition of its history, and that of the adjacent chora, is provided by Kollias, ‘Oikismoi’, 
pp. 305–9.

117 The escutcheon, however, is clearly not located in its original position as it is 
upside-down. Other undated Quirini escutcheons are dispersed within the castle. The castle 
had been abandoned in 1444 (Bosio, Istoria, p. 326) and was to be abandoned again in 1457 
when the inhabitants took refuge in Andimachia: see n. 95 supra.

118 This followed the destruction of the castle by the Turks in June 1457: see n. 95 supra.  
119 Thus on 1 February 1449 Lastic wrote a circular letter to all the castellans of 

Kos, instructing them to arrange for all the inhabitants of the island to gather at Palaio 
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provides an example of how a Hospitaller town was fortified.120 Despite apparently 
conflicting evidence,121 the town probably remained unfortified until after 1493, 
when encircling walls, gates and bastions were constructed at the same time as the 
castle was extended.122 Work was probably essentially completed by 1500, as it was 
then that the Preceptor of Kos was ordered to dig a moat around the city walls.123 

The castle of Palaio Pyli124 was one of the two (or three if Pardovouno is indeed 
not Palaio Pyli) Byzantine castles referred to in the sources.125 It is located on the 
northern slope of the range of mountains that rise to Mount Dikeon, at an altitude 
of 343 m. Whoever was responsible for its construction, the castle, originally a 
Mycenean enclosure,126 possesses a remarkable gate complex dating from the 
end of the eleventh century;127 the oldest parts of the walls are also Byzantine 
in origin. There is no further reference to the castle itself until 1288.128 The next 
mention of the castle, apart from Buondelmonti,129 is not until nearly the middle 
of the fifteenth century130 and then in 1457 when, like Andimachia and Kephalos, 

Pyli: Zacharias N. Tsirpanlis, Anekdota eggrapha gia te Rhodo kai tis Noties Sporades apo 
to archeio ton Ioanniton Ippoton [Unpublished Documents Concerning Rhodes and the 
South-Eastern Aegean Islands from the Archives of St John], vol. 1: 1421–1453 (Rhodes, 
1995), pp. 496–7.  In 1461 only Palaio Pyli was to be defended (Bosio, Istoria, p. 275).

120 Discussed by Kollias, ‘Oikismoi’, pp. 305–7. 
121 A marble slab, built into the walls of the south-eastern gate of the chora, bears the 

triple escutcheons of the Master Juan Fernández de Heredia (1377–1396), the Order, and 
Schlegelholtz (1386–1412), but it looks as if it has been moved from its original position. 
Similarly, a reference to the fortification of the town in 1358 probably refers to the castle: 
see Delaville Le Roulx, Les Hospitaliers à Rhodes, p. 212, n. 4.

122 Two gates and a bastion still survive.
123 The document is cited by Kollias, ‘Oikismoi’, p. 308.
124 The castle has been described by Gerola, ‘Monumenti medievali’, pp. 234–7; 

Spiteri, Fortresses, pp. 180–3; Kollias, ‘Oikismoi’, pp. 295–6; Konstantinos Tsouris ‘To 
kastro sto Palaio Pyli tes Ko kai o osios Christodoulos o Latrenos’ [The Castle at Palaio Pyli 
on Kos and Hosios Christodoulos of Mount Latros], in Historia-Techne-Archaiologia tes 
Ko (Athens, 2001), pp. 365–78; and Kontogiannis, Mesaionika kastra, pp. 23–84. 

125 However it is not clear whether, as Kollias believes (see Kollias, ‘Oikismoi’, p. 
295), there was a pre-existent castle there in 1088 when the blessed Christodoulos has 
acquired the land, or whether the castle was indeed built by Christodoulos, as he claimed 
in his will (F. Miklosich and J. Müller, Acta et Diplomata Graeca Medii Aevi Sacra et 
Profana, vol. 6, Vienna, 1890, p. 88), or whether it was built by the state which inherited 
the land from Christodoulos.

126 See Hope Simpson and Lazenby, ‘Notes’, pp. 59–60, and Kontogiannis, 
Mesaionika kastra, p. 80. 

127 Tsouris, ‘To kastro sto Palio Pyli’, pp. 365–78.
128 See n. 106 supra.
129 Buondelmonti, Liber, (ed.) Legrand, p. 218.
130 Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 495–6, cites a 1449 document indicating that the castle 

was to be used as a place of refuge if the island was attacked.
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it withstood the Ottoman attack.131 It is known that by this time the Hospitallers 
had improved the fortifications, as two of Quirini’s escutcheons survive, albeit not 
in their original place. The upper two enclosures of the castle appear to date from 
before 1480, while later work to the outer enclosure and the gate may well reflect 
work that took place after the earthquake of 1493.132

Although Byzantine documents from Patmos survive which refer to its 
location,133 Andimachia appears to have remained unfortified until a castle was 
built by Villeneuve sometime between the recovery of Kos in 1337 and his death 
in 1346.134 The castle is located at the edge of a plateau at an altitude of 166 m;135 
it covers a substantial area and presumably had been improved by the time that 
it withstood the 1457 siege noted above.136 In any case, the defenders held out 
for twenty-three days, despite attempts by the Ottomans to breach the walls with 
mines. The castle was, however, rendered defenceless by the 1493 earthquake. 
Although the Hospitallers considered abandoning the site and building a new castle 
nearby,137 this plan was clearly not put into practice, as substantial further work 
was undertaken to improve the fortifications of the wrecked castle. The new inner 

131 Bosio says that the castle was not taken because it was in an inaccessible position: 
Istoria, p. 255.

132 Bruno Figliuolo, ‘Il Fenomeno Sismico nel Bacino dell Mediterraneo in Eta 
Rinascimentale’, Studi Storici 4 (2002), 881–919, here at 896–905, gives a detailed account 
of the Hospitallers’ speedy reaction to repair the severely damaged fortifications on the 
island. 

133 The references are given in Kollias, ‘Oikismoi’, p. 301.
134 Although Luttrell, ‘Cos after 1306’, p. 404, citing a mention in the Chronicle of 

the Deceased Masters, assumes that the castle was repaired by Villenueve and, therefore, 
may have been Byzantine in origin. The relevant text of the Chronicle is given in Luttrell, 
Town of Rhodes, p. 190.

135 It has been described by Gerola, ‘Monumenti medievali’, pp. 237–46; Spiteri, 
Fortresses, pp. 184–6; Kontogiannis, Mesaionika kastra, pp. 85–163; and Losse, 
‘Johanniter-Ordensfestungen’, pp. 96–9.

136 There is nothing in the published documents to support this supposition. There 
are references in 1383 to the castle being used as a prison for law-breaking Hospitallers: 
Bosio, Istoria, p. 135, and Delaville Le Roulx, Les Hospitaliers à Rhodes, p. 216, n. 1. The 
1358 reference in n. 112 supra suggests that Andimachia was built at this time as well as 
Narangia, but again it is likely that it was merely renovated.

137 Bosio, Istoria, p. 513, mentions that the plan was to transfer the inhabitants 
to a new adjacent stronger and more commodious site named Cochinocremo. Figliuolo 
cites the original archival reference for this idea (‘Fenomeno Sismico’, p. 898). The only 
location of this name, meaning ‘red earth’ that I have been able to trace is the area known 
as Rupe Rossa in a remote area to the north of Kephalos. As this site is hardly adjacent, it is 
clearly not the site that the Hospitallers had in mind. Conceivably, however, the site may be 
identified with Palaiokastro described below, as the site is definitely covered in red earth, is 
close to Andimachia, and is built on the plateau of a strong position. Anna-Maria Kasdagli 
has suggested, however, that the name is most likely Cochinogremo, meaning a precipice 
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north gate contains Aubusson’s coat-of-arms with his cardinal’s hat;138 the date 
1494 under the coat-of-arms identifies a major part of these improvements, which 
included reinforcing the walls with a line of buttressing. Further improvements 
were added in the early sixteenth century, particularly during the rule of Carretto. 
The most significant addition was a semi-circular bulwark placed in front of the 
Aubusson gate in the middle of the vulnerable north wall. The sight lines are, 
for such a relatively low-lying site, extensive, with views north to Pera Kastro in 
Kalymnos, east to Mount Dikeon and south to Nisyros and Tilos.  

Other documented castles of the Hospitallers are to be found at Peripatos and 
Kephalos. The former is located near the centre of the village of Neo Pyli, by 
a spring. Consisting of two rectangular buildings with barrel-vaulted roofs, now 
collapsed, it can never have been a very strong position as it is located on low-lying 
ground. Many of the walls survive to a height of about 6 m, while fragments of the 
roofs can still be seen.139 It is difficult to date the surviving ruins.140 References to 
the place-name do exist from the Byzantine period,141 but these refer to it as being 
a dependency of a monastery rather than a fortification. Later references, when it 
certainly was a castle, date from 1449,142 1451,143 and 1457,144 while Buondelmonti 
also mentions it as being a fortress at the beginning of the fifteenth century.145

Kephalos is first mentioned as a castle by Buondelmonti,146 though earlier 
documents survive to indicate that the area was inhabited in the thirteenth and 

or cliff (gremo) of red rock. The same suggestion has been made by Ch. Koutelakis. This 
interpretation also fits the characteristics of the Palaiokastro site.

138 This was awarded in 1489 and assists in identifying whether work was carried out 
before or after this event.

139 According to residents of the adjoining house, the roof collapsed about fifty years 
ago. A by-product of this was the escape of a variety of animals as the building was being 
used as a stable. A stone at the spring is dated 1592.

140 Not even Kollias felt comfortable doing this, but he did wonder whether the castle 
might be Byzantine in origin (Kollias, ‘Oikismoi’, p. 302), a belief that is supported by the 
word ‘Peripatos’ being the Byzantine word for parapet or covered walkway. The castle was 
described in a paper ‘Oi mesaionikes ochyroseis ston Peripato kai stis Voukolies tes Ko’ 
[The medieval fortifications of Peripatos and Voukolies at Kos] by Paschalis Androudis 
and Sophia Didioumi given at a congress held in Chios in 2008, Diethnes Synedrio: ‘E 
Ochyromatike Architektonike sto Aigaio kai o Mesaionikos Oikismos Anavatou Chiou’ 
[International Congress: The Architecture of Fortifications in the Aegean and the Medieval 
Settlement of Anavatos of Chios]. The same paper described a rural fortified tower at 
Voukolies, to the north of Pyli. I have not visited this site.

141 The references are given in Kollias, ‘Oikismoi’, p. 302.
142 Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 516–18.
143 Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 641–3 and 655–6 respectively.
144 The castle was deliberately abandoned before the great Ottoman attack and was 

burnt to the ground: Tsirpanlis, E Rodos, p. 106.
145 Buondelmonti, Liber, (ed.) Legrand, p. 218.
146 Buondelmonti, Liber, (ed.) Legrand, p. 220.
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fourteenth centuries.147 There is a further reference to the castle in 1437,148 while 
in 1457 the castle was able to repulse the Ottoman attack referred to above, 
supposedly because of its inaccessible position.149 It is difficult to believe that 
there can have been a serious attack on the castle as it stands on what is really 
only a small hill on the outskirts of the town. Minimal remains of an outer ward 
survive within vertical walls, but the inner stronghold still stands to a considerable 
height, incorporating battlements and vertical arrow-slits.150 Continued erosion of 
the plateau on which the castle stands has completed the apparently considerable 
damage caused by the 1493 earthquake.151 The castle was judged to be too weak to 
be maintained despite subsequent repairs152 and was abandoned by the Hospitallers 
in 1505.153 Notwithstanding its relative weakness, however, the castle was a key 
focal point in linking the south-west of the island with the centre of the island and 
the castles of Chorio and Pera Kastro on Kalymnos and Mandraki on Nisyros.

Ironically, there is one clearly Hospitaller fortification surviving that has no 
real name – it was called Kastelli by Ross,154 the only traveller who seems to 
have noted its existence, and Kastelli Kephalou by its modern re-discoverer, 
Nikos Kontogiannis.155 Accessed by a dirt track off the road from Kephalos to 

147 As cited by Kontogiannis, Mesaionika kastra, p.165. The fourteenth century 
source is to a projected re-settlement of a group of Armenians who were to be relocated 
there from the mainland in 1366. Perhaps it was this event, if indeed it did happen, that 
prompted the construction of a castle by the Hospitallers. The area had flourished as an 
Early Christian settlement but was thought to have been abandoned following the Arab raids 
of 654/655: see E. Melitse, ‘Palaiochristianikos oikismos Kephalou: prota symperasmata 
apo tin ereuna ton prosphaton anaskaphon’ [The Early Christian settlement of Kephalos: 
First Conclusions from the Recent Rescue Excavation], in Historia-Techne-Archaiologia 
tes Ko (Athens, 2001), pp. 277–90.

148 Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, p. 298. 
149 Tsirpanlis, E Rodos, p. 106.  
150 The castle has been described by Gerola, ‘Monumenti medievali’, p. 240; Spiteri, 

Fortresses, p. 189; and Kontogiannis, Mesaionika kastra, pp. 165–81.
151 Bosio, Istoria, p. 512.
152 Various escutcheons were noted by both Ross, Reisen nach Kos, Halicarnassos, 

Rhodes und der Insel Cypern (Halle, 1852), p. 23, and Charles T. Newton, Travels and 
Discoveries in the Levant (London, 1865), repr. Hildesheim 1989, vol. 1, p. 246, during 
their visits in 1844 and 1853, respectively. 

153 Bosio, Istoria, p. 582.   
154 Ross, Reisen nach Kos, p. 25. He mentions that Kastelli lies between Ovriokastro 

and Mount Zini. It was probably also the castle mentioned by R. P. Pullan in his ‘Report 
on the Island of Cos’, being Chapter XXVII of Charles T. Newton (ed.), A History of 
Discoveries at Halicarnassus, Cnidus and Branchidae (London, 1863), p. 635. He judged 
‘the remains ... too insignificant to be worth noting’!

155 Kontogiannis, Mesaionika kastra, pp. 183–97.
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Cape Krikello,156 the initial view is of a short wall linking a low hill with a satellite 
outcrop (Figure 3.7). The wall is punctuated by rectangular cannon-holes, vertical 
arrow-slits and a gateway. Inside are two cisterns, one vaulted, the other round, 
with the remnants of hydraulic plaster still attached. The site rises to a higher part 
of the hill: clinging to it are what appear to be the remains of a second defensive 
wall, possibly Byzantine, and other buildings which suggest that the settlement 
was fortified before the Hospitallers added additional defences, probably in the 
second half of the fifteenth century.157 The sight lines to the east are excellent, 
while to the south many of the castles on Nisyros are visible.158 The name of the 
castle remains a mystery. A theory about the possible name of the castle is that it 
was built after the 1493 earthquake, as it is known that the castle at Kephalos was 
badly damaged then,159 and that it took the name of Kephalos as well, since there is 
a reference to a castellan of Kephalos in 1513,160 by which time the original castle 
of Kephalos was supposed to have been abandoned.161

Some of the other fortified sites on the island are discernibly Hellenistic in 
origin.162 Of these the most important is Mount Dikeon.163 At a height of 843 m, it 
is the highest point in the Dodecanese apart from Mount Ataviros in Rhodes. The 

156 The track is the next one on the left following the road which leads to Mount Zini 
and the Aspri Petra cave. The track ends about 200 m short of the site which can be reached 
by a sharp scramble up a steep scree-covered slope. 

157 See Kontogiannis, Mesaionika kastra, pp. 196–7, for the reasons for this dating.
158 Emboreio, Nikia, Mandraki and Palaiokastro can easily be discerned, with Tilos 

also visible in the background.
159 Bosio, Istoria, pp. 512 and 516.
160 Malta, Cod. 402, fol. 198v–199, cited by Anthony Luttrell, The Maussolleion at 

Halikarnassos, vol. 2: The Written Sources and their Archaeological Background – The 
Later History of the Maussolleion and its Utilization in the Hospitaller Castle at Bodrum 
(Aarhus, 1986), p. 170.

161 See n. 153 supra. The theory is somewhat discredited, however, as it is claimed 
that the Ottomans found Kephalos to be in a good state in 1523: Vatin, L’Ordre, p. 18. 

162 I am indebted to Michael Domocos and Michael Wright for their help in locating 
some of the lesser-known sites.

163 As referred to by Buondelmonti, Liber, (ed.) Legrand, p. 218. The ascent is 
straightforward and, after emerging from a forest of everglades, one arrives at a wall made 
of boulders, possibly of archaic provenance. Passing a large semi-subterranean cistern, with 
traces of hydraulic cement still clinging to the mossy blocks, the entrance to a large plateau 
is reached by passing through a natural gate. At the eastern end of the plateau, after passing 
two more cisterns, the peak rises in a steep ascent to the top from where a ring of walls can 
be seen lower down, positioned on a rocky outcrop. This small perch, just below the peak, 
must have served as a keep and guardhouse, a watch-post and last refuge. The rough donjon 
is a trapezoidal enclosure of grey lichen rocks, built in a kind of mandra technique. Scant 
traces of the other defences can be discovered in the undergrowth, defining a lower bailey 
wrapped around an upper ward on three sides. A large cleft – forming a steep incline to the 
castle rock – was roughly fortified against possible enemy attack from this quarter. The 
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extant fortifications appear to be Byzantine, but the sight lines are so excellent, 
linking both ends of the island and covering most of the Dodecanese, that it would 
have been surprising if at least an observation point had not been maintained here 
by the Hospitallers.

Bosio presents two further mysteries in his mentioning164 of the castles of 
Cognino and Entoemo in connection with a visit to the island in 1494 to inspect 
the damage done by the 1493 earthquake. This is the only reference in his work to 
these two castles. The archival document,165 however, from which Bosio derived 
his account, suggests that there was only one castle named Cognino Entoemo, or 
more likely Coquino Entremo, although the handwriting is very indistinct. The 
final reference to the name in the document reads more like Coquino en gremo, a 
name which is, of course, very similar to the Cochinocremo or Cochinogremo site 

remains of a cistern, adjoining a trail from the chapel to the keep, seem to have formed the 
basement foundation of a more substantial structure. 

164 Bosio, Istoria, p. 516.
165 Anthony Luttrell has kindly provided me with a copy of Malta, Cod. 392, fols 

171r–179r. The document, which is dated 12 January 1495, is written in French and refers 
to Cognino Entoemo in two places, namely 173r–173v and 177v. The first reference is to 
building and fortifying the castle so that it can defend all the local population and their 
goods, while the second discusses the length of the walls to be constructed. I am indebted to 
Gregory O’Malley for his assistance in transcribing the relevant sections of the document. 

Figure 3.7 The castle of Kastelli Kephalou
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discussed above.166 The document does not seem to throw any additional light on 
the identity of the castle, except that it is mentioned after a reference to Andimachia. 

A Hellenistic site located between the present-day village of Andimachia and 
Kardamena on the southern coast may provide a solution. Palaiokastro167 has 
already been mentioned in connection with the castle of Cochinocremo and is 
located about 4 km south-east of the modern village of Andimachia, in the area 
known as Paliarachi. Fortification remains are to be found on the northern side of 
an oblong, fortified plateau, about 8,000 sqm (two acres) in size. The walls of the 
enceinte,168 although probably Hellenistic in origin, suggest a later pedigree as 
well, undoubtedly Byzantine, but quite probably Hospitaller also.169 A further site, 
Evraiokastro, is located above the west end of Kardamena beach, on an oblong 
precipitous plateau. The second and third phases of the walls, the first being 
Hellenistic, could well be Byzantine and Hospitaller respectively,170 but it is very 
difficult to tell the difference sometimes as the Hospitallers used local masons 
for most of their work. It is tempting to believe, however, that Cochinocremo 
(Cochinogremo) and Cognino Entoemo (Coquino en gremo) are the same place, 
and that Palaiokastro is the location, as it is reddish in colour and built on a 
precipitous mesa, but there is no firm evidence for this as yet. 

166 See n. 137 supra.
167 I am grateful to Georgios Deligiannakis for sight of an unpublished 2008 paper 

which discusses ‘The critical seventh century’ on Kos with specific reference to both 
Palaiokastro and Evraiokastro. Deligiannakis’ observations are in part drawn from N. S. 
Mastoropoulos, Antimacheia Koa. Syntome diachronike Prosengise [Andimachia of Kos: a 
brief historical approach] (Athens, 2002), pp. 90–6.

168 They are of average size, bound with crushed-title mortar, with brickbats in the 
joints.

169 The castle stands on a little mesa rising like an island from a sea of undergrowth. 
The fortified entrance lies on the northern flank; otherwise the vertical cliffs afford no other 
means of access to the plateau citadel. What appears to be a circular bastion with a talus 
base seems to have been constructed on several receding levels. Reddish volcanic stones 
are set in white mortar. A sizeable remainder of the upper enceinte hangs on the verges. 
An artificial cutting on the north-western side separates Palaiokastro from the medieval 
village of Paliarachi. Remnants of walls along both lengths of the gap indicate that this was 
once a protected crossing for the villagers to evacuate their homes when necessary. Piles of 
building stones up the eroded hillside speak of extensive signs of habitation. At the top short 
lengths of crumbling wall still cling to the perimeter.

170 The Byzantine walls are made with tiles and rough mortar, while the later ones 
are built with small rocks and lime mortar. The ascent up the west face, following a zig-
zag pattern, passes across volcanic grit giving the impression that it is a mountain of 
marble powder and diamond dust. A cyclopean wall of archaic provenance surmounts the 
narrow comb leading to the top. Remains of defensive walls line the western edge of the 
precipice, while reddish boulders of medium size are fixed in white mortar. A long central 
embankment seems to divide the area into upper and lower baileys and contains a grotto 
chapel dug into it.
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Buondelmonti also provides a mystery when he notes the names of Petrai 
and Thermai, as well as the known locations of Arangia, Kephalos, Andimachia, 
Mount Dikeon and Pyli, mistakenly called Peripatos.171 He indicates that Petrai 
and Thermai were located on the south side of the island. Thermai is presumably 
the same place-name found on the south-eastern coast of the island, while Petrai, 
shown on one of the versions of his maps of Kos (Figure 3.8), may well be the 
Palaiokastro located above Thermai in the hills. If so, the remains are all Hellenistic 
and do not suggest any later occupation.172 

There were a number of towers and viglai on the island, which facilitated 
communication links.173 Gerola notes a tower at Linopotis, destroyed just before 
his visit.174 A further tower, this time with a domed church added later, can be 
found at Tsakali.175 The tower, certainly medieval in origin, is well preserved to a 
height of some 15 m, with merlons, machicolations, arrow-slits and a lintel from an 
early Christian basilica. There is a cistern at the bottom of the tower and the whole 
area is littered with the remains of houses. A windmill survived in Gerola’s day, 

171 Buondelmonti, Liber, (ed.) Legrand, p. 218.
172 There appear to be no surviving remains at Thermai, but about 2 km down the 

coast-road running from Cape Aghios Fokas to Thermai, and 500 m inland from the beach, 
the jagged edge of a grey outcrop resembles the crenellations of a castle wall. At its north-
east base there is a walled entrance of cyclopean boulders flanked by the foundations of 
a small round tower. Two walls on either side of a huge boulder formed a lower bailey 
and gateway to the enclosure. The work is clearly Hellenistic and shows no sign of later 
improvements. Given that the site’s broad slope is closed on all inland sides by massive 
cliffs and mountains, there may well have been a vigla connecting Petrai to whatever 
fortifications once protected Thermai.

173 There is also at least one vigla on the island of Pserimos, midway between 
Kalymnos and Kos, according to information kindly supplied by Michael Losse. The word 
vigla means lookout post. Some may have been fortified towers or pyrgi, while in other 
cases the term vigla may refer to positions, usually on a hill close to the coast, from which 
enemy movements can be seen.

174 Gerola, ‘Monumenti medievali’, p. 237. Four escutcheons were preserved, 
however, and these were incorporated in the walls of an adjacent watermill – the site is 
at a large pond. The escutcheons were those of the Master Philibert de Naillac, the Order, 
Schegelholtz and Aubusson, but I have not yet been able to find any traces of the mill. The 
mill, and an adjacent medieval aqueduct, was also seen by Pullan, ‘Report’, p. 635. 

175 This fortified tower-church, named Panagia tou Tsakali, lies just off the main 
tarmac road leading from Asomatos to the deserted village of Aghios Dimitrios and beyond. 
It is noted by Kollias, ‘Oikismoi’, p. 293 and Koutelakis: Ch. Koutelakis ‘To anekdoto 
cheirographo GE. FF. 13731 tes vivliothekes tou Parisiou kai e Kos’ [The unpublished 
ms. GE. FF. 13731 of the Library of Paris, and Kos], in Historia-Techne-Archaiologia tes 
Ko (Athens, 2001), p. 395. The site has been described in detail by P. Androudis, ‘O naos 
tes Panagias ste thesi Tsakali tes Ko’ [The Church of Panagia at the location Tsakali of 
Kos] in Charis Chaire. Meletes ste mneme tes Chares Kantzia [Charis Chaire. Studies 
in the memory of Charis Kantzia], (Athens, 2004), pp. 305–15. I agree with Androudis’ 
suggestion of a late fifteenth century date for the construction of the tower. 
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on the coast just to the south of Kos town, where he noted an escutcheon bearing 
the arms of Amboise quartered with those of the Order with the date 1505.176 The 
location, named Pirgi, between Mount Zini and Cape Krikello, appears to be just a 
massive spur on the southern flank of Mount Latra, rather than the tower ‘avanzi di 
fortezza’ described by the Italians.177 The key strategic tower is located at Drakissa 
(Figure 3.9),178 just south of Kos town. It provides the intervening link between 
Narangia and Bodrum, which cannot be seen directly from each other. 

176 Gerola, ‘Monumenti medievali’, p. 237. Again, there are no signs of the mill now.
177 Ministero della Pubblica Istruzione (ed.), Elenco degli Edifici Monumentali: Le 

Tredici Sporadi (Rome, 1913), p. 37.
178 The tower is near a chapel of Prophitis Elias in the area circumscribed by Aghia 

Marina, Paradisi and Prinari. It is a square tower, perched on an immense boulder and, 
although of Hellenistic origin, it clearly has been improved by both Byzantines and 
Hospitallers. The latter left a vaulted chamber, an arrow-slit window and a second storey, or 
at least a rooftop observation platform. Known as the Dragon Lady’s tower, it is the scene 
of a legend whereby a great downpour drowned a thousand goats, the misfortune being 
blamed on a dragon demoness.

Figure 3.8 Cr. Buondelmonti – maps of Kos and Bodrum from a fifteenth-
century manuscript
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The conjectural sight lines linking the various positions179 are shown in Figure 
3.6 and reveal that all approaches to the island would have been covered.180 Critical 
to the surveillance system was the position on Mount Dikeon, as it dominated the 
western part of the island as well as providing views to the north, east and south.

179 A castle not yet mentioned is Ovriokastro, a cone-shaped peak which rises above 
the wild seascape just to the west of Cape Krikello. Connected by a deep saddle to the hills 
to the north, for Ross, Reisen nach Kos, p. 25, this was ‘a medieval fortress with remnants 
of poor walls made from broken stone and mortar’. For Pullan ‘the ruins... (were) without 
any architectural merit’: Pullan, ‘Report’, p. 639. The site, hitherto neglected by modern 
writers, is accessed by a goat-path that follows the crumbling edge of a cliff-face and sheer 
plunge into the sea. Well-hewn blocks of limestone evince Hellenistic workmanship and 
litter the near vertical ascent to the pinnacle. A defensive wall of Byzantine origin protects 
the upper reaches against incursions from the north-west. A rough bailey circumvents the 
top, with the remains of two vaulted structures and a roofless rectangular cistern. Although 
there is no evidence of any Hospitaller presence, it is likely that they maintained a watch-
post at this key location.

180 Although Greeks charged in 1504 with keeping watch in the area around Kephalos 
complained of the boring nature of their work, which was taking them away from their 
harvest (Malta, Cod. 395, fols 185r–185v).

Figure 3.9 The tower of Drakissa
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Bodrum

Although not part of the Dodecanese, the coast of the Turkish mainland exercised 
a powerful hold over the Hospitallers from the time of their arrival in Rhodes. 
Indeed, evidence from chroniclers and travellers suggests that the Hospitallers 
controlled certain unidentified places, including at least one castle, on the mainland 
until about 1344.181 Coincidentally, however, in that year a crusade organised 
by the Pope captured the sea-castle at Smyrna, and in 1374 the Pope made the 
Hospital entirely responsible for its defence. After the destruction of the castle 
by Timur in 1402,182 Naillac, recognising the propaganda value of being seen to 
engage the Turks in their own territory, constructed a castle on the promontory of 
the ancient town of Halikarnassos. Begun probably in 1406/7, enough of the castle 
had been built by March 1408 to enable Naillac to inspect the work.183 

The castle of St Peter, later known as Bodrum (Figure 3.10), has been described 
by Spiteri184 and certain aspects dealt with in detail by Luttrell.185 The peninsula 
was not fully fortified until 1460. Thereafter, continuous repairs and improvements 
turned it into one of the five key fortresses of the Hospitallers in their Dodecanese 
state.186 Improvements intensified after 1494, possibly driven by the earthquake 
that damaged Kos. By the time of the final siege of Bodrum in 1522, the castle was 
strong enough to not only repel attacks, but also to send reinforcements of men and 
supplies to the town of Rhodes.187 It surrendered after the fall of Rhodes.

There appears to be no record of Bodrum being under serious threat during 
Hospitaller rule; indeed a 1409 instruction to the castellan ordering him not to allow 
his garrison to engage the Turks in skirmishes,188 suggests that the Hospitallers 
were content to retain the castle as a refuge for escaping Christian slaves,189 rather 
than to seek to expand beyond the promontory to the hinterland.190 Despite being 

181 The evidence is cited in Luttrell, Maussolleion, p. 143. The location of these 
places remains unknown.

182 The Hospitallers attempted to rebuild a tower at Smyrna and wanted to construct a 
castle on the key island of Tenedos: Luttrell, Maussolleion, pp. 144–5.

183 The documentary evidence is cited in Luttrell, Maussolleion, p. 144.
184 Spiteri, Fortresses, pp. 206–18.
185 Luttrell, Maussolleion, pp. 114–214.
186 See n. 108 supra.
187 Bosio, Istoria, p. 687.
188 Noted in Luttrell, Maussolleion, p. 146.
189 Mention is made by several travellers of dogs which were employed by the 

garrison to help guide escapees to safety, e.g. Felix Faber’s pilgrim account of St Peter’s 
cited in Luttrell, Maussolleion, pp. 185–6, and Jean Adorno, Itinéraire d’Anselme Adorno 
en Terre Sainte (1470-1471), (ed. and tr.) J. Heers and G. Groer (Paris, 1978), p. 373.

190 Unlike the Venetians who usually sought to expand their footholds, e.g. Modon 
and Coron. The Hospitallers’ policy had practical implications, as when in 1472 the garrison 
could not even leave the castle to forage for wood: Luttrell, Maussolleion, p. 165.
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well-garrisoned Bodrum,191 unlike Smyrna, was not a commercial port, and its 
lack of strategic purpose is underlined by the fact that the waters between it and 
Kos could easily be controlled from Narangia.

The Overall Defensive System

In now considering the totality of the Hospitallers’ fixed defensive positions, 
Figure 3.11 consolidates the information already shown for each island and adds 
the inter-visible links between the three islands, the four islands to the south of 
Kos192 and, where appropriate, the west coast of Rhodes. In good weather it is 
perfectly possible to see 30 to 40 km across the water, but in bad weather or sea 
haze it is frequently impossible to see more than a few kms.193 Nevertheless, for 

191 Adorno, Itinéraire, p. 373, for instance, noted that the castle was defended in 1470 
by fifty younger knights and one hundred mercenaries. Bosio has the same comment in 
1459: Istoria, p. 264.

192 The sight-lines between Nisyros, Tilos, Symi, Chalki and Rhodes are shown in 
more detail in Fig. 9 of Part I of this paper: see n. 1 supra.

193 It has been suggested by some that visibility was probably better in the fourteenth 
and fifteenth centuries in the Aegean as the climate was colder. If so, this was not apparent 
to the traveller Casola who reported, upon leaving Rhodes in 1494, that ‘when the sun was 

Figure 3.10 The castle of Bodrum
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most of the time the network of sight lines would have made it difficult for enemy 
ships to approach the islands unseen. 

The Egyptian attacks on the region in the 1440s, followed by increased 
Ottoman activity after 1453, resulted in the Hospitallers paying more attention 
to the maintenance of their castles, as well as the co-ordination of their defensive 
arrangements with the local inhabitants.194 Visits by commissioners to inspect 
the castles of the major islands, and sometimes Bodrum, are recorded in 1439,195 
1449,196 1452,197 1453,198 1494,199 and 1495200 and repeatedly between 1519 and 
1521.201 The records are full of exhortations to governors and castellans to effect 
repairs,202 particularly after the earthquake of 1493.203 Limited resources204 and 
the advent of artillery, however, meant that over time fewer castles were well 

somewhat up, however, the sea was so settled into a calm that every man feared to die of 
heat’ – M. Margaret Newett, Canon Pietro Casola’s Pilgrimage to Jerusalem in the year 
1494 (Manchester, 1907), p. 212. 

194 Prior to this period a document survives indicating that in 1386 Schlegelholtz 
was made governor of all three islands for three years with the obligation to repair existing 
fortifications (Delaville Le Roulx, Les Hospitaliers à Rhodes, pp. 230–31). His rental 
payment was only one hundred florins per annum, perhaps because of his obligation to 
repair the forts and provide supplies. In 1437 Fluvian reduced Quirini’s rent for the islands 
and Nisyros from 1600 to 1000 florins per annum as a consequence of his requirement 
to provide for the upkeep of the castles, which were in ruinous condition (Tsirpanlis, 
Anekdota, pp. 301–2).

195 The visit to the three islands was occasioned by the complaints of the local Greeks 
(Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 352–5).

196 Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 500–5.
197 Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 649–51. The inspectors were to recommend building 

new castles as well as repairing existing ones.
198 Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 667–70.
199 Bosio, Istoria, p. 516.
200 A report initiated in January of that year was approved in March (cited by Luttrell, 

Maussolleion, p. 167).
201 The engineer Basilio dalla Scuola arrived at Rhodes in 1519 and, between then and 

before leaving in 1521, visited the outer islands to give recommendations for improvements 
to all the castles (Bosio, Istoria, pp. 621 and 624).

202 In 1441 Quirini was instructed to use a reduction in his rent for the next ten years 
to fortify the castles on his islands as well as use his own funds to bring in new weapons 
(Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 405–407). 

203 For instance, restoration work on the castles of Kos and Kalymnos, as well as 
Panteli, was carried out in 1492 by Guidone: Bosio, Istoria, p. 511.

204 There were only twenty-five knights on the whole of Kos in 1459: Istoria, p. 264. 
This number ignores, however, mercenary forces which are only sometimes noted in the 
sources, as for example on Kos in 1347 (Malta, Cod. 317, fol. 233v).
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maintained.205 Although in 1508 the inhabitants of Leros participated in the 
defence of Panteli,206 reinforcements were frequently sent out to the islands from 
Rhodes when needed.207 Evacuations of entire islands, as noted earlier, also played 
a key part in helping to ensure that fixed defensive positions could be defended, 

205 As noted in n. 9 supra, Buondelmonti reported that the entire population of the 
island of Leros retreated into only one castle for safety every night.

206 Jürgen Sarnowsky, Macht und Herrschaft im Johanniterorden des 15. Jahrhunderts. 
Verfassung und Verwaltung der Johanniter auf Rhodos (1421–1522) (Münster, 2001), p. 
372, records how Costis tis Crucis was given his freedom as a result of his role in defending 
the castle (Malta, Cod. 400, fols 203r–203v).

207 Reinforcements were sent out, for example, to Leros in 1461 (Bosio, Istoria, p. 
275) and to Kos five times between July 1486 and April 1495: Vatin, L’Ordre, p. 182 n. 
5, cites the archival sources. Records survive showing that Bodrum was also frequently 
reinforced, sometimes in the same years as Kos and occasionally on its own e.g. 1475 
(Bosio, Istoria, p.349). Reinforcements were also needed for the guard dogs at Bodrum for 
in 1513 the Hospitallers worried that the dogs there were not producing enough puppies 
(Luttrell, Mausolleion, p. 189, citing Malta, Cod. 402, fols 197v–198v). Their fears were 
well-founded for by 1520 the number of dogs had been reduced to just forty or fifty (Luttrell, 
Mausolleion, p. 165, citing Fadrique Enriquez de Rivera).  

Figure 3.11 The Hospitallers’ defensive system – sight lines between Leros and 
Rhodes
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unburdened by the need to protect civilians. On a number of occasions, however, 
as in 1478,208 the Turks did succeed in carrying off inhabitants as slaves.

Reinforcements and evacuations clearly depended upon the need to maintain 
good intelligence and provide effective shipping.209 Intelligence was crucial: 
Bosio, for instance, recounts how in 1454 the monks of Patmos passed on the 
information that there were thirteen armed Turkish fustes at Palatia preparing to 
attack Kos and other islands.210 In addition certain mercenaries in Bodrum were 
suspected in 1471 and 1474 of going over to the enemy.211 No mention seems 
to have survived relating to naval forces from Leros or Kalymnos, but several 
references exist to a brigantine based at Kos.212 The garrison at Bodrum also appear 
to have maintained their own shipping.213 Naval successes occurred, as in 1457, 
when the Hospitallers captured five of the Ottoman biremes attacking Kos.214 An 
excellent example of the navy’s use occurred in 1508 when, as noted above, the 
castle at Panteli on Leros was besieged on 8 November. It took until 12 November 
for the grand master to be advised of the attack, and even though he promptly sent 
out a relieving force, the siege ended on 19 November before the force, delayed 
by poor winds, could arrive.215 Resources were also an issue for the fleet as when 
in 1450 a plague reduced the number of Greeks serving on Hospitaller ships.216 

208 Kephalos and Kalymnos both suffered (Bosio, Istoria, p. 381).  
209 A further defensive ingredient, namely cavalry, was referred to in 1386 when 

Schlegelholtz, by the terms of his appointment, was to maintain a force of one hundred 
Turcopoli, or lightly armed horsemen, for use on all three islands under his jurisdiction 
(Delaville Le Roulx, Les Hospitaliers à Rhodes, pp. 230–1). In addition, Tsirpanlis has 
discussed the role of the equestrian guard in Kos in 1472: Zacharias N. Tsirpanlis ‘E Gardia 
Equestris ste mesaionike Ko’ [The Gardia Equestris in Medieval Kos 1472], Byzantina, 24 
(Thessalonica, 2004), 315–29. Using Malta, Cod. 381, fol. 203r, Tsirpanlis believes that 
part of the role of the turcopoli on Kos had passed into the hands of some local inhabitants.

210 Bosio, Istoria, p. 246.
211 No doubt the claustrophobic atmosphere at the castle did not help (Bosio, Istoria, 

pp. 328 and 348).
212 At the time of his appointment Schlegelholtz was to maintain a warship for the 

defence of the island (Delaville Le Roulx, Les Hospitaliers à Rhodes, pp. 230–31). Bosio 
also refers to this ship in 1391 (Istoria, p. 143), while Luttrell refers to it in a 1449 incident 
in his paper presented at the Cardiff MO5 conference. By 1482 the Governor of Kos had 
two galleys under his control (Vatin, L’Ordre, p. 162, n. 5).

213 In 1412 a galliotta owned by the garrison seized a Turkish galliotta at Lesbos 
(Luttrell, Mausolleion, p. 147). The relevant text from the Malta archives is reproduced in 
Anthony Luttrell and Elisabeth Zachariadou, Sources for Turkish History in the Hospitallers 
Rhodian Archive 1389–1422 (Athens, 2008), pp. 141–2.

214 Tsirpanlis, E Rodos, p. 108.
215 The event is recounted by Vatin, L’Ordre, p. 307.
216 Tsirpanlis, E Rodos, p. 168.
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Natural disasters such as plague217 and earthquakes218 played havoc with the 
economies of the islands. Although travellers paid tribute to the fertility of Kos 
‘producing grain, wine, oil and much fruit’219 and ‘being rich in agriculture and 
husbandry, yielding ten thousand ducats to its governor’,220 earthquakes could 
reduce Kos town to ruin221 and severely reduce incomes on the island.222 Famine too 
played its part, such as in 1457,223 but at least in 1347 Kos was prosperous enough 
to supply Rhodes when it was hit by famine.224 Thenaud speaks of Kalymnos 
being famous for its lignum aloes,225 while earlier Ruy Gonçalez de Clavijo had 
commented on the production of grain on the island.226 A 1518 document mentions 
Leros producing olives, almonds, sesame and wine.227 The islands were thought to 
be rich in minerals – gold, silver, copper, iron, lead and tin – as a 1441 exploration 
licence granted to a local merchant evidences.228 It is telling, however, that in 1457 
nobody was found willing to undertake the sub-lease of the three islands as they 
were regarded as uneconomic to maintain.229

217 For instance Cod. 57, fol. 306, of the Patmian Library (Vranousi, Vyzantina 
engrapha, pp. 112–13), reports that an epidemic broke out in all the islands of the Aegean 
in the middle 1450s which resulted in 1,500 fatalities on Kos.

218 Luttrell describes these in ‘Earthquakes in the Dodecanese: 1303–1513’, in 
Elisabeth Zachariadou (ed.), Natural Disasters in the Ottoman Empire (Rethymnon, 1999), 
repr. in Luttrell, Studies, no. X, pp. 145–51. 

219 Ludolf de Suchem, De Itinere terrae Sanctae Liber, (ed.) F. Deycks (Stuttgart, 
1851), p. 28.

220 Martoni, ed. Piccirillo, pp. 130–1.
221 As observed by Bonsignori in 1497 and cited by Luttrell, ‘Earthquakes’, p. 149.
222 As noted in a document dated 27 October 1437, cited by Luttrell, ‘Earthquakes’, 

p. 148.
223 The scarcity of foodstuffs was due to the damages and devastation, the pillaging, 

the plundering of livestock, the disruption of agricultural life, on account of the Turkish 
raids (Bosio, Istoria, p. 257). Clavijo, (trans.) Markham, p. 20, reported in 1403 that the 
inhabitants of Leros ‘say that the Turks of Palatia have ravaged and done much mischief 
on this island, and that this very year a galliot from Palatia had arrived and the Moors had 
carried off many sheep, and the men who were working in the fields’.

224 Luttrell, ‘Cos after 1306’, p. 403, citing Malta, Cod. 317, fols 233v–234. Quirini 
also supplied wheat and barley to Rhodes and Bodrum to settle some debts (Tsirpanlis, 
Anekdota, pp. 486–7).

225 Jean Thenaud, Le Voyage d’Outremer, (ed.) C. Schefer (Paris, 1884), p. 136, repr. 
(Geneva, 1971).

226 Clavijo, (trans.) Markham, p. 16.
227 Malta, Cod. 407, fol. 227v.
228 Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 410–3.
229 Bosio, Istoria, p. 326. 
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Despite rebellions on Leros in 1318230 and on Kos in 1317/18,231 the relationship 
between the Greeks and the Hospitallers was usually harmonious, as the latter took 
care to rule in a consensual fashion. Thus in 1386 Schlegelholtz was instructed 
to respect the liberties of the Greeks and dispense justice accordingly.232 Nearly 
one hundred years later the governor of the islands was ordered on 8 October 
1472 to respect the rights of those Greeks on Kos who, as noted earlier, served 
as part of some form of equestrian surveillance force and, as such, were exempt 
from performing other services.233 Care was also taken by the master in 1457 to 
praise those 300 Greeks, mostly unarmed supposedly, who had helped to defend 
Andimachia against overwhelming Ottoman forces.234 Similarly in 1493, following 
the earthquake which hit Kos, disaster relief was quickly sent by the Hospitallers 
to the island: relief included surgeons, with a Greek priest as interpreter, medical 
supplies, and reduced taxes for all the inhabitants of the island.235  

The modus vivendi was, however, severely threatened by the antagonistic 
behaviour of an over-mighty subject of the Hospitallers, Fantino Quirini.236 The 
offspring of an important Venetian family,237 he joined the Hospitallers as a young 
knight and was soon made admiral and then Governor of Nisyros in 1433. In 
1436 he was appointed Governor of Leros, Kalymnos and Kos; by 1441 the 
inhabitants of Kos were already complaining about the ‘novelties’ introduced 
by his lieutenant on the island.238 In 1445 the inhabitants of Leros also protested 
about the oppression of his castellan on the island,239 and in the same year the 
inhabitants of Kalymnos entered into a judicial process at Rhodes to register their 
disapproval at being ordered to work on the building of the castle of Pera Kastro, 

230 See n. 7 supra. The reason for the rebellion was apparently deemed to be the 
overbearing behaviour of the Hospitallers, which, of course, reflected the behaviour of the 
master of the time, Fulk de Villaret. 

231 See n. 82 supra. Perhaps the rebellion here was also provoked by the Hospitallers’ 
attitude.

232 See Delaville Le Roulx, Les Hospitaliers à Rhodes, pp. 230–31.
233 Tsirpanlis, ‘E Gardia Equestris’, p. 317.
234 See Tsirpanlis, E Rodos, pp. 122–4. Lastic commented that ‘the inhabitants of the 

island fought hard and therefore deserve every praise’.
235 Aid was also sent from Leros: Luttrell, ‘Earthquakes’, p. 150, and Figliuolo, 

‘Fenomeno Sismico’, pp. 896–905.
236 Amazingly Quirini was advised, during the Egyptian attacks in 1444, by the 

Council at Rhodes that, since no help could be provided to the islands under his control, he 
was allowed to treat directly with the Mamluks himself so long as any agreements were not 
contrary to the values of the Catholic Church or the Order and did not include any tax or 
tribute (Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 430–1). 

237 He belonged to the Venetian family who ruled Astypalaia from the thirteenth 
century to 1537.

238 Tsirpanlis, E Rodos, p. 174.
239 Tsirpanlis, E Rodos, p. 174.
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which they probably saw as serving no great defensive purpose.240 Worse was to 
come, however, when in 1451 Quirini arbitrarily tore down some houses adjoining 
the castle of Narangia, the better to reinforce the defences of the castle.241 This 
action provoked an uprising of the townspeople, and reinforcements had to be 
sent from Rhodes to suppress the rebellion. The Hospitallerts again took care to 
assuage the feelings of the locals by sending over a commission to investigate 
their complaints.242 In the meantime, the Hospitallers were quickly losing patience 
with Quirini who, inter alia, had been accused of dealing in stolen goods243 and 
of refusing to send assistance to Bodrum in 1449 when repeatedly ordered to do 
so.244 Eventually he was compelled to return to Rhodes where he died in somewhat 
mysterious circumstances.245

Conclusion

Quirini, however, appears to have been an extreme case. For the most part, the 
Hospitallers could rely upon the support of the local population, which helped 
the Hospitallers control the three islands covered in this paper for more than two 
hundred years.246 Indeed, Coronelli could write in 1696 that ‘Kos was a thorn 
lodged deep into the eyes and heart of the Ottomans who were trying to uproot 
it from time to time’.247 Nevertheless, with the loss of Rhodes town at the end of 

240 See Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 512–3. The Kalymnians lost the case but their anger 
was probably reduced by the amicable manner in which the court hearings proceeded. The 
case was lost because the court determined that help in constructing or repairing castles was 
a long-standing obligation which could not be varied.

241 Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, p. 175. A similar action in 1500 did not provoke the same 
uproar as the houses involved had belonged to Hippocrates who was no longer around to 
complain (Kollias, ‘Oikismoi’, p. 308).

242 Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 640–51.
243 Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 338–9.
244 Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 494–5.
245 See Tsirpanlis, Anekdota, pp. 646–8, for the return to Rhodes and Régestes des 

déliberations du Sénat de Venise concernant la Romanie, (ed.) F. Thiriet (3 vols, Paris, 
1958–1961), vol. 3, pp. 180–1, no. 2907, for Venetian protests at his treatment.

246 Except for the early temporary loss of both Leros and Kos. Ironically the 
inhabitants of Leros and Kos continued their rebellious behaviour under the Ottomans, for 
in 1524 the castle of Panteli was seized by the Greeks and in 1526 Palaio Pyli was captured 
also. The details of both incidents are recounted by Zacharias N. Tsirpanlis, Ste Rodo tou 
16ou-17ou Aiona. Apo tous Ioannites Ippotes stous Othomanous Tourkous [On Rhodes in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. From the Knights of St John to the Ottoman Turks] 
(Rhodes, 2002), pp. 33–7, and more briefly by Vatin, L’Ordre, p. 368. 

247 Coronelli, Isolario, vol. 1, p. 252. 
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1522, the islands surrendered to the sultan.248 Thus the defensive system of the 
Hospitallers in these three islands became the defensive system of the Turks.249 

248 The islands surrendered after the fall of the town, unlike the four islands studied 
in Part I.

249 Since presenting the above at the Cardiff MO5 Conference, I have done further 
work on the identity of the three castles of Cochinocremo, Cognino and Entoemo. The 
results of this work will appear in a forthcoming monograph on medieval Kos.
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Chapter 4 

Fall and Rise of the Hospitaller and  
Templar Castles in Syria at the End of the 

Thirteenth Century
Benjamin Michaudel

I. Introduction

In the medieval Middle East – then known as Bilād al-Shām – the second half of 
the thirteenth century represented the last turning point of the crusading period, 
when the rise of the Mamluk dynasty shattered the well-established military and 
political settlements of the Franks. In this context, the numerous strongholds, 
citadels and towers built by the Military Orders of the Templars and Hospitallers 
in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries to improve the defensive network of the 
Latin states against the Seljuk and Ayyubid counter-crusades became primary 
military targets for the Mamluks.

Several military campaigns were led by the Mamluk sultans Baybars and 
Qalāwūn during the last third of the thirteenth century against the Templar and 
Hospitaller castles of the Latin states, which led to the progressive and complete 
reconquest of the Levant. The architectural outcome of these counter-crusades 
was the dismantlement and destruction of several Crusader strongholds (including 
Arsūf, ‘Athlīth, Caesarea, and Tibnīn): these decisions were motivated by military 
considerations such as the possibility of a reoccupation of these sites by the Latins 
in the context of a new crusade, but also by economic considerations such as the 
care for costly restoration and maintenance works on the most damaged cities and 
castles after the Mamluk sieges.  

Coastal Syria, divided by the Crusaders between the Principality of Antioch 
and the County of Tripoli at the beginning of the twelfth century, is a particular 
case referred to in this article. Indeed, none of the Templar and Hospitaller castles 
were dismantled by the Mamluks after the successful reconquest of this region at 
the end of the thirteenth century. On the contrary, these sites, keys to the Templars 
and to the Hospitallers as their main bases in the north of the Levant, were given 
special attention by the new Muslim dynasty. Thus, the Mamluks led ‘surgical’ 
sieges against these Crusader castles to limit the extent of damages. After their 
reconquest, the Mamluks as the unrivalled rulers of Bilād al-Shām, revived them 
as symbols of their new military and political power. 
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II. The Fall of the Templar and Hospitaller Castles in Syria

1. The Military Landscape in Syria at the Eve of the Mamluks

At the end of the twelfth century, the north of Coastal Syria was in the hands of 
the Ayyubids, after Saladin had led a successful military campaign there in 1188, 
while the south of the region still belonged to the Latin county of Tripoli. The 
latter was shared between the Templars and the Hospitallers at the expense of 
the feudal lords, who had thrown in the towel, unable to bear the growing human 
and financial costs caused by the counter-crusades. Indeed, the Military Orders 
progressively took over the defence of the Latin states from the second half of 
the twelfth century, purchasing or receiving as donations the former feudal fiefs 
and their respective castles. They defrayed the expenses of significant fortification 
works, which made these sites meet the the standards of the military architecture 
of that period. The Templars possessed towns and castles such as Tortosa/Ṭarṭūs, 
Arwād, Ṣāfīthā, al-‘Urayma and the Hospitaller castles of Krak des Chevaliers, 
Margat, Qal‘at Yaḥmūr, and Burj Mī‘ār.

The defensive features developed by the Templars and the Hospitallers display 
standardisation in the art of fortification and a break with the feudal era. The keep 
or master tower lost its central location while the general plan used a double line of 
concentric walls or concentric buildings around a courtyard (Figure 4.1), possibly 
an influence of French royal or ecclesiastical architecture. 

Figure 4.1 Margat castle, the central courtyard from the south
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Few features of Byzantine architectural influence appeared such as the use 
of the portcullis and of slot machicolations (Figure 4.2). During the thirteenth 
century, major features taken from the Ayyubid sphere were used, such as the box 
machicolations (Figure 4.3), loopholes under recesses and entrance systems with 
bent corridors, at the same time as Western defensive features such as the master 
tower or ‘keep’ (Figure 4.4), the systematic use of large and round flanking towers 
and of aiming devices for the arrow-slits (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.2 Krak des Chevaliers, southern gate defended by a portcullis and slot 
machicolations
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Figure 4.4 Ṣāfhītā, Templar keep (master tower)

Figure 4.3 Krak des Chevaliers, western front defended by box machicolations
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2. The Reconquest of Coastal Syria by the Mamluks

During the second half of the thirteenth century, the new Mamluk dynasty put 
an end to the Ayyubid Empire established by Saladin and planned to wipe out 
definitely the remains of the Latin states. At this prospect, they launched several 
military campaigns and sieges on the last Crusader castles still in the hands of the 
Templars and of the Hospitaller in the remnants of the Kingdom of Jerusalem and 
of the County of Tripoli. One by one, the last Crusades castles, cities and towers 
were besieged and finally occupied by the Mamluks. Mainly led by the sultans 
Baybars and Qalāwūn, these sieges acted as a parade of the Mamluk armed forces, 
displaying the last improvements in medieval siege technique and warfare before 
the spread of powder artillery during the fourteenth century.

In the south of Coastal Syria, corresponding to the north of the County of 
Tripoli. The Mamluk counter-crusades were initiated in 1266 by Sultan Baybars 
and achieved in 1302 with the complete reconquest of the region. Two successful 
castle sieges symbolised the final agony of the Military Orders: the siege of Krak 
des Chevaliers by Baybars in 1271 and the siege of Marqab/Margat castle by Sultan 
Qalāwūn in 1285. These two strongholds were the two main military possessions 
of the Hospitallers in the Bilād al-Shām, symbolising the durable Latin military 
settlement in this region. 

Figure 4.5 Krak des Chevaliers, arrow-slits with aiming devices at their bases
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The Fall of Krak des Chevaliers (1271) 
Located on a basaltic spur on the southern flanks of the Syrian coastal mountains 
and overhanging the vast plain between the Frankish coast and the Muslim inland 
areas, Krak des Chevaliers was considered as the main barracks for the garrison of 
the Hospitallers in Bilād al-Shām, and as an inland sentry for the Crusader ports 
of Ṭarṭūs and Tripoli.1 The stronghold had been a primary target for the Muslims 
since its acquisition by the Hospitallers in 1142, a target which however could not 
be conquered by the Ayyubids and their leader Saladin at the end of the twelfth 
century.

After a first successful military campaign led against the Crusader castles in 
northern Lebanon in 1266 as a rehearsal, the Mamluk sultan Baybars raised a 
powerful army in 1271 to subdue the main Templar and Hospitaller castles of 
Coastal Syria, and especially of Krak des Chevaliers, which was the main base of 
operations of the Hospitallers in the region. After a successful attack against the 
Templar castle of Ṣāfīthā, Baybars led his troops in front of Krak des Chevaliers 
at the end of February 1271 and launched an ambitious siege that lasted about one 
and a half months.2

After an initial phase, in which the foot soldiers conquered the suburbs, a 
blockade was imposed around the castle. Several siege machines (hybrid and 
counter-weight trebuchets) were erected behind high palisades and put into action, 
an operation impeded by heavy rains. At the same time, the Mamluk army was 
strongly reinforced, several assaults were launched by the foot soldiers against 
the outer walls of the castle and the southern barbican, a triangular-shaped rocky 
spur facing the southern front, was finally conquered. Numerous archers and 
crossbowmen, among them Sultan Baybars himself, took position on the barbican 
then and started to shoot on the Latin defenders who had established themselves 
on the battlements of the castle.

Meanwhile, the miner corps joined the fray and dug mines under the outer walls 
of Krak des Chevaliers, which led to the collapse of the south-western tower and 
the northern barbican, opening breaches from where the Mamluk troops infiltrated 

1 Emmanuel-Guillaume Rey, Étude sur les monuments de l’architecture militaire 
des Croisés en Syrie et dans l’île de Chypre (Paris, 1871), pp. 39–67; Paul Deschamps, 
Les châteaux des Croisés en Terre Sainte, tome I: Le Crac des Chevaliers  (2 vols, Paris, 
1934); Hugh Kennedy, Crusader Castles (Cambridge, 1994), pp. 145–63; Jean Mesqui, 
Quatre châteaux des Hospitaliers (www.castellorient.fr, 2001); Thomas Biller, Der Crac 
des Chevaliers: Die Baugeschichte einer Ordensburg der Kreuzfahrerzeit (Regensburg, 
2006); John Zimmer, Werner Meyer, Maria-Letizia Boscardin, Krak Chevaliers in Syrien. 
Archäologie und Bauforschung 2003 bis 2007 (Braubach, 2011).

2 Al-Nuwayrī, Nihāyat al-‘Arab fī Funūn al-Adab,  (ed.) Al-Sha‘īra (Cairo, 1990), 
vol. 30, p. 20; Baybars al-Manṣūrī, Zubdat al-Fikra fī Tārīkh al-Hijra, (ed.) D.S. Richards 
(Beirut, 1998), pp. 127–8; Ibn al-Furāt, Tārīkh al-Duwal wa-l-Mulūk, (ed.) Lyons and 
Riley-Smith (Cambridge, 1971), vol. I, pp. 182–5; Ibn Shaddād, al-Rawḍāt al-Zāhira fī 
Sīrat al-Ẓāhira, (ed.) M. Sobernheim, Matériaux pour un corpus inscriptionum arabicarum. 
Deuxième partie: Syrie du Nord (Cairo, 1909), pp. 19–20.
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into the lower courtyard. Cornered in the high castle, the Hospitallers finally 
surrendered on 8 April 1271, accepting to hand over the castle to the Mamluks in 
exchange for their safe evacuation.

The Fall of Margat Castle (1285)
Dominating a basaltic spur between Ṭarṭūs and Lattakia and overhanging the 
Syrian coast and the port of Bānyās, Margat castle (known today as Qal‘at al-
Marqab) was considered as one of the main headquarters of the Hospitallers in 
the Bilād al-Shām, but also as a sentry to watch the circulation between Ṭarṭūs to 
the south and Antioch to the north.3 After the fall of Krak des Chevaliers, Margat 
castle resisted fourteen years until the reign of the Mamluk sultan Qalāwūn. 

In March 1285 Qalāwūn gathered all the troops from the neighbouring 
strongholds but also from Cairo and Damascus, and weapons like blades, bows 
and crossbows, siege machines (hybrid trebuchets, bricoles, bolt-projecting 
trebuchets),4 and metal tubes throwing Greek fire (flame-throwers), and launched 
a siege against Margat castle on 17 April 1285, which lasted about one month.5 
During the first stage of the siege, the Mamluk trebuchets were installed around 
the southern corner of the basaltic plateau, where the Hospitaller stronghold 
was located, in order to neutralise the defensive capability of the castle. The 
bombardment of the battlements and of the siege machines built by the Latins at 
the top of the towers should prevent massive assaults by foot soldiers. 

After the destruction of the Crusader machines, the Mamluks moved theirs 
within the firing range of the inner castle, while teams of sappers from Aleppo 
tried to undermine the spur tower that dominated the southern front. Meanwhile, 
however, the Hospitallers repaired some of their own machines and started to 
destroy one by one the approaching Mamluk trebuchets. Unfortunately, the 
undermining operation was a failure as only the core of the tower collapsed 
without opening a breach for the Mamluk soldiers. Two days later, however, the 
tower finally collapsed in its entirety because of a counter-mine hastily dug by the 
Hospitallers from inside the castle, which weakened the foundations of the tower 
by accident. The Crusaders, in a desperate situation, surrendered immediately to 
Qalāwūn who let them safely leave the castle with their goods and mounts. The 
Sultan took possession of Margat castle at the end of 25 May 1285. 

3 Rey, Étude, pp. 19–38; Paul Deschamps, Les châteaux des Croisés en Terre Sainte, 
tome 3: La défense du comté de Tripoli et de la principauté d’Antioche (2 vols, Paris, 1973), 
vol. 1, pp. 59–285; Kennedy, Crusader Castles, pp. 163–79; Mesqui, Quatre châteaux.

4 Paul Chevedden, ‘Black Camels and Blazing Bolts: The Bolt-Projecting Trebuchet 
in the Mamluk Army’, Mamluk Studies Review, 8/1 (2004): p. 244.

5 Baybars al-Manṣūrī, Zubdat, pp. 252–253; Gestes des Chiprois, (ed.) M. le Comte 
Riant, RHC Hist. arm. II, (Paris, 1906), pp. 791–2; Ibn ‘Abd al- Ẓāhir, Tashrīf al-Iyyām wa 
l-‘Uṣūr fī Sīrat al-Malik al-Manṣūr, (ed.) Murād Kāmil (Cairo, 1961), 2nd part, pp. 77–80; 
Ibn al-Furāt, Tārīkh, (ed.) Ḥ. al-Shammā‘ (Baṣra, 1939), vol. VIII, pp. 17–18.
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III. The Rise of the Former Templar and Hospitaller Castles in the Mamluk 
Empire

1. The Aftermath of the Mamluk Conquest

Contrary to the situation in the former Kingdom of Jerusalem, where most of 
the castles owned by the military orders and taken by the Mamluks, like Arsūf, 
Chastel-Pèlerin, Judin, Burj al-Aḥmar, were destroyed and dismantled, the sites 
conquered in coastal Syria at the end of the thirteenth century were spared and 
integrated into the Mamluk Empire because of the high military, administrative 
and economic stakes of the region. 

Indeed, after the sieges of Krak des Chevaliers and of Margat castle, the sultans 
Baybars and Qalāwūn took time to decide the destiny of the former Hospitaller 
jewels. They took advice from their emirs to decide whether the castles should 
be destroyed or reoccupied. In both cases, military pragmatism prevailed. Facing 
the threat of possible Crusader counter-offensives, the strongholds were spared 
to be reused as dissuasion weapons: concerning Margat castle, Sultan Qalāwūn 
pointed out that its conservation would be a support for the military sites under 
its dependency.6 This decision revealed also a strategic option as the Mamluks 
preferred to rely on a network of urban fortifications, such as city walls and 
citadels, using only ‘rural’ strongholds that could accommodate large garrisons 
like Krak des Chevaliers, Margat castle, Ṣafad castle and so on. 

Beyond the military factor, economic and administrative issues came into 
the picture: the new Mamluk strongholds acquired immediate functions as 
administrative and economic centres of the region to sustain the local economy, 
previously functioning according to the feudal system under the Crusaders. 
Indeed, the objective of the Mamluks was to maintain the agricultural system put 
in place by the Crusaders in order to generate continuous revenue from the lands. 
In that perspective, the peasants who had been tied to the feudal system under 
the Crusader rule were later integrated by the Ayyubids and Mamluks into the 
iqṭā‘ system that offered the locals to take profit from the lands they farmed in 
exchange for taxes due to the Muslim governorate located in the former Crusader 
strongholds. This administrative, economic and political system developed by the 
Mamluks gave the former Crusader strongholds of coastal Syria a central role over 
a vast jurisdiction as a granary, a justice court, a police station, a military garrison, 
a tax collection centre, a market place and especially as a residence for a governor 
and his court.7 

6 Ibn ‘Abd al-Ẓāhir, Tashrīf, p. 79.
7 Tsugitaka Sato, State and Rural Society in Medieval Islam – Sultans, Muqta‘ and 

Fallahun (Leyde, 1997), pp. 77–104.
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2. The Rebirth of the Former Hospitaller and Templar Castles in Syria

Once again, Krak des Chevaliers and Margat castle are representative examples 
as they encountered major evolutions in terms of morphology and functionalities, 
still visible today. At the other cities, strongholds and towers conquered by the 
Mamluks in the region, only minor works of restoration or defensive improvements 
were implemented.

The Military Improvements8

At Krak des Chevaliers, Baybars in 1271 immediately ordered the restoration 
of the tower, of the barbican and of the battlements destroyed by the mines and 
the trebuchets. He visited the site several times to check the evolution of the 
construction works and took part in person in the digging of the moat and the 
transport of the stone balls for the trebuchets inside the castle. He appointed an 
emir as governor and made two others responsible for the main restoration works, 
which lasted until the beginning of the fourteenth century.

At Margat castle, Qalāwūn installed a large garrison of 1,000 soldiers to secure 
the site and the surroundings after the siege of 1285, while 400 workers executed 
the works of restoration and the defensive upgrade such as the elevation of a new 
tower at the location of the collapsed Crusader ‘Spur Tower’. The weapons and 
machines used during the siege such as the arrows, the naphtha and the trebuchets 
were transported inside the castle to constitute an armoury, while the materials like 
timber and firewood were reused for the restoration works. The cost of the whole 
restoration program has been estimated to one million dirhams (silver coins).9  

The fortifications developed by the Mamluks in the former Hospitaller and 
Crusader strongholds of Syria were of two kinds: the restoration of the Crusader 
defensive devices and their improvements based on the optimised defensive 
principles developed within the citadels and castles of the Ayyubid Empire 
during the first half of the thirteenth century. The main features of these Mamluk 
fortifications are the extensive use of box machicolations, of bent entrances and 
of inner wall galleries, features already observed during the Ayyubid period. The 
Mamluk optimisation of these Ayyubid defensive features appear with the use of 
large buttress/shield-towers which supported trebuchets, with the over-protection 
of the battlements through the development of continuous corbel machicolations 
(Figure 4.6) and of two or three-storeyed parapets (Figure 4.7), possibly a direct 
response to the multiplication of the sieges using trebuchets.

8 Mesqui, Quatre châteaux; Benjamin Michaudel, ‘Le Crac des Chevaliers, 
quintessence de l’architecture militaire mamelouke’, Annales Islamologiques, 38 (2004): 
pp. 45–77.

9 Ibn ‘Abd al- Ẓāhir, Tashrīf, p. 80.
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Figure 4.6 Krak des Chevaliers, continuous corbel machicolations

Figure 4.7 Krak des Chevaliers, three-storeyed parapet
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The Residential and Palatial Improvements
Beyond the improvement of their defensive systems, the Mamluks transformed 
these military settlements into fortified palaces for the governors and their courts, so 
that they could answer to extended administrative and economic functions, giving 
birth to a prestige fortification where the care for ostentation competed with the 
initial defensive functions. Becoming both the residence of the governors and the 
showcase of the Mamluks’ unmatched power, the Mamluk citadels and strongholds 
were equipped with palatial and more generally with residential facilities.

The best examples are Krak des Chevaliers and Margat castle: the Crusader 
chapels were transformed into mosques, private and public baths (ḥammām) were 
built, houses and latrines were erected, and ornamental sculptures, mouldings and 
paintings appeared in the residential and military areas. But most of the palatial 
constructions, such as balconies and belvederes, have disappeared because of the 
decay of their wooden structures.

IV. Conclusion

The so-called ‘scorched earth’ policy attributed to the Mamluks, that is the 
destruction of the conquered Crusader castles and citadels, should be put into 
proper perspective. Indeed, as seen in coastal Syria, the Mamluk sultans decided 
case by case on the destiny of the former Templar and Hospitaller sites, taking 
several factors into account but following the general scheme of a centralised 
empire relying on main cities and on few extra non-urban strongholds inherited 
from the Crusader period.

The defensive improvements executed by the Mamluks on the former Crusader 
castles highlight also the revolution of Muslim military architecture that occurred 
between the end of the twelfth and the middle of the thirteenth centuries. It did 
not rely on Crusader military architecture, but was rather influenced by an Eastern 
architectural tradition mainly inherited from the Byzantines and spread in the 
Bilād al-Shām by local communities (Greeks, Armenians, Arabs). Indeed, as the 
Ayyubids had already filled the gap in the field of military architecture through a 
major fortification policy applied to the whole Muslim Empire in the first half of 
the thirteenth century, the Mamluks benefited from these cutting-edge Ayyubid 
defensive features and had then even less interest in borrowing the fortification 
techniques of the Military Orders in the second half of the thirteenth century. 

These fortification works observed in the Mamluk citadels and strongholds of 
coastal Syria, and on a larger scale in the entire Middle East, reveal the absence 
of major innovations of a Muslim military architecture at the apogee of the 
Mediterranean world at the extreme end of the thirteenth century. The twilight 
of the Crusades announced the end of a cycle of a Muslim military architecture, 
which would encounter a major mutation only in the fourteenth century with the 
rise of gunpowder artillery.
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Chapter 5 

I Templari nella Tuscia Viterbese: Vecchie 
Considerazioni e Nuove Prospettive di 

Ricerca. Storia ed Architettura
Nadia Bagnarini

Premessa

Nel 2003 Pio Francesco Pistilli in un saggio dedicato agli insediamenti 
rossocrociati di Santa Maria in Aventino nell’Urbe e al locus fortificato di San 
Felice Circeo, sottolineava come le indagini sulla presenza templare a Roma e 
nel Lazio partissero da un punto di netto vantaggio rispetto a molte altre regioni 
italiane.1 Di certo lo spoglio degli atti processuali del 1309–1310 e di altre fonti 
documentarie trecentesche effettuate da Giulio Silvestrelli nel lontano 1917, 
avevano permesso agli storici di poter stilare un elenco completo dei beni posseduti 
dai Templari nella regione romana, fornendo nel contempo anche indicazioni sul 
tipo di insediamento.2 Pistilli aggiungeva però come a tale messe di informazioni 
documentarie ‘non avesse fatto riscontro un vero e proprio censimento delle 
strutture ancora esistenti nel territorio e nei pochissimi casi in cui si è avviata non 
si è andati oltre una generica lettura delle sopravvivenze monumentali, peraltro 
fagocitate della vegetazione dell’altopiano viterbese’.3

E’doveroso però sottolineare come di fronte a cotanta mole di informazioni 
storiche non siano corrisposte altrettante campagne di scavo che avrebbero in molti 
casi riportato alla luce gli antichi insediamenti. Poche le eccezioni quali gli scavi, 
ormai molto datati, condotti nel 1940 e poi ancora nel 1954 presso l’insediamento 
di San Giulio a Civitavecchia,4 le ricognizioni in San Savino e Castell’Araldo ad 

1 Pio F. Pistilli, ‘Due tipologie insediative templari: la domus romana sull’Aventino 
e il locus fortificato di San Felice Circeo’, in Clemente Ciammaruconi (ed.), L’Ordine 
templare nel Lazio meridionale. Atti del Convegno, Sabaudia, 21 ottobre 2000 (Casamari, 
2003), p. 158

2 Giulio Silvestrelli, ‘Le chiese e i feudi dell’Ordine dei Templari e dell’Ordine di San 
Giovanni di Gerusalemme nella regione romana’, Rendiconti della Reale Accademia dei 
Lincei, 26 (1917): pp. 499–500, 521–2.

3 Pistilli, ‘Due tipologie insediative templari’, p. 160.
4 Salvatore Bastianelli ha lasciato, in uno dei suoi libretti di appunti, la relazione degli 

scavi. Cfr. Salvatore Bastianelli, Appunti di campagna (Roma, 1988). Ringrazio per questa 
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opera della British School at Rome5 (1971), ed in ultimo lo scavo archeologico 
avviato nel Foro di Traiano a Roma tra il 1998 ed il 2000 che portò al rinvenimento 
di un edificio di epoca medievale identificato successivamente con l’ospedale dei 
Giovanniti.6

Restringendo il campo d’indagine alla Tuscia romana, quindi all’area 
corrispondente in grandi linee all’attuale provincia di Viterbo, ciò che 
maggiormente colpisce non è solo la damnatio memoriae degli insediamenti 
templari dagli itinerari turistici, ma cosa ancora più deplorevole essere stati oggetto 
di restauri ‘discutibili’ oppure di versare in un completo stato di abbandono e 
quindi di fatiscenza. Situazione che purtroppo investe anche le strutture spettanti 
ad altri ordini religioso-militare come, a titolo meramente esemplificativo, la 
splendida casa/torre a pianta centrale in località Monte Razzano, innalzata durante 
l’ultima fase di permanenza dell’Ordine Teutonico in un’area particolarmente 
strategica, che oggi rischia di crollare sotto il ‘peso dell’incuria’, tanto che i 
beccatelli quattrocenteschi, che un tempo ne ornavano la sommità, sono sparsi a 
terra insieme ai conci di tufo.7

All’interno di questo desolante panorama cercherò da un lato di ricostruire 
e possibilmente datare, attraverso le fonti storiche, i documenti d’archivio e la 
lettura delle opere murarie ancora in situ, sia gli edifici di culto (costruiti ex novo 
oppure preesistenti all’arrivo dei templari), sia le annesse strutture residenziali, 
che caratterizzano dal punto di vista insediativo la quasi totalità delle precettorie 
templari ancora esistenti,8 evidenziando come le indagini architettoniche di quelle 
strutture possano fornire elementi preziosi per la comprensione ed interpretazione 

interessante indicazione Enzo Valentini. 
5 I risultati delle ricognizioni sul campo, così come gli studi delle emergenze 

architettoniche, e delle ricerche d’archivio sono edite in Anthony Luttrell, ‘Two Templar-
Hospitaller Preceptories North of Tuscania’, Papers of the British School at Rome, 39 
(1971): pp. 90–124.

6 Nicoletta Bernacchio, ‘L’ospedale dei Cavalieri di San Giovanni di Gerusalemme a 
Roma’, Arte Medievale, n.s. 1 (2002): pp. 127–48; Nicoletta Bernacchio, ‘L’Ospedale dei 
Giovanniti nel Foro di Traiano e l’architettura ospedaliera a Roma nel tardo medioevo’, in 
L’Ordine templare nel Lazio meridionale, pp. 247–74.

7 Sull’insediamento teutonico di Santa Maria a Monte Razzano cfr. Nadia Bagnarini, 
‘Gli ordini religioso-militari a Viterbo: Ospitalieri Templari e Teutonici. Storia ed 
architettura’, Deus Vult. Miscellanea di studi sugli ordini militari, 1 (2011): pp. 161–6.

8 Alcuni anni or sono feci un primo tentativo di sintesi circoscrivendo il campo 
d’indagine all’architettura templare nel Lazio, ampliando successivamente la ricerca 
all’intera penisola italiana, ritornando ancora nel 2008 sull’argomento con due regioni 
campione ovvero il Lazio e l’Umbria. Cfr. Nadia Bagnarini, ‘L’architettura templare nel 
Lazio’, in Atti del XXIII Convegno di Ricerche Templari (Cervia 24/25 settembre 2005) 
(Tuscania, 2006), pp. 111–34; Nadia Bagnarini, ‘Emergenze architettoniche templari in 
Italia’, in Atti del XXV Convegno di Ricerche Templari (Tuscania, 15–16 settembre 2007) 
(Tuscania, 2008), pp. 87–124; Nadia Bagnarini, ‘Domus et ecclesia: l’architettura dei 
cavalieri templari nel Centro Italia: due regioni campione, Lazio e Umbria’, in Cristian 
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delle emergenze evidenziate dagli scavi archeologici. Tenterò, infine, di individuare 
le motivazioni storico-politiche che condussero i cavalieri rossocrociati a stanziarsi 
nella Tuscia viterbese.

La Tuscia Viterbese

Quest’ultima, propaggine settentrionale dell’attuale regione Lazio,9 aveva nella 
precettoria di Santa Maria in Carbonara di Viterbo10 il suo centro propulsore: la 
precettoria viterbese infatti, nella seconda metà del Duecento gestiva una proprietà 
terriera di considerevoli dimensioni che occupava trasversalmente il fertile 
altopiano che si estende attualmente tra Viterbo e il Lago di Bolsena. L’importanza 
di ‘Sancte Marie de Carbonaria dicti ordinis militiae Templi’ (Tavola 5.1), sulla cui 
porta il 21 dicembre del 1309 fu affissa la ‘cartam sive membranam continentem 
dicte citationis edictum in hostiis ecclesie’,11 traspare proprio dalle testimonianze 
rilasciate da tre servientes che,12 durante il processo indetto contro l’ordine del 
tempio, furono condotti tra l’8 ed il 10 giugno del 1310 nel palazzo episcopale 
di Viterbo. Si tratta di Gerardo da Piacenza, Pietro Valentini e Vivolo de villa 
Sancti Iustini.13 Gerardo da Piacenza,14 interpellato in merito agli ultimi precettori 
che si erano succeduti nel governo dell’Ordine, ricordava ‘Et post dictum fratrem 
Gulielmum fuit magnus preceptor frater Artusius de Pocapalgia qui ut audivit 

Guzzo (ed.), I Templari nell’Italia centro-meridionale. Storia ed architettura (Tuscania, 
2008), pp. 17–56. 

9 Il Lazio era diviso in due zone: una settentrionale, dal confine toscano fino al Tevere, 
controllato dalla precettoria viterbese di Santa Maria in Carbonara, e l’altra meridionale, 
fino al confine con la terra di Lavoro, nel regno di Sicilia, sotto l’influenza della precettoria 
romana di Santa Maria in Aventino. Cfr. Enzo Valentini, ‘I templari nella provincia di 
Viterbo’, in Atti del XXV Convegno di Ricerche templari (Tuscania 15–16 settembre 2007) 
(Tuscania, 2008), pp. 10–11. Sulla precettoria romana di Santa Maria in Aventino, cfr. 
Pistilli, ‘Due tipologie insediative templari’, pp. 157–200.

10 Per la ricostruzione delle vicende storico-architettoniche cfr. Nadia Bagnarini, 
La precettoria templare di Santa Maria in Carbonara a Viterbo. Storia e architettura 
(Tuscania, 2011).

11 Anne Gilmour-Bryson, The Trial of the Templars in the Papal State and Abruzzi, 
(Città del Vaticano, 1982), p. 93.

12 Il serviens era il fratello di mestiere, al quale veniva affidata la gestione delle case e 
dei territori templari nelle retrovie. Cfr. Alain Demurger, I Templari. Un ordine cavalleresco 
cristiano nel medioevo (Milano, 2009), p. 124.

13 Nadia Bagnarini, L’insediamento Templare di Santa Maria in Carbonara a Viterbo, 
p. 17.

14 Sulla figura di Gerardo da Piacenza, cfr. Anne Gilmour-Bryson, ‘Italian Templar 
Trials: Truth or Falsehood’, in Norman Housley (ed.), Knighthoods of Christ: essays on the 
history of the Crusades and the Knights Templar, presented to Malcolm Barber (Aldershot, 
2007), p. 221.
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mortuus fuit in Viterbio et sepultus in Sancta Maria de Carbonaria de Viterbio 
dicti ordinis’.15 Stessa testimonianza rilasciò Pietro Valentini,16 mentre il serviens 
Vivolo de villa Sancti Iustini, affermò di aver assistito ad un capitolo dell’Ordine 
‘in ecclesia Sancte Marie de Carbonaria de Viterbio dicti ordinis’, presieduto da 
frà Guglielmo Cernerio ‘qui gerebat se pro magno preceptore in Patrimonio beati 

15 Gilmour-Bryson, The Trial of the Templars, pp. 188–9; Elena Bellomo, The 
Templar Order in North-West Italy (1142-c. 1330) (Boston, 2008), pp. 101–103.

16 ‘Et post mortem dicti fratris Gulielmi fuit magnus preceptor in dictis partibus frater 
Artusius de Pocapalgia qui ut audivit mortuus fuit in Viterbio et sepultus in loco Sancte 
Marie de Carbonaria de dicta civitate Viterbii dicti ordinis’. Pietro Valentini entrò nell’Ordine 
al tempo di papa Niccolò III (1277–1280) e fu ricevuto da frate Blancus nella precettoria 
romana di Santa Maria in Aventino: Gilmour-Bryson, The Trial of the Templars, p. 201.

Tavola 5.1 Viterbo, S. Maria in Carbonara, domus, prospetto orientale
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Petri in Tuscia’ ed alla presenza dei ‘preceptores locorum dicti ordinis de dicto 
Patrimonio’.17

Da queste dichiarazioni è chiaramente rilevabile la posizione di grande 
prestigio che Santa Maria in Carbonara doveva rivestire all’interno delle 
fondazioni del Tempio, attestate sui confini settentrionali dello Stato Pontificio, 
altrimenti non avrebbe potuto accogliere la sepoltura di un gran precettore ed 
ospitare un capitolo dell’Ordine. Le analisi delle strutture murarie e dei documenti 
d’archivio concernenti la chiesa di Santa Maria in Carbonara hanno rilevato che 
i cavalieri si stanziarono presso un edificio di culto preesistente al loro arrivo che 
può essere datato, sulla base di alcuni elementi stilistici, quali gli archetti pensili 
poggianti su mensole a motivi zoomorfi e antropomorfi a decorare l’esterno della 
piccola abside, ed architettonici, quali la navata unica, la copertura a capriate 
e le piccole lancette ad illuminare l’interno, all’ultimo quarto del XII secolo.18 
E’ invece presumibile che, attorno al 1250, essi abbiano realizzato ex novo 
l’edificio residenziale (domus),19 che collocato perpendicolarmente rispetto alla 
chiesa, attraverso l’interpolazione di una torre a pianta quadrata, che alle finalità 
difensive univa le caratteristiche di ambiente di collegamento tra l’ala conventuale 
e l’edificio di culto, doveva avere la funzione di vera e propria struttura difensiva, 
come mostrano sul versante orientale l’accesso volante, le mensole a sostegno 
di uno spalto ligneo, e le piccole feritoie di cui una ancora ben conservato nel 
prospetto meridionale. La presenza di una cesura nella muratura nel prospetto 
orientale della domus al livello del piano stradale, l’interruzione delle mensole 
nel punto in cui si inserisce il vano scale attuale, un cambiamento nella messa 
in opera dei conci nel passaggio tra il secondo ed il terzo piano, permettono di 
asserire con certezza che la domus venne costruita su due unici livelli e collegata 
alla chiesa attraverso una torre. La torre costruita sul fianco sud della chiesa, a 
circa nove metri dallo spigolo di facciata, rappresentava non solo l’ambiente di 
collegamento tra l’edificio di culto e l’ala residenziale, ma fungeva anche da vano 
scale, in quanto permetteva di collegare i vari livelli della domus e di accedere alla 
cripta sottostante della chiesa. I due piani a cui mi riferisco, osservando l’edificio 
residenziale dal versante meridionale, sono l’attuale seminterrato, coperto da 
una volta a botte, ed un unico grande ambiente, che doveva occupare gli odierni 
primo e secondo livello. L’andamento orizzontale della cesura nella muratura e 
le mensole sottostanti destinate ad alloggiare i puntoni diagonali, attestano che 
l’edificio terminava in un terrazzamento piano, circondato su tre lati da uno 

17 Gilmour-Bryson, The Trial of the Templars, p. 221. Guglielmo Cernerio, o 
Charnerii, già ostiario di papa Niccolò III tra il 1277 ed il 1280, nel 1283 è documentato 
quale precettore della casa templare di San Giustino d’Arno, nonché ‘magister et preceptor 
domorum militiae Templi in Patrimonio Beatorum Petri et Pauli’. Cfr. Francesco Tommasi, 
‘L’Ordine dei Templari a Perugia’, Bollettino della Deputazione di Storia Patria per 
l’Umbria, 78 (1981): p. 12.

18 Bagnarini, ‘L’insediamento templare di Santa Maria in Carbonara’, p. 70. 
19 Bagnarini, ‘L’insediamento templare di Santa Maria in Carbonara’, p. 120. 
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spalto ligneo il cui fine era quello della difesa piombante del presidio. Al secondo 
piano, che probabilmente doveva svolgere una funzione residenziale, sicuramente 
per una ristretta comunità di cavalieri rossocrociati, si accedeva sia attraverso 
l’accesso ‘volante’ nel versante orientale, sia attraverso le scale realizzate nella 
torre. L’intera struttura doveva essere poi illuminata da una serie ridottissima di 
feritoie, uniche aperture che andavano ad alleggerire la muratura in peperino sul 
prospetto meridionale.

Gli Anni Cinquanta del Duecento rappresentano il lasso cronologico più 
verosimile durante il quale venne costruita la domus, come dimostra l’utilizzo 
della tecnica muraria caratterizzata da blocchi in peperino tagliati ad un altezza 
media di 20–23 cm ed una lunghezza variabile tra i 26 ed i 35 cm, per i conci più 
grandi, e tra i 10 ed i 14 cm per quelli di dimensioni minori. L’ipotesi è confermata 
dalla presenza all’interno dell’edificio di culto di alcuni stilemi legati ad un gusto 
architettonico di metà Duecento, quali la monofora trilobata nell’accesso laterale, 
alla destra del presbiterio, e gli archi diaframma a sostegno del tetto a capriate.20 
Nei decenni immediatamente successivi, il blocco turrito dell’ala residenziale 
fu ampliato attraverso l’aggiunta di un ulteriore livello, che andava a colmare il 
dislivello tra il terrazzamento sommitale e l’emergenza del corpo scalare. Il nuovo 
livello assunse i connotati di un vero e proprio piano residenziale, sottolineato 
dalla presenza, nei tre prospetti visibili, di coppie di bifore, di cui solo quelle 
presenti nel versante occidentale mostrano qualificanti elementi decorativi ad 
indicare una vera e propria facciata di rappresentanza. L’accesso a questo livello 
rialzato della domus avveniva attraverso le scale collocate all’interno della torre. 
Molto probabilmente l’assenza di collegamenti interni fra un piano e l’altro, era 
colmata dalla presenza di accessi esterni e indipendenti l’uno dall’altro e dalle 
scale collocate nella torre. Sicuramente una delle conseguenze più importanti 
dell’ampliamento della domus fu la possibilità di realizzare altri piccoli ambienti 
di servizio nell’area delimitata dal fianco destro della chiesa, dal lato orientale 
della torre e dal prospetto settentrionale dell’ala conventuale, indispensabile per 
una comunità il cui numero era aumentato considerevolmente.

La chiesa di Santa Maria in Carbonara non fu la sola a ricevere l’affissione 
delle citazioni, poiché il 20 dicembre del 1309 gli inquisitori stilarono un vero 
e proprio elenco delle chiese templari che avrebbero ricevuto sulle loro porte le 
carte di comparizioni.21 Le chiese, spettanti alla diocesi di Viterbo e Tuscania, 
e di proprietà dell’ordine vengono in questo ordine elencate nel documento, 
ovvero ‘Sancte Marie de Carbonaria, Sancti Benedicti de Burlegio, Sancte Marie 
de Castro Araldi, Sancte Sabini prope civitate Tuscanensem, Sancti Mathei 
prope castrum Corneti, Sancti Iulii prope Civitatem Vetulam, et Sancti Blasii de 
Vetralla’.22 Le pubbliche citazioni vengono poi affisse sulla porta della chiesa di 
‘Sancte Marie in Capita’ in diocesi di Bagnoregio e di ‘Sancte Marie de Valentano’ 

20 Bagnarini, ‘L’insediamento templare di Santa Maria in Carbonara’, p. 120.
21 Gilmour-Bryson, The Trial of the Templars, pp. 89–90.
22 Gilmour-Bryson, The Trial of the Templars, p. 90.
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in diocesi di Castro. Inoltre, come ricorda Enzo Valentini, agli inquisitori sfuggì 
la chiesa di Santa Maria di Civitavecchia, che verrà inserita, infatti, nell’elenco 
suddetto solo successivamente grazie alla personale iniziativa del nunzio Johannes 
Piccardus, il quale recatosi a Civitavecchia il 23 dicembre 1309, per l’affissione 
delle citazioni nella chiesa di San Giulio, apprende che anche la chiesa di Santa 
Maria apparteneva al Tempio.23

Della mansione di Burleo, con l’annessa chiesa di San Benedetto, che i 
commissari, durante l’inchiesta pontificia del 1373 definirono distrutta,24 per cui 
priva di fratelli dell’Ordine che vi risiedessero,25 rimangono solo, nell’odierna 
località ‘Le Muracce’, in prossimità del Fosso Burleo, i lacerti di un

muro alto 5 metri e lungo metri 5,50 formato da tufelli altezza media di m 0,30, 
tenuti insieme da abbondante malta di colore grigio chiaro. Il nucleo interno è 
composto da pietrame di tufo, malta e laterizi, frammenti dei quali sono visibili 
anche nelle cortine esterne. Al centro del muro si apre una feritoia alta ca m 
1,30 e larga m 0,70 ca. In prossimità di esso sono visibili frammenti di tegole e 
laterizi di età medievale.26

Tale muro secondo la studiosa Milioni ‘sarebbe da ricondurre al castello di 
Burleo risalente al XII–XIII secolo del quale si hanno scarse notizie, tanto che esso 
viene citato la prima volta nel 1298 in una lista di persone convocate al Parlamento 
del Patrimonio di S. Pietro’.27 Nel 1298 il ‘rector Burlegii’ figura, infatti, con il 
‘preceptor Castri Araldi’, il ‘preceptor Sancti Savini’, il ‘prior ecclesie sanctorum 
Johannis et Victoris’28 ed altri priori ed abati, tra i rettori del Patrimonio, convocati 
da Rinaldo Malvolti al Parlamento indetto a Montefiascone, divenuta nel frattempo 
residenza dei Rettori del Parlamento.29 Il 1298 era quindi indicato dagli studiosi 
come sicuro termine post quem per la presenza dell’Ordine del Tempio a Burleo, 
in realtà l’analisi di un registro conservato presso l’Archivio Segreto Vaticano 
permette di retrodatare la presenza templare al 1290 e dell’altro di conoscere il 

23 Enzo Valentini, I Templari a Civitavecchia e nel territorio fra Tarquinia e Cerveteri 
(Tuscania, 2008), p. 24.

24 Stefano Del Lungo, La Toponomastica archeologica della provincia di Viterbo 
(Tarquinia, 1999), p. 114.

25 Luttrell, ‘Two Templar-Hospitaller Preceptories’, p. 109.
26 Cfr. Alessandra Milioni, La Carta archeologica d’Italia contributi, Viterbo I 

(Viterbo, 2002), pp. 151–2.
27 Cfr. Alessandra Milioni, La Carta archeologica d’Italia contributi, Viterbo I, p. 151.
28 Sulla commenda dei SS. Giovanni e Vittore, cfr. Bagnarini, ‘Gli ordini religioso-

militari a Viterbo’, pp. 152–7.
29 P. Fabre, ‘Un registre caméral du cardinal Albornoz en 1364: documents pour 

servir à l’histoire du Patrimonium B. Petri in Tuscia au quatorzième siècle’, Melanges 
d’archéologie et d’histoire, 7 (1887): p. 182.
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nome del precettore del tempo ovvero Johannes de Briscio.30 Colgo l’occasione per 
rettificare quanto da me ipotizzato in precedenza ovvero che Johannes de Briscio 
potesse essere identificato con Giovanni da Brescia precettore della casa di Reggio 
che prese parte al capitolo provinciale dell’ordine a Piacenza nel 1268, e citato anche 
nelle deposizioni del processo tenuto in Toscana.31 Ritengo, invece, ipotizzabile che 
costui provenisse dall’odierna città di Bresso, in provincia di Milano, nel medioevo 
chiamata Brixium, da cui poi la presumibile volgarizzazione in Briscio.32 Come 
Giovanni de Briscio sia giunto a Burleo, allo stato attuale delle ricerche, non è dato 
saperlo nè tantomeno seguirne le vicende nella Tuscia romana. Quel che è certo è 
che Burleo, con le sue alte mura, e con l’annessa chiesa dedicata a San Benedetto 
sulle cui porte il nunzio Guilielmoctus affisse ‘cartas sive membranas supradicte 
citationis continentes edictum’, rientrava in una nuova tipologia insediativa 
creata dai Templari nell’area limitrofa alla città pontificia di Viterbo, ovvero un 

30 Archivio Segreto i Vaticano, Armadio XXXV, vol. IV, c. 85r.
31 Nadia Bagnarini, ‘I Templari nella Tuscia. Nuove acquisizioni da un registro 

dell’Archivio Segreto Vaticano’, in Atti del XXVIII Convegno di Ricerche Templari 
(Anghiari 2010) (Tuscania, 2011), p. 110. 

32 Ringrazio Elena Bellomo per la preziosa segnalazione e la riflessione sul toponimo 
Briscio. 

Tavola 5.2 Marta (Viterbo), Castell’Araldo, parte delle mura della struttura 
difensiva
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insediamento rurale che sfruttava le risorse del territorio ma che nel contempo era 
caratterizzato anche da qualificanti strutture difensive.33 In essa inoltre, stando alla 
testimonianza del serviens Vivolo venivano effettuate le elemosine, così come ‘a 
Sancto Sabino de Tuscanella’ e ‘a Sancto Julio de Civitate Veteri’.34

Del borgo fortificato di Castell’Araldo, a soli tre chilometri da Marta, 
prospiciente l’argine sinistro del corso del fiume omonimo, sono stati ripristinati e 
ricondotti alla loro facies medievale, grazie ai restauri avviati nel 2006 e terminati 
nel 2008, sia la piccola chiesa dedicata a Santa Maria delle Grazie, sia i lacerti di alte 
e spesse mura parte integrante di una struttura difensiva realizzata probabilmente 
nella seconda metà del XV secolo (Tavola 5.2). Il documento più antico che attesta 
la sua appartenenza all’Ordine del tempio è in data 125535 quando risulta ‘preceptor 
de castro Aradiris’ Fra Bencivenni de Assisi che partecipa in quell’anno ad una 
riunione tra precettori svoltasi a Firenze nella chiesa di San Jacopo ‘inter vineas’.36 
Altra interessante attestazione emerge ancora una volta dalla lettura del rotulus 
pergamenaceo relativo al processo indetto contro l’Ordine, poiché tre servientes 
chiamati a testimoniare, ovvero fra Pietro Valentini, fra Gualtiero Giovanni 
di Napoli e fra Vivolo de Villa Sancti Justini, riferirono di essere stati accolti 
nell’Ordine tra l’aprile ed il maggio del 1300 nella camera del gran precettore 
frate Uguccione da Vercelli proprio presso l’insediamento di Castell’Araldo.37 
Alla soppressione dell’Ordine, in forza della bolla ‘Ad providam Christi Vicari’ 
il castello e la chiesa passarono all’Ospedale, il quale però ne entrò in possesso 
solo nel secolo successivo. Quale fosse la facies medievale dell’insediamento è 
difficile stabilirlo, visto che ad oggi ritengo che il solo edificio di culto possa 
essere riferito al pieno medioevo, mostrando chiari elementi architettonici di XIII 
secolo quali la navata unica monoabsidata con tetto a capriate, e una apertura 
laterale, sull’attuale fianco ovest, che permetteva di accedere all’area interna della 
precettoria, riscontrabile infatti anche in altre chiese spettanti all’ordine del tempio 
quali Santa Maria in Carbonara a Viterbo e San Giustino a Pilonico Paterno vicino 
Perugia.38 L’edificio pur avendo conservato quasi integro il fianco settentrionale 

33 Joan Fuguet, al quale si deve la più organica descrizione degli insediamenti 
templari in Catalogna, distingue tre tipologie di domus ovvero: il convento fortezza, il 
convento rurale ed il convento urbano. Cfr. Joan Fuguet Sans, L’arquitectura dels templers 
a Catalunya (Barcelona, 1995), pp. 565s.

34 Valentini, I Templari a Civitavecchia, p. 65.
35 Giulio Silvestrelli ritiene che esso sia stato edificato dagli stessi Templari, ma ad 

oggi nessuna documentazione attesta ciò: Silvestrelli, ‘Le chiese’, p. 501.
36 Luttrell, ‘Two Templar-Hospitaller Preceptories’, p. 112, nota 115; Telesforo Bini, 

Dei Tempieri e del loro processo in Toscana, ragionamento del socio ordinario monsignor 
Telesforo Bini Cameriere di Sua Santità Bibliotecario Pubblico Letta alla Reale Accademia 
Lucchese nella tornata del 12 dicembre 1845 (Latina, 1994), doc. 3 p. 20.

37 Luttrell, ‘Two Templar-Hospitaller Preceptories’, pp. 112–3.
38 L’insediamento templare di S. Giustino d’Arno, nei pressi di Perugia, documentato dal 

1237, passò agli Ospitalieri nel 1383. Cfr. Tommasi, ‘L’Ordine dei Templari a Perugia’, pp. 5–79. 
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ove si può ancora ammirare una porta (ora tamponata) con ghiera in conci di 
peperino perfettamente squadrati di chiara matrice duecentesca, la cui funzione 
era quella di permettere l’accesso al cortile della precettoria direttamente dalla 
chiesa, mostra, di contro, nel fianco meridionale una muratura non più originale 
tanto da far ipotizzare un restauro dopo un crollo dovuto ad un terremoto. Lo 
stesso che probabilmente causò anche la caduta dell’antica abside semicircolare, 
terminazione originale dell’edificio di culto come mostra chiaramente la pianta 
presente in un cabreo del 1625.39 Dopo il crollo l’edificio fu sicuramente ricostruito 
ed in parte  restaurato secondo chiari connotati barocchi come stavano ad attestare, 
prima del recente restauro, le volte ribassate e la nuova facciata sulla quale venne 
apertura l’attuale finestra lunettata.

Per quanto invece concerne le due pareti strette e lunghe non perfettamente 
parallele, fra le quali si può ancora ammirare un pozzo, Luttrell propone due 
ipotesi, o che esse formavano un lungo cortile oppure che la parete di nord-
ovest era la parete esterna di un edificio. Quest’ultima parete, spessa circa 75 
cm, presenta una sezione inferiore realizzata in blocchi di basalto non omogenei, 
mentre la parte superiore mostra conci di tufo. Sono ancora presenti buche pontaie, 
ma nessun’altra apertura sulla facciata esterna a dimostrare che esso in origine 
era parte di un fabbricato. La parete di sud-est è invece spessa 1,5 m e come la 
precedente mostra la parte inferiore in basalto e la parte superiore in tufo: tutti i 
conci sono perfettamente squadrati. Sporgenti dalla sezione inferiore vi sono i 
resti di una volta mentre la parte superiore in tufo era divisa in un secondo e terzo 
piano tanto che ancora sussiste una fila di lunghi fori nella muratura ad indicare 
la presenza di un solaio, mentre al livello più alto si notano le imposte di un arco 
trasversale oppure di un muro divisorio. 

Sulla destra del fiume Marta, tra Marta e Tuscania, e probabilmente nei pressi 
della via consolare Clodia,40 nell’attuale località nota come Castel Bronco,41 si 
trovano le poche vestigia, ricoperte da una fitta vegetazione, riferibili all’abbazia 
e al castello di San Savino. La partecipazione del ‘Preceptor Sancti Savini’ al 
parlamento convocato a Montefiascone da Rinaldo Malvolti nel 129842 rappresenta 
ad oggi il termine post quem per la sua appartenenza all’Ordine, anche perché 
in un documento del 1265 ove il ‘castrum Sancti Sauinj’ appare assoggettato al 
comune di Tuscania, non compare nessun esplicito riferimento al Tempio.43 Di 
certo nel 1310 esso era ancora proprietà dell’Ordine poiché Vivolo de Villa Sancti 

39 Tommasi, ‘L’Ordine dei Templari a Perugia’, p. 102 fig. 3.
40 L’antica via Clodia, riproposta in parte dall’attuale percorso della via Claudia 

Braccianese, fu progettata per mettere in comunicazione Roma con l’Etruria nord 
occidentale. Essa giungeva fino a Tuscania e proseguiva, quasi certamente, verso Saturnia 
e Roselle nel grossetano fino a confluire nell’Aurelia, che si immetteva presso Vetulonia. 
Sulla via Clodia, cfr. Marta Giacobelli, Via Clodia (Roma, 1991).

41 Luttrell, ‘Two Templar-Hospitaller Preceptories’, p. 91.
42 Fabre, ‘Un registre caméral’, p. 182.
43 Luttrell, ‘Two Templar-Hospitaller Preceptories’, p. 106.
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Justini dichiara, nell’interrogatorio durante il processo indetto contro i Templari, 
di aver visto distribuire elemosine presso San Savino ma anche di non conoscere i 
segreti del suo Ordine data la sua condizione di frater serviens.44

Nel 1373 la chiesa risulta annessa alla chiesa di San Leonardo di Tuscania, 
insieme a quella di Sant’Antonio, ma entrambe ‘sunt destructe’.45 Ancora una 
volta l’indagine condotta sul campo dalla British School nel lontano 1975 offre 
interessanti spunti di riflessione, riportando infatti alla luce un vero e proprio 
complesso fortificato alla stessa stregua di Castell’Araldo e della Rocca di S. 
Felice Circeo.46 Una particolare tipologia insediativa, quindi, che si differenziava 
sensibilmente dalle precettorie urbane ‘intramoenia’ caratterizzate da edificio 
di culto ed ala residenziale. L’insediamento di San Savino era caratterizzato, 
infatti, sia da un castrum sia da un’abbazia alla quale era annesso un edificio di 
culto. Il castrum costruito su di un altopiano pianeggiante sul punto meridionale 
di un ampio crinale dal quale era separato da un fosso, era controllato da una 
fortificazione a pianta rettangolare, di oltre 20 metri per lato, dalle spesse mura, 
realizzate con pietrame non omogeneo ma regolarizzato da con abbondante malta, 
e da una torre di 10 metri quadrati dalle spesse mura, forse realizzata anteriormente 
al castello.47 All’estrema punta del promontorio sono ancora in loco i lacerti di 
un’abside di una piccola cappella. A sud-ovest della rupe si trovava l’abbazia, 
ambiente rettangolare dalle modeste dimensioni (circa 35 metri quadrati), del 
quale emergono ancora labili tracce delle quattro pareti esterne costruite con 
pietrame regolare, ed all’interno altri lacerti di alzati a testimoniare l’antica 
presenza di altri ambienti innalzati a formare non sappiamo se un cortile oppure 
il chiostro dell’abbazia. Accanto a quest’ultima una cascata artificiale giustifica 
l’antica presenza di un mulino.48 Per quanto invece concerne la chiesa, il piccolo 
ambiente a navata unica così come l’utilizzo di rozzi blocchi di tufo larghi alla 
base, utilizzati per le fondamenta, fanno ipotizzare ad un edificio del X secolo, 
rimaneggiato però in epoca successiva per l’utilizzo di rozze ed irregolari pietre 
legate da abbondante malta.49

Della chiesa di San Matteo a Corneto purtroppo non rimane traccia se non nella 
toponomastica moderna nell’attuale località ‘Casale San Matteo’, e in alcune carte 
topografiche di fine settecento ove si scorgono le rovine di una torre, un fontanile 

44 Luttrell, ‘Two Templar-Hospitaller Preceptories’, p. 106.
45 Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ms. Lat. 5155, a. 1373, c. 50r.
46 Sull’insediamento di San Felice Circeo cfr. Pistilli, ‘Due tipologie insediative 

templari’, pp. 174–9.
47 Luttrell, ‘Two Templar-Hospitaller Preceptories’, p. 100.
48 Luttrell, ‘Two Templar-Hospitaller Preceptories’, p. 97. Sul possesso ed il 

conseguente utilizzo dei mulini da parte dei templari cfr., Enzo Valentini, ‘I Templari ed 
i mulini’, in Atti del XXII Convegno di Ricerche Templari (Trieste 25–26 settembre 2004) 
(Latina, 2005), pp. 105–24.

49 Enzo Valentini, ‘I Templari ed i mulini’, pp. 95–6.
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ed un fosso dedicati a San Matteo.50 L’appartenenza all’Ordine del Tempio della 
chiesa di San Matteo è documentata ancora una volta dagli atti del processo 
dove si legge che il nunzio Johannes Piccardus, il 24 dicembre 1309, dopo aver 
espletato le sue funzioni nella vicina Civitavecchia, si recò a Corneto dove affisse 
le suddette citazioni come da mandato degli inquisitori ‘in hostiis ecclesie Sancti 
Mathei de Corneto dicti ordinis’.51 Silvestrelli sostiene che la chiesa non sia passata 
all’Ordine di San Giovanni,52 ma in un manoscritto conservato presso la Biblioteca 
Nazionale di Parigi datato 137353 essa figura fra le pertinenze della commenda di S. 
Giovanni di Corneto, ove si specifica che essa era ‘fere destructa’.54 Tale situazione 
viene ribadita anche da un cabreo del 1658 ove non compare la descrizione della 
chiesa bensì quella di una torre ‘… e la torre di San Matteo nel 1652 cascò in 
terra, essendovi rimasto un muraccio’.55 Lo stato di fatiscenza viene rilevato 
anche dal visitatore apostolico monsignor Paluzio Paluzzi, che nell’ispezione del 
1667 scorge solo i resti della torre campanaria, crollata pochi anni prima.56 La 
chiesa sorgeva comunque in un’area particolarmente strategica nei pressi della 
via Aurelia a circa tre chilometri in direzione nord-ovest dal porto di Corneto in 
‘una strada di grande passaggio sia di viaggiatori e mercanti sia di merci, con tutto 
l’indotto economico-finanziario che ciò poteva comportare’.57

Non molto distante da Corneto, sulla strada che oggi collega Civitavecchia a 
Tolfa, a circa 700 metri a nord-est delle Terme Taurine, si erge, nel bel mezzo di un 
pianoro, quella che un tempo fu la torre difensiva, poi campanaria dell’insediamento 
templare di San Giulio (Tavola 5.3).58 L’appartenenza della chiesa di San Giulio, 
indicata anche con il titulus di Sant’Egidio e di S. Giovanni alle Terme, all’Ordine 
del Tempio è documentata dalla testimonianza del nostro solito fratello di mestiere 
Vivolo de Villa Sancti Justini, che dichiarò di aver prestato servizio in molte 
precettorie templari, tra cui San Giulio, aggiungendo inoltre che quivi aveva visto 
elargire delle elemosine, dato da mangiare ed ospitare povera gente:

… Sancto Julio de Civitate Veteri, … in qua dabantur elemosine pauperibus ad 
hostium et caban comedere tribus pauperibus omni die; et vidit etiam plures 
pauperes hospitari in locis dicti ordinis et iacere.59

50 Valentini, I Templari a Civitavecchia, pp. 78–81.
51 Gilmour-Bryson, The Trial of the Templars, p. 94.
52 Silvestrelli, ‘Le chiese’, p. 500.
53 Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ms. Lat. 5155, a. 1373. 
54 Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ms. Lat. 5155, c. 48v.
55 Archives of the Order of Malta Valletta, Arch. 5629, Visita di miglioramento fatta 

nella Commenda di San Gio. Battista Gerosolimitana di Corneto, anno 1658. 
56 Valentini, I Templari a Civitavecchia, p. 79.
57 Valentini, I Templari a Civitavecchia, p. 82.
58 Sulle vicende storiche Valentini, I Templari a Civitavecchia, pp. 29–49.
59 Gilmour-Bryson, The Trial of the Templars, pp. 220–1.
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Ritengo plausibile che i poveri fossero ricevuti ed accolti nell’ambiente 
limitrofo all’edificio di culto, le cui vestigia sono state riportate alla luce, poi però 
immediatamente interrate, durante gli scavi del 1940 e descritte nei suoi ‘libretti’ 
da Sebastiano Bastianelli, il quale era però convinto di avere davanti a se l’edificio 
di culto. Enzo Valentini ha invece dimostrato, nel suo studio molto esaustivo 

Tavola 5.3 Civitavecchia, San Giulio, torre, prospetto orientale
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sull’insediamento di San Giulio, che la pianta rettangolare con navata unica di m. 
20,00 per 22,70 era invece da riferirsi all’ala conventuale,60 che condivideva con 
l’annesso edificio di culto il fianco meridionale, sul quale una porta permetteva 
il collegamento diretto tra i due ambienti. Alla chiesa, edificio a navata unica 
con abside semicircolare e strette lancette ad illuminare l’interno, come mostra 
un cabreo compilato tra il 1613/1618,61 era annesso uno splendido campanile il 
solo ad ergersi, sebbene ormai completamente decontestualizzato, nei pressi 
delle Terme i Taurine. Salvatore Bastianelli ha lasciato, in uno dei suoi libretti di 
appunti, la descrizione della torre così come doveva apparire ai suoi occhi durante 
lo scavo del 1940:

Nel lato nord del campanile, si osserva un arco, che sembra esser stata 
l’antica porta. Dovendosi fare dei restauri al detto campanile l’ufficio per la 
Conservazione dispose che venisse fatto un saggio per vedere cosa fosse 
quell’arco. Il saggio è stato spinto fino a circa m. 1,50 e cioè fino a quando è 
stata rinvenuta la risega delle fondazioni, e ha dato come risultato che trattasi di 
un arco di sostegno.62

Ancora più minuziosa la descrizione che ne fece l’architetto Francesco 
Correnti, che in alcuni tratti differisce da quella del Bastianelli, soprattutto nel 
considerare l’arco con ghiera rastremata, che risulterebbe identico a quello della 
porta d’accesso al Castello dell’Abadia di Vulci,63 la porta d’accesso alla torre. Io 
stessa propenderei per questa seconda ipotesi, sebbene, la sua presenza sul lato 
nord contravverrebbe sia con il disegno del cabreo redatto tra il 1613/1618 sia con 
gli schizzi del Bastianelli, nei quali l’apertura risulta invece nel lato est. Due allora 
potrebbero essere le ipotesi, o che l’apertura a cui fanno riferimento cabreo e 
schizzo del Bastianelli si riferisca all’odierno accesso, ovvero a quello che Correnti 
descrive come ‘quarta apertura, ora slabbrata, che fa oggi da ingresso’, oppure 
potremmo supporre ad un errore nell’orientamento della pianta. Se ritenessimo 
attendibile l’orientamento del cabreo, dovremmo allora considerare che sul lato 
sud della torre si appoggiasse il fianco nord della chiesa, ergo dovremmo vedere 
su questo fianco della torre segni di un crollo, visto che il cabreo mostra chiara la 
tangenza tra i due edifici. Un crollo nella muratura si evidenzia, invece, proprio in 
quello che il cabreo indica come la lato est, sul quale si notano anche due mensole 

60 Valentini, I Templari a Civitavecchia, pp. 60–5.
61 Archivio del Sovrano Militare Ordine di Malta, La Valletta, Arch. 5659, Cabreo 

della Commenda di Santa Maria in Carbonara (1613/1618).
62 Salvatore Bastianelli, ‘Primo libretto’, pp. 53–4, in Appunti di Campagna, p. 19.
63 La badia di Vulci, oggi sede del museo archeologico, appartenne ai monaci 

basiliani, per passare in seguito ai Cistercensi, sino a che nel 1293 frate Paolo della Milizia 
del Tempio, investito della carica di castellano, venne incaricato di sorvegliarla: Bagnarini, 
‘L’architettura templare nel Lazio’, p. 127.
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sporgenti che avevano la funzione di sostenere, a mio parere, gli spioventi del tetto 
dell’edificio di culto. 

Di certo la splendida decorazione della torre che va ad ornare il marcapiano 
tra l’attuale secondo e terzo piano, in nenfro a damier sopra quattro archetti su 
peducci, oltre alle specchiature su tutti e quattro i prospetti determinata dalle lesene 
angolari che si incassano verso l’interno di ogni prospetto, fanno di questa torre un 
vero e proprio gioiello di architettura medievale ‘segno d’un raffinata attenzione 
estetica … che può avere ascendenze islamiche indirette, ma provenienti dalla 
Normandia, attraverso architetture dell’Ovest della Francia (come nel cornicione 
della chiesa di Talmont, nella facciata di quella di Échillais presso Rochefort e 
anche nei fregi della cattedrale di Périgueux) e dalla Spagna attraverso decorazioni 
Lombarde …’.64

La decorazione a damier, che ancora orna le absidi della cattedrale di Notre 
Dame de Paris, della chiesa di Prieuré de Carluc nella cittadina di Cereste (Alpes-
de-Haute-Provence), e la collegiata di Saint-Pierre a Saint-Gaudens (Haute-
Garonne), solo per fornire alcuni esempi, veniva frequentemente utilizzata, come 
afferma Viollet-le-Duc nel suo Dictionnaire, nel corso del XII per interrompere la 
monotonia degli alzati senza dover utilizzare elementi scultorei.65

Quel che è certo è che la presenza di sottili feritoie sui tre prospetti ancora 
integri della torre/campanile, attestano che essa in origine svolgeva la funzione di 
torre difensiva, o comunque di avvistamento. Anche l’interno rispetta fedelmente 
la scansione degli spazi e l’alleggerimento strutturale tipico di una torre difensiva; 
tre i piani originali, di cui il primo coperto da una deliziosa volta a crociera, 
ancora integra, su costoloni a tutto sesto, su una vela della quale si apre una 
botola per accedere al piano superiore, del quale si è persa la copertura originaria 
probabilmente in legno. Se la presenza della decorazione a damier attesta una 
sua derivazione da stilemi prettamente francesi, l’evidente analogia con la torre 
del campanile della chiesa di San Giusto a Tuscania, testimonia, invece, dal 
punto di vista meramente architettonico, così come nell’utilizzo del ‘macco’, 
calcare sabbioso giallo-biancastro, ben connesso con abbondante e salda malta, il 
radicamento ad una tradizione prettamente locale.

La chiesa di San Giulio non era la sola chiesa templare nei pressi di Civitavecchia, 
poiché l’Ordine possedeva intramoenia anche la chiesa di Santa Maria, sulla cui 
porta il nunzio Johannes Piccardus provvide ad affiggere le pubbliche citazioni il 
23 dicembre del 1309, dopo aver appreso in loco che essa apparteneva al Tempio.66 
La chiesa con il relativo chiostro subirono i funesti bombardamenti che nel 1944 
cancellarono per sempre i monumenti di epoca medievale di Civitavecchia, per 
fortuna, però, una ricca documentazione iconografica ante 1944, ed alcune foto 

64 Francesco Correnti, Chome lo papa uole… note per una rilettura critica della 
storia urbanistica di Civitavecchia (Civitavecchia, 1975), p. 198.

65 Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, Dictionnaire raisonné de l’architecture 
française du XIe au XVIe siècle (vol. 5, Paris, 1861), p. 24.

66 Gilmour-Bryson, The Trial of the Templars, p. 94.

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alpes-de-Haute-Provence
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alpes-de-Haute-Provence
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scattate qualche giorno dopo i bombardamenti, ci permettono di ricostruire, 
sebbene parzialmente, la veste architettonica di Santa Maria. A questo si 
aggiungono anche le descrizioni che ne fecero monsignor Vincenzo Annovazzi67 
ed il padre domenicano Jean Baptiste Labat che nel Settecento realizzò la nuova 
facciata dell’edificio di culto, e considerò la chiesa ‘molto antica’ e ‘ciò si rileva 
dal suo prospetto costruito nel più rustico gusto gotico a pezzi e bocconi e a quanto 
pare nella povertà in cui si trovavano gli abitanti quando tornarono da Cencelle a 
ristabilirsi a Civita Vecchia’.68

Sebbene la chiesa mostri tutti i connotati di un edificio di culto adottato dai 
cavalieri del Tempio, quali la navata unica, il tetto a capriate, l’essere dislocata 
a ridosso del porto, con l’abside tangente alle mura, inoltre come ricordava 
l’Annovazzi, con una gradinata che conduceva direttamente alla darsena,69 
ritengo comunque che essa fosse preesistente al loro arrivo, così come il chiostro 
ad essa annesso fu sicuramente un ‘prodotto’ architettonico dei Domenicani che 
qui si insediarono agli inizi del 1400.70 Lo dimostra chiaramente, come ricorda 
Enzo Valentini, il suo essere assoggettata al pagamento della decima sessennale 
degli anni 1274–1280 dalla quale era esentato, in linea di principio, l’Ordine del 
Tempio.71

Altro edificio completamente andato distrutto durante i bombardamenti del 
1944 che devastarono il viterbese fu la chiesa di San Biagio a Vetralla. Difficile, 
quindi, poter stabilire la sua esatta collocazione, forse a ridosso della mura 
cittadine; ritengo infatti poco probabile che si possa identificare, come sostiene Pio 
Francesco Pistilli,72 con l’insediamento extramoenia di Santa Maria in Forocassi, 
visto che in un manoscritto conservato presso la Biblioteca degli Ardenti di 
Viterbo, Luca Ceccotti annovera tra le contrade dentro il Castello di Vetralla nel 
1348, quindi intramoenia, proprio San Biagio.73

67 Vincenzo Annovazzi, Storia di Civitavecchia, dalla sua origine fino all’anno 1848 
(Roma, 1853; reprint Bologna, 1977), p. 249.

68 Francesco Correnti, Giovanni Insolera (eds), Civitavecchia del Settecento nelle 
memorie del Padre Labat, Quaderni del Centro di Documentazione Urbanistica, 90,1 
(Civitavecchia, 1990), p. 47. 

69 Anche nella precettoria romana di Santa Maria in Aventino una ripida gradinata 
conduceva direttamene alla sponda del fiume Tevere come dimostra la pianta del Du Perac 
del 1561–1565. Cfr. Pistilli, ‘Due tipologie insediative templari’, p. 181.

70 Nel 1422 papa Martino V, con bolla emessa dalla cancelleria pontificia, concesse 
ai Domenicani della provincia Lombarda la chiesa di Santa Maria oltre alla cura spirituale 
della città, in quanto da tempo la cattedra viterbese non si curava di Civitasvetula. Cfr. 
Carlo Calisse, Storia di Civitavecchia (Firenze, 1936), p. 747.

71 Valentini, I Templari a Civitavecchia, p. 28.
72 Pistilli, ‘Due tipologie insediative templari’, p. 158.
73 Luca Ceccotti, Elenco di Contrade e Vocaboli Antichi del Territorio e di alcuni 

tenimenti vicini desunti dalle Carte degli Archivi Viterbesi (Viterbo, Biblioteca degli 
Ardenti, II. E.5.2). 
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Nei pressi della moderna frazione Villa delle Fontane, in posizione isolata e 
panoramica sul Lago di Bolsena, fuori dal centro abitato, sorge il complesso di 
Santa Maria del Tempio di Valentano (Tavola 5.4). L’unica attestazione in età 
templare consta nella sua citazione all’interno degli atti processuali ‘Sancte Marie 
de Valentano dicti ordinis Castrensis diocesis’,74 e il 22 dicembre 1309 il nunzio 
giurato Guertius affiggeva ‘cartam continentem dicte citationis edictum in hostiis 
ecclesie dicti ordinis de castro Valentani Castrensis diocesis iuxta mandatum 
supradictum’. L’insediamento attuale si articola in due edifici comunicanti tra 
di loro: la chiesa e Edificio conventuale. L’oratorio, noto anche come Santa 
Maria de Nempe (probabile corruzione della parola Tempio), è in un completo 
stato di abbandono, con tetto e finestre sfondate e con una apertura realizzata 
in tempi moderni nell’abside. Sulla porta di accesso si nota una nicchia nella 
quale, fino a qualche anno fa, si poteva ammirare una statua della Vergine: più 
in alto spostato a destra rispetto alla nicchia, un ulteriore spazio ove un tempo 
era collocato lo stemma dell’Ordine di Malta. L’interno a navata unica, chiuso in 
origine da un’abside semicircolare, mostra sul fianco sinistro un passaggio (ora 
murato) che permetteva di accedere direttamente al lungo parallelepipedo che, il 
confronto tra due cabrei conservati presso Archivio del Sovrano Militare Ordine 
di Malta a Roma ha permesso di constatare essere frutto di un ampliamento tardo 
settecentesco. Infatti, un cabreo datato 1611 presenta in una dettagliata pianta, 
la domus e la chiesa legati solo nello spigolo di facciata. La pianta, però non 
mostra delineata l’area che un tempo doveva essere occupata da una torre, che 
interpolata tra i due edifici ne permetteva il collegamento diretto. Ciò si evidenzia 
da un prospetto dell’insediamento contenuto nel medesimo cabreo ove alla lettera 
C ‘Casalini Antichi ruinati contigui alla suddetta Chiesa e Casa’ si individuano 
proprio i poderosi lacerti della torre difensiva summenzionata.75 L’ala conventuale, 
il cui ingresso principale è collocato a ridosso dello spigolo in cui la struttura 
si innesta all’edificio di culto, si presenta su due piani; una scalinata moderna, 
ricavata all’interno di un blocco edilizio novecentesco, permette di accedere 
al piano superiore. Fino al 1789, anno di realizzazione di un cabreo all’interno 
dei processi di miglioramento della Commenda, l’ingresso a questo secondo 
piano avveniva però attraverso una scala esterna che appoggiata alla facciata, 
giungeva sino al piano di calpestio attuale, all’altezza della seconda finestra che 
ha perso la sua facies quattrocentesca, un tempo identica a quella che oggi, sulla 
facciata a capanna della chiesa, ne illumina l’interno. Durante le trasformazioni 
architettoniche che la chiesa subì presumibilmente nel quattrocento, fu realizzato 
anche un pregevole affresco che un tempo ornava l’edificio di culto, attribuibile 
a scuola umbro-senese rappresentante una Madonna in trono con il Bambino 

74 Gilmour-Bryson, The Trial of the Templars, pp. 90 e 94.
75 Ringrazio per questa interessantissima indicazione Aurora Magalotti laurenda 

presso l’Università di Pisa, facoltà di Ingegneria Edile, con una tesi dal titolo ‘Complesso 
di Santa Maria di Nempe: analisi storica e recupero’, relatori prof.ssa architetto Ewa 
Karwacka e prof. ingegnere Massimo Dringoli.
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e l’Angelo, staccato nel 1987 e collocato nella Sala Convegni della Biblioteca 
Civica.76 Con la soppressione dell’Ordine nel 1312, il complesso templare 
divenne appannaggio della commenda gerosolimitana di S. Magno di Gradoli, 
che possedeva nel vicino borgo di Valentano anche l’oratorio di S. Martino, e tale 
rimase almeno sino al 1787.77

Alla soppressione dell’Ordine del Tempio, anche la magione di Santa Maria 
in Capita, in località Bagnorea, venne conferita all’Ordine di S. Giovanni di 
Gerusalemme (Tavola 5.5).78 La precettoria sorge nei pressi della via consolare 
Cassia, sulla strada provinciale denominata Pratoleva, che collega attualmente la 
strada 71 Montefiascone-Bagnoregio con un’altra strada provinciale la Viterbo-
Bagnoregio, passando per Celleno e Vetriolo. Un lungo viale alberato, tagliato a 
circa metà strada da un fossato detto ‘della Magione’79 permette di raggiungere 
un vasto pianoro leggermente in pendenza, nel quale sono dislocati, in modo 
non perfettamente parallelo, secondo la direttrice est-ovet, l’edificio di culto e 

76 Bagnarini, ‘L’architettura templare nel Lazio’, p. 124.
77 Cfr. Archivio del Sovrano Militare Ordine di Malta a Roma, Cabrei 80 [1612], 83 

[1625], 237 [1650], 81 [1759], 84 [1773], 82 [1787].
78 Giuliano Romalli, ‘La Magione di Bagnoregio: una precettoria templare nella 

Tuscia romana’, in L’Ordine Templare nel Lazio Meridionale, p. 295.
79 Archivio di Stato di Viterbo, Catasto Gregoriano, sezione IV, fogli X–XI, particelle 

642, 643, 645.

Tavola 5.4 Valentano, S. Maria del Tempio, chiesa e domus
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l’ala conventuale. Il 21 luglio 1321 il vescovo di Bagnoregio, Simone, chiede 
l’intervento del pontefice per la restituzione alla mensa diocesana della proprietà 
di Santa Maria in Capita, donata ‘scelleratamente’ insieme a tutti i suoi diritti e 
pertinenze dal suo predecessore Rustico all’Ordine del Tempio, quindi tra il 1148 
al 1170.80 Presso l’Archivio Segreto Vaticano è conservato un pregevole registro 
nel quale è stata individuata la più antica attestazione diretta dell’appartenenza 
della ‘Magione’ all’ordine del Tempio.81 Infatti tra gli introiti ed i redditi pervenuti 
‘ad manus Bonsignoris de Senis Thesaurarium Romane Ecclesie in patrimonio 
tempore magnifici viri domini Gugliemii Cibo82 civis januensi patrimoni Sancti 
Petri in Tuscia capitanis generalis sub anno sibi millesimo MCCLXXXX diebus 
et mensibus infrascriptis …’,83 leggiamo infatti: ‘Pro censum viginta libras 
paparinorum84 XXIII, die intrante december a facere lemosina domus Sancte 
Marie in Capita domus Templariorum pro porco quem dicta domus debet omni 
annum curie in festo nativitatis Domini’.

Prima dell’individuazione, all’interno del registro vaticano della menzione 
esplicita dell’appartenenza all’Ordine del Tempio di Santa Maria in Capita almeno 
a partire dal 1290, le uniche attestazioni che avevamo si ricavavano dalla lettura, 
ancora una volta, del celebre rotolus pergamenaceo, conservato presso il medesimo 
archivio,85 relativo, come già ampliamente sottolineato, al processo indetto contro 
i ‘Milites Templi’ nei territori dello Stato Pontificio. 

80 Nadia Bagnarini, ‘Santa Maria in Capita: la casa dei cavalieri templari in località 
Bagnorea’, in Atti del XXII Convegno di Ricerche Templari (Trieste, 25–26 settembre 2004) 
(Latina, 2005), pp. 31–2.

81 Bagnarini, ‘I Templari nella Tuscia’, pp. 105-16. 
82 Non sappiamo se si tratta dello stesso Guglielmo Cibo, antenato di papa Innocenzo 

VIII, ed uno dei più illustri personaggi della celebre famiglia patrizia genovese, che nel 
1250 andò a Tunisi, in qualità di plenipotenziario di Genova, dove stipulò con il Re un 
trattato di commercio. Fu anziano del Comune di Genova dal 1260 al 1302, e nel 1267, 
essendo la città di Genova soggetta all’interdetto lanciato dal Papa Clemente IV, per aver 
emanato statuti contrari alla libertà della Chiesa, Guglielmo Cibo fu scelto, con altri tre 
cittadini, per recarsi quale ambasciatore a Roma, dove ottenne la revoca dell’interdetto e 
l’assoluzione dalla scomunica in cui erano incorsi gli autori di quelle leggi.

83 Archivio Segreto di Vaticano, Armadio XXXV, vol. IV, c. 85r.
84 I soldi paparini erano una moneta d’argento con l’effige del papa. Alla metà del 

XIII secolo allorché la zecca di Roma si ancorò a quella del senato, i pontefici iniziarono 
a coniare una moneta speciale nelle provincie del Patrimonio che chiamarono soldo 
papalino. Questi paparini subirono rapidamente un deprezzamento tanto che verso il 1270 
corrispondevano a 25 fiorini, sotto Bonifacio VIII a 30 fiorini, e nel 1317 occorrevano 
47 paparini per fare un fiorino. Cfr. Fabre, ‘Un registre cameral’, p. 134 nota 2; Edoardo 
Martinori, ‘Della Moneta Paparina del Patrimonio di S. Pietro in Tuscia e delle zecche di 
Viterbo e Montefiascone’, in Estratto della Rivista italiana di numismatica e scienze affini 
(Milano, 1909) Anno XXII, fasc. 3–4, (Milano, 1910) fasc. 1. 

85 Il rotulus trascritto e commentato dalla Anne Gilmour-Bryson nel 1982 risulta ancora 
dopo 20 anni una fonte imprescindibile per lo studio dell’ordine del tempio nella Tuscia romana. 
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Sulla porta della chiesa di Santa Maria in Capita definita nel rotulus ‘in 
hostiis ecclesie Sancte Marie in Capita dicti ordinis Balneoregensis Diocesis’86 
il nunzio Iakectus affisse, il 22 dicembre del 1309, l’avviso di comparizione al 
processo. Molto interessante la testimonianza rilasciata dal serviens Vivolo di 
Villa San Giustino,87 il 10 giugno del 1310, che interrogato nel palazzo vescovile 
di Viterbo, affermava di aver visto presso la precettoria balneoregense di Santa 
Maria in Capita ‘fecit et fieri vidit elemosinas in dicto ordine, scilicet in Santa 
Maria in Capita Balneoregensis dyocesis et plures pauperes hospitari et iacere’.88 
Vivolo nel contempo sottolineava però anche di ignorare se altri insediamenti 
dell’Ordine svolgessero la stessa funzione ‘sed utum fierent elemosine ut debebant 
et hospitalitas servaretur ignorat’.89

86 Gilmour-Bryson, The Trial of the Templars, p. 93.
87 Vivolo, di umile estrazione sociale, così come la maggior parte dei fratres interrogati 

nello stato pontificio, fu ricevuto nell’Ordine nella domus di Castellaraldo. Cfr. Gilmour-
Bryson, The Trial of the Templars, p. 44; Anthony Luttrell, ‘Les exploitations rurales des 
Hospitaliers en Italie au XIVe siècle’, in Les ordres militaires, la vie rurale et le peuplement 
en Europe occidentale (XIIe–XVIIIe siècles). Sixièmes Journées internationales d’histoire, 
Centre culturel de l’Abbaye de Flaran, 21–23 septembre 1984, Cahiers de Flaran 6 (Auch, 
1986), pp. 107–20, ristampa in Anthony Luttrell, The Hospitallers of Rhodes and their 
Mediterranean World (Aldershot, 1992), essay XII. 

88 Gilmour-Bryson, The Trial of the Templars, p. 220.
89 Gilmour-Bryson, The Trial of the Templars, p. 221.

Tavola 5.5 Bagnoregio, S. Maria in Capita, facciata della chiesa
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La parole del serviens90 perugino attestano per la Magione una consuetudine 
ospedaliera, confermata anche da quel ‘facere lemosina’ del nostro registro, ma 
che la storiografia ha sempre considerato poco diffusa presso gli insediamenti 
dell’Ordine,91 ipotizzabile però in località Bagnorea per essere l’insediamento 
collocato nei pressi del tracciato della via Francigena e quindi in un’area che vedeva 
il transito continuo di pellegrini e viandanti. In realtà la stessa regola dell’Ordine 
stabiliva che i Templari potevano dare il loro cibo e vestiario ai poveri,92 e 
probabilmente nel caso di Santa Maria in Capita essi venivano accolti nei pressi di 
quella domus, le cui emergenze architettoniche si individuano nella struttura posta 
parallelamente all’edificio di culto.93 Quest’ultimo, ambiente a navata unica con 
tetto a capriate lignee e coro rettilineo mostra diverse fasi costruttive circoscritte 
tra la metà del XII secolo e i primi anni del XVIII. Alla parte più antica vanno 
riferite le due piccole, sottili e slanciate absidi pensili coronate da coppie di archetti 
ciechi su lesene di chiara origine ‘lombarda’, nonché parte della muratura ad esse 
adiacente ed i massicci cantonali in pietra dura che delimitano l’attuale facciata a 
capanna. Si tratta prevalentemente di conci in tufo perfettamente squadrati tagliati 
ad un’altezza media che oscilla tra i 15 ed i 20 centimetri per 20-30 centimetri 
in altezza. Una tecnica muraria che l’Andrews colloca alla metà del XII secolo e 
che si trova utilizzata in altri edifici dell’alta Tuscia realizzati nel medesimo arco 
di anni quali San Francesco a Vetralla, Santa Maria di Falleri a Fabrica di Roma, 
San Pietro a Norchia e nell’area presbiteriale di San Sisto a Viterbo.94 L’integrità 
e la visibilità dei cantonali, nonché la presenza all’interno dell’edificio di culto di 
poderosi semipilastri (archi diaframma), leggermente flessi alla sommità, che si 
addossano alla parete di fondo, il campanile realizzato in laterizio, chiaro indizio 
di un restauro successivo, permettono di asserire che l’originario orientamento 
della chiesa fosse quello che attualmente ospita la porta d’ingresso. L’arco 

90 I frati di lavoro costituivano, come afferma lo storico Luttrell, una classe di 
servientes non militari, di basse estrazione sociale, senza pretese intellettuali, e dedita 
essenzialmente all’agricoltura. Cfr. Anthony Luttrell, ‘Templari e Ospitalieri in Italia’, in 
Mario Roncetti, Pietro Scarpellini, Francesco Tommasi (eds), Templari e Ospitalieri in 
Italia, La chiesa di San Bevignate a Perugia (Perugia, 1987), p. 21.

91 Helen J. Nicholson, ‘Relation between House of the Order of the Temple in Britain 
and their Local Communities, as Indicates during the Trial of the Templars, 1307–12’, in 
Norman Housley (ed.), Knighthoods of Christ. Essay on the History of the Crusades and 
the Knights Templar. Presented to Malcolm Barber (Aldershot, 2007), pp. 195–207; Elena 
Bellomo, The Templar Order in North-West Italy (1142-c. 1330) (Boston, 2008), pp. 68–73; 
Alan J. Forey, ‘The Charitable Activities of the Templars’, Viator, 34 (2003): pp. 109–41; 
Malcolm Barber, ‘The Charitable and Medical Activities of the Hospitallers and Templars’, 
in A History of Pastorale Care, (London and New York, 2000), pp. 148–68.

92 Henri de Curzon, La règle du Temple (Paris, 1885), sezioni 19, 29, 62, 65, 94, 97, 
129, 153, 188, 189, 199, 370, 371. 

93 Romalli, ‘La Magione di Bagnoregio’, pp. 295–351; Bagnarini, ‘Santa Maria in 
Capita’, pp. 29–44.

94 Bagnarini, ‘Santa Maria in Capita’, p. 33.
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diaframma collocato attualmente nella parete che ospita il coro, sta ad indicare 
uno sviluppo maggiore, in senso longitudinale, della chiesa, parte della quale 
venne inglobata in quello che oggi è un moderno ripostiglio per attrezzi. Bisogna 
però aggiungere che l’arco diaframma , di origine mendicante, venne adottato 
nell’Italia centrale solo a partire dalla metà del Duecento, quindi sta ad indicare, 
in tal senso, che esso non venne pensato contestualmente al primitivo edificio 
di culto, ma venne aggiunto successivamente. Contemporaneamente ad esso la 
chiesa venne soprelevata (vedi la muratura al di sopra degli archetti sui fianchi) e 
le piccole absidi laterali divennero pensili, attraverso l’inserimento alla loro base 
di una cornice modanata analoga a quella che andò a cingere i fianchi. Per quanto 
concerne l’ala conventuale essa si presenta oggi come un lungo parallelepipedo 
su due piani, terminante ad est in un corpo più alto con magazzino al piano terra e 
due livelli residenziali. 

La parte più antica è identificabile grazie alla presenza di grossi blocchi in 
peperino, che creano una cesura nella muratura sia ad occidente a circa metà 
del fabbricato, sia ad oriente all’innesto con la struttura soprelevata. Proprio 
all’interno di questo nucleo, sul prospetto rivolto verso la chiesa, si notano 
le tracce di un portale tamponato la cui ghiera è realizzata in grossi conci di 
tufo ben squadrati e una monofora a tutto sesto della medesima fattura. Sono 
ancora ben visibili all’interno della domus i resti di un’altra apertura, posta in 
corrispondenza di uno stretto passaggio che collega la parte est del magazzini con 
il settore centrale dell’edificio. E’ ipotizzabile che questa parte del fabbricato, a 
pianta rettangolare su due piani, sia stata costruita all’arrivo dei templari, anche 
se i due portali vennero realizzati nel corso del Duecento. Nel corso del XV 
secolo il blocco primitivo dell’ala residenziale venne ampliato con l’inserimento 
di due porzioni; una orientale, l’attuale parallelepipedo su tre piani, e una 
occidentale, legata solo successivamente all’edificio originario. Quest’ultimo 
venne realizzato probabilmente nel XII secolo, in quanto presenta al di sotto della 
monofora tamponata, una tecnica muraria simile a quella riscontrata nelle absidi 
dell’ambiente cultuale.

Conclusioni 

L’ausilio fornito dallo studio dei documenti d’archivio unito all’analisi 
dell’apparato murario e alla disamina degli aspetti topografiche hanno permesso 
di poter individuare dei caratteri distintivi che ricorrono con una certa frequenza 
nell’architettura templare. Gli edifici di culto, raramente realizzati ex novo, 
mostrano l’utilizzo prevalente dell’aula unica, coperta con tetto a capriate lignee, 
con abside semicircolare e facciata a capanna. Lo spazio interno, suddiviso in 
campate attraverso gli archi diaframma, era illuminato da piccole finestre simili 
a sottili feritoie, aperte sui fianchi dell’edificio di culto. All’accesso principale 
all’oratorio posto in facciata, era spesso associato un portale secondario collocato in 
uno dei due prospetti laterali, che permetteva di accedere al cortile della precettoria, 
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oppure attraverso l’interpolazione di una torre difensiva all’ala conventuale. 
Settore conventuale e oratorio potevano essere disposti perpendicolarmente, 
parallelamente oppure senza una precisa logica attorno ad una corte centrale. L’ala 
residenziale era spesso realizzata su due piani e prevedeva al piano terra, coperta 
con vola a crociera o a botte, un ambiente unico per la raccolta delle derrate, 
ed al primo piano, con tetto a capriate o a terrazza, la vera e propria residenza. 
Al convento e all’edificio di culto erano spesso connessi altri fabbricati, che 
potremmo definire secondari, realizzati affinché l’insediamento potesse risultare 
autosufficiente, comprendenti mulino, colombaio, legnaia, stalle e magazzini. 
Raramente mansiones e precettorie hanno evidenziato elementi prettamente 
difensivi, in virtù della loro connotazione prettamente agricola. Un altro fattore 
particolarmente interessante è l’assenza di qualsiasi documento che faccia 
preciso riferimento a maestranze templari. Ciò avalla una teoria già ampliamente 
sottolineata dalla storiografia contemporanea secondo la quale i Templari 
avrebbero usufruito di maestranze locali attive localmente, e che quindi venissero 
adottati stilemi architettonici, ma anche materiali e tecniche edilizie utilizzate 
in loco. Anche il compianto Antonio Cadei, sulla scorta di quanto affermato da 
Lambert, che criticava le tesi enunciate da Viollet-le-Duc, respingeva l’esistenza 
di un’architettura propria dei Templari, ipotizzando al contempo l’adesione da 
parte legata all’Ordine del Tempio ‘a contesti locali nelle scelte formali e talora 
nei sistemi strutturali e nelle tecniche costruttive di volta in volta adottate’.95 
Venivano, inoltre, privilegiate l’economia e la semplicità delle costruzioni 
sull’ornamentazione e sulla ricchezza delle composizioni architettoniche, così 
come aveva affermato San Bernardo nel De laude novae militiae.96

Di certo l’aver l’individuato il prevalente stanziamento delle precettorie 
lontano dai centri abitati gravitanti attorno alla città papale di Viterbo, e nei pressi 
di importanti arterie stradali quali le strade consolari Clodia e Cassia, attesterebbe, 
a mio parere, da un lato la loro esplicita funzione agricola, e dall’altra la possibilità 
di accogliere nelle loro domus pellegrine e viandanti, oltre ad elargire elemosine 
ai poveri. Discorso, invece, ben diverso per le precettorie intramoenia, a ridosso 
delle mura cittadine, quali risultano essere San Biagio a Vetralla e Santa Maria 
in Carbonara a Viterbo. Solo però quest’ultima, ancora in situ, ci permette di 
poter confermare il rapporto privilegiato che i cavalieri del Tempio ebbero con 
il pontefice, tanto che scelsero di stanziarsi a ridosso del colle del duomo, in una 
piccola chiesa dedicata alla Madonna della Carbonara, innalzando accanto ad essa 
un’ala conventuale che univa alla funzione residenziale quella di vera a propria 
struttura posta a difesa dell’unica strada di accesso al colle.97

95 Antonio Cadei, s.v. ‘Templari’, in Enciclopedia dell’Arte Medievale (vol. 11, 
Roma, 2000), p. 87.

96 Bernardo di Chiaravalle, De laude novae militae, (ed.) M. Polia, Ai Cavalieri dei 
Tempio. L’elogio della nuova cavalleria (Rimini, 2003), p. 49.

97 Luttrell, ‘Templari e Ospitalieri in Italia’, p. 22. Per il rapporto tra la precettoria 
di Santa Maria in Carbonara ed il palazzo dei papi, cfr. Nadia Bagnarini, ‘Santa Maria in 
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Ciò che orami sembra accertato è che la creazione delle fondazioni 
rossocrociate nella Tuscia viterbese e la conseguente creazione di un complesso 
fondiario coerente, vada inserita all’interno di un più ampio progetto, che vedeva 
le fondazioni d’occidente produrre un profitto tale che da un lato permetteva 
l’autonomia di ogni precettoria, e dall’altra la produzione di un surplus che 
confluiva nelle casse generali dell’Ordine e che veniva quindi inviato in Terrasanta 
per finanziare la guerra santa, e per mantenere le fortezze e le guarnigioni in 
Spagna e in Siria-Palestina.

Carbonara in Viterbo: history and architecture of a Templar preceptory in Northern Lazio’, 
in The Military Orders V. Politics and Power, ed. P.W. Edbury (Farnham-Burlington, 2012), 
pp. 241–249



Chapter 6 

Templar and Hospitaller Establishments in 
Southern France: The State of Research and 

New Perspectives 
Damien Carraz

‘For our period and our subject, excavation sites are the future of research’.1 
This opinion was expressed by Alain Demurger when summing up the Fanjeaux 
colloquium of 2005 about religious military orders in the south of France. Of 
course, a great deal still remains to be discovered in the rich archives of the 
military orders preserved in Marseilles, Toulouse, and elsewhere. Yet no account 
book will teach us as much about the food practices of the Hospitallers, as do the 
faunal and vegetable remains found in the thirty-two silos of the commandery 
of Bajoles (Pyrénées-Orientales).2 And it is true that the mentions of material 
supplies that can be found here and there in the charters of the Hospitallers of 
Avignon suggest that the commandery was in a construction phase.3 However, 
when it is possible, only the analysis of standing buildings or the exposure of their 
foundations is capable of informing us about the chronology of a site, about the 
source of the materials, and about the techniques applied to them. These examples 
may seem self-evident to specialists in material culture or monastic architecture, 
but in France the findings of archaeology have only recently begun to have any 
impact on research into the military orders.

Although it could be said that an archaeology specifically dedicated to the 
military orders is still only in its infancy, the progress made by two decades of 
research is not negligible. This article aims to sum up the work done in an area 
limited to the southern half of France, that is to say, in Provence, Languedoc, 

1 Alain Demurger, ‘Conclusion’, in Les ordres religieux militaires dans le Midi (XIIe–
XIVe siècle), Cahiers de Fanjeaux, 41 (Toulouse, 2006), p. 363.

2 Patrice Alessandri, ‘Perpignan: La commanderie hospitalière de Bajoles. Premiers 
éléments de la recherche’, Archéologie du Midi médiéval, 11 (1993): pp. 236–41.

3 The purchase of a thousand loads (saumées) of stones by the procurator of the 
commandery, in September 1202: Cartulaire et chartes de la commanderie de l’Hôpital de 
Saint-Jean de Jérusalem d’Avignon au temps de la Commune (1170–1250), (ed.) Claude-
France Hollard (Paris, 2001), p. 228, no. 12.
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Aquitaine, with some glimpses at Dauphiné and Auvergne.4 Naturally, there is no 
question of making an exhaustive presentation of the knowledge gained and the 
new approaches opened by the study of how the military orders were established 
here. Nothing will be said about the everyday life of the brethren as revealed in the 
findings at a number of sites, nor about craft activities or the liturgical arrangement 
of the cult sites. Nor will there be any mention of the burial practices or the physical 
anthropological studies of the populations buried in the commanderies. The aim 
is rather to put forward some suggestions about the organisation of the spaces 
and about the architecture of the commanderies. Through selected examples, the 
intention is to demonstrate the difficulty and diversity of the scholarly approaches. 
While we await the development of university research, on the basis of planned 
excavations and doctoral theses, the most important results are actually provided by 
rescue archaeology and building studies. I shall also emphasise that archaeological 
investigation must always be complemented with the study of written sources. 
To underline the innovations brought about by current research, it seems useful 
to begin with a brief statement of the development of historiography (part I). It 
will suffice here to cite some recent works, or slightly older ones, solely with the 
ambition of providing the reader with bibliographical references that are often little 
known, unpublished, or scattered. This will be followed by some considerations 
of the general organisation of the topography of the commanderies (part II), and a 
brief look at the question of burial grounds (part III).

I. From Art History to Buildings Archaeology

Chapels Studied out of their Topographical Context

An interest in the material remains left by the military orders has long been a part of 
the classical tradition of the history of architecture. Art historians of the nineteenth 
century and the first half of the twentieth century carried on the heritage of Eugène 
Viollet-le-Duc, who devoted two articles in his Dictionnaire to the Templar Order.5 
Their foundational works helped to implant a dogma according to which this Order 

4 This state of research was presented at a workshop on the topography of Hospitaller 
and Templar houses in the south of France, held at the University of Toulouse in April 
2009. It is a continuation of another synthesising article covering the whole of French 
territory: Damien Carraz, ‘Archéologie des commanderies de l’Hôpital et du Temple en 
France (1977–2007)’, Cahiers de Recherches Médiévales, 15 (2008): pp. 175–202 (online: 
http://crm.revues.org/5753). I wish to thank colleagues who provided me with information 
and gave me access to the results of mostly unpublished excavations: Anne Bolle, Marc 
Bouiron, Sandrine Claude, Jean-Paul Nibodeau, Robert Thernot, and Stefan Tzortzis. And 
last but not least, I sincerely thank Alan Crozier for the translation from French to English.

5 Eugène Viollet-le-Duc, Dictionnaire raisonné de l’architecture française (Paris, 
1854–1868), vol. 6, p. 290, and vol. 9, pp. 12–20. 
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had an exclusive preference for churches with a central plan. Although this thesis 
has been perpetuated in some quarters, we know since the famous article by Élie 
Lambert, published in 1954, that Templar chapels only exceptionally followed 
that pattern.6 In the 1950s the number of monographs on religious buildings and of 
regional studies multiplied.7 Aquitaine, which is rich in Templar churches of good 
Romanesque workmanship, has been a particularly favoured zone permitting some 
general principles to be proposed about the religious architecture of the Order.8 
These hypotheses are still valid today, such as the predilection for a single-aisle 
nave without an apse, the persistence of structures with simple vaulting (often 
with pointed barrel vaults), or a certain austerity of sculpted decoration. Templar 
and Hospitaller buildings, however, have been considered in the context of the 
major stylistic trends of religious architecture. In 1918, for example, Josep Puig 
i Cadafalch was able to place the castle chapel of Gardeny (province of Lleida, 
Catalonia) in the current of Provençal Romanesque art and to reveal the Cistercian 
influences on it.9 These primary reflections soon prompted the publication of some 
syntheses, such as the rather general one by Dom Cocheril and especially that by 
Raymond Oursel, which appeared in 1986.10 Despite the considerable development 
of knowledge and scholarship in the past twenty or so years, it must be admitted 
that the latter work has not yet been surpassed when it comes to the study of the 
subject in France.

As a whole, however, these monographs and the syntheses based on them have 
undeniable limitations. First of all, they focus on the noble parts of the conventual 
establishments, that is the chapels. Religious buildings were long considered to 
be the only ones worthy of interest, and they are almost always the best-preserved 
parts, if not the only surviving parts, of the commanderies. Secondly, the 

6 Élie Lambert, ‘L’architecture des Templiers’, Bulletin monumental, 112 (1954): pp. 
7–60, 129–66.

7 For the monographs, see for example Jean Vallery-Radot, ‘L’ancienne chapelle de 
la commanderie de Saulce d’Island’, in Congrès archéologique de France, 116e session, 
Auxerre (Paris, 1958), pp. 298–301; Jacques Biarne, ‘La chapelle des Templiers d’Avignon’, 
Annuaire des Amis du Palais des papes (1970): pp. 27–38.

8 Charles Daras, ‘Les commanderies et chapelles des Templiers dans la région 
charentaise’, Mémoires de la Société archéologique et historique de la Charente (1951–
1952): pp. 31–67; Charles Daras, ‘Commanderies et chapelles des Templiers dans la région 
charentaise’, Archéologia, 27 (1969): pp. 42–9; Charles Higounet and Jacques Gardelles, 
‘L’architecture des ordres militaires dans le Sud-Ouest de la France’, in Actes du 87e 
Congrès national des Sociétés savantes (Poitiers, 1962). Section d’archéologie (Paris, 
1963), pp. 173–94.

9 Joan Fuguet Sans, ‘La historiographía sobre arquitectura templaria en la Península 
ibérica’, Anuario de Estudios Medievales, 37/1 (2007): p. 374.

10 Maur Cocheril, ‘L’architecture des ordres militaires’, in Gabriel Le Bras (ed.), 
Les Ordres religieux: La vie et l’art (vol. 1, Paris, 1979), pp. 654–727; Raymond Oursel, 
‘L’architecture religieuse des Templiers’, in Routes romanes, vol. 3, La garde de Dieu (La 
Pierre-qui-Vire, 1986), pp. 285–324.
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approaches of these illustrious pioneers remain descriptive and essentially based 
on stylistic criteria. Finally, the cult sites are treated in isolation: they are cut off 
from their topographical and monumental environment. These studies generally 
exclude other buildings of the commandery with which these cult sites formed an 
inseparable whole. 

While stylistic observations were for a long time devoted solely to 
‘Romanesque’ buildings, a certain number of recent studies have now focused 
on thirteenth-century chapels. These works tend to demonstrate the part played 
by the military orders in the diffusion of the Gothic style. This is the case, for 
example, in a study by Christophe Balagna showing the contemporaneity of the 
site of the huge Hospitaller church of Poucharramet (Haute-Garonne) with the 
nave of Toulouse Cathedral, dated to the first quarter of the thirteenth century.11 
In Provence, the Gothic Rayonnant style seems to have been adopted from 
the Île-de-France without any regional intermediaries, since it was imported 
simultaneously at Aix-en-Provence by the Hospitallers and at Avignon by the 
Templars.12 Here, the interesting factor is the linkage of architectural choices to 
the installation of Capetian princes in Provence and to the close collaboration that 
the two orders developed with that Angevin dynasty.13 If they did not necessarily 
innovate, the brethren at least played a non-negligible part in the transmission of 
new architectural fashions as well as novel construction techniques. In Catalonia, 
for example, the works of Joan Fuguet Sans have demonstrated the role of the 
Templars in the diffusion of diaphragm arch roofing.14 On the other hand, there has 
been a return to the idea of an architecture specific to the military orders. There is 
no room here to take up that question once again: we know that in each region the 
orders adopted local habits as regards construction and materials, even if certain 
characteristic features of Templar and Hospitaller religious architecture may be 
noted. Now the renewal of interpretations of the buildings of the military orders 
takes place through rescue archaeology.

11 Christophe Balagna, ‘L’influence des ordres hospitaliers et militaires dans 
l’émergence de l’architecture gothique en Gascogne et Toulousain’, in, Les ordres religieux 
militaires, pp. 213–38.

12 Yves Esquieu, ‘L’église des Hospitaliers de Saint-Jean de Malte à Aix’, in Congrès 
Archéologique de France, 143e session, Pays d’Aix (Paris, 1988), pp. 101–13; Damien 
Carraz, ‘Une commanderie templière et sa chapelle en Avignon: Du Temple aux chevaliers 
de Malte’, Bulletin monumental, 154 (1996): pp. 7–24.

13 Damien Carraz, ‘Les ordres militaires, le comte et les débuts de l’architecture 
gothique en Provence’, Bulletin de la Société de l’histoire et du patrimoine de l’ordre de 
Malte, 13 (2003): pp. 45–55. 

14 Joan Fuguet Sans, ‘La casa del Palau del Temple de Barcelona’, Locus Amœnus, 7 
(2004): pp. 104–5. 
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Contributions and Limitations of Rescue Archaeology

Scholarly interest in the establishments of the military orders dates from the 
1970s, that is to say, the great awakening of medieval archaeology in France. One 
of the first studies to be published concerned the Hospitaller establishment at La 
Salvetat de Serres (Haute-Garonne).15 Since then the number of excavations has 
multiplied, and it is interesting to note that many of them have excavated urban 
establishments, whereas traditional historiography has tended to emphasise the 
rural character of the commanderies.16 However, the majority of these excavations 
were rescue archaeology, with all the constraints involved in it. The findings have 
been partial, often achieved in haste, and not necessarily relevant to problems 
concerning the military orders. Furthermore, the data obtained have often remained 
unpublished, limited – at best – to notices in the scientific accounts of the Services 
Regionaux d’Archéologie (SRA) and in the journal Archéologie mediévale. Also, 
the findings have proved to be deceptive or difficult to interpret, especially those 
from urban settings.

The scientific context of the investigations has sometimes testified to a scant 
interest in the phases of medieval occupation. In Provence, for a long time the 
urban excavations have been preoccupied exclusively with the Gallo-Roman 
period and have neglected subsequent levels. Let us take the case of Trinquetaille, 
an ancient quarter on the right bank of the Rhône, across the river from Arles 
(Bouches-du-Rhône). In the 1930s Fernand Benoît excavated a rich villa from the 
Late Empire in a sector named the ‘Clos Saint-Jean’.17 He exposed medieval walls 
that partly reused the ancient substructures and were associated with sculptural 
elements and furnishings from the thirteenth century. The eminent scholar of 
antiquity identified these structures with the church of the Hospitaller commandery 
of Saint-Thomas, but they were not considered worthy of more than a few lines in 
a regional scholarly journal.

Another case, that of Orange (Vaucluse), serves to illustrate a phenomenon 
that deserves special attention: the reoccupation by the military orders of 
existing buildings, particularly Roman ones. In 1215, Prince Raimbaut IV gave 
the Hospitallers a building that was emblematic of the town of Orange: the Arc 

15 Gabriel Manière, ‘Un établissement des Hospitaliers de Saint-Jean de Jérusalem, 
La Salvetat de Serres (com. de Lavelanet de Comminges, Haute-Garonne)’, Archéologie 
médiévale, 7 (1977): pp. 179–227.

16 Among some recent urban excavations, we may cite those of the Temple of La 
Rochelle (1982–84), the Hospitallers’ sites of Sainte-Luce at Arles (1983–85), Bajoles/
Perpignan (1985–99), Le Puy-en-Velay (1990), Aix-en-Provence (2001), and La Rochelle 
(2006), and finally the islet of the Temple of Montélimar (2008). 

17 Fernand Benoît, ‘Les fouilles et la topographie antique de Trinquetaille’, Mémoires 
de l’institut historique de Provence (1934): pp. 224–5. On the historiographical context of 
these excavations: Marc Heijmans, Arles durant l’antiquité tardive: De la Duplex Arelas à 
l’Urbs Genesii (Rome, 2004), pp. 25–6. 
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fortress, built on the Augustan triumphal arch.18 This fortification is attested in 
seventeenth-century engravings, whereas the restored building today bears the 
marks of medieval transformations: a bay hollowed out of the thickness of the 
ancient wall face, and anchor holes revealing the installation of an intermediate 
floor. The excavation of the periphery of the triumphal arch in the 1950s ought to 
have been a unique opportunity for understanding the details of this reoccupation 
by the Hospitallers.19 Medieval built features are indeed shown on the general plan 
of the excavation – traces of an enclosure and a well – but the publication does not 
devote a single line to them, and we will never know whether these structures can 
be attributed to the military order.

Beyond the heuristic limitations of these older works, we must still consider 
the state of preservation of structures buried in urban substrata. In a town, the 
stratigraphical layers of the Middle Ages have often been erased by subsequent 
occupation. For instance, the site that housed the commandery of Grasse (Alpes-
Maritimes), excavated in 1996, has absolutely nothing left of the Templar 
occupation because the construction of a factory in the nineteenth century totally 
destroyed the medieval strata.20 Finally, the surfaces uncovered by archaeologists 
are often too limited to allow any certain interpretations. We may refer here to 
the commandery of Saint-Jean du Perrot at La Rochelle (Charente-Maritime), 
which was erected in the last quarter of the twelfth century on an artificial island 
reclaimed from the sea. In 2006, the excavation that affected a small section of 
the expropriation of this Hospitaller house uncovered a huge structure (32 m 
by 10 m) built between the end of the twelfth and the middle of the thirteenth 
centuries. However, the fragmentary character of the archaeological findings 
made it impossible to ascertain the exact function of this building, interpreted as a 
warehouse on account of its proximity to the harbour.21 The partial character of the 
data obtained by these rescue excavations means that any attempt at a synthesis 
would be premature.

If the dynamism of research on the military orders is due to rescue archaeology, 
the programmed studies likewise reflect a fairly old tradition. An example here is 
the excavation of the hamlet of Pont-de-Montvert, on Mont-Lozère, a settlement 
generated by the Hospitaller commandery of Gap-Francès.22 Despite this, the 

18 Florian Mazel, La noblesse et l’Église en Provence, fin Xe–début XIVe siècle: 
L’exemple des familles d’Agoult-Simiane, de Baux et de Marseille (Paris, 2002), p. 361.

19 Robert Amy et al., L’arc d’Orange, Gallia, 15e suppl. (Paris, 1962), vol. 1, p. 56 
and pl. 2, and vol. 2, pl. 37.

20 Aurélie Dumont, ‘Grasse (A.-M.): Usine Chiris’, Archéologie médiévale, 27 
(1998): pp. 195–6. 

21 Jean-Paul Nibodeau (ed.), La Rochelle: La rue Verdière et ses abords, les origines 
du quartier du Perrot, XIIe–XIXe siècles, Rapport final d’opération de fouille (INRAP 
Poitou-Charentes, 2010), pp. 78–90 and 384–6.

22 Jean-Claude Hélas, ‘Pont-de-Montvert (Lozère). Hameau de l’Hôpital’, 
Archéologie médiévale, 13 (1983): p. 315; Jean-Claude Hélas, ‘L’apport de l’archéologie à 
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investigation conducted by Jean-Claude Hélas was not so much interested 
in how a commandery was established on a highland site as in the problem of 
deserted villages, which was very much in fashion in the 1970s.23 In fact, it was 
not until recently that the sites occupied by the brethren were studied in their 
own right, in other words, for what they can tell us about specific features of 
military monasticism. Apart from a number of university projects concerning 
the commanderies of Auvergne and the Dauphiné,24 it is around the University 
of Toulouse that the most fruitful research has developed. The Programme 
Collectif de Recherche (PCR) on the Hospitallers’ priory of Toulouse is a model 
of collaboration between the different actors in archaeology (project and rescue), 
historians, and anthropologists. It is not possible here to give an account, not 
even in summary form, of the new knowledge yielded by this site concerning the 
organisation of the monastic enclosure, the impact of a commandery on the fabric 
of a town, or the mortuary function.25 This range of problems is the subject of 
continued research currently being conducted by Yoan Mattalia.26

Buildings Archaeology

The fascination with buildings archaeology in the last two decades has also 
enabled a new approach to the architecture of the military orders.27 We shall 
confine ourselves here to some experience from Provence. In Marseilles, a series 

la connaissance historique’, in Historiens et archéologues: Actes de la 3e session d’histoire 
Médiévale de Carcassonne, 28 août–1er septembre 1990, Heresis, 2 (Berne, 1992), pp. 
48–52. It is regrettable that this excavation, which lasted several years, did not result in a 
proper publication.

23 Archéologie du village déserté (2 vols, Paris, 1970). 
24 Éric Rouger, Approche méthodologique et archéologique sur les Hospitaliers de 

Saint-Jean-de-Jérusalem en Dauphiné: L’exemple du bailliage de Bellecombe (Grand-
Prieuré d’Auvergne), mémoire de DEA (Université Lyon 2, 1995); Aude Bailles, La 
commanderie du Temple de Vaulx, mémoire de DEA (Université Lyon 2, 1998); Laurent 
d’Agostino, ‘Les commanderies des Templiers et des Hospitaliers en Auvergne: Éléments 
pour une architecture’, in Histoire et archéologie de l’ordre militaire des Hospitaliers de 
Saint-Jean de Jérusalem (Saint-Etienne, 2004), pp. 75–101.

25 Nelly Pousthomis-Dalle, ‘Histoire et archéologie de la commanderie-grand-prieuré 
des Hospitaliers de Saint-Jean à Toulouse: état de la recherche’, in Les ordres religieux 
militaires, pp. 239–64; Laurent Macé, ‘In salvetate domini comitis: Les ordres religieux 
militaires dans la cité de Toulouse (XIIe–XIIIe siècles)’, in Damien Carraz (ed.), Les 
ordres militaires dans la ville médiévale (1100–1350): Actes du colloque international de 
Clermont-Ferrand, 26–28 mai 2010 (Clermont-Ferrand, 2013). 

26 Yoan Mattalia, Les établissements des ordres militaires aux XIIe et XIIIe siècles 
dans les anciens diocèses de Cahors, Rodez et Albi: Approche archéologique et historique, 
PhD thesis, (Toulouse, 2013).

27 For an account of the concepts of buildings archaeology in France: Isabelle Parron-
Kontis and Nicolas Reveyron (eds), Archéologie du bâti: Pour une harmonisation des 
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of investigations in the Fort Saint-Jean have revealed traces of the Romanesque 
chapel of the Hospitallers.28 Before the discoveries made by the archaeologists, 
no one suspected that a phase of the medieval establishment could have been 
preserved in this citadel from the modern era. One other church of the Hospitallers, 
famous for having accommodated the necropolis of the counts of Provence, 
has also been studied by the team of the Laboratoire d’Archéologie Mediévale 
Méditerranéenne (LAMM).29 When undergoing restoration, the church of Saint-
Jean d’Aix-en-Provence was the object of excellent observations of the masonry, 
the mason’s marks, and even traces of scaffold anchors. This study likewise set 
out to discern the materials that were employed. It was found that the builders had 
used a hard limestone for the bases and shafts of the columns and the surrounds of 
the bays, while the faces of the walls were of a softer shelly limestone, and another 
very fine white limestone had been reserved for the capitals. All this suggests the 
complexity in the working of the materials in this chapel, which is one of the 
prototypes of the Gothic Rayonnant style in Provence. 

The diversity of the stone leads us to ask about the supply of materials to 
these building sites financed by the military orders. Another question that remains 
to be investigated in the future concerns the control of quarries by the brethren. 
According to Andreas Hartmann, at Saint-Jean d’Aix the limestone for the 
columns comes from the quarries of Calissane, a site where the Hospitallers were 
established. However, there are no documents to prove that the brethren actually 
owned a quarrying site in this place. However, in other locations the military 
orders were anxious to control the supply of construction materials (quarries, 
lime kilns).30 Generally speaking, the brethren conformed to local construction 
techniques for their buildings, whether religious or residential. For example, in the 
fourteenth century, the buildings of the commandery of Bajoles consisted of walls 
of rammed earth reinforced by masonry pillars.31 Recent discoveries have now 
shown that this type of masonry was widespread for civil settlement in the Midi: 

méthodes. Actes de la table ronde de Saint-Romain-en-Gal, 9–10 novembre 2001 (Paris, 
2005).

28 Philippe Mellinand, ‘Marseille: Fort Saint-Jean’, in Bilan scientifique de la Région 
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 1993 (Paris, 1994), p. 122; Olivier Ginouvez, in Bilan 
scientifique de la Région Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 1994 (1995), p. 136. 

29 Andreas Hartmann-Virnich, ‘Aix-en-Provence, église Saint-Jean-de-Malte: 
Approches d’un premier chantier du gothique rayonnant en Provence’, Bulletin monumental, 
154 (1996): pp. 345–50; Nuria Nin and Sandrine Claude (eds), De Saint-Jean-de-Malte au 
Musée Granet, Documents d’Archéologie Aixoise, 6 (Aix-en-Provence, in press).

30 Damien Carraz, L’Ordre du Temple dans la basse vallée du Rhône (1124–1312). 
Ordres militaires, croisades et sociétés méridionales (Lyon, 2005), p. 265.

31 Rémi Marichal, ‘Perpignan (Pyrénées-Orientales): Commanderie de Bajoles’, 
Archéologie médiévale, 28 (1999): p. 230.
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for instance, this technique is found in the houses of the quarter of Saint-Mathieu 
in Perpignan, built on the initiative of the Templars in the thirteenth century.32

The architectural study of the Templar house of Richerenches (Vaucluse) 
has given us an understanding of the evolution of this establishment during the 
thirteenth century, that is to say, an era that is not documented in the cartulary of 
the commandery.33 It was in 1136 that the Templars settled on this site, on a plain 
that lacked any buildings at this time. The brethren rapidly erected the buildings 
that were indispensable to their community, because the cartulary mentions the 
chapel of Notre-Dame and a domus in 1138. Just two years after the arrival of the 
brethren, the major task of constructing residential buildings, outbuildings, and 
houses of worship was completed – a demonstration of the financial capacity of 
the Order. The commandery gradually polarised the local population, provoking 
the almost complete abandonment of the nearby castle settlement of Bourbouton. 
A village then regrouped under the protection of the Templars. Of a monumental 
ensemble that must have been important in its prime, all that remains today is 
the base of the conventual and parochial chapel and, above all, a huge building. 
This edifice, seriously damaged by alterations in the modern and contemporary 
eras, probably corresponds to the domus mentioned in 1138. The study of the 
building allows us to reconstruct the relative chronology of the construction, the 
internal divisions, the spaces for movement, and the apertures in this building 
which were completely ruined by post-medieval partitions and holes broken in 
the walls (Figure 6.1). In its original state, this rectangular building had a ground 
floor with a barrel vault and a timbered upper storey divided into two rooms. 
Then, in a second phase, the upper storey was provided with a pointed barrel 
vault supported by double arches, which required the addition of buttresses joined 
by solid arches carrying machicolations. The lower level was used for storing 
the harvest or housing animals, while the upper floor was residential. Here the 
treatment of the masonry, and the presence of a partition wall and a fireplace 
have suggested the hypothesis of a division into aula and camera. This functional 
separation of spaces is well attested in the seignorial residence and notably in the 
dungeons.34 The archaeological analysis has thus given us an understanding of this 
building as one to which nothing comparable is known in the region. Yet it remains 
difficult to place this domus in the heart of a much more developed monumental 

32 Isabelle Remy et al., ‘Des maisons en terre médiévales sur un îlot du quartier Saint-
Mathieu, à Perpignan: Premiers éléments de réflexion’, Archéologie du Midi médiéval, 27 
(2009): pp. 53–95.

33 Jean-Marc Mignon and Damien Carraz, ‘La maison templière de Richerenches 
(Vaucluse): Premiers résultats de l’étude architecturale et archéologique’, Archéologie du 
Midi médiéval, 26 (2008): pp. 131–43.

34 Annie Renoux, ‘Aux marches du palais: Des mots, des concepts et des réalités 
fonctionnelles et structurelles’, in Annie Renoux (ed.), Aux marches du palais: Qu’est-
ce qu’un palais médiéval? Données historiques et archéologiques. Actes du VIIe Congrès 
international d’archéologie médiévale (Le Mans, 1999) (Le Mans, 2001), pp. 9–20.
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ensemble. There must have been at least one other residential wing to house the 
fifteen or so brethren who made up the commandery of Richerenches in the twelfth 
century. However, nothing is known about the location of that residence. Other 
recent studies have nevertheless yielded a slightly more detailed knowledge of the 
organisation of the commanderies.

Figure 6.1 Richerenches (Vaucluse), a Templar house: interior elevation of 
the south wall (© Jean-Marc Mignon, Service Archéologique du 
Conseil Général de Vaucluse)
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II. The General Appearance of the Commanderies

Open or Enclosed Spaces?

More than the written sources, archaeology is able to tell us about the nature of the 
sites chosen by the military orders for their establishments. In the future it will be 
necessary to pay particular attention to the occupation that sometimes preceded the 
foundation of certain commanderies. We know that some places selected by the 
brethren could have been cult sites before. However, too little is generally known 
about these previously existing buildings because they were often destroyed 
by subsequent reconstructions of the conventual chapels. Some establishments 
have nevertheless preserved their original shrine. At Saint-Pierre-de-Campublic 
(Gard), from 1193 onwards the Templars took possession of an old rural domain 
of Carolingian origin where a parish chapel had been erected. When the brethren 
took possession, this chapel was an eleventh-century edifice. Shortly after their 
arrival, however, they made a number of modifications, demolishing the northern 
side aisle and constructing a new polygonal apse which was illustrated with a 
magnificent series of paintings in orientalising style.35 Saint-Pierre de Campublic 
remained a modest establishment where the Templars contented themselves with 
this older place of worship. Fortunately, it allowed the preservation of a prototype 
of a rural chapel reflecting the first piece of Romanesque art of Provence! 

The rebuilding at the end of the Middle Ages frequently led to the integration 
of older chapels into a monumental programme, combining places of worship 
and residential spaces in the same building. At Lachal (Drôme), the Hospitaller 
commandery is mentioned for the first time in 1263.36 Today the establishment 
appears as a fortified house typical of the end of the Middle Ages. Its north wing, 
which underwent much rebuilding between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries, 
included a Romanesque chapel, probably parochial, which the Hospitallers 
inherited and preserved in their own building. Around 1300, this chapel was raised 
by the addition of two levels containing the commander’s chamber and perhaps a 
dormitory. 

Even if there were sometimes earlier buildings, the commanderies were no less 
foundations ex nihilo which allowed the brethren to invent a mode of monumental 
organisation adapted to the original evocation of military monasticism. In this 
domain, I shall confine myself here to just two problems: the enclosure of the 

35 André Michelozzi, ‘L’église Saint-Pierre-de-Campublic à Beaucaire (Gard)’, 
Archéologie du Midi médiéval, 25 (2007): pp. 19–34. The frescoes of the apse, removed in 
1925, are displayed today in the National Gallery of Ireland in Dublin. 

36 Éric Rouger, ‘Épinouze (Drôme): La commanderie hospitalière de Lachal’, 
Archéologie médiévale, 25 (1995): p. 240; Martin Klotz, ‘L’ancienne commanderie 
de Lachal (Épinouze)’, in Michèle Bois and Chrystèle Burgard (eds), Fortifications et 
châteaux dans la Drôme: Des premières positions défensives aux châteaux de plaisance 
(Paris, 2004), pp. 119–20.
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commanderies and the distinction between spaces within the enclosure. The 
rural commanderies are mostly viewed as fairly open spaces on the exterior. The 
different buildings used for convent life and for economic activity could certainly 
have the layout of an ‘L’ or a square around a court, but there was nothing to close 
them off or isolate them from the exterior. Still well-preserved today, the Templar 
commandery of Jalès (Ardèche) offers a textbook example. The buildings formed 
a square which in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries was largely open to the 
countryside. In fact, it was not until the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, during 
the Hundred Years War and the wars of religion, that the Hospitallers transformed 
this big rural establishment into a veritable fortress.37 Jalès was set up in open 
countryside, but the commanderies that were integrated in an agglomerated 
settlement were very soon able to assemble their buildings inside an enclosure. I 
have endeavoured to find evidence of this model of a fortified enclosure for several 
urban sites,38 but archaeology also allows us to find equivalents in village settings. 

We may cite here the example of the castrum of Montfrin (Gard) which was 
constituted around a Templar house from the twelfth century onwards. The study 
of its buildings shows that this commandery was preserved virtually in its entirety, 
fossilised in the present building.39 A visit to the cellars, the courtyards, and the 
terraces of the dwellings now inserted in the medieval establishment allows us to 
draw a plan of the whole (Figure 6.2). The medieval charters and the records of 
visits in the modern era provide some information about the architectural elements 
which can be compared to the structures still standing today. The enclosure of 
the commandery, which is 44.30 m long and 28.10 m wide, occupies a complete 
plot in the centre of the village. To the south, the cemetery separates this unit 
from the church of Notre-Dame. Built by the Templars from 1168 onwards, the 
latter served both the religious community and the parishioners. The complex, 
encircled by high walls fortified by three rectangular crenellated towers (A, D, 
K), developed around two courts. Around the lower yard the buildings used for 
domestic purposes (cellars, granaries, stables, and so on) were grouped, while 
the places used for conventual life (such as the refectory, commander’s chamber, 
painted aula, and probably a dormitory) were organised around a noble court 
which opened, through a monumental porch, on the main street of the village. This 

37 Robert Saint-Jean, ‘La commanderie de Jalès: Les bâtiments, XIIe–XVIIIe siècles’, 
Revue du Vivarais, 91 (1987): pp. 53–70.

38 Damien Carraz, ‘Les commanderies dans l’espace urbain: Templiers et Hospitaliers 
dans les villes de l’Occident méditerranéen (XIIe–XIIIe siècle)’, in Cécile Caby (ed.), 
Espaces monastiques et espaces urbains de l’Antiquité tardive à la fin du Moyen Âge, 
Mélanges de l’École française de Rome-Moyen Âge 124/1, (Rome 2012), pp. 119–36 (on 
line: http://mefrm.revues.org/428).

39 Damien Carraz and Sophie Aspord-Mercier, ‘Le programme architectural d’un 
pôle seigneurial: La commanderie de Montfrin (Gard)’, in Yoan Mattalia (ed.), Organiser 
l’enclos: Sacré et topographie dans les maisons hospitalières et templières du Midi de la 
France, Archéologie du Midi médiéval, 28 (2010): pp. 297–316. 
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Figure 6.2 Montfrin (Gard), plan of the Templar commandery (© Sophie 
Aspord-Mercier)
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complex was constructed from the 1160s onwards, probably based on an original 
core consisting of a massive tower (A) and a long building perhaps housing the 
first aula. Judging by the written sources and the appearance of the masonry, the 
bulk of the work was done in the first third of the thirteenth century. The transfer of 
the commandery to the Hospitallers led to extensive rebuilding in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries, which cannot be described in detail here. With its buildings 
arranged around a court, this monumental programme displays a synthesis 
of monastic architecture and the models of urban palaces that can be found in 
Provence – the episcopal palaces of Fréjus or Arles, and the pontifical palace of 
Pont-de-Sorgues. From the latter, the house at Montfrin adopted the attributes of 
seignorial power, with its decorated aula, its towers, and its military vocabulary. 
Such elements raise the question of the fortification of the commanderies.

The Militarisation of the Architectural Ensembles

The contribution of the commanderies of the Midi to fortified architecture has 
not yet occasioned any overall reflection, notably because the military orders left 
very few true castles there, unlike the situation on the Iberian Peninsula or in the 
Latin East, which remain the favourite areas for specialists in castle architecture. 
In urban settings, in some particular cases the commanderies were able to develop 
defensive arrangements that were advanced for their time. Here I shall confine 
myself to the example of Hyères (Var), where the Templar house protected access 
to the town. The establishment was provided with an independent defensive 
system of which all that remains today is a twelfth-century tower that contained 
a chapel on the ground floor, an aula on the first floor, and a guardroom with a 
crenellated shooting gallery (chemin de ronde) on the top.40

In rural settings, as suggested above, most of the fortificational measures date 
from the troubled times of the Hundred Years War. There are a few isolated studies 
of the fortifications developed by the military orders at the end of the Middle Ages, 
but a synoptic consideration of these efforts would be an excellent opportunity to 
confront the archaeological observations with the numerous and varied written 
sources. If the administrative documents or the prioral visits of the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries testify to the material damage inflicted by the war and the death 
toll, archaeology uncovers strata which can be linked to these martial episodes. 
For instance, at Temple-sur-Lot (Lot-et-Garonne), the main building containing 
the chapel was destroyed by a fire in the mid-fifteenth century.41 At La Salvetat-de-
Serres, the excavators identified a violent fire that seems to have led to the desertion 

40 Muriel Vecchione, ‘Un édifice templier en Provence: La tour Saint-Blaise d’Hyères’, 
Provence historique, 40 (1990): pp. 57–75; Pierre Garrigou Grandchamp, ‘Introduction 
à l’architecture domestique urbaine des XIIe–XIVe siècles dans le Var’, in Congrès 
archéologique de France, 160e session: Monuments du Var (Paris, 2005), pp. 37–40.

41 Jacques Pons and Michel Daynès, ‘Le Temple-sur-Lot (Lot-et-Garonne): La 
commanderie’, Archéologie médiévale, 22 (1992): pp. 468–9.
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of the site before it was reoccupied in much less refined form.42 This event, which 
the stratigraphy places in the middle of the fourteenth century, could perhaps be 
related to the expedition of the Black Prince to the region in 1355. In fact, most 
studies see the militarisation of the rural commanderies as an integral part of a 
general movement to defend settlements and cult sites, essentially starting in the 
fifteenth century.43 At Le Temple-sur-Lot or Targon-Montarouch, the excavations 
exposed traces of curtain walls with covered wall-walks and surrounding ditches, 
while at Bourgneuf, the Templar church was protected by a deep ditch, probably 
accessible via a drawbridge.44 These defences could be more or less elaborate, 
depending on whether they were built in haste or were part of a fixed programme 
for the commanderies of the Larzac.45

The Evolution of the Spaces within the Enclosures

People often have a fixed image of the establishments that have been preserved 
in a good state of conservation, such as Jalès or Sainte-Eulalie du Larzac. The 
current state of the monumental ensembles often reflects, however, a late situation 
because it goes back to the end of the Middle Ages. Consequently, it is difficult 
to imagine the chronological evolution of the organisation of the commanderies, 
the topography of which was only gradually fixed. Only exhaustive excavations 
or numerous probes can reveal the gradual formation of monumental complexes, 
combining conventual functions, the buildings used for economic activities, and 
the attributes of seignorial status (tower, aula, prison, and so on). 

The Templar commandery of Ruou (com. Villecroze, Var) has been the object 
of several probes which allow a proposed chronology of the construction of 
the different buildings (Figure 6.3).46 The Templars first erected the conventual 
chapel surrounded by the cemetery, a small edifice in the form of a tower (F), and 
an agricultural outbuilding to the north (D), to which a residential wing should 
be added which has not been located. This phase of initial construction, which 
masonry analysis places in the twelfth century, corresponds to the first mentions of 

42 Manière, ‘Un établissement des Hospitaliers’, pp. 185 and 202–203.
43 Guilhem Ferrand (ed.), ‘Dossier spécial: Des hommes et des murs. Pour une 

approche de la mise en défense des communautés dans le Sud-Ouest à la fin du Moyen 
Âge’, Archéologie du Midi médiéval, 25 (2007): pp. 107–155.

44 Bernard Demotz, ‘Targon-Montarouch (Gironde): Commanderie du Temple’, 
Archéologie médiévale, 11 (1981): pp. 308–309; and Éric Normand, ‘Bourgneuf (Charentes-
Maritimes): L’église’, Archéologie médiévale, 28 (1998): pp. 215–16.

45 Jacques Miquel, ‘La commanderie de Sainte-Eulalie. La construction des enceintes 
fortifiées du XVe siècle’, Provence historique, 45 (1995): pp. 157–170.

46 Robert Thernot, ‘Villecroze: Commanderie des Templiers du Ruou’, in Bilan 
scientifique de la Région Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 2004 (Paris, 2005), pp. 231–33.
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Figure 6.3 Ruou (Var), plan of the Templar commandery (© Robert Thernot, 
INRAP, 2004)
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the establishment in written sources.47 During the thirteenth century, the growing 
wealth of the Templar seigneurie required the addition of new buildings to the 
original plan. Structures that can be attributed to a second phase are a long building 
to the east (C) and another tower-like edifice (G1), perhaps already linked to a 
surrounding wall. At the same time, a building was erected opposite the chapel, 
provided with loopholes (B), which could correspond to the residential building. 
Finally, phase III, which coincides with the heyday of the commandery, saw the 
addition of three new buildings (E, H, I) with economic functions (sheepfold, barn, 
or stable). As at Montfrin, then, we find a differentiation of spaces corresponding 
to the triple purpose – religious, economic, and residential – of the commanderies.

In most cases the original state of these establishments is difficult to assess 
because these parts have been destroyed or radically transformed by the extensive 
rebuilding that took place at the end of the Middle Ages. At Fontsèche (Charente-
Maritime), the recent excavation covered only a part of the Hospitaller commandery 
established in 1229 near a harbour on the Charente.48 Yet the investigation allowed 
the identification of several buildings reconstructed in the fifteenth century with 
rather neat masonry, as well as craft facilities (a tannery) attached to the Hospitaller 
establishment. The functions of the different buildings exposed at Fontsèche 
cannot be determined; this reflects a limitation that is unfortunately frequent in 
the practice of rescue archaeology: the difficulties in interpreting the sometimes 
restricted spaces that are uncovered. At Aix-en-Provence, a small sector of the 
Hospitaller house was probed.49 A large rectangular hall paved with fine slabs 
and dated to the second half of the thirteenth century was partially exposed. The 
excavators suggested that it could be a reception room because of its proximity to 
the very busy Rue Saint-Jean. In the absence of written evidence, however, this 
can only be a hypothesis. The charitable function is nevertheless one of the factors 
explaining why the brethren freely opened their commanderies to the faithful, in 
life as in death. And it is through the question of the funerary zones that we shall 
conclude this survey.

47 The first mention of this commandery appears in 1157: Pierre-André Sigal, ‘Une 
seigneurie ecclésiastique en Provence orientale au Moyen Age: La commanderie du Ruou’, 
Provence historique, 15 (1965), p. 126.

48 Anne Bolle (dir.), Tonnay-Charente (17): La commanderie de Fontsèche, rapport 
de fouille d’archéologie préventive (INRAP Poitou-Charentes, 2007); Emmanuel Barbier, 
Annie Bolle and Isabelle Souquet-Leroy, ‘La commanderie hospitalière de Fontsèche à 
Tonnay-Charente (Charente-Maritime)’, in Sylvie Le Clech (ed.), Les établissements 
hospitaliers en France du Moyen Âge au XIXe siècle: espaces, objets et populations (Dijon, 
2010), pp. 141–60.

49 Nuria Nin, ‘Aix-en-Provence: Musée Granet’, in Bilan scientifique de la Région 
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 2001 (Paris, 2002), pp. 95–8; Nuria Nin, ‘La commanderie de 
Saint-Jean de Jérusalem d’Aix-en-Provence’, in Histoire et archéologie de l’ordre militaire, 
pp. 213–58.
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III. The Funerary Function of the Commanderies

In the central decades of the twelfth century, papal privileges authorised the 
Templars and Hospitallers to have a cemetery alongside their chapels where the 
brethren could be buried.50 Yet these burial grounds were very soon opened to 
lay benefactors and then to all the faithful. Beyond the chronology of the burials 
studied by archaeology, the major problem is to determine the status of the funerary 
zones revealed by the excavations. If possible, the excavation of burial grounds 
should be accompanied by a parallel investigation of textual sources in order to 
ascertain the status of each cemetery. Was it exclusively reserved for the brethren? 
If not, how open was it to different groups of lay people gravitating around the 
commanderies: affiliates, domestics, protectors, parishioners, paupers, people who 
died of disease?

Urban Contexts

As mentioned above, the medieval levels have often been destroyed by subsequent 
occupation, and our understanding of an excavation often rests on the exposure 
of a very limited part of a site. Difficulties of this kind may be illustrated by 
the excavation of the Templar church at Aix-en-Provence dedicated to Sainte-
Catherine.51 This shrine, which continued in use after its transfer to the Order 
of Hospitallers after 1312, was not found by the excavation. On the other hand, 
at the assumed location of the chapel, six inhumations were exposed, attached 
to stratigraphical contexts of the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries. The funerary 
function of this commandery is fairly well documented by written sources. In 
1191, a papal bull of Celestine III mentions the cemetery of the Temple authorising 
the burial of the brethren in the church, while a series of wills from the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries record several cases of people wishing to be buried in 
the cemetery of Sainte-Catherine. The juxtaposition of textual sources and ‘the 
archives of the soil’ thus shows that this ancient Templar cult site, later used by 
the Hospitallers, continued to attract the people of Aix between the end of the 
Middle Ages and the beginning of the modern era. This is interesting given the 
fact that historians tend to believe, based solely on the testimony of wills, that the 
military orders lost the affection of the faithful at the end of the Middle Ages.52 

50 Damien Carraz, ‘Églises et cimetières des ordres militaires: Conflits, contrôle des 
lieux sacrés et dominium ecclésiastique en Provence (XIIe–XIIIe siècle)’, in Lieux sacrés et 
espace ecclésial, Cahiers de Fanjeaux, 46 (Toulouse, 2011), pp. 277–312.

51 Nuria Nin (dir.), Palais Monclar, campagne de fouille préventive: La maison 
d’arrêt, Document final de synthèse (Aix-en-Provence, Mission archéologique, 1996), vol. 
4, pp. 11–13.

52 Jacques Chiffoleau, La comptabilité de l’Au-delà: Les hommes, la mort et la 
religion dans la région d’Avignon à la fin du Moyen Âge (vers 1320–vers 1480) (Rome, 
1980), pp. 234–5.
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The increasing number of excavations of commandery cemeteries, which were 
still very frequent at the end of the medieval period, would rather tend to suggest 
the contrary. 

The ideal conditions for research were brought together at the Hospitaller 
priory of Toulouse, which has the combined benefit of major excavations and 
of rich archives. This establishment offered three different burial places: the 
conventual church of Saint-Rémi, the cloister and a huge cemetery located in the 
south-east corner of the enclosure.53 The exceptional character of the excavation 
of this last cemetery must be underlined, having revealed more than 1,800 burials 
dated between the twelfth century and the end of the Middle Ages, of which a 
hundred or so were the tombs of pilgrims. The soil in the cloister, by contrast, 
contained the remains of the brethren as well as lay benefactors. The deceased, the 
majority of them males, were buried in shrouds and/or clothes in wooden chests or 
coffins, or just placed directly in the ground and covered with soil. However, the 
most illustrious of these protectors were granted a very well-made tomb recess in 
the wall with its gutters and spouts north of the church of Saint-Rémi.54 

To arrive at a better knowledge of these privileged burials linked to the military 
orders, it would be necessary to conduct a systematic survey of social markers such 
as the tomb recesses, noted in quite a lot of studies but never properly examined, 
the flat-earth graves, or the lapidary inscriptions. The privileged burials also gave 
rise to special architectural arrangements about which little is known. For example, 
the amateurish excavation in the Templar church of La Rochelle in 1982–1984 did 
not produce the scientific study that the tomb of the commander Pierre de Légé 
(† 1269) deserved. But it is known that the placing of this privileged burial in the 
centre of the chancel led the Templars to demolish the apse of their Romanesque 
chapel in order to build a huge chancel with ogive vaults.55

Rural Contexts

In towns and cities, the rivalry between churches for the receipt of revenue 
(from burial rights, tithes, alms, and so on) explains why bishops tried to limit 
the funerary function of the commanderies. In rural settings, on the other hand, 
the military orders assumed a more important role in the parochial framework. 

53 Pousthomis-Dalle, ‘Histoire et archéologie de la commanderie-grand-prieuré’, pp. 
250–60.

54 Laurent Macé and Nelly Pousthomis-Dalle, ‘Mémoire chevaleresque, mémoire des 
fondateurs? Une sépulture de prestige chez les Hospitaliers de Toulouse (XIIIe siècle)’, in 
Armelle Alduc-Le Bagousse (ed.), Inhumations de prestige ou prestige de l’inhumation? 
Expressions du pouvoir dans l’au-delà (IVe–XVe siècle) (Caen, 2009), pp. 357–81.

55 Jean-Claude Bonnin, Les Templiers de la Rochelle (La Rochelle, 2000), pp. 24–36; 
Robert Favreau, ‘L’épitaphe de Pierre de Legé, commandeur du Temple de La Rochelle († 
1269)’, in Robert Favreau, Études d’épigraphie médiévale, vol. 1 (Limoges, 1995), pp. 
123–7.
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Archaeologists may thus expect an even broader range of people in the burial 
grounds connected with the commanderies. In the absence of full excavations, 
however, it is still difficult to ascertain the organisation of space in these rural 
cemeteries. I shall confine myself to an example that illustrates the problem of 
the evolution that took place during the use of one and the same burial ground. 
At L’Argentière-la-Bessée, a Hospitaller commandery was established on a small 
hill overlooking both the River Durance and an important communication route 
crossing this valley in the Hautes-Alpes. All that remains today is the cult site of 
this commandery attested in written sources from 1208 onwards. Between 1999 
and 2001 rescue excavations around the chapel exposed a small necropolis where 
it was possible to discern three phases of use.56 Sixteen graves containing a total 
of twenty-seven individuals are assigned to the first phase. These bodies, mostly 
men of mature age, were buried in rock tombs (some of them anthropomorphic) or 
in different types of coffins (Figure 6.4). According to a funerary rite that is well 
attested in Provence, certain inhumations were accompanied by deposits of pots 
known as pégaus.

56 Stefan Tzortzis et al., ‘Les fouilles archéologiques et anthropologiques des abords 
de la chapelle Saint-Jean (L’Argentière-la-Bessée, Hautes-Alpes): Résultats préliminaires’, 
in Gilles Boetsch and Emma Rabino-Massa (eds), Les écosystèmes alpins: Approches 
anthropologiques. Actes de la 3e Université européenne d’été, Marseille-Vallouise-Oulx, 30 
juin–7 juillet 2000 (Gap, 2001), pp. 61–81; Stefan Tzortzis et al., ‘Un ensemble funéraire 
médiéval et moderne aux abords de la chapelle Saint-Jean (L’Argentière-la-Bessée, 
Hautes-Alpes): Approches anthropologique et archéologique’, in Yann Ardagna et al. (eds), 
L’homme et ses images: Mesures, représentations, constructions. Actes du 25e colloque du 
Groupement des anthropologistes de langue française (Marseille, 2005), pp. 363–79.

Figure 6.4 L’Argentière-La-Bessée (Hautes-Alpes), cemetery of the 
Hospitallers: rock tomb with a deposit of two pégaus (twelfth–
thirteenth centuries) (© Stefan Tzortzis, 2000)
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The typology of these ceramics, along with radiocarbon datings, allows us to 
place these burials in the twelfth to thirteenth centuries. That corresponds to the 
rise of the commandery, when the cemetery was mostly used for Hospitallers, but 
perhaps also for certain lay people, as some female skeletons and a child belong 
to this phase. Phase II ranges from the late fifteenth century to the early sixteenth: 
the graves were then open for bones that came from the clearing of a neighbouring 
cemetery. This phase suggests that the Hospitallers stopped using the cemetery, as 
their establishment was, in effect, gradually abandoned. Finally, in the most recent 
episode, we see the multiplication of burials of immature individuals right next to the 
chapel (nineteen individuals). This large proportion of foetuses and infants led the 
archaeologists to put forward the hypothesis that the Hospitaller chapel could have 
been considered as a ‘sanctuary of grace’ by the local populace.57 This hypothesis 
corresponds well with the curative and charitable activities of the Hospitallers; it 
would be worth considering for other excavations of cemeteries of the order where 
there are large numbers of infant burials.58 At L’Argentière, it is interesting to note 
that its old chapel, subsequently run by the Order of Malta, could still be an object 
of popular devotion. This case is a good illustration of how the funerary function 
of the commanderies persisted, almost everywhere, during the Ancien Régime. It 
even seems that some cemeteries, that were open to lay people, did not come into 
existence until the end of the Middle Ages, as at La Rochelle, where the Hospitaller 
cemetery became a parish cemetery at the start of the fourteenth century.59 We find 
the same situation at La Salvetat or Fontsèche.60 Finally, it remains to relate the study 
of cemeteries to a more general context in the history of the Church, characterised by 
the increase in episcopal control over burial places.61

57 This practice, which consisted of taking dead babies to sacred places where they 
might be revived by means of a baptism in extremis, is attested between the fourteenth and 
the nineteenth centuries. 

58 These examples are cited in Carraz, ‘Archéologie des commanderies’, p. 193. See 
also Laurent d’Agostino, ‘Espaces funéraires et inhumations dans les maisons de l’Hôpital 
de Saint-Jean de Jérusalem: Le cas du Prieuré d’Auvergne (XIIe–XVIe s.)’, in Anne Baud 
(ed.), Espace ecclésial et liturgie (Lyon, 2010), p. 256.

59 Used from the end of the twelfth century, probably for the Hospitallers and their 
domestics, the cemetery was transferred to the parish and continued in operation until 
the eighteenth century, Nibodeau, La Rochelle, pp. 103–115, 152–8, and 245–75 (for the 
anthropological study). 

60 At La Salvetat, the funerary function succeeded the abandonment of the 
commandery buildings, perhaps in the second half of the fourteenth century: Manière, 
‘Un établissement des Hospitaliers’, pp. 187, 196–201. Used between the fifteenth and the 
eighteenth centuries, the cemetery of Fontsèche has yielded the remains of about a hundred 
individuals: Bolle, Tonnay-Charente (17). 

61 Michel Lauwers, Naissance du cimetière: Lieux sacrés et terre des morts dans 
l’Occident médiéval (Paris, 2005); Cécile Treffort, ‘Consécration de cimetière et contrôle 
épiscopal des lieux d’inhumations au Xe siècle’, in Michel Kaplan (ed.), Le sacré et son 
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Cemeteries and the Sacralisation of Space

The works of Michel Lauwers, Cécile Treffort, and other researchers have shown 
how, starting in the Carolingian period, cemeteries gradually became sacralised and 
controlled places from which non-Christians and excommunicates were barred. 
Elsewhere I have underlined how, in the Midi, the secular clergy set up obstacles 
to the funerary function of the commanderies.62 In the years 1180–1250, Templars 
and Hospitallers were accused of burying bodies in unconsecrated ground and of 
welcoming excommunicates and even heretics. It would be important, if possible, 
to try to verify these accusations through material evidence. 

The multiplication of excavations of burial zones could thus open for 
interesting perspectives, as suggested by the discovery made in Marseilles, in the 
appropriation of the hospital of the Holy Sepulchre.63 Admittedly, this is not an 
establishment belonging to a military order, but it is inscribed in a historical context 
that is fully comparable: this hospital was probably dependent on the canonical 
order of the Holy Sepulchre and at any rate it had the same benefactors as the 
Hospitallers of Saint John. The establishment, first mentioned in written sources 
in 1204, was located to the south-east of the city, just outside the ramparts and not 
far from the Templar commandery. Settlement in this area was still sparse when 
the hospital buildings, partially identified by the excavation, were erected around 
1230–1250. Inside the enclosure of this establishment, eight burials have been 
excavated, dating to the start of the thirteenth century. The individuals were buried 
on their sides in ovoid recesses oriented east–west (Figure 6.5). These burials 
were not in a well-demarcated cemetery zone, and the typology rather suggests 
the Islamic tradition. Unfortunately, the archaeologists had no explanation for the 
presence of these obviously non-Christian burials. They contented themselves with 
emphasising the interesting nature of this discovery in relation to an institution 
that had links, at least symbolically, with the Holy Land. Did the brethren of the 
Holy Sepulchre have individuals of Muslim origin among their domestics? Were 
these people merchants, craftsmen, or slaves buried in a hospital context for want 
of anywhere else?64 Note especially the exclusion of these inhumations from any 

inscription dans l’espace à Byzance du IVe au XIIIe siècle. Études comparées (Paris, 2001), 
pp. 285–99.

62 Carraz, L’Ordre du Temple, pp. 466–72; Carraz, ‘Églises et cimetières’.
63 Marc Bouiron (ed.), Marseille, du Lacydon au faubourg Sainte-Catherine (Ve s. 

av. J.-C.–XVIIIe s.): Les fouilles de la place du Général-de-Gaulle (Paris, 2001), pp. 47–60 
and 235–6. 

64 Other excavations have shown that some Muslim potters were working in 
Marseilles in the first third of the thirteenth century: Jacques Thiriot and Lucy Vallauri, ‘Le 
bourg des Olliers à Marseille: Conception d’un espace artisanal périurbain au XIIIe siècle’, 
in Marc Bouiron and Henri Tréziny (eds), Marseille: Trames et paysages urbains de Gyptis 
au roi René. Actes du colloque international d’archéologie, Marseille, 3–5 novembre 1999 
(Aix-en-Provence, 2001), pp. 369–74.
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consecrated ground. This observation makes perfect sense in a context where, 
precisely in the first years of the thirteenth century, the Bishop of Marseilles was 
rigorously defining the rights of the military and hospital orders as regards burials 
and mortuary revenue.65

In the future, the study of commandery cemeteries should thus consider the 
context in the ecclesiastical and political history specific to each region: relations 
with the secular and regular clergy, the welfare activities of the commanderies, and 
also any links that there might be with people suspected of heresy are factors that 
must be taken into account. For instance, the Templars of Mas Déu in Roussillon 
took in several lords who were suspected of heresy in the first half of the thirteenth 
century.66 Some of them, tried post mortem by the inquisition, were exhumed from 
the Templar cemetery so that their remains could be burnt at the stake. Excavations 
of the commanderies should therefore be attentive to any trace of ‘atypical’ burials 
bearing marks of shame or exclusion from consecrated ground.67 Likewise, 
particular attention should be paid to material signs of the sacralisation of space 

65 Carraz, ‘Églises et cimetières’, pp. 285–86, 291 and 295.
66 Robert Vinas, L’Ordre du Temple en Roussillon (Perpignan, 2001), pp. 111–15.
67 Cécile Treffort, ‘L’interprétation historique des sépultures atypiques: Le cas du 

haut Moyen Age’, in Luc Baray (ed.), Archéologie des pratiques funéraires: Approches 
critiques. Actes de la table ronde des 7–9 juin 2001 (Bibracte, 2004), pp. 131–40.

Figure 6.5 Marseilles, hospital of the Holy Sepulchre: Muslim burials 
(thirteenth century) (© Francis Cognard, INRAP)
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such as boundaries or cemetery crosses. Some of these markers are attested in 
the written sources, as with the Marseilles Temple, while others were revealed in 
exceptional cases by excavation.68 If the installation of these material delimitations 
in sacred areas remains difficult to date, this question cannot be dissociated from 
the problems linked to the consecration of the churches and chapels themselves.69

One cannot overestimate the major contribution of archaeology to our 
understanding of the new model of religious life invented by the military orders. 
The concept of regular life developed by the brethren was in certain respects a 
breach with traditional monasticism. This originality was reflected in the spatial 
and monumental organisation of the commandery, which combines the functions 
of a residential space, an economic centre, a religious node, and a site of power. 
As noted above, historiography has long focused on prestige buildings or those 
considered most representative of the military orders: castles in the Holy Land and 
the Iberian Peninsula, or large conventual churches, preferably round ones. The 
organisation of the scene of communal life (the commandery), and the linkage of 
this with spiritual functions (churches and cemeteries), charitable works (hospitals), 
and economic activities (barns, mills, and so on) has attracted little interest. In the 
minds of historians of the south of France – and the situation is doubtless similar 
elsewhere – the commandery has long remained a hazy image, based on a few 
presuppositions.70 People are only beginning to ask questions about the specific 
modalities and about the origins of this original synthesis which resulted in the 
houses of the military orders. Is it in fact possible to speak of the ‘commandery’ 
in a general sense, abstracting regional differences or particularities belonging 
to each order? An attempt at a synthesis bearing on some urban establishments 
in southern Europe suggests that, beyond some real diversities, the model of the 
commandery did in fact conform to certain constants.71

Naturally enough, the quest for origins impels us to search in the Holy 
Land where the first military orders were born. In many respects, the urban 
commanderies of the West may appear like scale models of the great compounds 
built up in Jerusalem or Acre, whose organisation has been revealed by a series of 
archaeological studies which are still being pursued.72 But local influences must 
have been equally strong in determining the design of these conventual ensembles. 

68 Carraz, ‘Églises et cimetières’, p. 291; Tzortzis et al., ‘Un ensemble funéraire’, p. 
367.

69 To my knowledge, the consecration of cult sites has provoked very few reflections 
on the military orders. For a first approach: Carraz, ‘Églises et cimetières’, pp. 288–90.

70 Yoan Mattalia, ‘Une image floue d’un établissement monastique: La commanderie 
des ordres militaires dans l’historiographie du Rouergue’, in Sophie Cassagnes-Brouquet 
and Anne Dubreil-Arcin (eds), Le ciel sur cette terre: Dévotions, Église et religion au 
Moyen Âge (Toulouse, 2008), pp. 207–16.

71 Carraz, ‘Les commanderies dans l’espace urbain’.
72 Denys Pringle, ‘The Military Orders in the Cities of the Holy Land’, in Carraz 

(ed.), Les ordres militaires dans la ville (in print).
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In the south of France, as doubtless elsewhere, high-quality civil architecture, 
that of palaces and urban mansions, undoubtedly offered organisational models 
(multi-storey buildings with courtyards, entrance porches, and so on), a certain 
vocabulary of fortification, and a way of life (decoration, elements of comfort such 
as fireplaces). Here again, we are dealing with an urban context, and it is possible 
that the rural commanderies drew on other sources. Although they seem evident, 
the features borrowed by the military orders from the monastic model have not, 
to my knowledge, been the subject of any thorough study. When reflecting on the 
organisation of the commandery of Sainte-Eulalie du Larzac, a young researcher 
tried to show everything that Templar architecture owed to Cistercian ideas.73 
The question of the influence of traditional monasticism is certainly a path worth 
exploring. From this point of view, it is important to emphasise how the most recent 
archaeological publications have helped the historiography of the military orders 
to step out of the sidelines, having long been cut off from the grand problems of 
general history.74

73 Gabriel Ramos, Sainte-Eulalie de Cernon, sa commanderie, son enceinte fortifiée: 
Un village templier et hospitalier en Rouergue (XIIe–XVe siècle), mémoire de Master 1 
(Université de Montpellier III, 2007–2008), pp. 17–33.

74 On the partitioning that was for a long time characteristic of the military orders see 
Alain Demurger, ‘Histoire de l’historiographie des ordres religieux-militaires de 1500 à 
nos jours’, in Philippe Josserand and Nicole Bériou (eds), Prier et combattre: Dictionnaire 
européen des ordres militaires au Moyen Âge (Paris, 2009), pp. 22–46.
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Chapter 7 

A Bulwark Never Conquered:  
The Fortifications of the Templar Citadel of 

Tortosa on the Syrian Coast
Mathias Piana

Introduction

The modern harbour town of Ṭarṭūs on the Syrian coast still preserves substantial 
parts of the former Templar citadel of Tortosa within its historic town centre. 
Although of the utmost importance for the fortification history of the military 
orders in the Levant, its remains have not been adequately explored.1 They were 

1 Emmanuel G. Rey, Étude sur les Monuments de l’Architecture Militaire des Croisés en 
Syrie et dans l’Ile de Chypre, Collection des documents inédits sur l’histoire de France, Sér. VI: 
Publi cations archéologiques (Paris, 1871), pp. 69–83; Max van Berchem, Edmond Fatio, Voyage 
en Syrie, Mémoires de l’Institut français d’archéologie orientale du Caire, 37 (vol. I/2, Le Caire, 
1914), pp. 320–35; Paul Deschamps, Les Châteaux des Croisés en Terre Sainte, vol. I: Le Crac 
des Chevaliers. Étude historique et archéologique, Bibliothèque archéologique et historique, 19 
(Paris, 1934), pp. 59–61; Wolfgang Müller-Wiener, Castles of the Crusaders (New York, Toronto, 
1966), pp. 50–1; Paul Deschamps, Les Châteaux des Croisés en Terre Sainte, vol. III: La Défense 
du Comté de Tripoli et de la Principauté d’Antioche. Étude historique, géographique, toponymique 
et monumentale, Bibliothèque archéologique et historique, 90 (Paris, 1973), pp. 287–92; Henri-
Paul Eydoux, Les Châteaux du Soleil. Forteresses et Guerres des Croisés (Paris, 1982), pp. 
171–5; Hugh Kennedy, Crusader Castles (Cambridge, 1994), pp. 132–8; Michael Braune, ‘Die 
mittelalterlichen Befestigungen der Stadt Tortosa/Ṭarṭūs. Vorbericht der Untersuchungen 1981-
1982’, Damaszener Mitteilungen, 2 (1985): pp. 45–54; Kazimierz Pospieszny, ‘Tortosa (Syrien) 
und Lucera (Apulien), die idealen Residenzkastelle der Kreuzzügezeit. Eine Untersuchung nach 
militärischen Aspekten’, Château Gaillard: études de castellologie médiévale, 19. Actes du 
Colloque International de Graz (Autriche), 22-29 août 1998 (Caen, 2000), pp. 243–6; Michael 
Braune, ‘Die mittelalterliche Stadtanlage von Tortosa (Tartus)’, in Deutsches Archäologisches 
Institut Damaskus (ed.), Tartus und sein Hinterland. Archäologische Forschungen in der 
syrischen Küstenregion von der Antike bis ins Mittelalter (Damascus, 2001), pp. 65–73; Mourad 
Bouteflika, Tartous – Syrie. Lecture stratigraphique et restauration urbaine (PhD, Bari, 2004); 
Michael Braune, ‘Die mittelalterliche Befestigung der Stadt Tortosa/Ṭarṭūs’, in Deutsches 
Archäologisches Institut, Orient-Abteilung, Außenstelle Damaskus (ed.), Orte & Zeiten. 25 Jahre 
archäologische Forschung in Syrien 1980-2005 (Damascus, 2005), pp. 66–71; Mathias Piana, 
‘Die Kreuzfahrerstadt Tortosa’, in Alfried Wieczorek, Mamoun Fansa and Harald Meller (eds), 
Saladin und die Kreuzfahrer. Begleitband zur Sonderausstellung „Saladin und die Kreuzfahrer“ 
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investigated for the first time by modern scientific standards in 1981/82 by Michael 
Braune who published the first general plan based on a detailed survey of the 
extant remains.2 As at that time access to certain sections of the citadel was more 
restricted than subsequently, this work left several open questions. Therefore, new 
investigations were launched, facilitated by cleaning works inside the great keep on 
the sea side and the removal of adjoining structures.3 Based on Braune’s records,4 
a detailed cadastral plan of the town, drawn by the French administration in 1930, 
and surveys on site, a revised plan of the defence works of the former Templar 
citadel and the adjacent town could be established. 

During the last decade, several programmes were launched aiming at the 
rehabilitation of the Old Town of Ṭarṭūs. Although not addressing the medieval 
building phases in detail, they comprised surveys and documentations of the extant 
medieval fabric of the town. The first campaign (1999–2002) arose from an initiative 
of the World Federation of United Cities (FMCU-UTO) based on a co-operation 
between Spain and Syria.5 This was followed by a research campaign of the ICAR 

im Landesmuseum für Vorgeschichte Halle (Saale), im Landesmuseum für Natur und Mensch 
Oldenburg und in den Reiss-Engelhorn-Museen Mannheim (Mainz, 2005), pp. 248–51; Mathias 
Piana, ‘Die Kreuzfahrerstadt Tortosa (Anṭarṭūs, Ṭarṭūs)’, in Mathias Piana (ed.), Burgen und 
Städte der Kreuzzugszeit, Studien zur internationalen Architektur- und Kunstgeschichte, 65 
(Petersberg, 2008), pp. 408–21.

2 Braune, ‘Befestigungen’, folding map.
3 The data were collected during four campaigns between 2002 and 2008. I would like 

to thank Oliver Marx for his invaluable contribution. A part of the results was already included 
in my monograph on Crusader Tortosa, published in 2008 (Piana, ‘Kreuzfahrerstadt’). The 
present article may be read as an update to it concerning the fortification of the citadel.

4 I am indebted to Michael Braune for leaving this material to me. The cadastral plan 
was digitised and geo-referenced to process the data in a CAD environment.

5 The results of the campaign (Proyecto de cooperación integral para la recuperación del 
casco histórico de la ciudad de Tartus) were published in a single volume: Elena Invernizzi, P. de 
Montaner (eds), Tartous (Siria) (Palma/Mallorca, 2002). Of particular interest are the results of 
surveys executed on behalf of the local office of the Department of Antiquities in the area of the 
great hall at the north wall and the north-east section of the citadel: Elena Invernizzi, ‘Tartous entre 
arqueología y modernidad. Observaciones sobre la evolución urbana’, in Invernizzi, pp. 85–125.
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Department at the School of Architecture of the Politecnica di Bari (Italy),6 and 
documentation works for the Mare Nostrum Project launched by Euromed.7

Historical Outline8

The town of Ṭarṭūs, under Muslim rule since 638 and rebuilt in the 660s by Caliph 
Mu‘āwiya I, was taken by the Byzantine emperor Nikepho ros II Phokas in 968.9 
In 995 Emperor Basil II had the town, then in ruins, restored in three days and 
furnished with an Armenian garrison.10 During the early 1030s it appears again in 
Muslim hands.11 In 1082 the town came under Seljuk rule.12 Briefly occupied at the 

6 Bouteflika, Tartous; Mourad Bouteflika, ‘Habiter le passé. La chapelle des chevaliers de la 
citadelle de Tartous, Syrie’, in RehabiMed (ed.), 1ère Conference regionale Euro-méditerranéenne. 
Architecture Traditionelle Méditerranéenne, Present et Futur, Barcelone, du 12 au 15 juillet 2007 
(Barcelona, 2007), pp. 574–6 (online publication: www.rehabimed.net/?page_id=2512); Giulia A. 
Neglia, ‘The Old City of Tartous (Syria): Proposals for Urban Restoration’, in Matthew Hardy (ed.), The 
Venice Charter Revisited: Modernism, Conservation and Tradition in the 21st Century (Cambridge, 
2008), pp. 302–12; Giulia A. Neglia, ‘Il tessuto urbano della cittadella crociata di Tartous, Siria. 
Tettonica e restauro’, in Antonello De Luca, Paolo Spinelli (eds), Wondermasonry: workshop on design 
for rehabilitation of masonry structures: tecniche di modellazione e progetto per interventi sul costruito 
in muratura: Lacco Ameno, Ischia, 11-12 ottobre 2007 (Firenze, 2009), pp. 461–8; Giulia A. Neglia, 
‘The Multicultural Fabric of the Crusader Citadel of Tartous in Syria’, in Attilio Petruccioli, Adriana 
Sarro (eds), Beyond the Wall. Notes on Multicultural Mediterranean Landscape (Bari, 2009), pp. 39–
50; Giulia A. Neglia, Tartus / Siria. La cittadella, Archinauti, 14 (Bari, 2009).

7 Grazia Tucci, Francesco Algostino, Laura Bucalossi, Alessandro Conti, Alessia 
Nobile, ‘Cultural Heritage and Sustainable Valorization in the Governorate of Tartous with 
Reference to the Euromed IV Project: The Contribution of Geomatics’, Digital Heritage. 
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 6436 (2010): pp. 399–408.

8 For an overview of the history of Ṭarṭūs see Clifford E. Bosworth, ‘Ṭarṭūs’, in The 
Encyclopaedia of Islam. New Edition, (vol. X, Leiden, 2000), pp. 309–10; P. de Montaner, 
‘Tartous: de Antárados a Tortosa’, in Invernizzi, Montaner, Tartous, pp. 31–83; For further 
references to sources of this chapter see Piana, ‘Kreuzfahrerstadt Tortosa’, pp. 408–10, 419–20.

9 Yaḥyā ibn Sa‘īd al-Anṭākī, Kitāb al-ḏayl, (trans.) I. Kratchkovsky and A. Vasiliev, 
Patrologia orientalis 18 (Paris, 1924), p. 816.

10 Yaḥyā, al-ḏayl, (trans.) Kratchkovsky, Vasiliev, Patrologia orientalis 23 (Paris, 1928), 
p. 443; Ernst Honigmann, Die Ostgrenze des byzantinischen Reiches von 363 bis 1071: nach 
griechischen, arabischen, syrischen und armenischen Quellen, Corpus Bruxellense historiae 
Byzantinae, 3 (Bruxelles, 1961), p. 106.

11 Yaḥyā ibn Sa‘īd al-Anṭākī, Kitāb al-ḏayl, (trans.) B. Pirone, ‘Cronache dell’Egitto 
fāṭimide e dell’impero bizantino 937-1033’, Patrimonio culturale arabo cristiano, 3 (Milano, 
1998), p. 365. It been have been already in Muslim hands in 1021, when the fortified places 
Maraqiyya (on the Syrian coast 15 km north of Ṭarṭūs) and al-Khawābī (15 km north-east of 
Ṭarṭūs) were ceded to the Byzantines: B. Pirone, ‘Cronache dell’Egitto’, p. 302.

12 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil fī l-tā’rīkh, (trans.) D.S. Richards, The Annals of the Saljuq 
Turks. Selections from al-Kamil fi’l Ta’rikh of ‘Izz al-Dīn Ibn al-Athīr (London, 2002), p. 204.
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time of the First Crusade, it was finally captured by Crusader forces in 1102 and 
entrusted to Raymond IV of Saint-Gilles, Count of Toulouse. The town was held by 
the counts of Tripoli in the first decades of Crusader rule. In 1132, however, Count 
Pons granted it to Arbert (of Montlaur) as a fief.13 It was owned in the middle of the 
twelfth century by Raynouard, a son of William Raynouard of Meynes, the ancestor 
of the dynasty which held the lordships of Maraclea and Nephin.14

Tortosa was captured in spring (April/May) 1152 by Nūr al-Dīn and subsequently 
burnt to the ground.15 This caused Bishop William, to whom Raynouard had 
surrendered the town, to entrust it to the Templar Order in this same year, with the 
obligation to construct ‘a new castrum in the town’.16 This makes obvious that the 
division between a castrum and a suburb had already existed before that date.17 
There is evidence that the pre-Crusader town was limited to the extent of the inner 
rampart of the later citadel of the Templars (see below) and that it evolved into 
the fortified nucleus of a larger urban settlement during the first half of the twelfth 
century18. This settlement was centred round the cathedral, which is thought to 
have been founded in the 1120s at the place of an earlier sanctuary.19

13 Reinhold Röhricht (ed.), Regesta Regni Hierosolymitani (MXCVII–MCCXCI) 
(2 vols, Oeniponti, 1893, 1904), vol. 2, p. 11, no. 142a. He is probably the ‘Arberto de 
Montelauro’ from Röhricht (ed.), Regesta, vol. 1, p. 53, no. 211 from 1142, who seems to 
have been in the count’s service.

14 Röhricht, Regesta, p. 68, no. 270, from 1151, where he is called ‘dominus Tortosae’. 
For the history of this dynasty see Weiprecht Hugo Rüdt von Collenberg, ‘Les «Raynouard», 
seigneurs de Nephin et de Maraclé en Terre Sainte, et leur parenté en Languedoc’, Cahiers 
de civilisation médiévale, 7 (1964): pp. 289–311.

15 Ibn al-Qalānisī, Ḏayl tā’rīkh Dimashq, (trans.) H.A.R. Gibb, ‘The Damascus 
Chronicle of the Crusades’, University of London historical series, 5 (London, 1932), p. 
312; Abū Shāma, Kitāb al-rawḍatayn   fī akhbār al-dawlatayn, (ed. and trans.) Charles 
Barbier le Meynard, RHC Hist. or., vol. IV, pp. 75–6. During this campaign several other 
fortified places in the vicinity were conquered.

16 Jonathan Riley-Smith, ‘The Templars and the Castle of Tortosa in Syria. An 
Unknown Document Concerning the Acquisition of the Fortress’, English Historical 
Review, 84 (1969): pp. 278–88, here 284. The document attests that the town was burnt 
down to a large extent (‘combusta miserabiliter’): Riley-Smith, ‘The Templars and the 
Castle of Tortosa in Syria’, p. 284.

17 The term ‘castrum’ in the context of urban settlements has a variety of meanings. 
For a discussion on this issue see Ronnie Ellenblum, Crusader Castles and Modern 
Histories (Cambridge, 2007), pp. 84–102; Benjamin Z. Kedar, ‘Civitas and Castellum 
in the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem: Contemporary Frankish Perceptions’, Burgen und 
Schlösser, 50/4 (2009): pp. 199–210; Mathias Piana, ‘Die Wehrarchitektur der Kreuzfahrer 
zwischen Tradition und Innovation: die Frage nach den Einflüssen’, Burgen und Schlösser, 
52/4 (2011): pp. 46, 47.

18 Rey has assumed – without providing any proof – that the town enclosed the area 
of ancient Antarados: Rey, Étude, p. 71.

19 Piana, ‘Kreuzfahrerstadt Tortosa’, pp. 409–12.
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We do not know exactly when the refortification work of the Templars started, 
though this might not have been immediately after the destruction of 1152, due 
to the garrison left there by Nūr al-Dīn.20 The political situation in this part of the 
coast was not settled until 1155, when King Baldwin III concluded a treaty with 
Nūr al-Dīn,21 which may have paved the way for the Templars to launch their 
refortification campaign.22 Another reason for delay may have been the succession 
issues relating to Templar masters,23 without whose support a construction project 
of this extent would have been hard to perform. Everard des Barres, who had 
drawn up the agreement of 1152 with Bishop William of Tortosa, resigned the 
magistracy and left the East later that year. The following master, Bernard de 
Tremelay, died on 16 August 1153 during the siege of Ascalon – a siege which 
levied a severe death toll among the Templars. It seems reasonable, therefore, 
to assume that it was the next master, André de Montbard (1153–1156)24, who 
initiated the construction work.

The works must have been far advanced by the end of the 1160s: in 1167 and 
1171 respectively, Nūr al-Dīn conquered and destroyed the nearby castles of Ṣāfītā 

20 Ibn al-Qalānisī, Ḏayl, (trans.) Gibb, p. 312. That the works started in 1157, as 
stated elsewhere, is inexplicable and not supported by the confirmation of the agreement of 
1152. The document dates from 11 June 1157, when the agreement was confirmed by the 
new Count Raymond III of Tripoli and the new Templar Master Bertrand de Blanquefort: 
Riley-Smith, ‘Templars’, p. 287.

21 Ibn al-Qalānisī, Ḏayl, (trans.) Gibb, p. 322; Abū Shāma, Kitāb al-rawÃatayn, 
(ed. and trans.) Barbier le Meynard, pp. 83–4; Nikita Elisséeff, Nūr ad-Dīn. Un grand 
prince musulman de Syrie au temps de croisades: 511-569 H./1118-1174, (vol. 3, Damas, 
1967), pp. 495–6; Michael A. Köhler, Allianzen und Verträge zwischen fränkischen und 
islamischen Herrschern im Vorderen Orient, Studien zur Sprache, Geschichte und Kultur 
des islamischen Orients, 12 (Berlin, 1991), pp. 222–3. The treaty was valid for one year, 
though it was prolonged for a further year in November/December 1156: Ibn al-Qalānisī, 
Ḏayl, (trans.) Gibb, p. 327.

22 Although the terms of the treaty are not known, it is obvious that Nūr al-Dīn was 
prepared for concessions, whereas the Crusaders sought to regain control of the area Nūr 
al-Dīn had devastated in 1152. The relevant area was the ‘Gap of Homs’ (Cr. La Bocquée), 
a depression of the coastal range west of Homs and south of Ṭarṭūs, well fortified by castles 
on either side. With his campaign of 1152, Nūr al-Dīn had impeded communications 
between Tripoli and the Principality of Antioch.

23 For biographies of the masters of the Templar Order see Marie L. Bulst-Thiele, 
Sacrae domus militiae Templi Hierosolymitani magistri. Untersuchungen zur Geschichte 
des Templerordens, 1118/9-1313, Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in 
Göttingen. Philosophisch-histori sche Klasse, 40 (Göttingen, 1974), pp. 41–52 (Everard des 
Barres), pp. 53–6 (Bernard de Tremelay), pp. 57–61 (André de Montbard).

24 He is recorded as dapifer (seneschal) of the Order from 1148 onwards: André de 
Montbard, p. 61.
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and ‘Arīma but did not attempt to attack Tortosa.25 The destructive earthquakes 
of the period, especially those of 1157 and 1170, and the later one of 1202, 
apparently did not affect the town very much.26 The Templar fortifications were 
challenged for the first time in July 1188, when Saladin launched a fierce attack 
on Tortosa. He conquered the part of the town around the cathedral, together with 
another fortification which has to be identified with the separately fortified port 
further north, and razed them both to the ground. A further fortification, however, 
surrounded by a moat filled with water and forcefully defended by the Templars, 
could not be taken.27 That Saladin has ordered to raze the town walls again two 
years later, fearing the arrival of the German Emperor Frederick I,28 is not approved 
by contemporaneous Arabic sources.29

Sultan Baybars tried to conquer Tortosa in 1267 and 1271 respectively, but 
without success. During the campaign of 1271, however, he captured Crac des 
Chevaliers, the key stronghold for the defence of the Syrian coast. This forced 
the Templars to enter into a treaty with Baybars, valid for ten years, which was 
extended for a further ten years during the rule of Sultan Qalāwūn. Eventually, 
after the fall of Acre, Tortosa had to be abandoned on 3 August 1291. In the 
beginning of 1300, however, the Templars gained a foothold on the nearby island 
of Rouwad (Ar. Arwād), from which they were able to reoccupy Ṭarṭūs again in 

25 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil fī l-tā’rīkh, (ed. and trans.) W. McGuckin de Slane, RHC 
Hist. Or. I, pp. 551, 584.

26 Robert of Auxerre, Chronicon, (ed.) O. Holder-Egger, MGH SS XXVI, p. 261; Hans 
E. Mayer, ‘Two unpublished letters on the Syrian earthquake of 1202’, in Sami A. Hanna 
(ed.), Medieval and Middle Eastern Studies in Honor of Aziz Suryal Atiya (Leiden, 1972), 
pp. 295–310; Emanuela Guidoboni, Filippi Bernardino, Alberto Comastri and Enzo Boschi, 
‘The Large Earthquake on 29 June 1170 (Syria, Lebanon and Central Southern Turkey)’, 
Journal of Geophysical Research, 109 (2004): B07304, doi:10.1029/2003JB002523; 
Mohamed R. Sbeinati, Ryad Darawcheh and Mikhail Mouty, ‘The Historical Earthquakes 
of Syria: An Analysis of Large and Moderate Earthquakes From 1365 B.C. to 1900 A.D.’, 
Annals of Geophysics, 48 (2005): pp. 347–435.

27 For the discussion of the sources and their significance for the nature of this 
fortifications see below.

28 Jacques de Vitry, Historia orientalis, (ed. and trans.) J. Donnadieu (Turnhout, 
2008), pp. 452–5: ‘… muros Laodicie, et Gabeli, Tortose, Biblii, Berithi et Sydonis, …, 
dirui precepit, …’ [… ordered to destroy the walls of Lattakia and Gabala, Tortosa, Byblos, 
Beirut and Sidon …].

29 First and foremost the account of Saladin’s chancellor: ‘Imād al-Dīn, al-Fatḥ, 
(trans.) H. Massé, ‘Imâd ad-Dîn al-Iṣfahânî (519-597/1125-1201). Conquête de la Syrie 
et de la Palestine par Saladin (al-Fatḥ al-qussî fî l’fatḥ al-qudsî), Documents relatifs à 
l’histoire des croisades, 10 (Paris, 1972), p. 231, citing Tiberias, Jaffa, Arsūf, Caesarea, 
Sidon and Byblos.
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that year. Finally, both Rouwad and Tortosa, the very last foothold of the Latins on 
the Levantine mainland, had to be given up in 1302.30

The Layout of the Templar Citadel

The former citadel occupied the north-eastern quarter of the medieval town (Figure 
7.1). It covered an area of almost 3 ha, measuring 160 m (E–W) by 225 m (N–S), 
and was separated from the town proper by a moat between 14 and 40 m wide 
which was once filled with water from the sea. It was hewn out of the rock with its 
counterscarp partially being revetted with stones. The southern section of the moat 
is now filled, the other sections were last cleared in 1989.

A survey of the extant remains reveals a concentric fortification consisting of 
two trapezoidal enclosure walls (Figure 7.2). Both were reinforced by rectangular 
projecting towers, most of them open-backed. According to ancient tradition, the 
inner enceinte constituted the main wall overlooking the outer one, thus facilitating 
a staggered defence from two different enceintes and different elevations. The 
towers of both walls alternate to protect the opposing curtain walls. The main 
wall, as described by Wilbrand of Oldenburg in 1211, had eleven towers, which 
he compares with eleven precious stones in a mitre.31 In order to explain this odd 
number, Wilbrand noted that there is a further tower ‘built by the King of France 
for the support of the country’, which has to be subtracted from the (symbolic) 
number of twelve ‘to make good this deficit’. Another example of the symbolism 
of numbers may be discerned from the dimensions of important structures such as 

30 Jochen Burgtorf, ‘Die Templer auf Ruad (1300-1302)’, in Roman Czaja, Jürgen 
Sarnowsky (eds), Die Ritterorden in Umbruchs- und Krisenzeiten. The Military Orders in 
Times of Change and Crisis, Ordines Militares, 16 (Toruń, 2011), pp. 63–92.

31 Wilbrand of Oldenburg, who visited the town in autumn 1211, noted in his 
Itinerarium Terrae Sanctae: ‘Inde venim(us) tortose. Hec est ciuitas p(ar)ua n(on) multu(m) 
munita, sup(er) mare sita. I(n) capite h(abe)ns castru(m) fortissimu(m) optimo muro et 
xi turrib(us) sicut xi p(re)tiosis lapidib(us) cornutu(m)’. [From here we came to Tortosa. 
This is a small town not much fortified, located by the sea. It has a very strong castle at 
its top, with a fine wall and eleven towers like eleven precious stones in a mitre]. There 
are several editions of Wilbrand’s itinerary which differ on some points (‘Tortost’ vs. 
‘Tortose’, ‘coronatum’ or ‘ornatum’ vs. ‘cornutum’). The quoted text is taken from the 
oldest version, a thirteenth-century manuscript originally from the abbey of St.-Yved de 
Braine (Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS fr. 10130, fol. 22v; www.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/
btv1b9061591t/f25.image). The phrase capite cornuto in medieval Latin means ‘vested 
with a mitre’, as during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries mitres had horns (cornua) on 
either side. See entry cornutus in Charles du Fresne du Cange, Glossarium mediæ et infimæ 
Latinitatis (vol 2, Niort, 1883), p. 572.
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Figure 7.1 The layout of the Crusader town

Figure 7.2 Ground plan of the Templar citadel.
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the great tower at the centre of the sea wall.32 The width of its main façade at the 
sea side measures exactly 120 Roman feet (see below).

The Enceintes

The external facings of both walls consist of huge rusticated ashlars made from the 
brownish local limestone. Their size varies from 0.6 m to 1.6 m in length and from 
0.5 m to 0.85 m in height. This type of masonry provides an ancient appearance 
and effectively underlines the monumentality of the architecture. The thickness 
of the inner wall varies from 2.8 m to 3.4 m, while the outer wall extends from 
2.6 m to 3.1 m. A section of the main wall, at the south-east side, is preserved to 
almost its original height. Braune carried out a limited excavation there. Digging 
down to the bottom of the ditch, he measured an overall wall height of 25.5 m.33 
Detailed examination of the wall in this section shows that this enormous height is 
the result of adding two further storeys to a previously lower wall,34 an observation 
hitherto unnoticed by other researchers. This undoubtedly happened during the 
thirteenth century,35 as indicated by the advanced design of the loop holes at the 
upper sections, characterised by elongated slits and a stirrup base. The crenellation 
of the older wall is preserved and can easily be traced at the façade (Figure 7.3). 
The former merlons are furnished with central arrow-slits.36 These were blocked 
when the two further storeys were added. The older wall had a height of ca. 16.5 m 
and contained three firing levels, each furnished with casemated arrow-slits. One 
was on the ground floor, equal in level to the arrow-slits of the towers; a second on 
an intermediate floor; and the third at the level of the series of battlement arrow-
slits mentioned above. The older wall is distinguished not only by much smaller 
arrow-slits but also by its masonry. The stones are more regular in size and their 
bosses less prominent. The thirteenth-century addition exhibits a more irregular 
bossage and larger firing openings. They are arranged in two shooting platforms, 
furnished in turn with arrow-slits and square openings, the latter no doubt for the 
use of large mounted crossbows (ballistae).

32 On the symbolism of numbers in medieval architecture see Carl Heitz, ‘Architecture 
et symbolique des nombres au Moyen Age’, Artium Quaestiones, (1979): pp. 7–26; Nigel 
Hiscock, The Symbol at your Door: Number and Geometry in Religious Architecture of the 
Greek and Latin Middle Ages (Aldershot, 2007).

33 Braune, ‘Befestigungen’, pp. 51–2. The ditch is 2.9 m deep at this point.
34 It cannot be determined if the outer enceinte wall was raised in the same way as it 

is less well preserved.
35 In the mid-thirteenth century according to Braune, ‘Stadtanlage’, p. 70.
36 Merlons with central arrow-slits are a common feature of contemporary Frankish 

crenellations, as examples from the main towers of Chastel Blanc (Ar. Ṣāfītā) and Saône 
(Ar. Ṣahyūn) indicate.
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The less-well preserved outer enceinte is of an appearance similar to the inner 
one. It is obvious for several reasons that it had been built at the same time as the 
latter (Figure 7.4). The agreement of 1152 refers to donations of additional land 
in the town ‘to support the construction of the new castrum’.37 This indicates that 
the enlargement of the then ruined pre-existing castrum was planned from the 
very beginning. Further evidence is provided by considering the entrance level 
of the gate at the northern section of the inner enclosure wall. It is equivalent to 
the level of the bottom of the ditch between the two enceintes.38 The surface level 
in this section has been lowered by 2.5 m to 3 m compared to the level of the 
pre-Templar town. This is clearly indicated by a blocked door at an intermediate 

37 The area donated by Bishop William reached as far as the ‘Gate of St. Helen’, most 
probably the still extant north gate of the town. The area which was added by the count lay 
‘around’ (circumquaque) the former: Riley-Smith, ‘Templars’, pp. 283, 285.

38 Braune, ‘Befestigungen’, p. 50.

Figure 7.3 South-east section of inner enclosure wall, twelfth-century wall 
with thirteenth-century addition (above white line).
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level in the east wall of the adjoining hall at the sea wall, one of the few surviving 
wall fragments of pre-Templar Tortosa (see below). The Templars obviously 
removed, in the course of their extensive rebuilding work, all the debris which had 
accumulated there during the prior centuries. As elsewhere, they aimed at raising 
their walls on solid rock, in order to ensure maximum stability and to leave no 
weak point for undermining activities.

A fortification with just a single enceinte would not have had such a vulnerable 
arrangement at its principal access. The threshold of the gate would certainly not 
have been at the bottom level of the ditch. The location and layout of the gate 
only makes sense if a further wall had existed, which would have protected the 
entrance, thus allowing to establish an offset access way. Another argument for 
the mutual association of the two walls is provided by the existence of a doorway 
at the surface level of the southern section of the inner enceinte and, in close 
proximity, a postern gate at the level of the bottom of the ditch; both represent the 
same building phase. The doorway, combined with a removable wooden bridge 
over the ditch, facilitated communication between the two enceintes, whereas the 
postern gate allowed the defenders to fight an enemy who had already taken the 
outer defences. Without an outer enceinte the doorway would have been not only 
completely dispensable, but rather represent a weak point in an otherwise well-
defined fortification concept.

There is, furthermore, no difference between the architecture and the masonry 
of the two enceintes. They both were accompanied by barrel-vaulted halls, which 
may have served as store-rooms, stables or barracks. Due to restricted access not 
all of these could be explored as yet. The concept to array continuous rooms inside 
along fortification walls originates from the ancient castrum-type castle. This 

Figure 7.4 North-east corner of outer enclosure wall, showing gate tower to the right
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concept was adopted by the military orders, which frequently employed variants 
of it in their fortifications. It was an efficient measure to meet the orders’ economic 
requirements of space for provisions, equipment and quarters. 

The towers of both walls are quite similar (Figure 7.5). They were furnished 
with barrel-vaulted chambers at ground floor level, which were linked to the vaults 
of the rooms mentioned above. This arrangement represents an innovative concept, 
according to which towers were no longer perceived as stand-alone structures, 
more or less independent from the adjoining curtain walls, but rather as integral 
parts of the wall itself. It seems that the Templar citadel of Tortosa is one of the 
earliest examples where this concept was systematically applied.39

The towers were defended by casemated arrow-slits in their front and side walls. 
The latter enabled flanking fire to protect the adjoining curtain walls. The towers 
of the inner wall are 7.4–10.4 m wide, corresponding to 25–35 Roman feet. The 
Roman foot (pes Romanus, abbr. pR) was the main unit of measurement employed 
in the construction of the citadel.40 The towers of the outer enceinte were slightly 

39 The probable earliest Crusader example may have been the central-south tower at the 
castle of Montpèlerin (Qal‘at Sanjīl) in Tripoli/Lebanon: Mathias Piana, ‘Die Kreuzfahrerstadt 
Tripoli (Triple, Ṭarābulus)’, in Piana, Burgen und Städte, pp. 428–9, and p. 427, Abb. 7.

40 1 Roman foot (pes Romanus or pes monetalis) = 4 palms (palmi) = 16 fingers 
(digiti) = 29.63 cm. The two latter units, the palmus (7.41 cm) and the digitus (1.85 cm), 

Figure 7.5 Tower at south section of inner enclosure wall
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broader (ca. 12 m; 40 pR), with two arrow-slits in their front walls. No upper level 
is preserved at any of these towers. This evidence, together with the existence of 
a still almost complete section of the wall, allows one to draw conclusions about 
Mamluk dismantling patterns of Crusader fortifications. It indicates that the main 
objective of the demolition works was to destroy the towers,41 since they were 
regarded as crucial elements of a fortification.

According to the results of soundings at different spots, the 16–20 m wide 
space between the two enceintes was occupied by a dry ditch, 2.5–3 m deep. Its 
northern section was used as a passage between the outer and the inner gate of 
the castle (see below), whereas the southern section could be entered by posterns 
located close to the towers of the inner wall. Huge towers were erected where the 
walls met the coastline; these projected into the sea to protect the citadel’s coastal 
section. This part of the citadel seems to have been fortified in a second phase, 
probably during the course of the thirteenth century. 

The Gate Tower

Several structures were associated with both enceintes. There are two buildings 
of interest attached to the outer one, the gate tower at the north flank and the sea 
tower at its south-western point. The gate tower, which provided the only access 
to the citadel, is a huge building projecting more than 16 m from the adjoining 
wall sections (see Figure 7.4).42 It rests, like these, on a battered solid rock base. 
Its dimensions are 26.1/28 m (E/W) by 15.8/16.2 m (N/S) (88/95 by 53/55 pR). 
The original height is not exactly determinable, since the building’s upper floor 
is lost. The basement is taken up by a rock-cut cistern (19.3 by 7.4 m; 65 by 25 
pR) with a capacity of about 500,000 l. The gate is located at the level of the first 
floor in the west wall of the tower, which is much thicker (ca. 4.35 m; 15 pR) there 
than at the other sides (ca. 2.6 m; 35 palmi). The 3 m (10 pR) wide doorway is 

were used for lesser dimensions.
41 The same is true for the citadel of Arsūf, which was dismantled in 1265, and 

the castle of Montfort, destroyed in 1271: Israel Roll, Benjamin Arubas, ‘Le château 
d’Arsur: forteresse côtière pentagonale du type concentrique du milieu du XIIIe siècle’, 
Bulletin Monumental, 164 (2006): pp. 67–81; Israel Roll, ‘Der frühislamische Basar 
und die Kreuzfahrerburg in Apollonia-Arsūf’, in Piana, Burgen und Städte, pp. 252–62; 
Oren Tal, Israel Roll, ‘Arsur: The Site, Settlement and Crusader Castle, and the Material 
Manifestation of Their Destruction’, in Oren Tal (ed.), The Last Supper at Apollonia. The 
Final Days of the Crusader Castle in Herzliya (Tel Aviv, 2011), pp. 8–51; Mathias Piana, 
‘Die Deutschordensburg Montfort (Qal‘at al-Qur‘ain) in Galiläa’, in Piana, Burgen und 
Städte, pp. 343–55; Adrian Boas, Rabei Khammisy, ‘The Teutonic Castle of Montfort/
Starkenberg (Qal‘at Qurein)’, in Hubert Houben (ed.), L’Ordine Teutonico tra Mediterraneo 
e Baltico, Acta Teutonica, 5 (Galatina, 2008), pp. 347–61; Adrian Boas, ‘Renewed Research 
at Montfort Castle’, in this book.

42 Rey, Étude, pp. 72–3; Braune, ‘Befestigungen’, pp. 49–50.
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topped by a slightly pointed arch. It was defended by a portcullis and a murder 
hole taking up the entire width of the gateway. Access to it was provided by a 
bridge crossing the moat west of the tower and a rock-based ramp, running parallel 
to the citadel wall. This ramp, about 15 m long, led along the north wall, thus 
exposing attackers to direct fire. Considerable parts of it were still visible in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.43 Remains of the bridge are preserved at 
the base of the Ottoman building opposite the tower. Rey’s plan shows the course 
of the entrance in 1859, which obviously had not changed since the Middle Ages.44 
There seems once to have been a gap between the ramp and the tower, probably 
bridged by a removable wooden construction. 

Having passed the gate, the visitor entered a hall or gate-chamber, measuring 
14.3 by 8.95 m (48 by 30 pR). It is still preserved and today serves as the prayer hall 
of a little mosque (Figure 7.6). It is covered by two ribbed-vaulted bays displaying 

43 Edouard Lockroy, ‘Voyage en Syrie. Mission de M. Renan en Phénicie’, Le Tour 
du Monde, 7 (1863): p. 40, illustration; van Berchem/Fatio, ‘Voyage’, (vol. II/1, Le Caire, 
1914), Pl. LXX bottom.

44 Rey, Étude, Pl. VIII.

Figure 7.6 The gate tower of the citadel, ground plan of upper floor
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stylistic features of mid-thirteenth century architecture. Eight casemated arrow-slits 
were located at this level, all of them now enlarged to window openings.45 The small 
gate at the south-west corner of the building may once have led to a shooting gallery 
inside the thickness of the adjoining curtain wall. There is evidence that the present 
gate-chamber had a predecessor which extended one bay further to the south, thus 
covering the entire base of the structure. An additional floor must have existed 
above this level to operate the portcullis.46 This mighty bastion, the only tower at 
the northern section of the citadel’s outer enceinte, advanced deep into the moat, 
thus flanking and dominating the entire north front of the citadel. Together with the 
intricate, originally triple-bent entrance, this added much to its impregnability.

The Sea Towers

Another remarkable structure is the big tower at the southern extremity of the outer 
enceinte (Figure 7.7). Although considerably modified, the remains enable the 
reconstruction of its original layout. It was an oblong building, measuring ca. 38 

45 In 1859 the original arrow-slits were still visible: Rey, Étude, p. 73, fig. 20.
46 Rey still saw a staircase inside the hall, which ended at the level of the cap of the 

vault: Rey, Étude, p. 72.

Figure 7.7 The southern sea tower, viewed from the west
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by 13.4 m (128 by 45 pR). Its western extremity rests on a battered base partly 
consisting of bedrock. The masonry of its eastern section continues seamlessly to 
the adjoining curtain wall and must therefore have been erected at the same time 
as the southern part of the outer enceinte. It shielded and effectively protected this 
vulnerable point at the southern flank of the citadel. The corresponding end of the 
inner enceinte seems likewise to have culminated in a tower, which probably was no 
larger than the other towers in this section. In a later building phase it was built over 
by the sea wall, with a section of the battered base of the structure still being visible.

The northern sea tower is located at the north-west end of the inner enceinte. 
Its interior is not accessible, but large arrow-slits are visible at its western and 
southern walls. Its marine front is 18.4 m (62 pR) wide. We can deduce from the 
cadastral survey map that its walls had a thickness of more than 4 m. The huge 
talus, which continues a further 18 m along the adjoining sea wall to the south, is a 
later addition. The tower was linked to the north wall of the citadel by an abutting 
wall section, forming a simple corner corresponding to the one at the opposite side 
of the north wall. 

A two-nave hall stretches along the sea wall immediately south of the tower 
(Figure 7.8).47 Four groin-vaulted bays are preserved, resting on central pillars. 
The bays are divided by pointed transverse arches, which spring from moulded 
imposts. A door in its sea wall once opened to a little harbour. The stylistic features 
suggest a construction of the hall in the second half of the twelfth century. Its inner 
wall, marked by an elevated blocked door-opening and two slit windows pointing 

47 Braune, ‘Befestigungen’, p. 52.

Figure 7.8 Interior of the hall at the northern sea wall, looking south. To the 
left, blocked postern in earlier wall
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towards the interior, is apparently older. The direction of the windows indicates that 
originally this was an outer fortification wall and that the hall was added later. The 
worn threshold of the blocked door-opening, which may have served as a postern 
gate, reveals that it was in use for at least some decades before it was walled up.

Structures Associated with the Inner Enceinte

The inner gate of the citadel was located just north of the hall. Braune excavated in 
1982 a portal with recessed jambs and a doorway 3 m (10 pR) wide in a depth of 
2.2 m below street level.48 Its threshold seems to have been at the same level as the 
bottom of the ditch. Parts of the portal, such as some voussoirs of its western arch 
and remains of the wall-walk above the gate, are still visible. Braune suggested 
that the portal was flanked by two turrets. These elements, however, may have 
been parts of a single tower, measuring 20.85 by 6.5 m (70 by 22 pR), with the gate 
only recessed from its front wall.

Immediately to the east, a large building (ca. 47.5 m long) is attached to the 
inner north wall. This was the famous thirteenth-century Templar palace with a 
grand hall at its upper level.49 Its partly preserved vaulting consisted of two naves, 
divided into six ribbed-vaulted bays, once supported by five central porphyry 
columns (Figure 7.9). The layout of the ground floor of the building reveals that 
the palace was added in a second construction phase, incorporating earlier vaulted 
halls built alongside the enclosure wall. The part of the palace building facing the 
courtyard contained two halls; the eastern one served as a cistern, the western one, 
entered by a portal at the centre of the façade, may have been used as a stable. The 
splendour of the courtyard façade with its six large round-headed windows can 
still be imagined today.

The castle chapel,50 a single-nave building with four bays, measuring 27.5 by 
13.8 m,51 is located at the north section of the east wall. Its position is remarkable 
as it cuts inconveniently into the hall range. Therefore, to clear this irregularity the 
section was subjected to a detailed survey. The vaulting of its continuous gallery 

48 Rey, Étude, p. 50.
49 Detailed description: Camille Enlart, Les Monuments des Croisés dans le Royaume 

de Jérusalem. Architecture religieuse et civile, Bibliothèque archéologique et historique, 8 
(vol. 2, Paris, 1928), pp. 427–30, and Atlas, Pl. 175–83. 

50 Enlart, Les Monuments des Croisés, p. 427, and Atlas, Pl. 174; Rey, Étude, 
p. 78; Braune, ‘Befestigungen’, p. 51; Invernizzi, ‘Tartous’, pp. 102–106; Piana, 
‘Kreuzfahrerstadt’, p. 418–9; Bouteflika, ‘Habiter le passé’.

51 The present structure seems to have been erected using contemporary French 
measurement units. The dimensions can be either expressed in toises (toise carlovingienne 
or toise des maçons; 1.96 m, divided into 6 pieds of 32.67 cm) or in the pied du roi 
(originally 32.659 cm, later 32.484 cm). The outer dimensions of the chapel are thus 7 by 
14 toises or 42 by 84 pieds du roi.
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is less well aligned, its masonry different from that of the other sections. The 
secondary adaptation of the chapel’s east wall to that vault leaves no doubt that the 
vault in this section was reconstructed after the chapel was built. As the present 
chapel is a late construction, according to the stylistic features of its vaulting from 
about the middle of the thirteenth century (Figure 7.10),52 a plausible explanation 
for the inharmonious intersection into the vault would be that the existing building 
had a less extended predecessor, the eastern end of which having abutted on the 
inner wall of the range.53 According to the charter of 1152/57, a Templar chapel 
in the castrum may have existed before 1152.54 In the end, however, this has to be 
verified archaeologically.

52 Braune, ‘Stadtanlage’, p. 71.
53 This is also suspected by Invernizzi, ‘Tartous’, p. 102.
54 Riley-Smith, ‘Templars’, p. 285. It is not clear, however, if the propria fratrum templi 

capella castri tortose  mentioned here refers to a former structure or one yet to be built.

Figure 7.9 The Templar palace, ground plan of the great hall at the upper floor
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The Great Keep

A huge multi-phase building is located at the central west side of the citadel (see 
Figure 7.2). It has been somewhat inaccurately identified as a donjon by scholars. 
This term occurs in medieval sources to designate the residence of a feudal 
ruler, though it does not necessarily include a tower.55 The structure certainly 
accommodated the Templar commander of Tortosa and may have served as the 
administrative centre of the important possessions of the Order on the Syrian 
coast.56 The core of the building, however, is an earlier, undoubtedly pre-Templar 

55 Cyril Yovitchitch, Forteresses du Proche-Orient. L’architecture militaire des 
Ayyoubides (Paris, 2011), pp. 183–4; Piana, ‘Wehrarchitektur’, pp. 51–2; Dieter Barz, ‘Die 
Bezeichnung „Donjon“ im europäischen Burgenbau’, Castrum Bene, 11 (forthcoming); 
Mathias Piana, ‘Could Military Order Fortifications Have a Donjon?’, in The Military 
Orders: Culture and Conflict. Proceedings of the 6th International Conference, 5–8 
September 2013, St. John’s Gate, Clerkenwell, London (forthcoming)

56 There is evidence for a Templar treasury at Tortosa: Ibn al-Furāt, Tā’rīkh al-duwal 
wa-l-mulūk, (ed. and trans.) U. and M.C. Lyons and J. Riley-Smith, Ayyubids, Mamlukes 
and Crusaders (2 vols, Cambridge, 1971), vol. 2, p. 55. It is possible that the treasury was 

Figure 7.10 Templar chapel, west façade (left), interior looking east (right)
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tower, whose ground floor is preserved. This implies that the building was not 
razed in 1152 after the destruction of the town. We may even suppose that it served 
as an outpost to accommodate the garrison left by Nūr al-Dīn and that it had fallen 
almost intact into the hands of the Templars. The tower may consequently have 
been utilised by the Templar garrison guarding the reconstruction works. This 
seems plausible for another reason. There is evidence that the tower was initially 
surrounded by a wall (see below). Thus we can regard the arrangement as a small 
keep-and-bailey castle. The Templars may therefore have used it for some time 
before it was altered. It was certainly this tower which, according to Wilbrand 
of Oldenburg, has been built by the ‘king of France’, most probably Louis VII, 
who visited Tortosa in 1148.57 Hence this first tower and its surrounding wall may 
well have been the residential centre of the feudal ruler of the town, at that time 
obviously the aforementioned Raynouard. 

The tower was erected on the marine edge of the coastal ridge. Later the 
Templars surrounded it by a gallery (see below) whose ground walls are much 
different from those of its upper sections. This suggests that the tower was 
originally fortified by an outer wall, separated from the tower by a shallow ditch 
ca. 3.5 m wide, which was cut out of the bedrock. The tower has an almost square 
outline, measuring 21.33/21.71 m (N/S) by 20.9/20.19 m (E/W), and a current 
height of ca. 8 m. It is divided by a cross-wall into two barrel-vaulted chambers 
(Figure 7.12, top). A doorway in the north wall, furnished with a murder hole, 
leads to the western chamber (Figure 7.11). Remains of a flight of stairs are visible 
at the inner side of its north wall, which once led to the building’s first floor. The 
chambers were lit by splayed rounded-arched windows at their front sides, except 
at the south-western wall, where the internal staircase is situated. The outer face 
of this tower consists of large rusticated ashlars furnished with flat tabular bosses. 
The height of their courses varies from 32 cm to 80 cm, their length from 48 cm 
to 225 cm. A metrological analysis of the building reveals that the measurement 
unit used in its construction was a Byzantine foot (πούσ) of 32.06 cm. This unit, 
which differs from that of later additions to the tower, was predominantly used by 
Armenian builders,58 who were often employed in Crusader constructions all over 

kept inside the tower, as was already supposed by Rey: Emmanuel G. Rey, Les colonies 
franques de Syrie aux XIIme et XIIIme siècles (Paris, 1883), p. 360.

57 Wilbrand of Oldenburg, Itinerarium, fol. 22v. There is no doubt that the ‘rex 
Francie’ referred to is Louis VII (1137–80) who passed Tortosa in June 1148 on his way 
from Antioch to Tripoli: William of Tyre, Chronicon XVI 29, (ed.) R.B.C. Huygens, Corpus 
Christianorum Continuatio Medievalis, LXIII A (Turnhout, 1986), p. 756. That the French 
king was Philip II Augustus, who took part in the siege of Acre in 1191 staying there from 
May until July that year, is less probable, as he had obviously never been in Tortosa: Pierre-
Vincent Claverie, L’ordre du Temple en Terre Sainte et à Chypre au XIIIe siècle, Sources et 
Études de l’Histoire de Chypre, 53 (3 vols, Nicosie, 2005), vol. 1, p. 298.

58 Armenian otn, divided into 12 inches (Armenian unki) of 2.672 cm. For an 
overview of measurement units used in the medieval Levant see Hanspeter Hanisch, ‘Die 
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the Levant.59 When expressed in these units, the width of the ashlars of the outer 
wall face ranges from 1 to 2.5 ft, their length from 1.5 to 7 ft. The outer dimensions 
of the tower amount to 67/68 ft (N/S) and 63/65 ft (E/W). The eastern chamber 
measures internally 21 by 49 ft, the western chamber 22 by 48 ft.

Zitadelle von Ḥarrān’, in Urbain Vermeulen and Jo Van Steenbergen (eds), Egypt and 
Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras IV, Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta, 140 
(Leuven, 2005), p. 270. A further reference to Armenian builders may be seen in a cross 
pattée inscribed in a circle, engraved on a large ashlar at the north face of the tower, which 
is very similar to a cross from the castle of Lampron in Cilicia: Francis C.R. Robinson. P.C: 
Hughes, ‘Lampron–Castle of Armenia Cilicia’, Anatolian Studies, 19 (1969), p. 206 (i).

59 Hanspeter Hanisch, ‘Über das Wirken armenischer Bauhandwerker in 
Nordmesopotamien und Nordsyrien im 12. Jahrhundert. Untersuchung mit Hilfe der 
verwendeten Maßarten’, in Rolf C.A. Rottländer (ed.), ORDO ET MENSURA VI (St. 
Katharinen, 2000), pp. 90–104; Hanspeter Hanisch, Über das Wirken armenischer 
Bauhandwerker im frühen Mittelalter. In memoriam Josef Strzygowski, Schriften des 
Vorarlberger Landesmuseums, Reihe A: Landschaftsgeschichte und Archäologie, 9 
(Bregenz, 2009); Hanspeter Hanisch, ‘Armenische Bauweise im mittelalterlichen Wehrbau 
in Syrien’, in Urbain Vermeulen and Kristof D’hulster (eds), Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid, 
Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras VI, Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta, 183 (Leuven, 2010), pp. 
95–114; Denys Pringle, ‘Crusader Castles and Fortifications: The Armenian Connection’, 
in Gérard Dédeyan, Claude Mutafian (eds), La Méditerranée des Arméniens, XIIe–XVe 
siècles (Lisbon, 2012), forthcoming.

Figure 7.11 Templar keep, northern gallery from the east, showing north façade 
of pre-Templar donjon to the left
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The Templars utilised what was left from this pre-existing tower as a base for a 
much larger construction. They added a gallery on all sides of the tower, using the 
pre-existing surrounding wall as a basis (Figure 7.12, bottom). The gallery, lavishly 
furnished with arrow-slits, abuts the former donjon with a half-tunnel vault. The 
outer wall is battered on the three landward sides, providing the appearance of a 
high glacis (Figure 7.13, left). The wall is not battered at the marine side, which 
means that the western wall and a short section of the adjoining north and south 
walls of the tower were left in its full thickness, thus forming a clasping apron-
wall. The outer facing here consists of medium-size rusticated ashlars, while the 
facing of the other parts is built of smooth ashlars. In contrast to the older tower, 
the unit used in the construction of the gallery was the ancient Roman foot. Its 
front wall facing the sea is 35.6 m (120 pR) long and has a thickness of 4.07 m 
(55 palmi). The main entrance to the structure is located at the northern section of 
this apron-wall, protected by a murder hole (Figure 7.13, right). From its doorway 
a now blocked access to a staircase inside the wall branches off, which once led 
up to the first floor of the complex. The opening at the southern section of the 
apron-wall is only a small postern. There are three further openings on the sea 
side façade, which were once used to access small vessels anchoring in front of 
the building. More archaeological evidence is needed to support Rey’s suggestion 
that this complex was originally surrounded by the sea.60 With this enlargement, 
the Templars constructed a new tower of enormous dimensions. It occupied a floor 
area of 1,250 m² and had at least two storeys. It was not only an independent 
fortified unit, provided with land and sea communication capabilities, but also an 
impressive symbol of power visible from afar.

In a further building phase, two 22 m (75 pR) long outbuildings were added 
on the north and south sides (Figure 7.15, top). Thus, the Templars developed the 
structure, which now had a sea front of almost 50 m, into the largest Crusader 
building of its kind, with a floor area of 1,600 m².61 The northern outbuilding 
undoubtedly served as a forebuilding, a feature known particularly from Western 
European hall-keeps. It was entered by a gate in its north wall, located at its 
western extremity close to the sea wall. A small postern opposite the gate led to 
the little harbour in front of the tower. The structure is covered by a half-tunnel 
vault and was defended by five arrow-slits and a high talus at its northern and 
eastern sides (Figure 7.16). Only its ground floor is preserved. It is not known if it 
had any further storeys.

60 Rey, Étude, p. 80, and Pl. XX.
61 Prior to the addition of the outbuildings there was only one building of the Crusader 

period equal in size, the so-called ‘Tancred’s Tower’ at the north-west corner of the city 
wall of Jerusalem: Magen Broshi and Menashe Ben-Ari, ‘Excavations at Tancred’s Tower’, 
in Yigael Yadin (ed.), Jerusalem Revealed. Archaeology in the Holy City 1969–1974 
(Jerusalem, 1975), pp. 109–10; Gregory J. Wightman, The Walls of Jerusalem. From the 
Canaanites to the Mamluks, Mediterranean Archaeology Supplement, 4 (Sydney, 1993), 
pp. 251–7.
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The southern outbuilding is bipartite. The eastern part is similar to the northern 
outbuilding, with arrow-slits and a talus on its east and south sides. Two small 
portals are located in its western section, one in the north wall, in fact a postern, 
and one in the south wall to access the building from this side. The latter was once 
located inside the sea wall of the citadel, which abutted the outbuilding at this 

Figure 7.12 Ground plans of pre-Templar donjon (top) and of later expansion to 
Templar keep (bottom)
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point, in contrast to the current sea front dating from the Ottoman period. This part 
of the outbuilding is topped by a tower-like structure measuring 11.1 m by 11.95 m 
(38 by 40 pR). At first floor level a vaulted chamber is located, which was accessed 
from the east by a small door (Figure 7.15, bottom). A postern in its south wall 
certainly once led to the wall-walk of the sea wall. Therefore, this section of the 
sea wall must have been erected during the same construction phase. To the west, 
however, there were two doors, now widened to serve as windows, which once 
opened onto a covered balcony. Its remains, five strong corbels and the beginning 
of a single-pitch roof, are visible at the façade. It seems to have provided direct 
access to ships anchoring in front of it.62 From the door in the east wall of the 
chamber, the way once led to the first floor of the tower proper. Inside the chamber 
the south-west corner of the apron-wall is preserved (Figure 7.14). 

The apron-wall is solid at ground level, with a width of 3.3 m (45 palmi). At 
first floor level, however, this space is occupied by a small oblong chamber with 

62 According to the results of underwater investigations only smaller ships could use 
this anchorage: Balázs Major, ‘Observations on Crusader Settlements between the Nahr al-
Kabîr and the Nahr as-Sinn’, in Gérard Dédéyan, Karam Rizk (eds), Le Comté de Tripoli. 
État multiculturel et multiconfessionnel (1102-1289) (Paris, 2010), pp. 123.

Figure 7.13 Templar keep, south façade (left), interior of northern outbuilding 
showing north section of apron-wall with main entrance to building 
(right)
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the thickness of the wall reduced to 0.64 m (35 digiti) on the western side and 
0.84 m (45 digiti) on the southern side. Its outer facing consists of medium-sized 
rusticated ashlars. A remarkable splayed oculus, which once lighted the small 
chamber, is located in the southern wall. The upper floor of the rest of the complex 
is currently occupied by modern dwelling houses. It is obvious that the tower has 
been razed to this level by the Mamluks. The original disposition of the structures 
on this level, an area of ca. 1,000 m², is not known. We may assume, however, 
that the residence of the Templar commander was located there. It is accessed 
today by a ramp on the northern side. It remains questionable whether this reflects 
the medieval arrangement. Originally, there were probably two upper storeys, 
certainly topped by a crenellated parapet.

The Chronology of Building Phases

The investigations allow new theories concerning the chronological sequence of 
the main building phases of the site. There are sound arguments to suppose that 
the citadel occupied the space of the pre-Crusader town and that the fortification of 
the town itself, or rather the burgus, was accomplished only during the first half of 

Figure 7.14 Templar keep, chamber at first floor of southern outbuilding showing 
the south-east corner of the keep’s apron-wall
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Figure 7.15 Templar keep, ground plan showing outbuildings (top) and plan of 
first floor level (bottom)
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the twelfth century. As we know from the sources, the eleventh-century town was 
well fortified, having been surrounded by a double enceinte, consisting of a main 
wall and forewall.63 The town was already fortified when it was conquered by 
the Muslims in 638. Between the refortification in the time of Caliph Mu‘āwiya I 
(661–80) and al-Iṣṭakhrī’s geographical work from the middle of the tenth century 
there are no further references.64 

63 Raymond of Aguilers, Historia Francorum qui ceperunt Iherusalem, ch. 15, RHC Hist. 
occ., vol. III, p. 276: ‘civitatem valde firmissimam, muris et antemuralibus exstructam’ [a very 
strong town, built with walls and forewalls]. The term antemurale is the Latin equivalent to the 
Greek proteichisma, both designating a forewall: Du Cange, Glossarium, vol. 1, 1883, p. 296. 
That it is identical to propugnaculum, as suggested in John Marchesinus’ thirteenth-century 
Mammotrectus super Bibliam, Judicum ch. 9, is a misinterpretation of the author who is not 
versed in fortification terms. The sources from the Crusader period leave no doubt that in any case 
a forewall is mentioned. See further Denys Pringle, ‘Town Defences in the Crusader Kingdom of 
Jerusalem’, in Ivy A. Corfis, Michael Wolfe (eds), The Medieval City under Siege (Woodbridge, 
1995), pp. 69–121, here pp. 79, 82, 84, 86, 88, 93, 97. 

64 In his Kitāb al-masālik wa al-mamālik from 951 al-Iṣṭakhrī noted that ‘Anṭarṭūs is 
a fortress on the sea’. A few years later Ibn Ḥawqal visited the region on his travels. In his 
Kitāb ṣūrat al-arḍ, based on and supplementing al-Iṣṭakhrī’s work, he added that ‘Anṭarṭūs 
has a stone wall protecting the inhabitants from sudden raids’ and (obviously erroneous) 
that ‘in fact it was kept free from the Byzantines in our days when Nikephoros ravaged the 
coast of Syria’: Johann Gildemeister, ‘Beiträge zur Palästinakunde aus arabischen Quellen. 
3. Iṣṭachrī und Ibn Ḥauḳal’, Zeitschrift des deutschen Palästina-Vereins, 6 (1883): p. 8. 
This translation is based on the second edition of Ibn Ḥawqal’s text from ca. 977. The 
third and most complete edition from ca. 988 is somewhat different here: ‘The town has a 

Figure 7.16 Templar keep, section (N–S) of north gallery and forebuilding
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From 968 until the early eleventh century the town seems to have remained 
mainly under Byzantine control. During this period it held a frontier position, 
for which reason the Byzantines certainly strengthened the fortifications, as they 
did at the other Syrian fortifications such as Ṣahyūn, Barzūya, Manīqa, Maṣyāf, 
and Shayzar in this period.65 This gives reason to assume that the fortifications 
taken over by the Crusaders at the beginning of the twelfth century were mainly 
of Byzantine origin. These were certainly merely repaired and remained in use 
until the extensive destruction of the town in 1152. This leads to the issue of the 
utilisation of basic structures or elements in the subsequent reconstruction. There 
is good reason to suppose that the fortification of the Templar citadel followed the 
outline of the pre-Crusader town walls in some way. 

The charter of 1152 reflects a change in the urban layout which most probably 
took place during the first half of the twelfth century. A new suburb (burgus) had 
evolved around the cathedral,66 in addition to the pre-existing castrum, no doubt to 
be identified with the pre-Crusader town, which itself was well fortified. Together 
they were viewed as one civitas or urbs respectively.67 The fact that the Templars 
were requested to build a ‘novum castrum in urbe’ implies that this ‘new castrum’ 
was constructed at the place of the former. Thus the pre-Crusader town turned into 
the citadel of a veritable civitas, marked by urban quarters of a different legal status. 

According to a medieval dictum saying that ‘a razed castle is a half rebuilt one’ 
we may assume that the Templars acted likewise.68 There is, in fact, evidence that 
the double wall of the demolished pre-Crusader town provided the basis of the 
new citadel. The comparatively strong inner wall of the citadel’s northern wing 
suggests that remains of a main wall of an earlier fortification have been used as 
its foundation. Additionally, the curved line of its outer wall points to the re-use 
of older structures in this section. This is underlined by the protruding structure 
in the central section of the inner wall. It may be interpreted as a mural tower, a 
very common feature in pre-Crusader period Byzantine and Muslim fortifications. 
According to this hypothesis, the Templar wall of the inner enceinte has been 

wall of stone protecting it against the nomads of the desert. It was exposed to attacks from 
the Byzantines but the inhabitants were not harmed during several recaptures, due to their 
miserable situation. This was the reason why Nikephoros did not insist’: J.H. Kramers and 
G. Wiet, Ibn Hawqal. La configuration de la terre (Kitab surat al-ard) (2 vols, Paris, 2001), 
vol. 1, p. 174.

65 The Byzantine origin is confirmed by the geographer al-Dimashqī, Nukhbat al-
dahr fī ‘ajā’ib al-barr wa-l-baÎr, (trans.) A.F. Mehren, Manuel de la cosmographie au 
Moyen Age (Copenhague, 1874), p. 283: ‘Antharse était une forteresse grecque’.

66 Corroborated by the charter of 1152: ‘… ipsam divisionem terre quam ibi episcopus 
habebat, in qua habitabant burgenses, …’ [… the part of the land owned by the bishop, in 
which burgesses lived …]: Riley-Smith, ‘Templars’, p. 285.

67 Riley-Smith, ‘Templars’, p. 284.
68 M.P. Paris, Guillaume de Tyr et ses continuateurs (2 vols; Paris, 1879, 1880), vol. 

2, p. 83: ‘car, si com l’en dist: Chasteaus abatuz est demi refez’.
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erected on the line of the former forewall. Further evidence is provided by the 
fact that the rock-cut base of the central tower at the northern section is wider 
than the wall resting on it. It seems originally to have been built for a pre-existing 
structure of different dimensions. Moreover, the tower is considerably smaller, of 
a different shape and its alignment skewed compared to the other towers at the 
inner enclosure wall. 

A smaller predecessor of the existing chapel, attached to the inner wall of the 
eastern range, easily fits into this hypothesis, corroborated by similar arrangements 
such as at Ascalon.69 Accordingly, the ditch between the two sets of walls must 
have been the moat of the fortification of the pre-Crusader town. It is not known 
if the donjon, undoubtedly a twelfth-century construction, had a predecessor. This 
building may have been one of the few modifications applied to the pre-Crusader 
fortification. Towers of this kind were built in great number in the early Crusader 
period, as a symbol of power and to meet the residential requirements of a noble 
ruler. Pre-Templar architecture seems to be preserved at a further location. The 
inner wall of the hall building immediately south of the inner gate of the citadel 
was once an outer fortification wall, as indicated by the orientation of the two 
splayed slit windows there. Their round-headed openings resemble those at the 
donjon. Additionally, there are the above-mentioned remains of an earlier entrance 
or postern. The fact that the west wall of the donjon runs exactly in line with this 
wall supports the hypothesis that it was once linked to the donjon.

Although the Templars may have respected the outline of the former town 
in their reconstruction, the completely ruined earlier fortifications nevertheless 
enabled them to implement a coherent new concept. It is obvious that the 
construction of walls with collateral vaults was facilitated by the existence of 
collateral foundations, such as those of the main wall and the forewall of the 
former town. However, the Templars planned to build on a larger scale and added 
a second line of defence beyond the former ditch, together with a new moat. It 
is probable that the donations of additional land in the charter of 1152 were a 
precondition for this planning.70 The digging of a new moat provided abundant 
material for the construction. 

The date when the former donjon was converted into the great keep cannot 
be closely determined. It could well have been later than the erection of the two 
enceintes, as the donjon, assuming that it has not been razed by Nūr al-Dīn in 
1152, may have been good enough for further use. The comparatively detailed 
accounts of Saladin’s campaign against Tortosa raise the issue of the nature 
of the fortifications described, the more so as it was assumed that not only the 
enlargement of the original donjon but rather the entire citadel in its present layout 

69 Lawrence E. Stager and Douglas Esse, ‘Ashkelon – 1985/1986’, Excavations and 
Surveys in Israel, 5 (1986): pp. 5–6; Denys Pringle, The Churches of the Crusader Kingdom 
of Jerusalem. A Corpus, (vol. 1, Cambridge, 1993), p. 68.

70 They were made ‘ad adjutorium novi castri construendi’ [to support the construction 
of the new castrum]: Riley-Smith, ‘Templars’, pp. 283, 285.
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traces back to a reconstruction after the earthquake of 1202.71 The most reliable 
source is ‘Imād al-Dīn’s work al-Fatḥ al-qussī fī l-fatḥ al-qudsī, in which the 
author, Saladin’s chancellor and biographer, wrote down his experiences as an 
eyewitness during Saladin’s campaigns. A further important source is Bahā’ al-
Dīn ibn Shaddād’s al-Nawādir al-sulṭāniyya wa-l-maḥāsin al-yūsufiyya. The 
author seems to have been an eyewitness, too, as he entered into Saladin’s service 
immediately before (June 1188) and provides some details not quoted by ‘Imād 
al-Dīn. Later Arabic sources such as Ibn al-‘Athīr’s al-Kāmil fī l-ta’rīkh depend on 
them.72 It is useful to quote these sources for comparison:73

‘Imad al-Dīn, al-Fatḥ74

… those who could escape fled to two ‘towers’ (burjayn), for their defence. These 
two ‘towers’ count among the most solid works. In one of these, the Templars 
are found …, inside the other the disenchanted people who saved themselves 
fleeing here. Muẓaffar al-Dīn, son of Zayn al-Dīn, occupied this ‘tower’ … ; 
the occupied ‘tower’ was demolished and dismantled by Muẓaffar al-Dīn, … 
he razed its walls to the base and threw the stones into the sea. Concerning the 
‘tower’ of the Templars, it was defended with utmost malignity; … Our troops 
stayed there until they had demolished and destroyed the walls of Anṭarṭūs. … 
As the ‘tower’ of the Templars still resisted, we withdrew.

‘Imad al-Dīn, quoted by Abū Shāma75

The Franks had evacuated the town … and concentrated themselves in two 
great ‘towers’ (burjayn) which were the two castles (qal‘atayn) of Anṭarṭūs. … 
Muẓaffar al-Dīn Kūkburi laid siege to one of the ‘towers’ (burjayn) and forced 
its defenders to evacuate … ; then he undermined its foundations, knocked it 
down, immediately destroyed it and threw the debris into the sea, after having 
removed all that it comprised. The other ‘tower’ (al-burj), however, withstood. 
The Templars had assembled there all their forces under the order of their master, 
… He was locked up in the ‘tower’ (al-burj) with his companions, armed with 
all means of resistance. As it turned out difficult to take it, the Muslims set about 
razing the town and removing its remains.

71 Kennedy, Crusader Castles, pp. 132–7.
72 Latin/Christian sources are less explicit and do not add much to the picture.
73 I am indebted to Lutz Richter-Bernburg for his support in the evaluation of the 

Arabic sources.
74 Translated from Henri Massé, ‘Imâd ad-Dîn al-Iṣfahânî (519-597/1125-1201). 

Conquête de la Syrie et de la Palestine par Saladin (al-Fatḥ al-qussî fî l’fatḥ al-qudsî), 
Documents relatifs à l’histoire des croisades, 10 (Paris, 1972), p. 124–5.

75 Kitāb al-rawḍatayn, (ed. and trans.) Barbier le Meynard, RHC Hist. or., vol. IV, 
pp. 353–4.
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Bahā’ al-Dīn ibn Shaddād, al-Nawādir76

It is a town lying directly by the sea and it has two ‘towers’ being two citadels, 
strongly fortified (burjān ka-l-qal‘atayn ḥaṣīnān). … Then he laid siege to 
the two ‘towers’ (al-burjayn). Muẓaffar al-Dīn, charged with one of them, 
continuously pressed it hard until he destroyed it and captured the garrison. The 
sultan ordered the town wall to be demolished … . Then he began to besiege the 
other (tower). It was strongly fortified (ḥaṣīn) and impregnable (manī‘), built 
of dressed stone and surrounded by a moat filled with water. There the town’s 
cavalry and fighting force had gathered, … . 

Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil77

[Ṣalāḥ al-Dīn] … found that the Franks had evacuated the town and taken refuge 
in two strong ‘towers’ (burjayn ḥaṣīnayn), each of them a strong citadel (qal‘a 
ḥaṣīna) and an impregnable fortress (ma‘qil manī‘). The Muslims ruined … 
the town wall. The Templars occupied one of the ‘towers’ (burjayn) which 
were both besieged by Saladin. The garrison of one of the ‘towers’ (burjayn) 
surrendered … . He demolished this ‘tower’ (burj) and threw the stones into the 
sea. The Templars occupied the other one. With them was their master … . He 
was the one who defended that fortress (ḥiṣn).

The synopsis of all these sources provides not only a clear picture of what 
had happened but also offers valuable clues to the nature of the fortifications.78 
Apparently, there were three fortified complexes: the town wall, or better the wall 
of the burgus, which was razed, together with the cathedral within, and the ‘two 
towers’ (burjayn). They were obviously not simply towers but, as the reports clearly 
say, veritable fortifications. We have to keep in mind that the term burj in medieval 
Arabic sources is not only used to designate a tower but also, pars pro toto, a larger 

76 (Ed.) Jamāl al-Dīn al-Shayyāl, (al-Qāhira, 1964), pp. 87–8.
77 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, (ed. and trans.) McGuckin de Slane, RHC Hist. or., vol. I, 

pp. 717–18.
78 Other Arabic sources such as Kamāl al-Dīn, Zubdat al-ḥalab min ta‘rīkh Ḥalab, 

(trans.) E. Blochet, ‘Kamâl al-Dîn, Histoire d’Alep’, Revue de l’Orient latin, vol. IV (1896): 
p. 186, merely report the destruction of the town wall, or, such as Yāqūt, Mu‘jam al-buldān, 
(ed.) F. Wüstenfeld, Jacut’s geographisches Wörterbuch (vol. I, Leipzig, 1866), p. 388, 
use similar expressions quoted from contemporary sources: ‘burjān ḥaṣīnān ka-l-qal‘atayn’ 
[two strong ‘towers’ being two citadels].
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fortification, or rather a castle,79 which is dominated by a tower.80 Additionally, 
the term qal‘a is very often used meaning a citadel,81 that is, an independent 
fortified compound linked to or located inside a larger fortified area. Therefore, 
it is sound to suppose that the one fortification having been destroyed was the 
fortified harbour ca. 1 km north of the town,82 which has already been the harbour 
of ancient Antarados.83 It was certainly protected not only by a simple freestanding 

79 The castle of Ṣāfītā (Cr. Chastel Blanc), for example, is always referred to as ‘burj 
Ṣāfītā’ in Arabic sources. The probably oldest epigraphical references of burj meaning a 
fortress are from Muslim Spain. The best example of this series is a foundation inscription 
still being in situ above the main gate of the castle of Guzmán del Bueno in Tarifa 
(prov. Cádiz), dated to the year 349 H. (960 CE): Rodrigo Amador de los Ríos, ‘Lápida 
conmemorativa del castillo de Tarifa’, Boletín de la Sociedad Española de Excursiones, 3 
(1896): pp. 17–19; Julián Ribera, ‘Lápidas arábigas e históricas de los castillos de Tarifa y 
Baños de la Encina’, Boletín de la Real Academia de la Historia, 55 (1909): pp. 426–33; 
Evariste Lévi-Provençal, Inscriptions arabes d’Espagne (Paris, 1931), p. 47. 

80 The same applies to the Latin turris, for which reason one of the few Latin sources 
concerned with the event can be seen as an equivalent: the letter which Armengaud of 
Asp, master of the Knights Hospitaller (provisor Hospitalis), sent to Leopold V, Duke of 
Austria, in November 1188: ‘… Saladinus civitatem Tortosam excepta Templariorum turri 
funditus evertit …’ [… Saladin completely razed the city of Tortosa, except the ‘tower’ of 
the Templars …], MGH SS rer. Germ. N.S., vol. V, p. 4. The more so, as Jacques de Vitry in 
his Historia orientalis, written in the early 1220s, equally uses this term (turrem Enteradi) 
in a list of towns that were not captured by Saladin: (ed. and trans.) J. Donnadieu (Turnhout, 
2008), p. 420. There is another passage in his work (de Vitry, Historia orientalis, (ed. and 
trans.) J. Donnadieu, pp. 452–4), in which the meaning of this turris is comprehensible: 
‘Saladinus … muros Laodicie, et Gabeli, Tortose, Biblii, Berithi et Sydonis, …, dirui 
precepit, solis munitionibus, oppidis videlicet et turribus, reservatis’ [Saladin ordered 
to destroy the walls of Lattakia and Gabala, Tortosa, Byblos, Beirut and Sidon, except 
their fortifications, namely the citadels, and ‘towers’]. The four latter towns all had tower-
dominated citadels, which the author undoubtedly had in mind here.

81 Bahā’ al-Dīn, for instance, uses the same term (qal‘atayn) for the two adjoining 
citadels of Lattakia: al-Nawādir, RHC Hist. or., vol. III, p. 110.

82 This is corroborated by the fact that its stones were thrown into the sea. The harbour 
is mentioned in the charter of 1152/57: ‘foris in portu’ [in the port outside (the town)], 
Riley-Smith, ‘Templars’, p. 285. This was certainly the place where Saladin’s troops burnt 
some houses in 1180 (supra portum Antaradensem): William of Tyre, Chronicon XXII 3, 
(ed.) Huygens, p. 1009. Considerable remains were still visible in the nineteenth century: 
Frederick Walpole, The Ansayrii and the Assassins, with Travels in the Further East, 
in 1850–51. Including a Visit to Niniveh (vol. 3, London, 1851), pp. 389, 408–10; John 
Murray, A Handbook for Travellers in Syria and Palestine (vol. 2, London, 1858), p. 595; 
Ernest Renan, Mission de Phénicie (Paris, 1864), p. 55.

83 The underwater reefs at this site (al-Mīnā) were already strengthened in antiquity: 
Major, ‘Observations’, pp. 122–3.
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tower but in addition by a walled enclosure or fortified suburb,84 like all the other 
harbours of the period at the Levantine coast. The nature of the other fortification 
is a crucial issue. That the accounts refer to the pre-Templar tower, the donjon, at 
the sea side can be ruled out, as there was not enough space to accommodate the 
entire garrison of the town. Thus it was at least the subsequent building, enlarged 
to a great keep, mentioned here. Assuming that, what had happened to the castrum 
then? The sources only refer to a destruction of the wall of the town (sūr al-balad) 
and the cathedral but do not mention the castrum. The rapid campaign at Tortosa, 
which took Saladin only one week (3 to 11 July 1188), and the fact that he did 
not dispose of heavy artillery, indicates that the town wall was not very strong.85 
Therefore, the reference can not have included the destruction of a firmer structure 
like the castrum,86 of which we are justified to assume that the Templars would 
have had it appropriately fortified. That the castrum did not exist in 1188 is barely 
conceivable, as it is referred to in 1152 and 1202, not to mention the fact that the 
Templars were requested in 1152 by the bishop to construct ‘a new castrum in the 
town’. The possibility that the ‘two towers’ were part of the castrum, with one of 
them being the great keep, as supposed by Deschamps,87 seems less probable, as 
the sources imply that the ‘two towers’ were the two main fortifications of Tortosa.

This leads to the hypothesis that the burj held by the Templars, ‘strongly fortified 
and impregnable’, refers to the citadel in its present form,88 corresponding well to 
the qal‘at Anṭarṭūs, the ‘castle of Tortosa’, cited by ‘Imād al-Dīn. It is supported 
by the additional information that this fortification was surrounded by a water-
filled moat. Furthermore, there are also arguments for this hypothesis based on 
architectural analysis. The layout of the citadel, especially the sequence of halls and 
the shape of the towers, has striking similarities to the central ward of the nearby 
Crac des Chevaliers, erected immediately after the devastating earthquake of 

84 The text of the charter of 1152/57 suggests that it even comprised a church: Riley-
Smith, ‘Templars’, p. 285.

85 This can be assessed at the preserved parts of the north and east walls, where the 
earlier building phase is separated from the later one by a small zone of broken ashlars. The 
thickness of this wall measures 2.4 m, thus being considerably weaker than the outer walls 
of both enceintes of the citadel.

86 A separately fortified castrum is referred to not only in 1152 but also in 1202: 
‘Civitatem vero Tortose et castrum cum turribus et muris …’ [The city, however, and the 
castle of Tortosa with towers and walls …]: Mayer, ‘Two unpublished letters’, p. 309.

87 Deschamps, Les Châteaux, vol. III, p. 289: ‘Les habitants s’étaient enfuis ou 
réfugiés dans le château. Il saccagea la ville, puis attaqua la forteresse; un de ses lieutenants 
s’empara d’une tour, la fit sauter et jeta ses debris dans la mer. Mais l’autre du Temple et 
ses chevaliers défendirent avec acharnement le donjon …’. This view is not in all details 
supported by the sources, as for example ‘Imād al-Dīn refers to ‘the two castles (qal‘atayn) 
of Anṭarṭūs’.

88 According to Braune, the construction of the citadel started in the mid-twelfth 
century: Braune, ‘Stadtanlage’, p. 68.
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1170.89 The construction principles employed are the same: the polygonal layout, 
developed from the ancient castrum-type fortification, the ring of continuous halls, 
the integrated rectangular towers with their ground chambers communicating with 
the halls and the turreted entrance. The dimensions of walls and vaults are almost 
identical,90 as is the rusticated ashlar facing. The main difference lies in the fact 
that the fortification of the Crac is not fully concentric, as it had merely a light 
forewall instead of a second enceinte with halls. The conformity of the concept 
and corresponding masons’ marks even suggest that not only the same architect 
was employed but also the same team of construction workers. Looking at other 
fortifications from the period under review (third quarter of the twelfth century) such 
as Belvoir, we find the same construction principles applied, in particular an outer 
enceinte with continuous vaulted halls, for which reason a concentric citadel such as 
Tortosa represents a construction not uncommon for that period. The architectural 
features of the first Templar building phase equally consort with this date. 

In particular the moderate height of the inner enclosure (ca. 16.5 m), almost 
equal to that of Crac des Chevaliers, clearly contradicts a dating to the thirteenth 
century. The fortifications of this period are characterised by a multiplication 
of floors and lofty walls, for example at Chastel Pèlerin (Ar. ‘Athlīth), which 
was viewed as a contemporaneous equivalent to the citadel of Tortosa.91 At this 
fortification, built ca. 1218–22, the northern of the two great towers of the main 
wall still stands to a height of 34 m, comprising three floors, the two lower barrel-
vaulted, the uppermost a lofty rib-vaulted hall. The towers of the forewall had 
two floors.92 Chastel Pèlerin, notwithstanding its similarities to some features 
of Tortosa, may be seen as an advancement of the concept.93 That the citadel of 
Tortosa was erected after 1202 as a consequence of damages from the severe 

89 John Zimmer, Werner Meyer, Letizia Boscardin, Krak des Chevaliers in Syrien. 
Archäologie und Bauforschung 2003 bis 2007, Veröffentlichungen der Deutschen 
Burgenvereinigung, Reihe A: Forschungen, 14 (Braubach, 2011), pp. 249–62.

90 At the Crac des Chevaliers the main wall of the inner ward had an average height 
of 15 – 16 m, the width of the rampart 13 – 14 m (Zimmer, Meyer, Boscardin, Krak des 
Chevaliers, Plan Nr. 25), comparable to that of Tortosa, where the width of the ramparts 
ranges from 12.6 to 14.2 m (south and west walls). 

91 Kennedy, Crusader Castles, p. 138.
92 Cedric N. Johns, ‘Excavations at Pilgrims’ Castle, ‘Atlît (1932): The Ancient 

Tell and the Outer Defences of the Castle’, Quarterly of the Department of Antiquities in 
Palestine, 3 (1934): pp. 145–64.

93 Chastel Pèlerin certainly marks a turning point in the development of Crusader 
fortification. On the one hand there are simple forms following concepts associated with the 
‘Romanesque’, on the other hand there are modern influences such as ribbed vaults, which 
do not exist in the early Templar phase at Tortosa. Compared to the second Hospitaller 
phase at the Crac des Chevaliers, however, which is now dated to about 1210, it seems 
outdated. There, a new outer wall with innovative D-shaped towers was erected and the 
towers of the inner south front enlarged to D-shaped bastions: Zimmer et al., Krak des 
Chevaliers, pp. 263–77, Plan Nr. 26, 27.
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earthquake of that year, as assumed by other scholars,94 is groundless, as there is 
distinct information from contemporary sources that Tortosa precisely was not hit 
by that earthquake.95 

The second principal building phase comprises modifications of the ramparts 
such as the adding of two shooting galleries on top of the main enceinte, a 
remodelling of the gate tower at the north wall and probably a refortification of 
the southern sea tower. Additionally, new buildings such as the great hall along the 
north wing, the chapel at the east wall and probably the outbuildings at the keep, 
which were built at the same time as the sea wall, were erected. These measures 
were not necessarily built at the same time but without doubt all during the 
thirteenth century. As we learn from the surviving medieval remains, the Mamluks 
did not completely destroy the citadel. The ground walls were more or less left 
intact and thus served as a base for dwelling houses in the following centuries. 
Although during the Mamluk period pre-existing structures were re-used and even 
new buildings like a mosque and a ḥammām were erected,96 there is no indication 
of a major reconstruction of the fortifications, unlike at other former Crusader 
sites. Likewise, and in contrast to other places, there was no refortification during 
the Ottoman period. None of the Ottoman additions are of a military character. The 
investigations conducted so far remain however preliminary. Further, more detailed 
surveys are necessary, preferably accompanied by archaeological excavations.

Castellological Assessment

The citadel of Tortosa is of considerable but hitherto unexplored significance 
for the history of fortification. Its elaborate defensive works represent an apogee 
in the development of the concentric fortification, even anticipating certain 
characteristics of modern fortresses. The concept of two independent lines of 
defence, each protected by a moat in front of the wall, was apparently built into 
the planning from the start. The architecture itself is not that innovative, apart from 
the extensive use of open-backed towers and the continuous halls. The whole, 
however, realises a comprehensive new concept. 

The basis for this development was fortifications with forewalls, a defensive 
feature known in the East as early as the Bronze Age. The most elaborate example 

94 Kennedy, Crusader Castles, pp. 133–4.
95 Letter of Philip of Plessis, Master of the Templars, to abbot Arnold I of Cîteaux 

from June 1202: ‘Civitatem vero Tortose et castrum cum turribus et muris et plebe et 
omnibus divina misericordi reservavit’. [The city, however, and the castle of Tortosa with 
towers and walls and its people and all were saved thanks to divine mercy]: Mayer, ‘Two 
unpublished letters’, p. 309; Robert of Auxerre, Chronicon, (ed.) O. Holder-Egger, MGH 
SS XXVI, p. 261: ‘Antarados civitas, quae et Tortosa dicitur, incolumis et indempnis evasit, 
…’ [The city of Antarados, which is also called Tortosa, escaped safe and unharmed, …].

96 Neglia, ‘The Old Town’, pp. 304–7; Neglia, ‘The Multicultural Fabric’, pp. 43–9.
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in the ancient world was the land walls of Constantinople, erected by the Emperor 
Theodosius II at the beginning of the fifth century. The principles applied there 
were executed by later Byzantine emperors, especially Justinian I (527–565). The 
imprint he and his followers left with their fortifications in the eastern provinces 
of the Byzantine Empire undoubtedly influenced the later medieval practice.97 
It also had an impact on Islamic fortification, as the famous double wall of 
Tarsus and triple land walls of Tripoli and Tyre show,98 all of them pre-Crusader 
constructions. On their way to the Levant the Crusaders encountered a full range 
of the most advanced fortifications of the time: Constantinople, Nicaea, Ankara, 
Antioch, Tripoli, Tyre, Acre and, finally, Jerusalem. They all had complex defence 
systems including forewalls. The prototypes for the development of a second 
line of defence going beyond the concept of a simple forewall were Byzantine 
fortifications of the tenth and eleventh centuries. There is evidence that castles 
in the hinterland of Ṭarṭūs played an influential role: many of these had been 
constructed by the Byzantines in this period.

A good example is Maṣyāf, where ample remains of the Byzantine period, 
most probably from the early eleventh century, have survived. A lower enceinte 
surrounding the castle hill, accompanied in some sections by vaulted halls, 
is surmounted by a castrum-type upper ward.99 The castle of al-Manīqa (Gr. 
Menikos), founded by the Byzantines in 1027,100 is of a similar layout, as are the 
castles of Abū Qubays (Cr. Bokebeis), al-Qadmūs (Cr. Cademois), al-Khawābī 
(Cr. Le Coible) and so on, though their foundation dates cannot be assigned with 
certainty.

An early Crusader fortification with a partially developed second line of 
defence was erected close by, tellingly with Byzantine support: the castle of 
Montpèlerin (Ar. Qal‘at Sanjīl) near Tripoli.101 It marks the transition from the 

97 For an introduction to this issue see: Mathias Piana, ‘Frühe Zwinger- und 
Vorbefestigungen an Burgen der Kreuzfahrerzeit’, in Heinz Müller and Reinhard Schmitt 
(eds), Zwinger und Vorbefestigungen. Tagung vom 10. bis 12. November 2006 auf Schloss 
Neuenburg bei Freyburg (Unstrut) (Langenweißbach, 2007), pp. 53–62.

98 Piana, ‘Wehrarchitektur’, p. 50. For Tyre see now Patricia Antaki, ‘Les fortifications 
de Tyr à la lumiére des sources médiévales’, in Pierre-Louis Gatier, Julien Aliquot and 
Lévon Nordiguian (eds), Sources de l’histoire de Tyr. Textes de l’Antiquité et du Moyen Âge 
(Beyrouth, 2011), pp. 179–200.

99 Michael Braune, ‘Untersuchungen zur mittelalterlichen Befestigung in Nordwest-
Syrien: Die Assassinenburg Masyâf’, Damaszener Mitteilungen, 7 (1993): pp. 297–326; 
Haytham Hasan, ‘Introduction to the Citadel of Masyaf’, in Stefano Bianca (ed.), Syria: 
Medieval Citadels between East and West (Turin, 2007), pp. 181–214; Haytham Hasan, The 
Citadel of Masyaf. Description, History, Site Plan & Visitor Tour (Geneva, 2008).

100 Honigmann, Ostgrenze, p. 110.
101 Hassan Salamé-Sarkis, Contribution à l’histoire de Tripoli et de sa région à 

l’époque des croisa des. Problèmes d’histoire, d’architecture et de céramique, Bibliothèque 
Archéologique et Historique, 106 (Paris, 1980), pp. 55–94; Piana, ‘Kreuzfahrerstadt Tripoli’, 
pp. 426–31; Mathias Piana, ‘From Montpèlerin to Ṭarābulus al-Mustağaddā: The Frankish-
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earlier Byzantine arrangement of main wall and forewall to the concept of two 
independent lines of defence, thus transforming the outer line into an autonomous 
defensive unit. For several reasons, Montpèlerin seems to have been the immediate 
predecessor of the citadel of Tortosa. All the elements used in the construction 
of the latter were prefigured there: continuous halls, shooting galleries between 
rectangular towers, the open-backed tower102 and, finally, the independent second 
line of defence. Furthermore, Tripoli was the capital of the county and may thus 
have served as a prominent model.

Another important early concentric fortification is the castle of Beth Gibelin 
(Ar. Bayt Jibrīn) where between 1134 and 1136 a castrum-type castle was erected 
which was later surrounded by an outer wall, accompanied by continuous cross-
vaulted halls with openings to the outer ward at regular intervals.103 The castle was 
ceded in 1136 to the Hospitallers. They further developed the scheme when they 
constructed the castle of Belvoir (Ar. Kawkab) in 1168.104 There, a combination 
of the concept of Beth Gibelin, from where the central castrum was adopted, and 
that of Tortosa, using the second line of defence, was executed. A similar concept 
on a smaller scale was realized at the castle of Belmont (Ar. Sūbā), constructed 
probably in the same period.105 Striking similarities to Tortosa, however, are found 
at the nearby Crac des Chevaliers (Ar. Qal‘at al-Ḥiṣn), which was completely 

Mamluk Succession in Old Tripoli’, in: Urbain Vermeulen, Kristof D’hulster (eds), Egypt 
and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras VI, Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta, 
183 (Leuven, 2010), pp. 332–4, 354; Figs. 21, 22. According to Anna Comnena, Αλεξιάδα , 
(trans.) Edgar R.A. Sewter, Anna Comnena. The Alexiad (Harmondsworth, 1969), p. 354, 
Emperor Alexios I Komnenos ‘entrusted to the Duke of Cyprus the task of building’.

102 Open-backed or open-gorge towers are a feature of Byzantine fortification, 
although also known to the Romans: Clive Foss, David Winfield, Byzantine Fortifications. 
An Introduction (Pretoria, 1986), p. 30.

103 Amos Kloner, Michael Cohen, ‘The Crusader Fortress at Bet Guvrin’, Qadmoniot, 
33 (2000): pp. 13–7; Michael Cohen, ‘The Fortification of the Fortress of Gybelin’, in 
Nicolas Faucherre, Jean Mesqui and Nicolas Prouteau (eds), La fortification au temps des 
Croisades (Rennes, 2004), pp. 67–75; Amos Kloner, Michael Cohen, ‘Die Kreuzfahrerburg 
Beth Guvrīn’, in Piana, Burgen und Städte, pp. 285–92.

104 Meir Ben-Dov, ‘The Excavations at the Crusader Fortress of Kokhav - Hayarden 
(Belvoir)’, Qadmoniot, 2 (1969): pp. 22–7 [Hebr.]; Meron Benvenisti, The Crusaders in 
the Holy Land (Jerusalem, 1970), pp. 294–300; Thomas Biller, ‘Die Johanniterburg Belvoir 
am Jordan: zum frühen Burgenbau der Ritterorden im Heiligen Land’, Architectura, 19 
(1989): pp. 105–36; Meir Ben-Dov, ‘Belvoir (Kokhav Ha-Yarden)’, in Eliezer Stern (ed.), 
The New Encyclopedia of Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land, Israel Exploration 
and Carta, 3 (vol. 1, Jerusalem, 1993), pp. 182–6; Denys Pringle, Secular buildings in 
the Crusader Kingdom of Jerusalem. An archaeological gazetteer (Cambridge, 1997), pp. 
32–3.

105 Richard P. Harper, Denys Pringle, Belmont Castle. The Excavation of a Crusader 
Stronghold in the Kingdom of Jerusalem, British Academy Monographs in Archaeology, 
10 (Oxford, 2000).
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rebuilt after the major earthquake in 1170. The same range of continuous halls, 
studded with rectangular open-backed towers, is found there. The concept is so 
close to that of the citadel of Tortosa that one might even hypothesise that the same 
architect was im charge. 

Given that the refortification programme of Templar Tortosa was executed in 
the third quarter of the twelfth century, we do not go wrong in assuming that it was 
invoked by the enormous threat posed to the Crusader dominions by Nūr al-Dīn 
and later Saladin. The fact that Muslim invaders were able to carry out devastating 
raids deep into the Frankish heartland, like the one of 1152 against Tortosa, was 
certainly a bitter lesson.

Developments in siege warfare, supposed to have promoted the introduction 
of the concentric fortification, may have played a role in the erection of such a 
strong fortress. The invention of the counterweight trebuchet, thought to have 
been introduced in the Levant in the middle of the twelfth century, was considered 
in particular to be responsible for these developments.106 This is despite the fact 
that, as mentioned above, the concept of the double line of defence is much 
older and does not provide a perceptible advantage in this regard. Furthermore, 
the counterweight trebuchet is now believed to have been invented prior to the 
Crusader period.107

Conclusion

According to the results of a comparative analysis of the sources and data obtained 
from surveys and architectural investigations on site, there is sound evidence that 
the Templars launched an ambitious refortification programme after Tortosa had 
been burnt down by Nūr al-Dīn in 1152. At the site of the former castrum of 
Crusader Tortosa, which seems to have replaced the pre-Crusader town, they 
constructed a new citadel on a homogenous concentric plan. At the central sea 
side the Templars built a huge keep by encasing the older donjon with new walls. 
They most probably made use of basic structures of the dismantled castrum as 
well, benefiting from the remains of a double wall, on whose foundations they 
seem to have erected the main enceinte, accompanied by a range of continuous 
halls occupying the space between main wall and forewall. A second enceinte of 
a similar design was built beyond the former ditch of the castrum, thus adding a 
second line of defence, independent from the first. A deep rock-cut moat, filled with 
sea water, completed the ensemble, which, according to the results of this study, 
was never conquered until it had to be abandoned in 1291. This strong fortification 

106 Most notably Ellenblum, Crusader Castles and Modern Histories, pp. 189–286.
107 Paul-Edward Chevedden, ‘The Invention of the Counterweight Trebuchet: 

A Study in Cultural Diffusion’ Dumbarton Oaks Papers, 54 (2000): pp. 71–116; David 
Nicolle, ‘The early trebuchet. Documentary and archaeological evidence’, Faucherre et al., 
La fortification, pp. 269–78.
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served as an appropriate administrative centre for the Templar dominion on the 
Syrian coast. It was furnished with an intricate entrance through a mighty gate 
tower commanding the entire northern front of the citadel, a magnificent hall 
building at the inner north wall and a huge keep on the marine side, the largest 
tower ever built by the Crusaders in the East.
The models from which this stronghold was developed should be seen in the pre-
Crusader fortifications of the larger cities of the Levant, which were all furnished 
with double walls. Examples located more closely were earlier Byzantine 
fortifications in the hinterland of Ṭarṭūs and in particular the castle of Montpèlerin 
near Tripoli, constructed with Byzantine support or by Byzantine masters. Other 
examples such as Belvoir show that the military orders were the true promoters of 
the concentric fortification concept. After the mid-twelfth century they had almost 
entirely taken over the burden of defending the Crusader states and wielded a 
decisive influence on the art of fortification. With the design and construction of the 
citadel of Tortosa, the Templars had demonstrated a high standard in fortification, 
underlining not only their pretensions to dominate the Syrian coast but also their 
eagerness to play a major role in the defence of the Latin East.
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Chapter 8 

Renewed Research at Montfort Castle
Adrian J. Boas

In the summer of 1271 Montfort Castle was besieged, occupied and dismantled 
by the Mamluk army under Sultan Baybars. Over the following seven centuries 
the ruins have occasionally been visited and described by travellers, but it is only 
since the middle of the nineteenth century that the former Teutonic stronghold in 
the Western Galilee has been subjected to serious examination. In the nineteenth 
century Montfort was described by scholars and travellers from various nations, 
among others the British Rev. Henry Baker Tristram, Frenchmen Ernest Renan, 
Victor Guérin and Emmanuel G. Rey, and the Dutch traveller Charles W.M. Van 
de Velde.1 Tristram and Rey published the earliest known plans of the castle, that 
of Tristram accompanied by a remarkably inaccurate section, and Van de Velde 
produced a rather fine illustration of the castle and the building below it in Wādi 
al-Qurayn (Nahal Kziv) viewed from the north-west (Figure 8.1). In 1877 Horatio 
H. Kitchener visited Montfort and subsequently published, together with a detailed 
description of the ruins, a largely accurate plan.2 Kitchener took the earliest known 
photograph of the castle, viewed from the south-west. In the early twentieth 
century Montfort was examined by Ernest William Gurney Masterman (1907)3 
and underwent its first archaeological excavations when, in 1926, an expedition 
was organised by Bashford Dean, curator of the Arms and Armor Department of 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. In 1955 a survey of Montfort was 
carried out by the Israel National Park Authority in preparation for large-scale 

1 Henry B. Tristram, The Land of Israel (London, 1865), pp. 76–82; Ernest Renan, Mission 
de Phénicie (Paris, 1864), pp. 758–61; Victor Guérin, Description géographique, historique et 
archéologique de la Palestine, vol. III: Galilée, (2 vols, Paris, 1880), vol. 2, pp. 52–8; Emmanuel 
G. Rey, Étude sur les monuments de l’architecture militaire des croisés en Syrie et dans l’île de 
Chypre, Collection de documents inédits sur l’histoire de France (Paris, 1871), pp. 143–51, and 
pl. XV; Emmanuel G. Rey, Les colonies franques de Syrie aux XIIme et XIIIme siécles (Paris, 
1883), p. 491; Charles W.M. Van de Velde, Narrative of the Journey through Syria and Palestine 
in 1851–1852 (2 vols, London, 1861), vol. 1, pp. 195–8.

2 Horatio H. Kitchener, ‘Lieut. Kitchener’s Reports’, Palestine Exploration Fund 
Quarterly Statement, 9 (1877): pp. 176–8; Claude R. Conder and Horatio H. Kitchener, 
Survey of Western Palestine, (vol. 1, London, 1881), pp. 152, 154, 186–90. For a discussion 
on this and other plans see Rafael Frankel, ‘Some Notes on the Work of the Survey of Western 
Palestine in Western Galilee’, Palestine Exploration Quarterly, 130 (1998): pp. 99–105.

3 Ernest W.G. Masterman, ‘A Visit to the Ruined Castles of the Teutonic Knights’, 
Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement, 51 (1919): pp. 71–5.
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restorations.4 These, however, were never undertaken. In the 1980s a new survey 
of the castle was part of the Israel Antiquities Authority Survey of the Western 
Galilee, in 1994 a small excavation took place in the western Great Hall prior to 
conservation work and architect Mike Turner, working on behalf of the National 
Parks Authority prepared plans for development of the site and some conservation 
and restoration work was carried out.5 In 1982 the British School of Archaeology 
in Jerusalem (BSAJ) surveyed the building below the castle in Nahal Kziv.6 In 
2006 a new research project commenced survey work at the castle on behalf of 
the University of Haifa,7 and in the summer of 2011 the first season of excavations 

4 This survey was under the direction of Jakob Pinkerfield.
5  For the 1980s survey see Rafael Frankel, Nimrod Gatzov, Mordechai Aviam and Avi Dagani, 

Settlement Dynamics and Regional Diversity in Ancient Upper Galilee. Archaeological Survey of 
Upper Galilee, IAA Reports 14 (Jerusalem, 2001), p. 27, no. 191. The unpublished IAA excavation 
in the Great Hall was directed by Howard Smithline and Mike Turner carried out the planning on 
behalf of the National Parks authority and has very kindly given us access to his material.

6 See Denys Pringle, ‘A Thirteenth-Century Hall at Montfort Castle in Western 
Galilee’, Antiquaries Journal, 66 (1986): pp. 52–81, republished in Denys Pringle, 
Fortifications and Settlement in Crusader Palestine (Aldershot, 2000), essay XII. 

7 The Montfort Castle Project (MCP) was established by the author in 2006 and carried 
out four seasons of surveys funded by the Israel Science Foundation (grant no. 1161/06). 

Figure 8.1 Cornelius Van de Velde’s illustration of the castle, 1851
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of the Montfort Castle Project took place in the Great Hall at the western end of 
the castle, one of the few parts of the main building not entirely excavated by the 
American expedition.8

The Metropolitan Museum Expedition

Between 29 March and 29 April 1926, the team organised by Dean and directed in the 
field by William L. Calver excavated the main part of the castle within a single month, 
removing a great deal of earth, about 4,500 tons of soil and rock, which was dumped 
down the northern and southern slopes. The major part of the upper castle was exposed 
down to its foundations.

As was clearly stated by the representatives of the Metropolitan Museum to 
Philip Langstaffe Orde Guy (of the Department of Antiquities of the British Mandate 
Government in Palestine in 1925), the aim of this expedition was to uncover examples 
of Crusader period armour to enhance the museum’s collection. In this endeavour 
the excavation was a failure. The finds of armour were scanty at best and wholly 
unremarkable. However, other achievements of the excavation were not inconsiderable. 
With the exposure of most of the castle the complex architecture was partly clarified 
and a number of minor but interesting and sometimes exceptional small finds were 
recovered (Figure 8.2).

However, publication of these excavations was limited to a short report in the pages 
of the Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1927.9 Needless to say, for a 
building of this size, complexity and historical importance, the publication was far from 
adequate. The most significant contribution for our understanding of the castle is the 
reasonably good plan it contains, which served as the basis for subsequent re-drawings 
by Walther Hubatsch (1966),10 Raphael Frankel (1993),11 and Denys Pringle (1998).12

8 In 2011 the first season of excavations was carried out on behalf of the Zinman Institute 
of Archaeology at the University of Haifa and the Society for the Study of the Crusades 
and the Latin East (SSCLE): Adrian J. Boas, ‘Montfort Castle – 2011. Preliminary Report’, 
Hadashot Arkheologiyot – Excavations and Surveys in Israel, 124 (2012): 19/7/2012; Adrian 
J. Boas, Montfort Castle. The Western Wing and the Great Hall (Haifa, 2012).

9 Bashford Dean, ‘A Crusaders’ Fortress in Palestine’, Bulletin of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 22, Part II (1927): pp. 1–46 (facsimile edition, Jerusalem, 1982). This was 
republished in 1982 in the form of a small pamphlet facsimile of the original publication 
with a brief introduction by Meron Benvenisti and an appendix copy of the report by the 
Survey of Western Palestine.

10 Walther Hubatsch, ‘Montfort und die Bildung des Deutschordensstaates im 
Heiligen Lande’, Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen: Philologisch-
Historische Klasse, (1966): pp. 161–99; plan: Abb. 1.

11 Rafael Frankel, ‘Montfort’, in Ephraim Stern (ed.), The New Encyclopedia of 
Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land (5 vols, New York, 1993), vol. 3, p. 1071.

12 Denys Pringle, The Churches of the Crusader Kingdom of Jerusalem: a Corpus, 
vol. 2: L-Z (excluding Tyre) (Cambridge, 1998), p. 41, fig. 9.
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The Montfort Castle Project

The present study constitutes the initial stage of a major research, conservation and 
development project at Montfort.13 In spite of a broad interest in Crusader castles 
among scholars of the Middle Ages, few Crusader castles in Israel, or within the 
entire territory of the Kingdom of Jerusalem, have been the subject of a research, 
conservation and development project.14 

13 The project is sponsored by the Society for the Study of the Crusades and the 
Latin East and the initial survey was financed by the Israel Science Foundation (grant no. 
1161/06). It is directed by the author assisted by Rabei Khamissy.

14  The great Templar fortress, Chateau Pèlerin (‘Atlit), was partly excavated 
and published in the 1930s (see Cedric N. Johns, Pilgrims’ Castle (‘Atlit), David’s Tower 
(Jerusalem) and Qal‘at ar-Rabad (‘Ajlun), (ed.) Denys Pringle, Aldershot, 1997, essay II). 
For many years the site of the castle has been in a restricted military area beyond access for 
most scholars and visitors in general and its condition has deteriorated since the excavations. 
Important archaeological work has been carried out in several sites such as the Red Tower 
(Denys Pringle, The Red Tower (al-Burj al-Ahmar), Cambridge, 1986), Belmont (Richard 
Harper and Denys Pringle, Belmont Castle: The Excavation of a Crusader Stronghold in the 

Figure 8.2 South slope of Montfort after the 1926 expedition (© The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, archives of the Department of Arms and Armor)
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Initial work commencing in 2006 focussed on three issues: 1) the castle’s 
design; 2) the functions of its various components; 3) the manner in which the 
castle developed in less than fifty years of its existence, from the commencement 
of its construction sometime after 1220 until its occupation and dismantling by the 
Mamluk army in 1271.

From the outset this new project was envisioned as developing into a long-term 
venture entailing, alongside historical analysis and archaeological excavations, 
conservation, site development and a degree of restoration work. In order to lay 
solid foundations for the planned work, it was decided to commence with an 
intensive program of surveys, concentrating at first on the central buildings and 
their immediate surroundings, and subsequently extending to more distant parts of 
the castle and related sites including the castle’s quarry at Horbat Nahat (Khirbat 
al-Manhatta, Frankish Tarfile) which is located nearly 1 km south-east of the castle 
on the road to Mi‘īlya (Castellum Regis). 

The principal aims of the first four year program were: 1) to carry out a detailed 
architectural survey of the entire castle and draw up new and detailed plans; 2) to 
carry out a detailed photographic survey of the castle and its related sites (the guest-
house/mill below the castle in Nahal Kziv and the quarry site at Horbat Nahat; 3) 
to prepare a program for conservation; 4) to examine sites for future excavations; 
5) to collect all historical data on the castle – contemporary historical references 
and documents of the Teutonic Order, Arabic historical accounts relating to the 
two Mamluk sieges, travellers descriptions over the centuries, modern surveys 
including that of the Survey of Western Palestine of 1880, all documentation 
relating to the 1926 expedition of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, 
and subsequent studies up to the present day.

A Brief History of Montfort Castle

Montfort Castle (Israel grid map reference 1715--E.2722--N) is located in the 
Western Galilee on a narrow mountain spur, 180 m above Nahal Kziv. It is one 
of the largest and best-preserved Frankish castles in Israel and among the finest 
examples of medieval military architecture in the Near East. Construction of the 
castle began some time after the area came into Teutonic hands around 1220 and 
it is first referred to as ‘the new castle that is called Montfort’ in a document 

Kingdom of Jerusalem, Oxford, 2000), Toron (see Mathias Piana, ‘The Crusader Castle of 
Toron: First results of its Investigation’, Crusades, 5 (2006): pp. 173–91) and Bethgibelin 
(Amos Kloner and Michael Cohen, ‘The Crusader Fortress at Bet Govrin’, Qadmoniot, 33.1 
(2000): pp. 32–9). Other castles such as the Templar castles of Vadum Jacob (excavations 
directed by Ronnie Ellenblum), Safed (excavated by Hervé Barbé) and the Hospitaller castle 
Belvoir, which was a milestone in castle design, and was excavated by Meir Ben-Dov as long 
ago as 1966, await expansive publications of their architecture and finds, and none of these 
have been subject of large-scale programs of conservation and development.
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dating to April 1229.15 Montfort was the largest and most complex of a small 
group of Teutonic castles built in the East and its location, form and function are 
exceptional amongst Crusader castles.

There may possibly have been a structure on the site, a farm or rural 
administrative centre, when the region had been held by Joscelin III de Courtenay 
in the twelfth century, although no archaeological or historical evidence for this 
exists at present. In 1220 the lands here were sold by Otto de Henneberg, the 
son-in-law of Joscelin, to the Grand Master of the Teutonic Order, Hermann von 
Salza for the sum of 7,000 silver marks and 2,000 bezants. In 1229 Jacques de 
Mandelée, grandson of Joscelin, resold the site of Montfort to the Teutonic Order.16 
The document recording this second sale specifically mentions the new fortress of 
Montfort that the Germans built. The castle that the Order erected was intended 
to take over certain functions of the house in Acre, to house the Grand Master 
when he was present in the Holy Land, and to house the archives and perhaps 
the treasury. By the 1240s a castellan is recorded and it appears that by then the 
castle had pretty much taken on its final form. There are no records in this period 
of its functions and appearance. In May 1266, shortly before the Mamluk Sultan 
Baybars took the great Templar castle at Safed, he sent two of his amirs, Badr al-
Dīn al-Aydamurī and Badr al-Dīn Baysarī, to lay siege to Montfort.17 However, 
the Teutonic castle successfully withstood this siege. In spite of some fundamental 
weaknesses in its location it was a remarkably well-defended fortress, but it was 
only a matter of time before the tidal wave of Baybars’ successes would reach 
Montfort. In June 1271, following his success in taking the much larger and better 
defended Crac des Chevaliers, Baybars came south, bringing the siege machines 
that he had left at Safed. He reopened siege on the castle and after perhaps a week 
managed to mine the southern rampart and occupy the outer bailey. The knights 
sought refuge in the keep but eventually surrendered and were permitted to leave 
for Acre. Baybars systematically dismantled the castle and abandoned the site.18 

Design of the Castle

Montfort is a spur castle, that is, it is constructed on a mountain spur between two 
steep river valleys at the point were they converge (Figure 8.3). The slopes on 
either side provide natural defence and the only unprotected side, that facing the 

15 Ernst Strehlke, Tabulae Ordinis Teutonici (Berlin, 1869), no. 63, pp. 51–3; no. 65, pp. 53–4.
16 Ernst Strehlke, Tabulae Ordinis Teutonici (Berlin, 1869), no. 63, pp. 51–3; no. 65, pp. 53–4.
17 Ibn al-Furāt, (ed. and trans.) U. und M.C. Lyons, J. Riley-Smith, Ayyubids, Mamlukes and 

Crusaders. Selections from the Tārīkh al-Duwal wa’l-Mulūk of Ibn al-Furāt, (2 vols, Cambridge 
1971), vol. 2, pp. 87, 151; al-Maqrīzī, (trans.) É.M. Quatremère, Histoire des Sultans mamlouks 
de l’Égypte, écrite en arabe par Taki-eddin-Ahmed-Makrizi (Paris, 1840), vol. I.2, p. 27.

18 Ibn ‘Abd al-Ẓāhir, al-rawḍ al-zāhir fī sīrat al-malik al-ẓāhir, (ed.) ‘Abd al-‘Azīz 
al-Khuwayṭir (al-Riyāḍ, 1976), pp. 385–6.
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spur, is extensively fortified with man-made defences, in the case of Montfort, two 
deep rock-cut ditches and a massive tower (keep). The spur castle design appears 
already in twelfth century castles like Karak in Oultrejourdan and Saone in the 
Principality of Antioch. Montfort is, in many aspects, an ideal example. The external 
fortifications on its sides are not particularly massive and their construction is of 
small uncut stones, but the natural defence provided by the steep topography makes 
attack here almost impossible. It would have been difficult in the extreme to ascend 
those sides on foot, impossible on horseback, and attackers would certainly not 
have been able to carry up heavy siege equipment. The eastern side of the spur was 
effectively defended against an enemy charge by the ditches, and the keep which 
occupied the entire width of the spur would to some degree have defended the 
main buildings from missile attack – at least at a close range, but perhaps not from 
afar for the natural curve of the spur northward, as it rises to the east, would have 
enabled more distant ballistic machines to bombard the central part of the castle.

Architectural Development

It was clear from initial examination of the exposed remains that Montfort had 
undergone considerable changes and expansion over the period between 1220 
and 1271. Dean’s 1927 publication made no attempt at identifying phases of 
construction and few subsequent discussions of the castle have attempted to do 

Figure 8.3 General view of the castle from the north-east
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so.19 Pringle identified two stages in the castle.20 He referred to the keep, the outer 
walls of the main building to its west and the enceinte below the main structures 
on the north and west as the first stage, and the vaulting of the middle section of 
the castle with the western cellar vaults and hall as the second phase. However, the 
constructional history of the castle is far more complex than this. 

 During the preliminary work on this project we carried out a study of 
the castle’s layout, comparing its overall design and constructional details with 
other Teutonic castles. It had been noted already that there are certain similarities 
in design between the design of Montfort and other European castles dating to 
this period, although Montfort has aspects of design which are unique and which 
perhaps relate to the fact that it was the first major Teutonic castle. Thus it was, 
perhaps, not only influenced by European and Eastern castles: it may in certain 
aspects have been an influence on their design. 

 The architectural survey of the main part of the castle was brought to 
completion in 2010.21 As a means of improving accuracy and speeding up the process 
we employed aerial photogrammetry as well as a limited use of 3-dimensional 
laser scanning in the western part of the castle. During this first phase of the 
project we gathered a variety of architectural information primarily from careful 
examination of the upper ward of the castle, extending this examination down 
into the lower fortifications and the mill/guesthouse. This visual analysis included 
detailed recording of masonry techniques, recording of masons’ marks, analysis of 
the structural and functional elements (such as wall and vault-construction), and 
an extensive photographic study of all parts of the castle recording the different 
architectural phases and the present condition of the various parts of the castle as 
a base for future conservation work. We carried out an examination of stone types 
and of various types of mortar and plaster. All of these studies have aided in the 
analysis and dating of the phases. We identified over thirty different masons’ marks 
including several not among the sixty-one marks recorded by the archaeologists in 
1926. 

Of considerable value in the present study is the archival material of the 1926 
expedition located in the British Mandate archives in the Rockefeller Museum in 
Jerusalem, the archives in the Arms and Armor Department of the Metropolitan 
Museum in New York, and the archives of the New York Historical Society.22 

19 William Calver, the archaeologist who directed the excavations on behalf of Dean 
did however record the use of masons’ marks in the castle and suggested to Dean in a letter, 
dated 6 April 1926, that these might be a means of identifying stages of construction.  

20 Pringle, The Churches, vol. 2, pp. 40–3.
21 The plans and section drawings prepared during this survey will be published in 

the forthcoming volume – Montfort Castle: History, Early Research and Recent Studies, 
planned for publication in 2013.

22 These three institutions kindly provided us with hundreds of documents and 
photographs, and the 1926 field diary.
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Functional and Chronological Analysis

The following is a summary of our understanding of the castle’s parts and its 
architectural development, resulting from the work carried out to date by the 
MCP.23

A: The Eastern Ditches

As an almost ideal example of the spur castle, Montfort was defended from attack 
from the direction of the spur by major fortifications including the massive keep 
and two rock-cut ditches. Together with the keep these ditches were intended to 
prevent, or at the very least to greatly limit the approach of the enemy from the 
principal weak-point of the castle on the one side where topography did not fulfil 
that task. The outer, easternmost ditch was cut through the spur some 60 m east 
of the keep. Two large masses of rock on the eastern side of the ditch were not 
removed when it was excavated. They extend within the moat to just short of the 
western scarp and at their base a passage was cut forming a low-roofed passage. 
They were probably left and form obstacles in order to prevent the enemy from 
rushing through the ditch.24  

The inner, western ditch was adjacent to the keep on its eastern side and other 
than its principal defensive function, served in the winter to collect rainwater and 
channel it into a small open reservoir to the north.

B: The Keep

The keep was the easternmost structure of the castle and almost certainly 
constituted the earliest phase of construction at the site, possibly standing on its 
own for some time prior to the construction of the large central wing (Figure 8.4). 
This is apparent both from its location in relation to the other components of the 
castle and also from the nature of its construction with the employment of large 
well-cut limestone ashlars, quite different from the stones used in the construction 
of most of the other parts of the castle. These ashlars are finely tooled, those of the 
external walls having broad margins. The walls of the keep were extremely thick 
(up to 8 m), with passages and possibly small chambers located within them.

The function of this building was primarily defensive. It occupied not only 
the weakest part of the defences facing the spur but also the highest point of the 
castle, making it the best position for a lookout, which, taking into account the low 

23 A detailed description of these results will be published in with A.J. Boas and R. 
Khamisy (eds.), Montfort. History, Early Research and Recent Studies, (Brill) forthcoming.

24 This suggestion was made by Rabei Khamissy. See Adrian J. Boas and Rabei 
Khamissy, ‘The Teutonic Castle of Montfort/Starkenberg (Qal‘at Qurein)’, in Hubert 
Houben (ed.), L’Ordine Teutonico tra Mediterraneo e Baltico, Acta Theutonica 5 (Galatina, 
2008), p. 350, n. 8.
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position of the castle on the spur and in relationship to the surrounding hills, was 
of considerable strategic importance. As is always the case with such buildings, 
the keep would, have served as the principal refuge in times of siege. In the nature 
of such towers it had a large, independent water supply, which would have been 
essential for those taking refuge in it in times of siege. The cistern is the only 
part of this structure that has survived intact. The first floor above the cistern was 
almost entirely destroyed when the Mamluks dismantled the castle, its stones cast 
down into the ditch to the east and down the northern and southern slopes. Only 
small sections of the inner faces of the southern and western walls are standing. Of 
the upper storey, nothing at all remains in situ. 

Although the chapel of Montfort Castle was identified by Dean as being at the 
western end of the central wing, it is possible that one of the levels of the keep, 
probably the partly surviving lower level directly above the cistern, served as a 
chapel. Chapel towers are found in other Frankish castles. There was an église-
donjon, somewhat similar, at Sidon in the Sea Castle and at Château Blanche 
(Ṣāfītā) and there may have been others in the castle at Arsur (Apollonia) and 
probably also at another Teutonic castle, Harunia, in the Cilician Armenia. Three 
facts point to this suggested identification at Montfort: 1) the keep was apsidal in 
form with a roughly east-west alignment, the apsidal side to the east; 2) directly 
below the keep on the south lies a stone carved with a consecration cross which, 
from its location quite probably fell from the keep; 3) the interior side walls of 

Figure 8.4 The keep viewed from the south
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the surviving lower level are decorated with a cyma recta-moulded cornice, fairly 
typical decoration for a chapel.

C: The Domestic Wing

The central part of the castle functioned as the principal domestic wing, containing 
service rooms and certainly the living quarters of the brothers (Figure 8.5). Dean 
based his identification of the function of some of these chambers on finds from the 
excavations. Most of his identifications are substantiated by our own examination 
and analysis of certain features still observable at the site. The ground floor level 
contained a kitchen (C on Dean’s plan) located towards the east end of the wing. 
Adjacent to it on its north was a large wine press. Within the kitchen was a cistern 
that received rainwater carried from the roof via a ceramic pipe in the wall of an 
adjacent chamber to the east. This pipe passed into a settling tank and from there 
into the cistern. 

Figure 8.5 Basement of the central domestic wing
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South of the kitchen was a chamber which had several large earthenware pithoi 
set into the floor for storage, possibly of grain. Similar storage was found on the 
floor of the south wing at Crac de Chevaliers, also located near the kitchen.25 There 
were various other chambers of unknown function in this wing, one of which 
contains a second cistern. Latrines were probably located near the eastern end 
of this wing where there are two large barrel-vaulted structures attached to the 
outside of the building on the south. During our survey a latrine chute was found 
in this area, lower down the slope, similar to a second latrine chute located further 
to the west below the Great Hall.

The upper floor of the central wing would have probably been the location of 
the principal domestic components of the castle: the dormitory and the refectory 
and perhaps a chapterhouse were located there as well. The dormitory and refectory 
would most likely have occupied the eastern end of the upper level of the wing; the 
refectory above the kitchen and the dormitory near the latrines, as was the usual 
arrangement in monastic and military order houses.

The ground floor level of the central wing was roofed by simple groin vaulted 
bays supported on cruciform piers with transverse ribs separating the bays. There 
is no evidence for flooring and as the bedrock, which was exposed in most of this 
wing by the excavators in 1926, is not levelled, but slopes rather steeply with 
the natural slope of the ridge towards the west, there must have been some sort 
of flooring which was either destroyed in 1271 or unwittingly removed by the 
excavators in 1926. 

At a higher level in some or possibly all of the ground floor chambers there had 
been wooden galleries. The former existence of these galleries can be observed in 
the presence of putlog holes on either side of the central dividing wall in places 
where it has survived sufficiently high. 

Future examination of the massive collapse of stones from the central wing 
that can be observed on the northern and southern slopes and piled up against the 
inside of the northern outer wall, will allow us to reconstruct more of the absent 
upper level. Already we have recorded certain examples of fine vaulting ribs and 
stones from arrow embrasures of the upper northern wall in the rubble on the north 
and these can be added to the known remains of ribs and bossed keystones found 
by the American expedition and by some new pieces found during conservation 
work in 2011.

We can now attempt a more detailed assessment of the architectural 
development of the central wing:

Phase 1: This area was originally walled in as an open courtyard, the position 
of its walls dictated by the topography of the narrow mountain spur extending 
west from the keep. The enclosure wall at its western end was at this stage the 
westernmost part of the castle and was defended with archery positions. The bases 

25  See Thomas Biller, ‘Die Ernährung der Burgbewohner’, in Thomas Biller et al. 
(eds), Der Crac des Chevaliers. Die Baugeschichte einer Ordensburg der Kreuzfahrerzeit 
(Berlin, Stuttgart, Regensburg, 2006), p. 347, Plates 297, 298.
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of two of possibly originally three arrow slits can still be observed on the west 
(outer) face of the western wall.

Phase 2: At a certain time this courtyard was built into and roofed over. This 
was done with the construction of a series of six cruciform freestanding piers 
with fifteen half-piers attached to the northern, southern and eastern walls. These 
piers and transverse arches springing from them supported the groin vaulting of 
the ground floor, and above them rose additional piers supporting the rib-vaulted 
upper storey. The outer walls must have been raised at this time to the full height 
of the two storey building. There were at least two doors at the east end below the 
keep (one on the north and one on the south) and a series of large windows (at 
least on the south side where sections of their frames can perhaps be observed). 
Because of the pre-existing irregular form of these outer walls, the chambers on 
the two levels were also irregular, and at the western end some unclear solution 
was found to cover (or not) the narrow triangular space resulting from the fact that 
the western wall was at a diagonal position in relation to the north and south walls 
and the piers. A staircase was constructed near the middle of the south side to give 
access to the upper level. At this time possibly the entire ground-floor level was 
open with no partitioning walls.

 Phase 3: At some stage partition walls were built below the transverse arches 
within the ground floor level dividing some of the bays into separate chambers and 
the wooden galleries were added, probably for storage. A second staircase in the 
north side near the eastern end probably served to provide access to these galleries. 
Arched doors of varying widths were left in some of the partition walls to allow 
access between the newly sub-divided chambers.

Phase 4: For some reason, some of the piers in the central part of the wing were 
greatly strengthened by being encased in massive constructions of a coarser type 
of masonry.26

 Phase 5: At least one of the new doors left in the partition walls was blocked, 
signifying additional partitioning.27

26 After our recent excavations in 2011 we have concluded that the strengthening 
work carried out in the central wing, like that of the western wing that we exposed, resulted 
from some major damage caused to the castle, probably not many years prior to the Mamluk 
occupation of 1271. The possible causes are an earthquake, or the first siege of the castle 
that took place in 1266. There is only one substantial earthquake recorded in this period and 
it is uncertain that it affected this area of the Western Galilee. This was a violent earthquake 
(numerous shocks) which caused widespread collapses in Syria on 22 March 1259. See 
Emanuela Guidoboni and Alberto Comastri, Catalogue of earthquakes and tsunamis in 
the Mediterranean area from the 11th to the 15th century (Rome, 2005), pp. 272–3. The 
sources for this earthquake are al-Maqrīzī, al-Sulūk, I, p. 426, BNFrance, ms. Ar. 1597, Ibn 
Duqmāq, Nuzhat, fol. 117r; Ibn al-Dawādārī, Kanz, VIII, p. 44.

27 This blocking was removed by the Israel Nature and National Parks Protection 
Authority (INNPPA) in 2011 but was recorded prior to its removal. Observation of the burnt 
faces of the stone and the un-burnt places where the blockage was removed clearly show 
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Phase 6: Minor partition walls were built on the south side of the central part 
of the wing.

One of the most extraordinary facts to be kept in mind is that all of these sub-
phases together with the earlier construction of the keep, subsequent expansion 
of the castle to the west, and the consecutive or subsequent construction of the 
outer fortifications and outer ward, took place within a remarkably short period 
of fifty years.

D: The Western Wing and the Great Hall

It is obvious from its location, monumental size and impressive architectural 
remains, that the building in the west of the main castle (Dean’s ‘great room’ or 
‘residence’) constituted the Great Hall, the ceremonial hall of the castle in which 
major chapter meetings and ceremonies would have taken place (Figure 8.6). It 
also seems probable, considering the presence of a latrine chute that descends on 
the south side of the structure, that the upper storey, the existence of which can be 
observed in the remains of a central pier and rib-vaulting found both on the floor of 

that the doorway was blocked during the period of Crusader occupation and prior to the 
conflagration that destroyed the building in 1271. 

Figure 8.6 The Great Hall
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the Great Hall and in the basement vaults below the Great Hall, would have served 
a domestic function.

From finds made in 1926 (including stone leather moulds and a constructed 
manger) it would appear that the two parallel barrel-vaulted basement vaults 
below the hall (Dean’s chambers K and L) served for stabling and as a workshop/
storage area. This basement was constructed to serve as a platform, allowing the 
Great Hall above it to be on level with the ground storey of the central wing.

Reconstructing the form of the Great Hall is not a simple matter but our 2011 
excavations, which concentrated on the collapsed debris on the eastern side of this 
structure, have made its form and function somewhat easier to understand. The 
extensive destruction of 1271 has left intact less than half of the flooring and has 
brought down the northern and southern walls to the basement level. However, the 
entire monumental central column that once supported the vaults, and a large part 
of the eastern wall as well as two of the half and quarter-octagonal pilasters on the 
eastern wall are still standing. On the other hand, most of the outer walls, all of the 
vaulting and six of the pilasters are collapsed. Nonetheless, part of two pilasters 
can be seen fallen in the undercroft area and in the hall itself is one of the bossed 
keystones and several of the large rectangular ribs. In addition a second keystone, 
apparently also originating in the Great Hall, was found in 1926 in the eastern 
undercroft vault (chamber K). These keystones are larger than those found in the 
central wing and have diagonal chamfering, as do the ribs and pilasters found in this 
hall, whereas those of the central wing are smaller and have concave chamfering.

The fact that the two pilasters in situ are not aligned exactly with the central 
octagonal pier which is also in situ, shows that the four rib-vaulted bays of this 
hall were of irregular quadrangular form. The northern and southern walls of this 
building were quite massive – up to 5 m thick.

Our excavations exposed a massive dry-built wall that crossed the southern 
half of the hall between the central pier and a pilaster on the east wall, and there 
was evidence that there had originally been additional walls subdividing the rest 
of the chamber. When we exposed the original floor it became apparent that the 
Great Hall had been badly damaged at some time prior to the fall of the castle, 
a fact that fell in with what we had observed in the central wing. The partition 
wall had been constructed on an already destroyed wall and where it adjoined the 
pilaster on the east wall it was built into cracks in the pilaster showing that that too 
had already been badly damaged. Clearly then, this wall was built after the Great 
Hall had undergone serious damage and its construction was meant to support 
the damaged building. When the castle was dismantled in 1271 the vaulting of 
the Great Hall and debris from the floor, walls and vaulting of the upper storey 
fell onto and buried the wall. Many rib stones of the upper level were recovered. 
Most of these showed evidence of having been painted, mainly with a mustard 
coloured paint. They were also easily distinguished from the ribs of the Great 
Hall because of their smaller dimensions. In addition to these ribs were numerous 
pieces of floor plaster and painted wall plaster. It became clear that the vaulting 
of the upper storey was painted and apparently those chambers, most likely the 
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Figure 8.7 The outer moat
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living quarters of the Grand Master or the castellan, were decorated. The form of 
these stones which also have diagonal chamfers, makes it clear that painted stones 
with possible heraldic devices formerly believed to have originated in the castle 
chapel, in fact came from the upper storey of the western wing.28 Other remains 
from the upper storey included a monolithic base probably from the central pier of 
that level which had three round pilasters, a large section of a painted rib springer 
and a beautiful bossed keystone similar to that of the Great Hall but of smaller 
dimensions.

E: The Fortifications

Together with the defences that were integrated in the main buildings of Montfort, 
the castle had second and third lines of defence. The inner defences consisted 
of elements in the group of main buildings: the keep to the east which formed a 
massive barrier defending the lower buildings to its west, the ditches of the eastern 
side of the keep, and the outer walls (and probably the roofs) of the domestic wing 
and the Great Hall, which contain defensive elements. In the present state of the 
castle only a few remnants of these elements can still be observed. The ditches are 
obvious (Figure 8.7). Other remaining defensive components are a steep talus at the 
base of the keep, the arrow slits in the western wall of the central wing, and stones 
from the arrow embrasures of the north wall that have fallen down the north slope.

The second defensive line is located a few metres below the main buildings 
on the northern and western sides of the castle. The larger part of it has never 
been examined. However, the gate tower on its western end and the curved wall 
extending around the western side of the castle can be observed. The gate tower is 
a three-storey structure with a passage, now blocked, at its base, an arrow slit on 
the first floor and a machicoulis on the second floor above the outer portal.

The remainder of this defensive work as it extends to the east is too thickly 
covered with undergrowth and on too steep a slope to enable a more detailed study 
at present. The third and best preserved defensive line is the outer enceinte which 
extends from a gate against the north face of the keep, down the north slope to a 
second two-storey gate, then turns west (Figure 8.8) running below the castle and 
finally bends south and extends to a half-round tower. The last section is missing 
and it is not at present clear how it was completed. This wall has two half-round 
towers; the one mentioned at its southern end of the western extension and another 
one on the north near the north-east gate. Near the north-west corner is a gate with 

28 In a paper written by Helmut Nickel, former curator of the Arms and Armor 
Department of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, the suggestion was raised that 
Dean’s chamber J, which he identified as the castle chapel, was decorated with a painted 
heraldic design displaying the arms of the Teutonic Order – a shield with an eagle from which 
extended the arms of a cross, each arm ending in a fleur-de-lis. See Helmut Nickel, ‘Some 
Heraldic Fragments Found at Castle Montfort/Starkenberg in 1926, and the Arms of the 
Grand Master of the Teutonic Knights’, Metropolitan Museum Journal, 24 (1989): pp. 35–46.
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a machicoulis corresponding to the gate and machicoulis above on the north-west 
gate tower. No doubt these two gates were connected by a steep path now lost in 
the collapse and undergrowth. In this section of the wall there are several arrow-
slits and parts of the wall are preserved to the full original height and include the 
merlons and crenels of the battlements. These outworks were partly examined and 
photographed but were not at this stage mapped because of the thick undergrowth 
that needs to be cleared before such work can commence.

F: The Outer Ward

Within the line of outer fortifications are the remains of structures adjacent to the 
wall, which extended from the north-west corner. These are by and large buried 
under the collapse of the main castle buildings, which piled up against the outer 
wall. Only excavations can reveal the nature of these structures, which were 
apparently roofed with wooden beams supported on corbels that can be observed 
on the inner face of the outer wall just below the merlons. At present it is uncertain 
whether these constructions were limited to the area near the gate where they can 
be observed or extended part of or the entire length of the wall.29 

29 A section of these chambers was exposed in excavations carried out by the author 
in 2012

Figure 8.8 The outer fortifications at the end of the excavations in 2012



Chapter 9 

Originality and Adaptation:  
The Architecture of the  
Teutonic Order in Italy

Giulia Rossi Vairo

This essay offers some thoughts concerning a topic still under study, which is part 
of a much broader and complex issue, namely the religious and secular architecture 
of the Military Orders in Europe. Limited for a long time to case studies devoted 
to individual sites, this issue has become the object of more systematic work in 
the past decades, due to the research promoted and conducted by specialists such 
as Antonio Cadei,1 Joan Fuguet i Sans,2 and Denys Pringle,3 accompanied by an 
attempt to create regional inventories. 

The present literature on the subject is characterised by two questions which 
likewise have shaped my own research: on the one hand, whether or not there 
are original features in buildings built or commissioned by the Military Orders 
and, on the other hand, the function of these monuments, the transmission of 
knowledge and the diffusion of techniques and artistic languages between the 
Holy Land and Europe. Existing research invites us in both cases to put in context 
and to redetermine the concept of ‘Templar’, ‘Hospitaller’ or ‘Teutonic’ art and 
architecture and to define the role of such orders as cultural intermediaries. Thus 
the theory of Niels von Holst concerning ‘Teutonic’ architecture, perceived 

1 Antonio Cadei, ‘Architecture religieuse’, in Nicole Bériou, Philippe Josserand 
(eds), Prier et combattre. Dictionnaire européen des ordres militaires au Moyen Âge (Paris, 
2009), pp. 110–15.

2 Out of numerous contributions, I mention only: Joan Fuguet i Sans, L’Arquitectura 
dels Templers a Catalunya (Barcelona, 1995).

3 To mention only a few: Denys Pringle, ‘Templar castles on the road to the Jordan’, 
in Malcolm Barber (ed.), The Military Orders: Fighting for the Faith and Caring for 
the Sick (Aldershot, 1994), pp. 148–66; Denys Pringle, ‘Templar castles between Jaffa 
and Jerusalem’, in Helen Nicholson (ed.), The Military Orders, 2. Welfare and Warfare 
(Aldershot, 1998), pp. 89–109; Denys Pringle, Fortification and Settlement in Crusader 
Palestine (Aldershot, 2000).

4 Niels von Holst, Der Deutsche Ritterorden und seine Bauten: von Jerusalem bis 
Sevilla, von Thorn bis Narwa (Berlin, 1981).
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as a homogenous entity from Montfort to Narva,4 is now considered as mere 
speculation, as is the old theory associating polygonal churches exclusively with 
the Knights Templar, but even the more rooted belief which maintained that the 
association of castle and convent was initiated by the Military Orders might today 
be object of some doubts.

The task of current scholars is thus to contextualise and to free oneself from 
preconceptions, and to ask – as in our case – if there are some common features 
in the architecture of the medieval military orders, or whether, on the contrary, 
there are buildings of the Military Orders that do not reveal specific influences 
originating from a local context. 

My contribution is drawn on the extant historiographical findings on the 
architecture of the Military Orders in the Italian peninsula which, although 
not quantitatively significant, offer many useful insights and opportunities for 
comparison. Leaving aside the monographs on individual sites and some more 
descriptive works, we want to recall the work of Antonio Cadei and his colleagues 
on the religious and military architecture of the Templars in central northern Italy, 
those of Renzo Pardi on religious architecture of the Templars and Hospitallers in 
central Italy5 and those of Maria Stella Calò Mariani on the art and architecture 
of the Hospitallers in Apulia.6 These studies propose concepts and even building 
typologies which are useful for comparisons, despite the fact that none of the 
cases mentioned above was linked with a comprehensive examination of the 
extant monuments attributable to individual orders in the Italian territories. They 
concentrate mostly on Templar, rather than Hospitaller, examples of which there 
are many in the peninsula.

More useful are works concerning the military and religious architecture of 
the Teutonic Order in Prussia and elsewhere, for example those written for the 
catalogues of major exhibitions on the history of the Teutonic Knights.7 Italy, 

4 Valerio Ascani, Antonio Cadei and Goffredo Viti (eds), Monaci in armi: 
l’architettura sacra dei Templari attraverso il Mediterraneo; atti del I Convegno ‘I Templari 
e San Bernardo di Chiaravalle’, Certosa di Firenze, 23–24 ottobre 1992 (Firenze, 1995); 
Antonio Cadei, ‘L’insediamento militare templare: una verifica tipologica’, in Clemente 
Ciammaruconi (ed.), L’Ordine Templare nel Lazio meridionale. Atti del convegno, 
Sabaudia, 21 ottobre 2000 (Casamari, 2004), pp. 11–43.

5 Renzo Pardi, ‘L’architettura sacra degli ordini militari’, in Mario Roncetti, Pietro 
Scarpellini, Francesco Tommasi (eds), Templari e Ospitalieri in Italia: la Chiesa di San 
Bevignate a Perugia (Perugia, 1987), pp. 27–37.

6 Maria Stella Calò Mariani, ‘I Cavalieri Gerosolimitani e il Baliaggio di Santo 
Stefano in Puglia: committenza di opere d’arte e relazioni culturali’, in Cosimo D’Angelo, 
Angelo Sante Trisciuzzi (eds), Fasano nella storia dei Cavalieri di Malta in Puglia 
(Taranto, 2001), pp. 253–320.

7 See the compilation in Wartburggesellschaft zur Erforschung von Burgen und 
Schlössern (ed.), Burgen kirchlicher Bauherren (München-Berlin, 2001), pp. 1–203; 
Friedrich Benninghofen (ed.), Unter Kreuz und Adler. Der Deutsche Orden im Mittelalter. 
Ausstellung des Geheimen Staatsarchivs Preußischer Kulturbesitz anläßlich des 800 
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although representing a natural communication route between the Holy Land, 
where the Teutonic castle of Montfort has been the subject of several studies,8 
and Germany, Prussia and the Baltic states, has not yet been the focus of any 
systematic research. It is this gap that I intend to fill in the future and, at least in 
part, on this occasion. 

The Teutonic Order in Italy: The Historical Premises

The Teutonic Order (Ordo Fratrum hospitalis sancte Marie Theutonicorum in 
Jherusalem) was present in Italy for nearly three centuries, from about 1190 until 
1525: the Order after that date held possessions solely in South Tyrol, Friuli and 
Latium. The history of the Teutonic Order in the peninsula is now well known due 
to numerous scientific publications on the subject, including some in English.9 
Nevertheless, it is appropriate to provide some background information for a 
better understanding of the context of their architectural activities. 

The arrival of the Teutonic brethren in the Italian peninsula coincided with the 
creation of their first community in the Holy Land with charitable purposes and 
with their transformation into a military order at the end of the twelfth century. For 
a variety of political reasons their property in Italy was concentrated mainly in two 

jährigen Bestehens des Deutschen Ordens (Berlin, 1990); Gerhard Bott, Udo Arnold (eds), 
800 Jahre Deutscher Orden. Ausstellung des Germanischen Nationalmuseums Nürnberg 
in Zusammenarbeit mit der Internationalen Historischen Kommission zur Erforschung des 
Deutschen Ordens (Munich, 1990); see further monographs on single sites such as Udo 
Arnold, Heinz Liebing (eds), Elisabeth, der Deutsche Orden und ihre Kirche: Festschrift 
zur 700jährigen Wiederkehr der Weihe der Elisabethkirche Marburg (Marburg, 1983).

8 Walther Hubatsch, ‘Montfort und die Bildung des Deutschordensstaates im Heiligen 
Lande’, Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen. Philosophisch-
historische Klasse (1966/5), pp. 159–99; Mathias Piana, ‘Die Deutschordensburg 
Montfort (Qal‘at al-Qur‘ain)’, in Mathias Piana (ed.), Burgen und Städte der Kreuzzugszeit 
(Petersberg, 2008), pp. 343–55; Adrian Boas, Rabei Khamissy, ‘The Teutonic Castle of 
Montfort/Starkenberg (Qal‘at Qurein)’, in Hubert Houben, Kristjan Toomaspoeg (eds), 
L’Ordine Teutonico tra Mediterraneo e Baltico: incontri e scontri tra religioni, popoli 
e culture. Der Deutsche Orden zwischen Mittelmeerraum und Baltikum. Begegnungen 
und Konfrontationen zwischen Religionen, Völkern und Kulturen. Atti del Convegno 
internazionale. Bari-Lecce-Brindisi, 14–16 settembre 2006 (Galatina, 2008), pp. 347–61, 
and the contribution of Adrian Boas to this volume.

9 For a general history of the order see Nicholas Edward Morton, Teutonic Knights in 
the Holy Land. 1190–1291 (Woodbridge, 2009); for Italy see Hubert Houben (ed.), L’Ordine 
Teutonico nel Mediterraneo. Atti del Convegno internazionale di studio. Torre Alemanna 
(Cerignola)-Mesagne-Lecce 16–18 ottobre 2003 (Galatina, 2004); Kristjan Toomaspoeg, 
‘The Teutonic Order in Italy: an example of the diplomatic ability of the Military Orders’, in 
Peter W. Edbury, The Military Orders 5. Politics and Power. (Farnham, 2012), pp. 213–82.
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provinces of the Kingdom of Sicily, that is Sicily10 and Apulia,11 and then in the 
Veneto,12 in some cities in central Italy,13 in German-speaking areas such as South 
Tyrol14 and Friuli15 and, to a lesser extent, in Rome and Latium.16 

We can identify different types of settlement within the Teutonic provinces of 
Sicily, Apulia, ‘Lombardia’ (a territory not comparable to that of the present Italian 
region of Lombardia), An der Etsch (Tyrol) and the patrimony of the procurator of 
the Order in Rome. One example was the urban commandery, often located outside 
the walls of a town or in the suburbs, surrounded by a ‘Teutonic’ neighbourhood 
inhabited by familiares of the Order. Then there were rural commanderies, in the 
centre of which a fortified complex, sometimes called ‘casale’, is found, complete 
with a church or chapel and a village or agricultural buildings, all protected by a 
surrounding wall.17

The Teutonic Order rarely played a military role in Italy and, despite the 
fact that between 1220 and 1230 Emperor Frederick II gave them the temporary 
custody of some fortified sites,18 they actually held far fewer fortresses in their 
own possession: these were solely for the defence and protection of the rural 
possession of the Order. As with other territories and other orders, the Teutonic 
Knights in Italy had hospitals which served as a place of care and assistance for 
sick and needy pilgrims. There were not many of them, however, and some of them 

10 Kristjan Toomaspoeg, Les Teutoniques en Sicile (1197-1492) (Rome, 2003).
11 Hubert Houben, ‘Zur Geschichte der Deutschordensballei Apulien. Abschriften und 

Regesten verlorener Urkunden aus Neapel in Graz und Wien’, Mitteilungen des Instituts für 
österreichische Geschichtsforschung, 107, 1–2 (1999),  pp. 50–110.

12 Piotr Cierzniakowski, ‘Origine, sviluppo territoriale e amministrativo dell’Ordine 
dei Cavalieri Teutonici in Lombardia e nella Marca Trevigiana (1208-1325)’, in Antonio 
Morsoletto (ed.), Studi e Fonti del Medioevo Vicentino e Veneto (Vicenza, 2002), pp. 53–
70; Kristjan Toomaspoeg, ‘La fondazione della provincia di “Lombardia” dell’Ordine dei 
Cavalieri Teutonici (secoli XIII-XIV)’, Sacra Militia. Rivista di storia degli ordini militari, 
3 (2003): pp. 111–59.

13 Mario Fanti, Giancarlo Roversi, S. Maria degli Alemanni in Bologna (Bologna, 
1969).

14 Giobatta Altan, Precenicco, i cavalieri teutonici, le sue vicende e la sua comunità 
(Udine, 1992).

15 Heinz Noflatscher (ed.), Der Deutsche Orden in Tirol. Die Ballei an der Etsch und 
im Gebirge (Marburg, 1991).

16 Jan-Erik Beuttel, Der Generalprokurator des Deutschen Ordens an der römischen 
Kurie. Amt, Funktionen, personelles Umfeld und Finanzierung (Marburg, 1999).

17 For a more thorough analysis of the subject see Kristjan Toomaspoeg, ‘Les ordres 
militaires dans les villes du Mezzogiorno’, in Damien Carraz (ed.), Les ordres religieux 
militaires dans la ville médiévale (1100–1350). Colloque international. Clermont-Ferrand, 
26–28 mai 2010 (in print).

18 Hubert Houben, ‘Friedrich II., der Deutsche Orden und die Burgen im Königreich 
Sizilien. Eine unbekannte Urkunde Honorius’ III. von 1223’, Deutsches Archiv für 
Erforschung des Mittelalters, 56, 2 (2000): pp. 585–91.
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were eventually turned into taverns over time.19 As for the churches and chapels 
of the Order, it is useful to remember that they never developed parish functions 
in the peninsula (with exception of Tyrol), a circumstance which determined the 
‘Teutonic’ religious architectural characteristics in Italy. 

Another important element that must be considered when studying the 
monuments of the Teutonic Order in Italy is the historical continuity of these 
building complexes. On the one hand, some buildings owned by the Teutonic Order 
were not erected by them but were acquired and, after the departure of the knights 
from the mainland, their property passed in part to other religious congregations 
such as the Jesuits in the Veneto20 or were, as in the case of the Kingdom of Sicily, 
integrated in royal or cardinalate commanderies.21 Therefore one should examin 
the changes The Teutonic Order introduced in pre-existing monuments and the 
conservation of former Teutonic buildings in modern and contemporary epochs. 

After this brief historical introduction, we should approach the core of the 
research, with the help of some statistics. The monuments of the Teutonic Order 
in the Italian peninsula can be divided into three groups, according to their state 
of conservation: a first group being those described or referred to by sources, 
sometimes even iconographic, but now disappeared or untraceable; a second 
group of buildings still standing, but profoundly changed since their original 
construction; and, finally, those monuments still well preserved in their essential 
form until today.22 My research focuses on the last group, which is not very 
numerous but large enough to allow a reasonably documented study.

The following sites are involved in geographical order:
In Sicily there are the churches of the Santissima Trinità (‘La Magione’) in 

Palermo, San Giovanni dei Lebbrosi in Palermo, Santa Maria degli Alemanni 
in Messina, Santa Maria della Cava in Canseria (province of Syracuse), 
Sant’Elisabetta di Haiarzineto close to Corleone, Sant’Andrea near Castronovo, 
Santissima Trinità in Polizzi (all three in the province of Palermo), the hospital 
of San Giovanni in Agrigento and the castles, with chapels, of La Margana and 

19 Kristjan Toomaspoeg, ‘Gli ordini religioso militari e i pellegrinaggi: alcune 
riflessioni’, in Carmela Massaro, Luciana Petracca (eds), Territorio, culture e poteri nel 
Medioevo e oltre. Studi in onore di Benedetto Vetere (Galatina, 2011), pp. 587–608.

20 Karl Schellhass, ‘Die Deutschordenskommende zu Padua und die Jesuiten. 
Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des Deutschordens in den Jahren 1511-1575’, Quellen und 
Forschungen aus italienischen Archiven und Bibliotheken, 7 (1904): pp. 91–120.

21 Antonino Giuffrida, ‘Il potere del segno. La transizione della Magione da baliato a 
commenda’, in Antonino Giuffrida, Hubert Houben, Kristjan Toomaspoeg (eds), I Cavalieri 
Teutonici tra Sicilia e Mediterraneo. Atti del Convegno Internazionale. Agrigento, 24–25 
marzo 2006 (Galatina, 2007), pp. 159–202.

22 Giulia Rossi Vairo, ‘The cultural heritage of the Teutonic Order in Apulia and 
Sicily’, in Das kulturelle Erbe des Deutschen Ordens in Europa. Tagung der Internationalen 
Historischen Kommission zur Erforschung des Deutschen Ordens, Malbork 24–29 
September 2008 (forthcoming).
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Risalaimi (both situated in the province of Palermo). In Apulia there is the church 
of San Leonardo di Siponto and the fortified site, with a chapel, of Torre Alemanna 
(both in the province of Foggia). In Latium there is the church of Santa Maria in 
Domnica and a palace in the Via del Mascherone, both in Rome, and the fortified 
site of Torre di Monterazzano (province of Viterbo). In Friuli there is the church of 
Santa Maria della Neve in Titiano and the palace of the commandery of Latisana 
(both in the province of Udine). In Alto Adige (South Tyrol), in Bolzano, there are 
the church of San Giorgio and the tavern ‘Batzenhäusl’. 

These sites, along with some twenty others whose original appearance has been 
transformed or not preserved, such as the churches of Santa Maria Maddalena 
in Padua, destroyed in the eighteenth century, or Santa Chiara in Bari, rebuilt in 
Baroque style, are actually subject of a more exhaustive study, as part of a research 
project entitled ‘Art and Architecture of the Teutonic Order in Italy’. This initiative, 
promoted by the Interdepartmental Research Centre for the Teutonic Order in 
the Mediterranean at the University of Salento (Lecce), in collaboration with a 
number of other institutions, such as the International Historical Commission for 
the Study of the Teutonic Order (Vienna). The scope of this research involves the 
creation of an inventory of ‘Teutonic’ monuments, sites and works of art in Italy, 
accompanied by the identification of where further scientific study is needed, as 
well as the publication and dissemination of results of this work.23 This paper is 
based on the results of investigations and studies conducted to date.

Military Architecture of the Teutonic Order in Italy

The members of the Order in Italy were not merely knights but were primarily 
local administrators of land and property from which they obtained the resources 
sent to the Holy Land, at least until 1291; thereafter these resources were largely 
reinvested in loco. Consequently, together with all the other military orders 
with the exception of the Templars in the Patrimony of Saint Peter, they were 
only sporadically employed in the defensive system of the Italian states. Thus, 
for instance, when at the beginning of the thirteenth century they administered 

23 I wish to thank my colleagues Hubert Houben and Kristjan Toomaspoeg for the 
ongoing and extensive exchange of ideas and for their suggestions for this contribution. 
For the presentation of the research project see Giulia Rossi Vairo, ‘Arte e architettura dei 
Teutonici in Italia: prospettive di ricerca’, in Houben/Toomaspoeg, L’Ordine Teutonico, pp. 
219–36.
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castles such as Mesagne in Apulia24 or Olevano in Campania,25 they did this on a 
temporary basis as simple custodes. 

The situation changed from the end of the thirteenth century onwards, when 
the numerous rural estates of the Order were transformed into fortified settlements 
intended to protect agricultural production and the local workers as a result of 
the rather disturbed situation in the Peninsula in terms of public security. Indeed, 
some of these settlements eventually became veritable fortresses. One of the 
most interesting of these sites, although it has never been investigated and is little 
known even to locals, is the tower at Monterazzano in the Patrimony of Saint Peter 
(province of Viterbo).26 It is a circular tower, about 15 m high, which occupies an 
area of ca. 30 m², located on top of a hill 301 m above sea level, approximately 
10 km NW of Viterbo (Figure 9.1).27 It stands beside a secondary route between 
Montefiascone (15 km N) and Tuscania (18 km W), not far from the Hospitaller 
commandery of Santi Giovanni e Vittore of Montefiascone (8 km N). 

The area around the building has been substantially modified in relatively 
recent times due to the asphalting of the road in the immediate vicinity of the 
tower and the surrounding area. This event may have caused the destruction of 
certain elements on the site, since the elevation of the road surface led to the 
embankment covering parts of the base of the tower with a thin layer of asphalt at 
a distance of about 10 cm from the walls. A brief sounding revealed the subsequent 
change in the height of the monument as at least 0.5 m of the foundations were 
buried, altering the original appearance of the tower. The building closest to the 
tower is a modern storehouse intended for agricultural use, located where a former 
farmhouse, visible in photographs of the 1950s and 1960s, once stood. 

In its external appearance, the tower is characterised by a talus, relatively small 
in dimension, a central shaft and as a support a series of thirty-four large corbels 
which were not purely decorative. The complex is completed by a substantial 
flight of stairs leading to a platform at the entrance, built in modern times (before 
1951), which allows access to the first floor, replacing the original entry.

Inside, the building consists of four distinct areas, positioned on a similar 
number of levels. The ground floor (room A), which has a circular plan like the 
other floors, consists of a vaulted space with a diameter of 5.1 to 5.2 m and an 

24 Hubert Houben, ‘Federico II, l’Ordine Teutonico e il “castrum” di Mesagne. Nuove 
notizie da vecchi documenti’, Itinerari di Ricerca Storica, 10 (1996): pp. 31–62 (reprint: 
Castrum Medianum, 6 (1998): pp. 27–69).

25 Jean Louis Alphonse Huillard-Bréholles, Historia diplomatica Friderici secundi 
(Paris, 1859–1861), vol. 1, p. 911.

26 Giulia Rossi Vairo, ‘La Torre di Monterazzano presidio dell’Ordine Teutonico nel 
Lazio’, Analecta Teutonica, 1 (2013) (forthcoming).

27 42° 43′ N, 12° 03′ E, Latium, provincia di Viterbo, comune di Viterbo, fraz. 
Monterazzano.
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area of about 20 m², with its floor about 1.3 m below ground level.28 The portal is 
modern (before 1951); access to the upper floor (room B) was in the Middle Ages 
through a manhole in the roof but is now covered by paving. I believe that the 
likely use of this room was for the storage of grain and food supplies.

The first floor (room B) was the original level of access to the building. The 
dimensions are similar to those of the ground floor. The entrance to the tower is 
found on the east side, now accessed by a modern staircase, but in former times 
through a drawbridge, as indicated by wooden fragments placed in the outer wall 
(about 1 m left of the door). The room is furnished with a window, along with 
some niches of various sizes that meet the diverse functions dictated by the recent 
reuse of the complex. Communication between the first and second floor (room 
C) is facilitated by a modern spiral staircase which also connects the upper floors 
(rooms C and D), but it is plausible that the original stairs, probably made of wood, 
passed through the same openings. 

The third floor (room C), as well as the fourth (room D), both with an area of 
about 30 m², were of a different type, since originally the support structure and 
the flooring probably were of wood; these have recently been rebuilt with a steel 
frame and masonry. There are window openings in the walls of both floors: the one 
in room C is located in the SE wall and that in room D in the SW wall. The top 
floor (room D) was vaulted like the first floor (room A) and has a manhole giving 
access to the roof of the tower. According to my hypothesis the roof was originally 
utilised in a different way, as indicated by the thirty-four corbels at this level. All 
the rooms have recently been heavily restored, in order to make the property more 
easily accessible rather than to ensure its preservation or enhancement, through the 
creation of new floors, wall plastering, water installations and electrical systems. 
It is therefore very difficult as a result to make any assessment of the walls or of 
architectural aspects of the interior, except in the case of openings in the walls for 
windows and niches. 

More interesting and tangible are considerations concerning the exterior of 
the tower. The four windows are all arranged on different sides, in a non-aligned 
pattern, allowing for multi-directional views over the area, as can be seen by 
simply regarding the different aspects when walking round the monument. 

The tower was built, using stone material of local origin (tufa and limestone), 
with ashlars of quite regular dimensions, according to the different sections, 
giving the monument a fairly homogeneous aspect. This is notwithstanding the 
use of different masonry techniques, mainly as a result of the renovation and 
maintenance the building has undergone over the centuries necessitated by natural 
disasters such as earthquakes and by weathering, as well as additions and changes 
implemented in modern times. 

It is difficult to provide a chronology of changes to the building since, at this 
moment, the oldest pictorial documentation of the tower dates from the mid-

28 The degree of this backfill can be established through the measurement of the three 
steps placed at the entrance.
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twentieth century,29 when major changes, the creation of the fireplace and chimney 
and new entrances on the ground and first floors, had already been made. The 
restoration of the interior, including the new ceilings between the first and second 
and between the second and third floors respectively, as well as probably the 
positioning of the stairs, date to the end of the twentieth century.30 Today, the tower 
is in a state of considerable decay, having long been exposed to the elements which 
have caused severe damage both inside and outside. For example, fragments of the 
corbels are visible on the ground beside the building. Although the structure does 
not present any problem of stability, a serious restoration plan would be crucial for 
its better understanding and future development.31 

The construction of the tower can be attributed to a relatively short time span 
following the year 1290, when the Teutonic Order bought the church of Santa 
Maria from the Augustinian Hermits at Monterazzano. This small church remained 
in use during the Teutonic period.32 During the following years, the Teutonic Order 
amassed huge wealth in Monterazzano, buying goods and receiving donations of 
land. Due to problems in the nearby town of Viterbo, where the Order had been 
present since 1277, and in recognition of the importance of their new possessions, 
the Teutonic Knights moved the centre of their commandery from Viterbo to 
Monterazzano, which was provided with good natural defences; it appears in the 
sources as locus sancte Marie Razaniensis. The commandery was directly subject 
to the general procurator of the Teutonic Order at the Apostolic See, a sort of 
ambassador and plenipotentiary representative for the interests of the Order at 
the Papal Curia.33 The settlement in Viterbo and its neighbourhood allowed the 
Order to be present in one of the main papal residences during the Middle Ages. In 
addition, it provided supplies for the procurator general in Rome. 

Substantial changes, however, occurred in 1309, following the transfer of the 
papacy, and, consequently of the procurators of the Teutonic Order, to Avignon 
and the concurrent relocation of the Grand Masters of the Order from Venice to 

29 See the photograph in Kurt Forstreuter, Der Deutsche Orden am Mittelmeer (Bonn, 
1967), pp. 128–9.

30 The existence of written evidence on construction work which may help to document 
the various phases of the work will be sought in Rossi Vairo, ‘La Torre di Monterazzano’.

31 Following the research and study phase we intend to propose a project of restoration 
and improvements to the tower, in cooperation with local institutions, so that it may once 
again become a landmark of the area, as it must have been in the past.

32 Short historical notes on the commandery are found in Forstreuter, Deutsche Orden, 
pp. 162–4, and in Thomas Frank, ‘Der Deutsche Orden in Viterbo (13. –15. Jahrhundert)’, 
in Franz J. Felten, Nikolas Jaspert (eds), Vita religiosa im Mittelalter. Festschrift für Kaspar 
Elm zum 70. Geburtstag (Berlin, 1999), pp. 321–43.

33 See Beuttel, Generalprokurator, and Barbara Bombi, ‘L’Ordine Teutonico 
nell’Italia centrale. La casa romana dell’Ordine e l’ufficio del procuratore generale’, in 
Ordine Teutonico nel Mediterraneo, pp. 197–216.
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Prussia.34 These events reduced the importance and prestige of the commandery 
in Viterbo. It is reasonable, therefore, to suppose that the construction of such an 
imposing building complex as the tower at Monterazzano would not have made 
sense after 1309. The tower was used by the Order until 1377, the year of the return 
of the pope from Avignon to Rome. In the following years though, the possessions 
of the Order in Viterbo were systematically leased to the inhabitants of the area.35 

In light of these considerations, I propose a time span of between 1290 and 1309 
for the construction of the tower. This date may be confirmed by the typological 
characteristics of the building which refer to the model of the circular tower, which 
was very common in the Angevin age and territories.36 

The main problem in assessing this structure lies in the total absence of 
analogies either to other monuments left by the Teutonic Order in Italy or to other 
towers in the Patrimony of Saint Peter. If, on the one hand, there are no round 
towers to be found in the peninsula attributable to the Teutonic Knights it is, on the 
other hand, appropriate to observe that this type of tower is completely absent in 
the territory of the Patrimony. Here until the fifteenth century, only square towers 
or half-round ones were built.37 To find further examples it is necessary to go 
beyond the border with the Kingdom of Sicily, to the territory between Gaeta and 
the border of Abruzzo, where circular defensive towers were more common and 
are still visible today.38 

The tower at Monterazzano falls into the category of round and slender 
towers, usually quite high, fitted with a talus and an upper defensive platform 
with continuous machicolation and battlements; these are a typical element of the 
so-called difesa piombante (literally ‘dropping defence’), aiming to exploit the 
height of a fortification to prevent an enemy from approaching. Another feature of 
the tower is its isolated position, unrelated to any fortified circuit of walls. There 

34 Udo Arnold, ‘Der Deutsche Orden und Venedig’, in Enzo Coli, Maria De Marco, 
Francesco Tommasi (eds), Militia Sacra. Gli ordini militari tra Europa e Terrasanta 
(Perugia, 1994), pp. 145–65.

35 The Teutonic Order has had difficulties tracing documents relating to their 
properties in the area, which were definitely lost during the Napoleonic occupation; see 
Frank, ‘Deutsche Orden’.

36 See Rossi Vairo, ‘Torre di Monterazzano’.
37 For a general overview, although in parts outdated, see Giulio Silvestrelli, Città, 

castelli e terre della regione romana: ricerche di storia medioevale e moderna sino 
all’anno 1800 (Roma, 1940), and Edoardo Martinori, Lazio turrito. Repertorio storico ed 
iconografico di torri, rocche, castelli e luoghi muniti della provincia di Roma e delle nuove 
provincie di Frosinone e di Viterbo. Ricerche di storia medievale (Roma, 1933–1934).

38 Donatella Fiorani, ‘Architettura e cantiere delle strutture fortificate’, in Gioacchino 
Giammaria (ed.), Castelli del Lazio meridionale. Contributi di storia, architettura ed 
archeologia (Bari, 1998), pp. 55–106. See Giuseppe Chiarizia, Marialuce Latini (eds), 
Atlante dei Castelli d’Abruzzo: repertorio sistematico delle fortificazioni (Pescara, 2002); 
Pio Francesco Pistilli, Castelli normanni e svevi in Terra di Lavoro: insediamenti fortificati 
in un territorio di confine (San Casciano, 2003).
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Figure 9.1 The tower of Monterazzano
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are in the Kingdom of Sicily several surviving examples of this type, such as the 
central tower of the castle of Le Castella in Calabria,39 dating back to the Angevin 
epoch from 1266 onwards.

The tower at Monterazzano must consequently be regarded as an ‘imported 
product’ of the Teutonic Order in the territory of the Patrimony of Saint Peter. 
Kurt Forstreuter proposed that it had been constructed on the model of the Order’s 
fortification at Methoni in the Peloponnese.40 Without wanting to trace models too 
far from the Italian mainland, it seems likely that the tower at Monterazzano reflects 
the development of military architecture introduced in the Kingdom of Sicily 
during the late thirteenth century. In this connection, it should be remembered that 
in 1275 Charles I of Anjou entrusted the monitoring and supervision of the new 
lighthouse (Torre Cavallo) in Brindisi to the Teutonic, Templar and Hospitaller 
Orders, since once completed it should serve propter vascella eorum transfretantia 
ultra mare.41 This lighthouse is the only documented case of a direct involvement 
of the Teutonic Order in an Angevin construction project; it ended, however, in 
failure.42 It is, nevertheless, important to remember the case of this lighthouse as it 
suggests recognition by the authorities of the specific competence of the Teutonic 
Order in this particular activity. Summarising the conclusions of this first study of 
the monument, I assume that the tower at Monterazzano was built between 1290 
and 1309, following the model of the round fortified towers, equipped with a talus 
and a defensive platform, which were wide-spread in the territory of the Kingdom 
of Sicily. 

The tower at Monterazzano belongs to the group of fortified commanderies 
of the Teutonic Order in the Peninsula that are still preserved. Another important 
example, especially as this is the only castle ever built by the Teutonic Order 
in Italy, is the castle of La Margana, located in western Sicily, on the Palermo-
Agrigento road, halfway between the towns of Vicari and Prizzi (Figure 9.2).43 
It is a structure that has been the subject of some investigations and architectural 
surveys, although these were not exhaustive.44 It is a fortified complex located 
on top of a steep hill, the Petra della Margana (470 m above sea level), which 

39 Chiara Raimondo, Roberto Spadea, Kristjan Toomaspoeg, ‘Le Castella (Crotone) 
tra XII e XVI secolo. Indagine sulla torre’, Mélanges de l’École française de Rome, Moyen 
Âge, 110/1 (1998): pp. 473–98.

40 Forstreuter, Deutsche Orden, p. 163.
41 Eduard Sthamer, Dokumente zur Geschichte der Kastellbauten Kaiser Friedrichs 

II. und Karls I. von Anjou (Tübingen, 1997), no. 817, pp. 81–2.
42 Rosanna Alaggio, ‘L’incompiuta di Brindisi tra burocrazia angioina e appalto 

protocapitalistico’, in Enrico Cuozzo, Vincent Déroche, Annick Peters-Custot, Vivien 
Prigent (eds), Puer Apuliae. Mélanges offerts à Jean-Marie Martin (Paris, 2008), vol. II, 
pp. 11–25.

43 37° 76’ N, 13° 50’ E, Sicily, provincia di Palermo, comune di Vicari.
44 Natale Finocchio, ‘Il Castello dei Teutonici nel feudo della Margana’, in Carmela A. 

Di Stefano, Antonio Cadei (eds), Federico e la Sicilia. Dalla terra alla corona. Archeologia 
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provides a formidable natural protection. Its appearance, however, is profoundly 
shaped by its rocky morphology and its resulting limited dimensions. 

The castle is on three levels. There is a large stable on the ground floor located 
near the entrance (N), partially hewn out of the rock. From there, through stairs cut 
in the rock, a first courtyard is reached that leads to the first of the two rectangular 
towers, both dating from the fifteenth century. Going uphill along a narrower path, 
one arrives at a second courtyard from which the castle chapel and the second 
tower are accessible. The most interesting part of the fortress consists of the chapel 
and the second tower. Inside the chapel (ca. 5 x 5 m) are the remains of a wall 
fresco representing the mystical marriage of Saint Catherine, figures of saints and 
symbols of the Passion of Christ.45 The second tower (12 x 6 m) clearly represents 
the oldest, best protected and most representative part of the monument. Its 
interior is divided into two levels. The first floor is located above an area originally 
occupied at a lower level by a granary and later probably used as a prison; a large 

e architettura (Palermo, 1995), pp. 649–75; Elisabeth Lesnes, ‘Margana’, in Castelli 
medievali in Sicilia. Guida agli itinerari castellani dell’isola (Palermo, 2001), pp. 330–31.

45 Evelina De Castro, ‘Gli affreschi del castello della Margana’, Labor, 41/1 (2004): 
pp. 56–62.

Figure 9.2 The castle of La Margana
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room, with a rounded arched entrance still decorated with three coats of arms, was 
the residence of the commander.

The castle of La Margana is one of the few buildings of the Teutonic Order in 
Italy which have been documented and surveyed. It should be noted that it is the 
product of different phases of construction, corresponding to different historical 
periods. In 1351 the provincial commander of the Order in Sicily obtained consent 
from the seneschal of the kingdom, Manfredi Chiaramonte, for the construction 
of a castle; a privilege to confirm the knights’ ownership was obtained from King 
Ludovico in 1353.46 Then, in 1435, King Alfonso V of Aragon authorised the 
Teutonic Order to fortify the castle through the building of towers, walls, ditches 
and anything else necessary for the defence of the complex.47 In both 1353 and 
1435, however, the grants merely confirmed work which had already been executed 
or was in progress, as we know from certain contracts the knights concluded 
with three Jewish masons in 1430. These contracts list in great detail the planned 
work,48 including the construction of a 9 m high tower, which the inventory of the 
castle, dated February 1436,49 describes as being already completed.50

The construction of the castle of La Margana followed attacks against the 
Teutonic Knights in a feud conducted by some members of the noble family of 
Valguarnera; in 1328, they had even arranged the assassination, by a local armed 
gang in their pay, of the local commander of the Order.51 This episode gives rise to 
the view that the hill of Petra della Margana was not yet provided with an effective 
defensive system. The sources suggest furthermore that the current appearance 
of the complex, apart from a recent addition of a modern tower that evokes a 
medieval design, is the result of work carried out in the 1430s. 

In reality, this is a monument of relatively small dimensions, more a rural 
fortification than a typical castle, which from 1353 onwards counted among 
the so-called ‘baronial castles’ of Sicily. These circumstances caused many 
difficulties for the Teutonic Knights. In fact the property, obtained in the second 
half of the fourteenth century when the kings of Sicily were weak and not very 
charismatic,52 turned out to have unfavourable consequences during the reigns 

46 Antonio Mongitore, Monumenta historica sacrae domus mansionis SS. Trinitatis 
militaris ordinis Theutonicorum urbis Panormi et magni ejus praeceptoris. Origo, 
privilegia, immunitates, praeceptores, commendatarii, ecclesiae suffraganae, proventus, 
aliaque memorabilia ejusdem sacrae domus recensentur et illustrantur (Palermo, 1721), 
pp. 97–9.

47 Mongitore, Monumenta historica, pp. 114–5.
48 22 February 1430, Palermo, Archivio di Stato, Notai Defunti, 773, f. 271; 16 March 

1430, Palermo, Archivio di Stato, Notai Defunti, 773, f. 313.
49 25 February 1436, Palermo, Archivio di Stato, Notai Defunti, Spezzoni, 273.
50 Finocchio, ‘Castello’, p. 650.
51 Toomaspoeg, Teutoniques, pp. 178–9, 209.
52 Illuminato Peri, La Sicilia dopo il vespro: uomini città e campagne, 1282-1376 

(Roma, 1981); Illuminato Peri, Restaurazione e pacifico stato in Sicilia, 1377-1501 (Roma-
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of the authoritative and powerful sovereigns at the end of the fourteenth and 
during the fifteenth centuries. Both Martino I and Alfonso V imposed military 
and economic obligations in exchange for title-rights on La Margana. These 
obligations did nothing but increase the dependence of the Order on the Crown, 
a dependence already impacted by the exercise of royal patronage relating to 
ecclesiastical goods.53

The construction work of La Margana was strongly influenced by its location: 
on the one hand, the knights had to adjust the design of the castle to reflect the 
structure of the outcrop of rock on which it was built; on the other hand, they 
did not use the steepest part of the hill as this was not considered necessary. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to discern a building project, which was only partially 
realised, in its early stages. It seems to have consisted of a quadrangle, guarded at 
each corner by a rectangular tower, with a chapel in its centre. 

The third example of military architecture of the Teutonic Order in Italy on 
which I focus is the Torre Alemanna in Apulia (Figure 9.3).54 It is located 2 km from 
the medieval borgo of Corneto, already destroyed in 1349, in one of the most fertile 
areas of the Capitanata (actual province of Foggia). It was from this region that the 
Order obtained the bulk of its agricultural resources, cereals and livestock; it was 
also the centre of one of the two major commanderies in the Teutonic province of 
Apulia. The medieval core of the complex consists of a massive rectangular tower, 
24 m high, arranged as four floors and topped by a platform, covering an area of 
about 100 m². It is surrounded by a series of buildings, constructed or modified in 
modern times, including the so-called ‘Palace of the Abbot’, built in the sixteenth 
century.55 

As in the past, the access to the tower is on the first floor, originally via a 
wooden drawbridge,56 while the ground floor, covered by a ribbed vault resting 
on four colonnettes embellished with Gothic capitals, is entirely occupied by the 
church of the Teutonic commandery. A fresco cycle was discovered in 1989 in the 
course of the first restoration work undertaken at the tower, having previously been 
relegated to agricultural use; the paintings were found along three of the four walls 
of the building.57 After a debate among art and architectural historians, there is now 
agreement that the tower may have been constructed in a time span between the 
late thirteenth and early fourteenth century, an attribution which is close to the date 
when the tower at Monterazzano was built.58 It represents, however, a different type 

Bari, 1988).
53 Toomaspoeg, Teutoniques, pp. 275–314.
54 41° 18’ N, 15° 71’ E, Apulia, comune di Cerignola, fraz. Borgo Libertà.
55 See Austacio Busto, ‘Torre Alemanna. Il contributo delle indagini archeologiche’, 

in Houben/Toomaspoeg, L’Ordine Teutonico, pp. 289–345.
56 Ibid., p. 337.
57 Simona Manacorda, Torre Alemanna. Un ciclo pittorico medioevale in Capitanata 

(Cerignola, 1997).
58 I refer on this point to what is stated in Busto, ‘Torre Alemanna’.
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of tower, as it reflects the model of the massive rectangular towers, the so-called 
case-torri, widely spread in the Capitanata from the late thirteenth century onwards. 
According to Arthur Haseloff, it has similarities especially to the episcopal towers of 
Montecorvino and Tertiveri and to the noble tower of Pietra Montecorvino.59 

59 Arthur Haseloff, Architettura sveva nell’Italia meridionale, (ed. Maria Stella Calò 
Mariani (Bari, 1992), pp. 380–81.

Figure 9.3 Torre Alemanna
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The defensive buildings of the Teutonic Order in Italy, as illustrated by the three 
cases mentioned above, are in general characterised by a wide range of different 
types. In addition to the monuments already described, one may think of the Grotte 
della Gulfa in central western Sicily,60 a series of caves dating back to prehistoric 
times, which were used by the Teutonic Knights as the centre of a rural commandery; 
these were hardly changed, except through the creation of a chapel in one of the 
caves.61 Another example is the house of Risalaimi near Misilmeri,62 also in Sicily 
and now in ruins, but formerly built on a quadrangular plan, consisting of a building 
with two towers and annexes, including a small chapel (Figure 9.4). Described in 

60 37° 74’ N, 13° 75’ E, Sicily, provincia di Palermo, comune di Alia.
61 Giovanni Mannino, ‘Le Grotte della Gulfa’, Espero, 1/6 (1989): p. 15; La Gurfa 

e il Mediterraneo: convegno di studi storico-archeologici sulle grotte della Gurfa (San 
Giovanni Gemini, 1998); Carmelo Montagna, Il tesoro di Minos: l’architettura della Gurfa 
di Alia tra preistoria e misteri (Palermo, 2009); to compare with Hubert Houben, ‘Grotte di 
proprietà dell’Ordine Teutonico in Puglia’, in Enrico Menestò (ed.), Quando abitavamo in 
grotta. Atti del I Convegno internazionale sulla civiltà rupestre. Savelletri di Fasano (BR), 
27–29 novembre 2003 (Spoleto, 2004), pp. 259–69.

62 37° 96’ N, 13° 43’ E, Sicily, provincia di Palermo, comune di Misilmeri.

Figure 9.4 The house of Risalaimi
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medieval sources as a ‘castle’,63 it was built in the second half of the fifteenth 
century as a summer residence of the commander of the Teutonic province.64

Religious Architecture of the Teutonic Order in Italy 

The Teutonic Order in Italy had many places of worship: as well as the churches 
and chapels of commanderies there were others which were under the patronage 
of the Teutonic Order, such as the church of San Nicola la Nuova in Palermo or 
the hospital of Santa Margherita in Sciacca (province of Agrigento).65 The exact 
number of these buildings remains unknown, but in total there should have been 
more than fifty churches and chapels.66 The most significant surviving places 
of worship among the structures relating to the Teutonic Order all have a pre-
Teutonic history. 

The church of San Giovanni dei Lebbrosi in Palermo, a splendid example 
of Arabo-Norman architecture in Sicily, has three aisles surmounted by a 
hemispherical dome, and dates back to the middle of the twelfth century. It passed 
to the Teutonic Order, together with the adjoining leper house, in 1219.67 

The church of the Santissima Trinità, called ‘La Magione’ from mansio 
Theutonicorum, is also located in Palermo. It is a Romanesque building erected in 
the last quarter of the twelfth century for the Cistercian Order. It was confiscated 
by the imperial curia of Henry VI in 1197 and granted to the Teutonic Knights, 
who turned it into the headquarters of their Sicilian province.68

63 See the inventory of 8 January 1494 in Palermo, Archivio di Stato, Notai Defunti, 
232, f. 186–9.

64 Giuseppe Calderone, Antichità siciliane in specie memorie storico-geografiche di 
Marineo e suoi dintorni. Opera corredata di una carta topografica comparata del sacerdote 
Giuseppe Calderone (Palermo, 1892–1894), p. 58; Toomaspoeg, Teutoniques, pp. 330–32, 
403–404.

65 Toomaspoeg, Teutoniques, pp. 251, 276–277.
66 The parsonage of San Leonardo di Siponto in Apulia alone, incorporated by the 

Teutonic Order in 1260, had probably fourteen dependent churches: Hubert Houben, 
Valentina Pascazio (eds), L’inventario dell’archivio di S. Leonardo di Siponto (ms. Brindisi, 
Bibl. De Leo B 61): una fonte per la storia dell’Ordine Teutonico in Puglia (Galatina, 
2010), p. 12.

67 Giulia Rossi Vairo, ‘Le testimonianze storico-artistiche dell’Ordine Teutonico in 
Sicilia’, in Antonino Giuffrida, Hubert Houben, Kristjan Toomaspoeg (eds), I Cavalieri 
Teutonici tra Sicilia e Mediterraneo. Atti del Convegno Internazionale. Agrigento, 24–25 
marzo 2006) (Galatina, 2007), pp. 203 –224, especially p. 206.

68 Giovanni Di Giovanni, La chiesa della Magione e gli oggetti d’arte in essa 
esistenti (Palermo, 1743); Rocco Russo, La Magione di Palermo negli otto secoli della sua 
storia (Palermo, 1975); Calogero Augello, La Magione di Palermo. Profilo storico e arte 
(Palermo, 1988).
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In Messina, the church of Santa Maria degli Alemanni, a rare example of 
Gothic architecture in Sicily,69 was built in the early 1190s as a place of worship 
attached to a hospital for German pilgrims and crusaders; about ten years later, 
both were incorporated into the local estates of the Teutonic Order.

The Romanesque complex of San Leonardo di Siponto in Apulia, near the 
town of Manfredonia, was originally a Benedictine monastery and later a canonry 
of the chapter of Siponto; it was granted by Pope Alexander IV to the Teutonic 
Order in 1260–61. In the following century San Leonardo di Siponto became the 
centre of the Apulian province of the Order.70

It is appropriate at this point to emphasise the absence of any substantial 
changes inside the buildings ‘inherited’ by the Teutonic Knights. Once they 
intervened it is evident that they always did so to add new structures to the older 
ones. This happened at La Magione in Palermo where, during the fifteenth century, 
the monastic complex was enlarged by the construction of outbuildings for 
living and economic purposes; a new chapel dedicated to Saint George was also 
edified outside the church.71 The same happened at the complex of San Leonardo 
di Siponto, where the knights built a new chapel in the fourteenth century, 
adjoining the north side of the building. It was unfortunately demolished during 
the restorations of the 1950s, which attempted to restore the original form of the 
church.72 At least, however, the exterior is documented in photographs of Arthur 
Haseloff dating back to the beginning of the last century.73 

In Rome Santa Maria in Domnica, one of the most prestigious churches of the 
city and in the possession of the Order from 1220 to 1309, was furnished with new 
housing outbuildings, but these only minimally affected its appearance.74 

Architectural features to distinguish the Teutonic churches from other ones 
have not, therefore, been highlighted: this fact can be explained firstly by the 

69 Giuseppe Bellafiore, Architettura dell’età sveva in Sicilia 1194–1266 (Palermo, 
1993), pp. 173–187; Antonio Spanò, Daniela. Sparacino, ‘Messina. Chiesa di Santa Maria 
degli Alemanni’, in Di Stefano/Cadei, Federico e la Sicilia, pp. 677–90; Caterina Di 
Giacomo, ‘L’apparato scultoreo della chiesa di Santa Maria degli Alemanni’, in Di Stefano/
Cadei, Federico e la Sicilia, pp. 691–6.

70 Hubert Houben (ed.), San Leonardo di Siponto. Cella monastica, canonica, domus 
Theutonicorum. Atti del Convegno internazionale. Manfredonia, 18–19 marzo 2005 
(Galatina, 2006).

71 Mongitore, Monumenta, pp. 134–5.
72 Nunzio Tomaiuoli, ‘La chiesa di S. Leonardo in Lama Volara dall’abbandono al 

recupero’, in Houben, San Leonardo di Siponto, pp. 319–46.
73 Haseloff, Architettura sveva; Pasquale Favia, Michael Matheus, Saverio Russo 

(eds), Arthur Haseloff e Martin Wackernagel alla ricerca della Capitanata medievale. 
Fotografie dall’Archivio dell’Università di Kiel (Foggia, 2010).

74 Kristjan Toomaspoeg, ‘Die Deutschordenskirche Santa Maria in Domnica im 
Licht eines unbekannten Inventars von 1285’, Quellen und Forschungen aus italienischen 
Archiven und Bibliotheken, 83 (2003): pp. 83–101.
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prestige and aesthetic value of many of the pre-existing buildings granted the 
Teutonic Order after their foundation, and secondly by the absence of any practical 
need to change their appearance. Moreover, as has been stated in the introduction 
to this subject, the Teutonic churches normally were not parish churches and thus 
there was no need to create any separation between the brethren and the parish. 
This was unlike the case of many Hospitaller parish churches in Europe, which 
were often equipped with separate entrances and areas.

The same considerations can be made   by expanding the discussion to the 
religious buildings constructed specifically by and for the Teutonic Order in Italy. 
Most of these are in a state of disrepair; some are little more than a ruin, as in the 
case of the church of Sant’Andrea near Castronuovo in Sicily.75 In other cases, 
some were demolished over time and replaced with new buildings, as happened to 
the Santissima Trinità in Venice, in place of which the basilica of Santa Maria della 
Salute was built in the seventeenth century.76 Other churches were profoundly 
modified during the Baroque period, as happened to the church of San Giorgio in 
Bolzano.77

The most ‘authentic’ examples that have survived and allow some general 
consideration are represented by rural churches and chapels. At the church of 
Sant’Elisabetta di Haiarzineto, part of the commandery of the same name located 
about 10 km north of Corleone in western Sicily,78 there remain portions of the 
perimeter wall of ca. 9 x 24 m. The building was originally covered by a ribbed 
vaulting of which traces of the imposts can still be seen. Nothing has survived 
from the interior. 

The same is true for the church of Santa Maria della Cava, part of a massive 
building complex on the north bank of the river Cava Grande in eastern Sicily.79 
This was built over a cave that may have already been used as an independent 
place of worship in the period before the arrival of the Teutonic Knights; here, too, 
only the exterior of the building has survived (with many recent damages).

Better preserved and thus better understandable is the chapel of the Teutonic 
commandery of Risalaimi. It is a small rectangular building (4.6 x 4.2 m), about 
5 m high; a fresco cycle spreads over three of its inner walls. Dated to the 1480s 

75 37° 67’ N, 13° 58’ E, Sicily, provincia di Palermo, comune di Castronuovo di 
Sicilia.

76 Flaminio Corner, Veneta Ecclesiae Illustratae (Venice, 1749), vol. 5, pp. 1–31; 
Flaminio Corner, Notizie storiche delle chiese e monasteri di Venezia e di Torcello tratte 
dalle chiese veneziane e torcelliane illustrate da Flaminio Corner senator veneziano 
(Padova, 1758), pp. 452–7.

77 Franz-Heinz Hye, ‘Die Landkommende Weggenstein. Grundzüge ihrer 
Baugeschichte’, Arx, 13 (1991): pp. 41–2.

78 37° 84’ N, 13° 26’ E, Sicily, provincia di Palermo, comune di Corleone.
79 36° 99’ N, 15° 07’ E, Sicily, provincia di Siracusa, comune di Siracusa.
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this is a work of the painter Tommaso de Vigilia and his workshop.80 In addition 
to paintings of the Madonna enthroned between angels and saints, the Trinity and 
probably a Calvary, there were also figures of saints whose cult was particularly 
alive not only in the local Teutonic community but also generally in Sicily. The 
frescoes of the chapel, often threatened by disastrous flooding of the nearby river 
Eleutero, were removed at the end of the nineteenth century and transferred to 
the Regional Gallery of Sicily in Palermo, thereby ensuring their conservation, 
at least in part.81 As mentioned above, the chapels of La Margana and of Torre 
Alemanna in Apulia have preserved parts of their medieval paintings, the work of 
local masters, in situ. 

 At the conclusion of this brief examination of Teutonic religious architecture 
in Italy, I would like to present, without dwelling on descriptions of individual 
sites, some general reflections on the common and the distinctive elements of 
the religious buildings of the Order. In so doing, I will focus in particular on the 
pictorial evidence enriching these sites and consider the entirety of these buildings, 
including the pre-existing ones entrusted to the Order, those commissioned and 
built in the Teutonic era and those which no longer exist but are documented in 
pictorial sources.

First, it should be kept in mind that all newly built buildings, as well as the 
paintings that have embellished the Teutonic churches and chapels, all date from 
after the fall of Acre in 1291. This circumstance is explained by the fact that after 
this event the vast resources of the Italian provinces were no longer exclusively 
destined for overseas to supply the brethren engaged in defending the Holy Land, 
but remained largely in the peninsula, where they were reinvested in economic 
activities and used to finance commissions of representative works augmenting 
the prestige of the Order. Thus the accounts of the Teutonic Knights in Apulia 
in the 1440s tell us about the work undertaken to maintain the church of San 
Leonardo di Siponto, the repair of the Teutonic churches in Brindisi, Nardò and 
Torre Alemanna and the construction of a new church in Bisceglie near Trani.82 At 
the same time, the period between 1291 and 1325 was particularly favourable for 
the economy of the Teutonic Knights in Italy, because they received a significant 
number of private donations in all their provinces.

Moreover, as was observed at the fortified sites, religious architecture also 
reveals a variety of construction applications, either in the different types of places 
of worship or in the different construction techniques used. The churches entrusted 
to the Order were maintained and hence preserved their Arabo-Norman, Gothic 

80 Maria Chiara Di Natale, Tommaso de Vigilia (Palermo, 1974); Géneviève Bresc-
Bautier, Artistes, patriciens et confréries. Production et consommation de l’oeuvre d’art à 
Palerme et en Sicile occidentale (1348–1460) (Rome, 1979); Luisa Iafusco, ‘Per Tommaso 
de Vigilia, pittore palermitano’, Arte Cristiana, (1992) : pp. 187–98.

81 Calderone, Antichità, p. 58.
82 Kristjan Toomaspoeg (ed.), La contabilità delle Case dell’Ordine Teutonico in 

Puglia e in Sicilia nel Quattrocento (Galatina, 2005), pp. LXIV–LXV.
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and Romanesque appearances without substantial alterations to their character, 
while those built by the Teutonic Order differ from place to place, depending on 
the context within which they were built. 

This does not mean that the churches and chapels of the Teutonic Order were 
not of an assured originality; this is especially perceivable in the iconographic 
features of the paintings that decorated them where, in some cases, a mixture 
of local influences and distinctive elements of the Order can be discerned. For 
example, in the frescoes of Risalaimi, there appear the figures of local saints such 
as Oliva and Anastasia, particularly revered in Sicilian territory, together with 
those saints to whom the brethren were very devoted, such as Saint Barbara or 
Saint George.

Monumental Conglomerations

The analysis of differences and similarities found among the architectural 
artefacts left by the Teutonic Order in Italy is facilitated when, instead of individual 
buildings, one studies building complexes which were usually centres of a local 
commandery owned by the knights.83

The rural complexes of the Order all correspond to the type of ‘casale’, or fortified 
farmstead, widely spread over the Italian territory. Thus, both the commandery of 
Haiarzineto (Sant’Elisabetta) and that of Canseria (Santa Maria della Cava) still 
preserve the appearance of a conglomeration of buildings, including the church, 
residential buildings and annexes, stables, barns, storerooms, and so on. (Figure 
9.5). These were arranged in the form of a quadrangle, surrounded by walls with 
no windows, which on the entrance side was protected by a strong outer wall. 

In fact, the same applies to the site of La Margana, although it falls into 
the category of castles, and the farmstead of  Risalaimi, which is a single large 
quadrangle consisting of several buildings of which only the chapel can be 
distinguished. The cases of Torre Alemanna in Apulia and the tower at Monterazzano 
in Latium constitute a change to this pattern, by having an impressive defensive 
structure with residential functions represented by the tower erected at the centre, 
which may have provided access to a larger building complex. We know that the 
commandery of Monterazzano included not only the tower but also the church of 
Santa Maria and annexes for agricultural use; these were probably located inside 
a defensive circuit which no longer exists. On the other hand, at San Leonardo di 
Siponto, an impressive residential building emerged during the Teutonic period 
and is still visible today; it adjoined the southern side of the already large church. 
It is arranged on two floors and surrounded by a series of outbuildings within 
defensive walls, including a building used as a tavern. This abutted the west wall 

83 On this issue, I refer to unpublished reports of exploration carried out at individual 
sites. Some hints on the Sicilian complexes can be found in Toomaspoeg, Teutoniques; for 
others, see the previously cited references.
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of the church and communicated directly with the passing road, an important 
transit route for pilgrims and travellers.84

The feature which is original to these building complexes is that it enabled 
the coexistence of the few Teutonic brethren in loco with their many familiares, 
confratres and employees85 With no real separation, except for dormitories, this is 
a distinctive aspect; it is confirmed, for example, by the aforementioned Sicilian 
inventories dating from 1436 to 1494. There were both in the countryside and in 
the city, rare cases of ‘closed’ convents. More probably, the world of the knights 
should be seen as something open and permeable from the outside, which could be 
entered and left without any particular difficulty.

The Teutonic urban commanderies displayed the typical character of 
commanderies of other military orders, with the formation of specific quarters like 

84 Antonello D’Ardes, ‘L’antico ospedale di San Leonardo in Lama Volara tra 
fondazione, riedificazione e abbandono’, in Houben, San Leonardo di Siponto, pp. 269–99.

85 Kristjan Toomaspoeg, ‘“Confratres, procuratores, negociorum gestores et factores 
eorum...”. Storia dei familiares dei Cavalieri Teutonici in Sicilia (1197-1492)’, Sacra 
Militia. Rivista di storia degli ordini militari, 1 (2000): pp. 151–65; Mariella Intini, ‘“Offero 
me et mea”. I laici pugliesi e la casa teutonica di San Leonardo di Siponto’, in Houben, 
San Leonardo di Siponto, pp. 111–32, Mariella Intini, ‘I familiares dell’Ordine Teutonico 
in Terra di Bari: problemi e prospettive’, in Houben/Toomaspoeg, Ordine Teutonico tra 
Mediterraneo e Baltico, pp. 95–124.

Figure 9.5 The Commandery of Canseria
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the Ruga nova Alamannorum in Palermo or the Borgo Zucco in Padua,86 inhabited 
mostly by the familiares of the knights. Just as the Templars and Hospitallers, the 
Teutonic Knights created suburban districts such as, for example, that of Bassano 
in Foggia.87 Notable exceptions were those of Lecce, Padua, Palermo and Venice, 
where the Order received its first possessions within the city walls, albeit in an 
off-centre location, such as the Punta della Dogana in Venice or La Kalsa in 
Palermo. The centre of the urban commandery was always its place of worship. In 
the immediate vicinity were the dwellings of the brethren, as well as sometimes 
a hospital managed by them. Teutonic hospitals, such as that of San Giovanni 
in Agrigento, of which parts of the portal remain,88 functioned as a lodging for 
donors and confratres of the Order in Agrigento, as a meeting point for pilgrims 
and crusaders as at Barletta and Messina, or as hospices, as at San Leonardo d 
Siponto. Many of these were turned into taverns in the fourteenth century, as for 
example at Montefiascone, which assumed the name ‘Locanda delle Chiavi’, 
represented in some drawings of the modern era,89 or at Venice, where nothing 
remains.

Autonomy and subsistence were the basic principles of life underpinning both 
urban and rural Teutonic commanderies. Within the walls of the commandery of 
Haiarzineto or La Margana, as well as within the limits of the quarters of Palermo 
and Padua, there were places of worship and representation, as well as the lodgings 
of the brethren and the homes of their familiares, further premises for economic 
activities of the Order, such as stores, shops and taverns, and sometimes even 
mills.

Conclusions

Issues have been identified in the course of this contribution on the architectural 
evidence for the Teutonic Order in the Italian peninsula, which may be of interest 
to scholars studying the artistic production of the Teutonic Order in other regions 
of Europe, as well as to specialists of art and architecture of the other religious 
military orders. 

The influence of the local territorial context on the appearance of the 
architecture has been highlighted and described in a broad manner. The castle of 

86 Toomaspoeg, ‘Fondazione’, pp. 134–5.
87 Pasquale Favia, Houbert Houben, Kristjan Toomaspoeg (eds), Federico II e 

i cavalieri teutonici in Capitanata: recenti ricerche storiche e archeologiche. Atti del 
Convegno internazionale. Foggia-Lucera-Pietra Montecorvino 10–13 giugno 2009 (Lecce, 
2012).

88 Gabriella Costantino, ‘La presenza architettonica dei Teutonici ad Agrigento e una 
testimonianza di pittura tardomedievale’, in Cavalieri Teutonici tra Sicilia e Mediterraneo, 
pp. 225–32.

89 Vienna, Zentralarchiv des Deutschen Ordens, Abteilung Welschland, 154/2.
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La Margana had to adapt to the morphology of the site on which it stood, while 
the hill of Petra della Margana, with its rock formations, influenced the layout of 
its plan and construction. In the same way, the area and local labour, as well as 
the locally available materials, were to determine the architectural style of the 
Teutonic buildings, in so far as, for example, no site is similar to another in respect 
of masonry techniques.

However, despite external influences, similarities can also be observed. A 
common idea behind Teutonic architecture in Italy has been identified, that is 
the Order’s need for display. As has been noted even in the case of the Templar 
commanderies in Provence, the buildings of the knights had a specific function; 
in addition to providing housing, they were there to advertise the prestige and 
noble origins of the Order. This function in Provence was mainly expressed 
through the construction of towers attached to convent buildings.90 Returning to 
the Teutonic Order in Italy, we find a number of factors, such as the monumental 
entrance (Margana, Risalaimi), the omnipresent towers, the presence of coats 
of arms (Bolzano, Latisana, Margana, Palermo, Risalaimi, Rome, Siponto and 
Torre Alemanna, but certainly existing at all sites), and the fresco cycles, aimed 
at communicating the prestige, power and authority of the Teutonic Order. From 
the end of the thirteenth century onwards, the Teutonic provinces of Italy became 
less internationalised. Their communities, already well integrated into the local 
social context, did much for such integration, maintaining friendly relations 
and promoting collaboration with the local population and with the authorities 
responsible for the different regions of the peninsula. Similarly their architecture 
and figurative art became the expression, or rather an instrument, which served to 
nurture and to preserve the continuity of these relationships. 

The case of the Teutonic Order in Italy is a special one, even by comparison 
with the other military orders in the area. This is because, regardless of the many 
difficulties arising from cultural differences between the knights, almost all of 
them of German origin, and the native population – consider just the language 
problem – the Order not only knew how to integrate itself into local society, but 
never wanted to isolate itself from it by segregating its members in its conventual 
buildings. Opening itself up to co-operation and dialogue, the knights rather aimed 
at creating a profitable exchange of knowledge and skills and in this way secured 
the support of the local population.

The study of the tower at Monterazzano, presented as a preview on this 
occasion, permits an investigation of the role of the Teutonic Order as a cultural 
intermediary, especially in the field of architecture. The model of the circular 
tower, furnished with a talus and a platform with a machicolated battlement and 
quite widespread in the Kingdom of Sicily, was imported by the knights into the 
Patrimony of Saint Peter for the first and only time. This case, unique of its kind, 
is also interesting because the original model was transformed and adapted to the 

90 Damien Carraz, L’Ordre du Temple dans la basse vallée du Rhône (1124–1312). 
Ordres militaires, croisades et sociétés méridionales (Lyon, 2005), p. 273.
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needs of the knights with an overall reduction in its area and size. In addition, 
in the examination of the Teutonic architectural evidence in Italy presented 
in this paper, the case of the tower at Monterazzano represents the interesting 
implications conveyed by the monument. In fact, more than in the other examples 
here examined, in which its adaptation to the context, the traditions and the local 
artistic languages was made explicit in its construction, sometimes prevailing, 
sometimes complementing advantageously, the tower at Monterazzano testifies to 
the desire of the Order to leave a mark of its existence in the territory of Viterbo,  
one of the favourite residences of the popes, regularly attended by the papal curia. 
Having abandoned the Holy Land after the fall of Acre, the Order reveals the will 
and the desire and also the necessity to present itself as an ancient, prestigious, 
pious, knightly and noble institution.



Chapter 10 

The Architecture of the Castles in the 
Prussian State of the Teutonic Order

Tomasz Torbus

There is hardly a theme in the history of art of Eastern Europe that is more 
fascinating to both amateurs and professionals than the castles of the historical 
state of the Teutonic Order in Prussia.1 This may be explained by the artistic 
quality and the uniqueness of this architecture, but is also due to the history of 
the Teutonic Order, which has given rise to many a myth over the years. For 
two hundred years, these mighty, today mostly dilapidated chunks of brick have 
challenged art historians.

Historical Background

The Teutonic Order – its full name being ‘Order of the Brothers of the German 
House of Saint Mary in Jerusalem’ – was founded at Acre in Palestine in 1190 
as the third most important knightly and hospital order in the region after the 
Templars and Hospitallers. In 1230, during the reign of the fourth Grand Master 
(Hochmeister) Hermann von Salza, Konrad I. Duke of Masovia presented the 
Order with the Chełmno district (Kulmerland) in the Vistula bend north of today’s 
Toruń (Thorn) as a fief. It paved the way to the foundation of an independent 
state. A prerequisite, however, was the conquest of the land of the Prussians, a 
Baltic tribe, accomplished by 1283, and their violent conversion. Subsequently, 
a theocratic unitary state was founded, significantly differing from other states 
of the Late Middle Ages. Power was concentrated in the hands of a few hundred 
brethren, recruited almost exclusively from outside the Order S, in particular from 
the Holy Roman Empire, of which Prussia was never a part. It was headed by 
the Grand Master, residing since 1309 at the Marienburg, in the present town of 

1 This article is based on the text I wrote in the 1990s in German for Professor Ludwig 
Tavernier, now University of Koblenz-Landau and of Alba Iulia, for his planned monograph 
on Gothic architecture in Europe. This ambituious aim has never been accomplished. Of 
those who have contributed to the final English version I would like to thank Mathias Piana, 
Stefan Muthesius and Małgorzata Możdzyńska.
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Malbork,2 followed by his advisors, the so-called Großgebietiger. Supportive 
of the state was the missionary call to christianise the pagan Lithuanians. The 
Teutonic Order State was characterised by an efficient, centrally arranged 
economic system. Comprising about one hundred towns, which were founded 
during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries and colonised predominantly by 
German settlers, this resulted in the creation of the most highly urbanised region 
in north-eastern Europe. The cultural and economic heydays of the fourteenth 
century were followed by a sudden decline in the fifteenth century. The pivotal 
events were those which involved neighbouring states – the defeat at Grunwald 
(Tannenberg) in 1410 triggered the loss of the Order’s hegemony in north-eastern 
Europe in favour of the Polish-Lithuanian Union – as well as internal factors 
like the state’s structure becoming anachronistic. The concentration of power in 
the hands of a caste of knights from outside Prussia, who furthermore exercised 
power through trade monopolies, turned the great commercial towns of their own 
state into the Order’s enemies. It led to a further defeat by the Polish-Lithuanian 
kingdom in 1466 and to the partition of the Order State into a western part, which 
was incorporated into the Polish kingdom, and an eastern part with its capital 
Königsberg (Russ. Kaliningrad), being transformed into a secular duchy under 
Polish suzerainty by the last Grand Master, Albrecht von Brandenburg, in 1525. 
Its future name ‘Preußen’, with its capital Berlin, derived from the fact that the 
Hohenzollern rulers of Brandenburg were to become involved with the Order and 
its ‘Prussian’ territories in the sixteenth century.

Historical Research under Nationalism

The research into the architectural relicts of the Teutonic Order began in the 
Romantic period. Fascinated by the enormous building complex of the Marienburg, 
Friedrich Gilly in 1794 produced his famous drawings which were exhibited 
in Berlin and engraved by Friedrich Frick 1799–1803. The publication of the 
engravings decisively contributed to the rescue of the Marienburg. Instead of the 
proposed demolition the Prussian government3 decided to reconstruct the castle. 
Together with the Cologne Cathedral and the Alsatian castle Haut Koenigsbourg, 
the Marienburg became a pilot project of the then upcoming cultural heritage 
preservation movement in Germany – and it became a national monument. In 
the first phase of the reconstruction – which was soon to be criticised – Friedrich 

2 At the first citation the current name of the town, village or region name in Polish (if 
labelled with Russ., Latv. or Est., in Russian, Latvian or Estonian respectively) is followed 
by the German historical name in brackets. The only exception is made for the Marienburg, 
as an own name of the castle, and for Königsberg, omitting the modern Stalinist name 
‘Kaliningrad’.

3 After the first division of Poland in 1772, the northern part of the Polish kingdom 
was incorporated into the Kingdom of Prussia under the name ‘Westpreußen’.
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Schinkel indirectly participated as Prussian site architect.4 From Ferdinand von 
Quast and Max Töppen the path led to Conrad Steinbrecht, who produced the 
first German classic study of the Order’s architecture. Steinbrecht headed the 
reconstruction of the Marienburg from 1882 until 1922. Devoted to classical 
archaeology, he predominantly relied on documented architectural findings. 
Considering the present-day cultural heritage preservation practice, his re-use of 
architectural elements remains however questionable. The accuracy and diligence 
of his masterpiece, four volumes on the architecture of the Teutonic Knights in 
Prussia,5 set standards for the scientific cataloguing of the most important castles, 
which are still valid. The necessary amendments to the picture Steinbrecht has 
drawn are accounted for predominantly by new excavation results and new 
interpretations of historical facts. Rarely can they be attributed to the authors 
evident mistakes.6

While the works of Steinbrecht are of a descriptive nature, the book by Karl 
Heinz Clasen, published in 1927, has remained the only single attempt at a 
comprehensive analysis of the fortification architecture of the Teutonic Order.7 
However, Clasen’s cultural morphological approach of growth, maturity and 
decline of the Order’s architecture, which he took as a basis of his typology, as well 
as his generation theory, became an end in itself and is therefore no longer valid 
in major parts. Clasen postulated a ‘development of the Order’s castle architecture 
as being fairly independent of foreign impact’,8 a thesis which followed the spirit 
of the time, popular in German art history at that period. Clasen himself reversed 
it into its opposite during the post-war period: in 1958, he assigned a decisive 
influence to English architecture in the development of the layout of Prussian 
vaulting.9 Another notable scholar was Steinbrecht’s successor at Marienburg, 
Bernhard Schmid. He completed the reconstruction of the castle to become, by the 
way, a witness of its destruction, and published the best-founded work in German 
scholarly literature on this site.10 It was posthumously published in 1955, at which 

4 Norbert Huse (ed.), Denkmalpflege (München, 2nd edn 1996), pp. 34–83; Maciej 
Kilarski, ‘Schinkel und Marienburg (Malbork)’, Zeitschrift des deutschen Vereins für 
Kunstwissenschaft, 35/1–4 (1981): pp. 95–120.

5 Conrad E. Steinbrecht, Die Baukunst des Deutschen Ritterordens in Preußen, vol. 
1: Thorn im Mittelalter (Berlin, 1885), vol. 2: Preußen zur Zeit der Landmeister (Berlin, 
1888), vol. 3:  Schloss Lochstedt und seine Malerei (Berlin, 1910), vol. 4: Die Ordensburgen 
der Hochmeisterzeit in Preußen (Berlin, 1920).

6 Errors in dating were made by Steinbrecht among others at Lochstedt, Chernyakhovsk 
and Gvardeysk (Insterburg, Tapiau).

7 Karl Heinz Clasen, Die mittelalterliche Kunst im Gebiete des Deutschordenslandes, 
vol. 1: Die Burgbauten (Königsberg i. Pr., 1927).

8 Clasen, Die mittelalterliche Kunst, first page of foreword.
9 Karl Heinz Clasen, Deutsche Gewölbe der Spätgotik (Berlin, 1958).
10 Bernhard Schmid, Die Marienburg. Ihre Baugeschichte aus dem Nachlaß 

herausgegeben, ergänzt und mit Abbildungen versehen von Karl Hauke (Würzburg, 1955).
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time the Prussian Order State had become terra incognita for German-speaking art 
historians. The geo-political changes in this part of Europe made Western German 
research in the then Polish region up to 1970 almost impossible, and in the Russian 
part of East Prussia even up to 1990. Thus research in the post-war period in the 
Federal Republic of Germany was generally limited to summarising results of 
older publications.11 This deficiency in first-hand knowledge of the objects, after 
the 1970s only partially justified by objective difficulties, as well as the ignorance 
of the latest results of research on site promoted the search for ‘exotic’ explanatory 
approaches on the architecture of the Order. Thus in 1981, Niels von Holst deemed 
to identify connections between the Prussian castles and Spanish architecture.12 
After 1989, following the fall of Communism and reunification of Germany, the 
topic has attracted increased interest from the German academic community which 
has resulted in some remarkable works.13 The author of the present article published 
the second synopsis of all Prussian castles of the Order after Clasen, in which they 
are arranged according to typological and chronological considerations.14

During the 1950s, Polish art historians became interested in the architectural 
heritage of the Teutonic Order. Undeniably, their greatest merit is the meticulous 
survey, often combined with archaeological excavations, of almost all the 
castles within the Polish borders. Commissioned by the respective voivodships 
(administrative units in Poland since the fourteenth century), these inventories 
served as a basis for later restoration works. Furthermore, monographs on the castles 
and excavation reports with new data were produced, the latter predominantly on 
Toruń, Mała Nieszawka (Nessau), Gniew (Mewe) and Ryn (Rhein). Institutionally, 
the research was located at the Nicolaus-Copernicus University at Toruń, with the 
most important figures Marian Arszyński15 and Jerzy Frycz16, and at the Museum 

11 This equally applies for the German Democratic Republic, where possibly 
enforced considerations in social contacts had an effect. An exception was the University of 
Greifswald, where Polish scholars published their results (see notes 16, 17).

12 Niels von Holst, Der Deutsche Ritterorden und seine Bauten – Von Jerusalem bis 
Sevilla, von Thorn bis Narwa (Berlin, Mannheim, 1981).

13  Olaf Asendorf, Mittelalterliche Türme im Deutschordensland Preußen. 
Untersuchungen zu ihrer Bedeutung und Funktion (Frankfurt/M., Berlin, Bern, New York, 
Paris, Wien, 1998); Christofer Herrmann, Mittelalterliche Architektur im Preußenland 
(Petersberg, 2007). 

14 Tomasz Torbus, Die Konventsburgen im Deutschordensland Preußen (München, 1998).
15 Only to name a few among his numerous publications: Marian Arszyński, ‘Technika 

i organizacja budownictwa ceglanego w Prusach w końcu XIV i w pierwszej połowie XV 
wieku’, Studia z dziejów rzemiosła i przemysłu, 9 (Warszawa, 1970), pp. 7–139 [Techniques 
and organisation of brick building in Prussia at the end of the fourteenth and the first half of 
the fifteenth centuries]; Marian Arszyński, Budownictwo warowne zakonu krzyżackiego w 
Prusach (1230–1454) (Toruń, 1995) [Military architecture of the Teutonic Order in Prussia 
(1230–1454)].

16 Jerzy Frycz, ‘Die Burgbauten des Ritterordens in Preußen’, Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift 
der Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universität Greifswald, Gesellschafts- und Sprachwissenschaftliche 
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of the Marienburg. There, owing to the works of Maciej Kilarski, Kazimierz 
Pospieszny and others, the exploration of this monumental building complex could 
be advanced.17 Comprehensive works have been written on various aspects of the 
history of the arts in the Order State. The castles, however, have not been their 
primary focus.18 Some studies have been written from the historical perspective19 
while others were addressed to the general public.20 During the last two decades, 
there were new excavations in the castles of the Teutonic Order, which, in the case 
of Gdańsk (Danzig) and Dzierzgoń (Christburg), added important amendments 
concerning their architecture 21, as well as the forthcoming historical, architectural 
and archeological investigations on the Marienburg, which have systematically 
expanded our knowledge of the nucleus of the Order in Prussia.22   

Reihe, 29/2–3 (1980): pp. 45–56.
17 Maciej Kilarski, ‘Die ursprüngliche Gestalt der ersten Marienburger Schloßkapelle 

und ihre farbige Ausstattung’, Mittelalterliche Backsteinarchitektur und bildende Kunst 
im Ostseeraum. Spezifik, Rezeption, Restaurierung, 2. Kolloquium (31.10.-2.11.1983) 
(Greifswald, 1987), pp. 62–70; Kazimierz Pospieszny, ‘Gotyckie krużganki Zamku 
Wysokiego w Malborku. Zagadnienia rekonstrukcji formy architektonicznej na tle 
dziejów budowy krzyżackiego domu konwentualnego do około roku 1300’, in Zabytki i 
konserwatorstwo. Materiały ze zjazdu absolwentów UMK w Toruniu. Toruń 13–15. IX. 
1985, Biblioteka muzealnictwa i ochrony zabytków 81, Seria B (1987), pp. 79–101 [The 
Gothic cloisters of the Marienburg ‘High’ Castle].

18 Teresa Mroczko, Architektura gotycka na ziemi chełmińskiej (Warszawa, 1980) 
[Gothic architecture in the Chełmno district]; Tadeusz Jurkowlaniec, Gotycka rzeźba 
architektoniczna w Prusach (Wrocław, 1989) [Gothic architectural sculpture in the Order’s 
State of Prussia].

19  Sławomir Jóźwiak, Janusz Trupinda, Krzyżackie zamki komturskie w Prusach 
(Toruń, 2012) [Commandery castles of the Teutonic Order in Prussia].

20  Mieczysław Haftka, Zamki krzyżackie w Polsce. Szkice z dziejów (Malbork, 1999) 
[Teutonic Order castles in Poland – overview]; Jackiewicz-Garniec, Małgorzata/ Garniec, 
Mirosław: Zamki w Prusach Zakonu Krzyżackiego – Pomezania, Powiśle, Warmia i 
Mazur (Olsztyn, 2009) [Castles in Prussia of the Teutonic Order]; Tomasz Torbus, Zamki 
krzyżackie/ Deutschordensburgen (Wrocław, 2010).

21 Antoni Jan Pawłowski, ‘Próba rekonstrukcji zamku w Dzierzgoniu’, in Kazimierz 
Grążawski (ed.), Pogranicze polsko-pruskie i krzyżackie, Włocławek (Brodnica, 2007), pp. 
209–36 [Dzierzgoń – tentative reconstruction]; Piotr Matuszewski, ‘Zamek Krzyżacki w 
Gdańsku – stan badań’, in Henryk Paner, Mirosław Fudziński, Zbigniew Borcowski (eds), 
Stan badań archeologicznych miast w Polsce (Gdańsk, 2009), pp. 309–26 [The Teutonic 
Order castle of Gdańsk – state of research].

22  To note just a few examples: Bernard Jesionowski, ‘Uwagi nt. wyników 
ostatnich badań we wsch. części głównej kondygnacji Pałacu Wielkich Mistrzów w 
Malborku’, in Mariusz Mierzwiński (ed.), Praeterita posteritati: studia z historii sztuki 
i kultury ofiarowane Maciejowi Kilarskiemu (Malbork, 2001), pp. 179–97 [Notes on the 
research results concerning the east section of the Palace of the Grandmaster, first floor, 
at the Marienburg]; Sławomir Jóźwiak, Janusz Trupinda, ‘Nazwy pomieszczeń zamku 
malborskiego w instrumentach notarialnych z końca XIV and pierwszej połowy XV 
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The list of research desiderata is still a long one. It comprises new explorations 
of constructions on site, for example at the former Ragnit, nowadays Russian 
Neman, which fell into ruins in the post-war period and thus, curiously enough, 
became better accessible, and a synopsis of the episcopal castles in Prussia.

The Instrumentalisation of the Teutonic Order

A major and a problematic theme for scholars is the instrumentalisation of the 
Teutonic Order in German-Polish controversies. Conflicts of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries were projected back to the Middle Ages and the Order, which, 
according to the national viewpoint, was either glorified as a carrier of culture in 
the underdeveloped East, or condemned as a brute conqueror. It would be useless 
to say that it is futile transmitting present national concepts to the past. Suffice 
to give the example of the inhabitants of Gdańsk, who mainly originated from 
German-speaking countries and rose in the fifteenth century by their own free will 
in revolt against the Order. They accepted Polish rule to gain greater privileges. 
The nationalistic interpretation of the history also had an impact on the assessment 
of works of art. Statements that all architects of the castles were members of the 
Order (thus in parts of the German literature of the interwar period) or, the other 
way round, claims that the creators of this architecture were exclusively recruited 
from urban civil society or from other communities of the Order (thus in the Polish 
scholarship of the 1950s and 1960s) were less based on the investigation of the 
sources than on biased views. Nowadays, those antagonisms are irrelevant, although 
older secondary literature has to be read sceptically in the view of this fact.

The Typology of the Castles in the Order State of Prussia

The Teutonic Order erected about 150 castles in Prussia. They can be divided 
into different categories, according to their significance and function. The 
highest ranking ones were the residences of the chancellors (Großgebietiger): the 
Marienburg, seat of the Grand Master and the Grand Commander (Großkomtur), 
Elbląg (Elbing) as the seat of the Grand Hospitaller (Großspittler), Dzierzgoń 

wieku’, Zapiski Historyczne, 72/4 (2007): pp. 41–56 [Names of rooms at the Marienburg 
according to notarial documents from the end of fourteenth and the first half of the fifteenth 
century]; Sławomir Jóźwiak, Janusz Trupinda, Organizacja życia na zamku krzyżackim w 
Malborku w czasach wielkich mistrzów (1309–1457) (Malbork, 2007) [Organisation of life 
in the Marienburg at the time of the Grand Masters 1309–1457]; Mariusz Mierzwiński, 
‘Dzieje budowlane Kapitularza w świetle obserwacji śladów architektonicznych oraz 
najnowszych badań kościoła zamkowego’, in Janusz Trupinda (ed.), Malborski kapitularz. 
Dzieje – wyposażenie – konserwacja (Malbork, 2004), pp. 13–28 [The Marienburg chapter 
house according to architectural findings and recent explorations at the castle church].
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as the seat of the Grand Trapier (Großtrappier), and Königsberg as the seat 
of the Grand Marshal (Großmarschall). For the history of architecture the 
particular artistic design of these residences is of relevance. These buildings also 
distinguished themselves from the other castles by the representative character 
of their fortified outer suburbs. The so-called ‘Middle Castle’ of the Marienburg 
with the splendid palace of the Grand Master is the best example. The existence 
of residential suburbs is probably true also for Toruń and Gdańsk, as the rank of 
whose commanders – members of the council of the Grand Masters – extended 
beyond the region. 

New evidence was found with respect to Dzierzgoń, another transregional 
centre of the Prussian monastic state. After having been destroyed in the fifteenth 
century, only a barren hill was left on the site and no archeological excavations 
were carried out yet. About the year 2000 the foundations of the castle were 
revealed, showing that it was erected over an irregular plan, much smaller than its 
significance would have implied.23

The residences mentioned were likewise centres of commanderies 
(Komtureien), the supreme administrative unit of the Order State, headed by 
commanders (Komture). In the heydays of the Order there were – including the 
trans-regional residences – 25 commandery castles.24 A further dozen sites has 
to be added: firstly, commanderies that have lost their function soon after being 
established, such as Lochstedt,25 Rogóźno-Zamek (Roggenhausen), Lipieniek 
(Leipe) and Chernyakhovsk (Russ.; Insterburg), and secondly, buildings which, 
according to the sources or the layout of the extant or reported castles, were planned 
as commanderies, such as Gvardeysk (Russ.; Tapiau), Szczytno (Ortelsburg), 
Barciany (Barten), Ryn, and so on. 

The commandery castles were political and economic centres and monasteries 
at the same time. The commander headed a Konvent, which ideally comprised 
twelve knights of the Order and six priests – hence the synonymous appellation of 
such a castle as a Konventshaus. Its most important characteristic is the monastery-

23 Pawłowski, ‘Próba rekonstrukcji’ (see note 21).
24 In the Chełmno region and in Cujavia: Toruń (Thorn), Mała Nieszawka (Nessau), 

Grudziądz (Graudenz), Starogród Chełmiński (Althaus Kulm), Papowo Biskupie (Papau), 
Zamek Bierzgłowski (Birgelau), Radzyń Chełmiński (Rehden), Golub-Dobrzyń (Gollub), 
Brodnica (Strasburg), Kowalewo Pomorskie (Schönsee), Pokrzywno (Engelsburg). Further 
Gdańsk (Danzig), Człuchów (Schlochau), Tuchola (Tuchel), Świecie (Schwetz) and Gniew 
(Mewe) in Pomerelia. East of Vistula there were Elbląg (Elbing), Marienburg (Malbork), 
Dzierzgoń (Christburg), Ostróda (Osterode), Bal’ga (Russ.; Balga), Ushakovo (Russ.; 
Brandenburg), Kaliningrad (Russ.; Königsberg), Neman (Russ.; Ragnit) and Memel (now 
Klaipėda in Lithuania).

25 This castle, located near Baltiysk (Russ.; Pillau), has been almost completely 
destroyed during the Second World War and the post-war period. The site has no 
geographical appellation now.
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like arrangement of rooms on the principal floor. It contained the castle church,26 
the the refectory (Remter), the chapter house, the dormitory and the infirmary. The 
Konventshaus in evolutionary terms constitutes the most important expression of 
the Order’s architecture. 

Numerically, the secondary administrative centres from the fourteenth century 
make up the largest group of buildings. Residences of bailiffs (Vögte), often as 
large as the Konventshäuser but only seldom occurring in the shape of a four-
wing construction, have to be added, for example Przezmark (Preußisch Mark; 
presumably after 1320, reconstruction after 1359 and after 1414), Grabiny-
Zameczek (Herrengrebin; presumably after 1342, fundamental reconstruction 
1378–1408), Bratian (Brattian; 1343 until c. 1360) or the former oval-shaped 
castle Sztum (Stuhm; 1326–1335, reconstructed early fifteenth century27).

The next administrative unit below were the seats of advocates (Pfleger). Their 
castles were generally built during the fourteenth century. In cases of a higher 
military significance, they were built as larger freestanding structures (Działdowo/
Soldau, Bytów/Bütow, Nidzica/Neidenburg), in other cases as single-wing 
buildings, whose enceintes were often linked to the fortification of a town (Nowe/
Neuenburg, Kętrzyn/Rastenburg, Lębork/Lauenburg). Finally, the lowest-ranking 
seats of the Order (bailiwicks, Kammerämter, and forestry posts, Waldhäuser) 
are to be mentioned, small single-wing constructions like the partially preserved 
buildings at Bezławki (Bäslack) or Nowy Jasiniec (Jaschinnitz; from 1392 
onwards seat of an advocate).

The Early Castles in Prussia with an Irregular Outline

A sketchy typology of the Prussian castles of the Order demonstrates that the first 
masonry-built castles were erected as early as the period of conquest. In 1255, two 
decrees for the erection of the tower and walls of the castle of Toruń were issued, 
while in 1263 the new castle chapel is mentioned. After having been torn down 
by the inhabitants in 1454, there was no systematic archaeological investigation 
of the site until the 1960s. They have revealed a semi-oval ground plan, with two 
completely developed adjacent wings and a free-standing octagonal keep at the 
centre (Figure 10.1). As the oldest, and in many respects the outstanding castle 
of the Order, being the best explored during the post-war period, Toruń has a 
significance that can not be valued highly enough.

26 Both liturgically and from their dimensions they were in no case castle chapels, as 
noted in older works, but churches.

27 Tomasz Torbus, ‘Die Deutschordensburg von Stuhm (Sztum) im ehemaligen 
Ordensland Preußen’, in Wartburg-Gesellschaft zur Erforschung von Burgen und Schlössern 
(ed.), Der frühe Schloßbau und seine mittelalterlichen Vorstufen, Forschungen zu Burgen 
und Schlössern, 3 (München, Berlin, 1997), pp. 171–84.
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Besides Balga, built in the mid-thirteenth century, and Starogród Chełmiński 
(Althaus Kulm), Toruń is one of the few castles of a semi-oval shape – contrary to 
the more or less regularly-shaped later castles. Archaeological excavations have 
proved the existence of earlier earthen fortifications on the site, which obviously 
influenced the shape of the later castles. Toruń is probably to be identified with the 
former Polish castle Postolsco, referred to in a charter of the year 1222. In the case 
of Balga, chroniclers mention a Prussian castle Honeda, which may have stood 
there before. During the Prussian uprisings, the castles of the Order played a key 
role, for the possession of the whole region depended on their defence. Thus it is 
understandable that both castles had to be erected in great haste, making use of 
the pre-existing earthen fortifications. In the later masonry-built construction, the 
predetermined ground plan was maintained. This decision, born out of necessity, 
turned the castle of Toruń into a patchwork, with works continuing until the 
end of the fourteenth century. It should be stressed, however, that this was an 
exception rather than the rule. Notwithstanding contrary speculations, often found 
in Polish literature, the Order generally aimed to locate its castles on previously 

Figure 10.1 The castle of Toruń (Thorn), ground plan
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unfortified sites.28 This applies likewise to castles which are to be dated before 
the later regularly-shaped ones, for example Zamek Bierzgłowski (Birgelau; after 
1260, rebuilt c. 1305), Pokrzywno (Engelsburg; built from c. 1250 onwards) and 
Grudziądz (Graudenz; c. 1250–1300). Initially, they had only two adjacent wings, 
completed by an enceinte to an irregular rectangle.

The  Castles of the Vistula Lagoon and the Cistercian Impact

In 1266, Otto von Brandenburg founded a castle on the shore of the Vistula Lagoon, 
named Brandenburg (Russ. Ushakovo) after his dominion. This foundation 
followed that of Lochstedt at the Vistula Spit, built from c. 1290 onwards, as well 
as that of the Marienburg from 1280, at that time only a Konvent among others. 
Not only their geographical setting but also their architectural relationship has 
led Bernhard Schmid in 1938 to subsume them, as well as Königsberg, Elbląg 
(Figure 10.2) and the second building phase of Balga, under the group of Haff 
castles – castles of the Vistula Lagoon.29 These are the earliest castles of the Order 
State with a regular-shaped outline. They consisted of three wings perpendicular 
to each other. Their elongated ground plans, the monumental dimensions,30 and 
the missing fourth wing set them off against the later, usually quadrangular 
castles. Therefore, they can by no means be designated as uncompleted four-wing 
constructions. Although they were later augmented by a fourth wing – at Lochstedt 
even almost 80 years after commencement of construction31 – this was not planned 
from the beginning. The spatial concept of a convent with its most important 
representational rooms could be easily realised on the principal floor of the three 
wings, for example at the Marienburg without an east wing.

At these ‘Lagoon’ castles, the great wealth of ornamentation is striking. 
They all show round-arched friezes with vine leaves and tiles with animal 
representations. Here, in vicinity to the Vistula Lagoon, this type of decoration 
appeared for the first time, exclusively limited to castles. After about 1310 similar 
glazed tiles were used in the region of Chełmno (Zamek Bierzgłowski; Figure 
10.3) and in other regions of the Order State, also on churches (Saint Jacob’s 

28 The existence of predecessor constructions at Starogród Chełmiński is arguable. 
Further excavations at the main ward are also needed at Pokrzywno. Only the sitatuation at 
Gdańsk is different, as its castle of the Order was founded in the fourteenth century on the 
site of the ducal residence of the Samborids.

29 Bernhard Schmid, Die Burgen des Deutschen Ritterordens in Preußen (Berlin, 
1938), p. 67.

30 The main ward of Brandenburg is of impressing dimensions (65 by 52 m) and had 
a keep in its northern corner. The north-western wing was only added in the fourteenth 
century.

31 The addition of the west wing at Lochstedt, with small living quarters boasting a 
tri-radial vault, was not done before 1370, when the castle has already been downgraded to 
the seat of an advocate.
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Church in Toruń). It may have originated from the work with older forms. In 
search of the models for those ornamentations, Schmoll gen. Eisenwerth already 
focused on the March of Brandenburg.32 It was further traced back to Pomerania, 
Mecklenburg and Denmark. Arcaded friezes are also found at the parish church 
in Gorzów Wielkopolski (Landsberg an der Warthe), at the Cistercian monasteries 
of Lehnin, Chorin, Bad Doberan and Kołbacz (Kolbatz) and the Cistercian 
nunnery of Sonnenkamp in Neukloster. Glazed tiles are known since the end of 
the twelfth century from Denmark, since c. 1220 at Lübeck, and, likewise prior 
to their appearance at the Prussian castles, at the Cistercian monastery of Oliwa 
(Oliva) near Gdańsk. A further link to the Cistercians is, last but not least, given 
by a limestone corbel, discovered by Steinbrecht at Balga, in the shape of horns 
so characteristic of the Order. Similarities in decoration and the introduction of a 
monastic ground plan are important arguments for the employment of a Cistercian 
workforce from Brandenburg in the Teutonic Order State of Prussia during the last 
quarter of the thirteenth century. The aforementioned foundation of the castle of 
Ushakovo by the Count of Brandenburg historically corroborates  this assumption.

32 Josef A. Schmoll gen. Eisenwerth, Das Kloster Chorin und die askanische 
Architektur in der Mark Brandenburg 1260–1320 (Berlin, 1961), p. 237–8.

Figure 10.2 The castle of Elbląg (Elbing), ground plan
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The ‘Classical’ Castrum-type Castle

About half of all commandery castles is concentrated in an area that covers only 
about ten per cent of the whole state of the Order, the already mentioned Chełmno 
area, called Kulmerland at that time. It is here, where the earliest castrum-type 
castles stand; quadrangular constructions with four fully developed wings, 
arranged around a courtyard with a cloister. To this type belongs Papowo Biskupie 
(Papau), 1279 documented for the first time and completed in its ground walls by 
c. 1290. The castle, a rectangle of 40 m side length, is the only larger castle of the 
Order built of rubble, due to extended glacial deposits in the region of Chełmża 
(Kulmsee). Large round boulders alternate with smaller stones and fragmented 
brick in horizontal layers. Brick laid in Wendish bond is merely found in edgings 
of windows and niches, at the ribs and caps of vaults, at the parapet walk of the 
upper floor and at some panellings. To the group of the small castrum-type castles 
in this region Rogoźno-Zamek (Roggenhausen) and Golub (officially Golub-
Dobrzyń; Gollub) have to be added. The latter is of a monumental appearance, 

Figure 10.3 The castle of Zamek Bierzgłowski (Birgelau), portal
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due to its location on the elevated bank of the River Drwęca, though its dimensions 
are in fact rather small (42 x 39 m). Constructed from c. 1290 onwards, the almost 
quadrangular castle had a keep in its north-western corner,33 which, for some 
unknown reason, was probably never completed, being replaced around the middle 
of the fourteenth century by a square tower (round in the upper part) outside. 

Only ten years after the commencement of construction at Golub, the Teutonic 
Order had erected three large castrum-type castles, which were to become a 
symbol par excellence of the Order’s architecture. With good reason, scholars 
denominated them as ‘classical’. This applies to Gniew (Mewe), constructed from 
1297 onwards as a bulwark of the Order west of the Vistula in Pomerelia,34 as 
well as to Radzyń Chełmiński (Rehden) and Brodnica (Strasburg; presumably 

33 The ground floors of this tower were not discovered until the 1960s.
34 All these suggestions for the dating are results of the author’s research (see note 

14) and therefore differ partially from older ones. Thus, Gniew was usually dated to the 
period after 1282.

Figure 10.4 The castle of Radzyń Chełmiński (Rehden), ground plan
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constructed from 1317 onwards). Especially Radzyń is considered as a prototype of 
a Teutonic Order castle. The main ward is ideally quadrangular (50 m side length), 
surrounded by a parallel outer wall (Parcham). It has four developed wings around 
a quadrangular courtyard and corner towers, constituting a masonry-built cloister 
on two floors and an octagonal keep, freestanding in an open corner (Figures 10.4 
and 10.5). The rich wall decorations, the architectural sculpture and one of the 
earliest documented use of a stellar vault in representational spaces characterise 
the aesthetic of this homogenous structure. Indicative of the erection in the years 
1310–1330 are the great similarity of Radzyń Chełmiński castle to Saint Jacob’s 

Figure 10.5 The castle of Radzyń Chełmiński (Rehden), view from south-west
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Church in Toruń, begun in 1309, and the dating of the architectural sculpture to the 
time around 1330, as well as the dating of the vaults to the period of 1320–1330.

The Castles of Pomerelia after 1308

In 1308–1309 the Teutonic Order occupied Pomerelia, part of Poland from the 
tenth to the twelfth century and later the Slavonian duchy west of the Vistula. 
Since the extinction of the ruling dynasty, the Samborids, in 1294, it became 
part of the Polish kingdom, undergoing a unification process in the time of the 
Přemyslid Venceslaus II and the Piasts Premysl II and Ladislaus I, ‘the Short’. 
The annexation meant on the one side a significant increase in power for the Order 
State, but on the other side it resulted in exterior complications which were to have 
a lasting effect on the Order’s fortune. First of all, new castles were erected for 
the safeguard of the region, of which Człuchów (Schlochau), Świecie (Schwetz), 
Gdańsk and Bytów (Bütow) were the most important in regard of architecture.

Comparing them, it is striking that although they adopt the basic model of 
the castrum-type, there are great differences between them. From the castle of 
Gdańsk nothing is preserved except a small stretch of a wall. In 1454, it was torn 
down by the inhabitants of the town, in order to blot out the memory of the former 
oppressors and to prevent a royal Polish garrison from establishing itself in the 
castle. In 1999–2010 the foundations of the castle were excavated, giving rise to 
the picture of a regular-shaped construction with flanking towers – similar to those 
in Świecie.35 But there still remain  a lot of doubts, unexcavated  parts in the area 
of the former castle, and contradictory ideas. Only a comprehensive study of the 
castle will hopefully allow us to unequivocally reconstruct the way it looked.

Indications for the reconstruction of the castle are provided also by the only 
known illustration of it, the picture ‘Das Schiff der Kirche’ from the fifteenth 
century.36 This hung until 1945 in the Artus Court in Gdańsk but is now lost. The 
‘High Tower’, erected c. 1350 and mentioned in the sources, with his striking 
crest is not reminiscent of a keep but rather of a watchtower. Presumably, it was 
a freestanding tower in the north-eastern corner of the castrum modelled after the 
beffroi-towers in Flemish towns. Typologically, it belongs to the group of towers 
of the Marienburg and Königsberg, not having been constructed as independent 
fortifications with a protected elevated entrance but rather as watchtowers with 
a strong symbolic meaning. Located in the centre of the state, these towers 
represented the power of the sovereign, demonstrating the political boundaries of 
this influential Hanseatic city. 

35 Matuszewski, ‘Zamek Krzyżacki w Gdańsku’.
36 Adam Labuda, ‘Stadtpolitik im Bild. Zu den Gemälden Belagerung der Marienburg 

und Schiff der Kirche im Artushof in Danzig’, in Argumenta, Articuli, Quaestiones. Studia 
z historii sztuki średniowiecznej. Księga jubileuszowa dedykowana Marianowi Kutnerowi 
(Toruń, 1999), pp. 161–86.
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Concerning Gdańsk and Königsberg, interventions of the Order to restrain 
building projects of these towns are known, underpinning the hypothesis of 
a political iconography. An example is the influence the knights exerted on the 
building of the Königsberg Cathedral, where they did not allow the continued 
construction as a fortified complex.37 At the same time, in the south of Pomerelia a 
further large castle was erected: Świecie. According to the Annales Torunensis the 
commander Günther von Hohenstein is deemed builder of the ‘castrum Swetze’, 
constructed from 1335 until about 1350. The quadrangular main ward with a 
side length of 51 m had four round corner towers, projecting by three quarters 
of their diameter from the line of the walls. The somewhat larger north-western 
tower, serving as a keep, was only accessible by a drawbridge at a height of 13 
m (Figure 10.6). The projecting towers allowed the adjoining curtain walls to be 
covered by flanking fire. Such flanking towers were common for the Crusader 
castles of the Levant, and were widely spread in Western Europe from the twelfth 
century onwards, particularly in France, Normandy, Wales and Southern Italy. 
In contrast, this building technique was rare in the Order State of Prussia as 
well as in the Holy Roman Empire, except in the Rhinelands. Likewise unique 
are the machicolations at Świecie. It is the only castle of the Order that shows 
battlements on top of the towers resting on a corbelled arcade. This fortification 
element was introduced in France prior to 1350, for example at the Papal Palace at 
Avignon. Comparative examples in German regions are quite rare, except, again, 
for the Rhineland. The castle of Świecie is clearly an import. The similarity of 
the site with the Rhineland castles of Walram von Jülich, Archbishop of Cologne 
(1332–1349), particularly the castle of Zülpich, is striking. It is a brick building of 
comparable size, with at least three, originally probably four, round corner towers 
and continuous machicolations. As the first two commanders of Świecie, Konrad 
von Bruningsheim and Günther von Hohenstein, were from the Rhineland, the 
model for Świecie should be sought there.

Człuchów (1325–1365), once the second largest Prussian castle, appears more 
strongly bound by tradition than Świecie. The main ward, a quadrangle of 48 
m side length with four developed wings, had no corner towers but a recessed 
octagonal keep in the corner next to the gate. With the integration of the tower into 
the enceinte, as well as with its layout, Człuchów is reminiscent – as far as this 
can be derived from the Polish survey of the seventeenth century – of the older 
castrum-type castle of Brodnica.

Bytów, erected as the seat of an advocate and as a border castle 1393–1405 by 
probably the only architect of the Order known by name, Nikolaus von Fellensteyn, 
is of a different layout. It is a rectangular construction with only one developed 
wing, a large courtyard, three round towers and a massive rectangular flanking 
tower. Comparable to Bytów is a further border castle and seat of an advocate: 
Nidzica (Neidenburg; erected 1381–1400). The tightly arranged east front of 

37 A few years ago, the restrictions on towers there were investigated in a dissertation: 
Asendorf, Die mittelalterlichen Türme..
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the elongate rectangular construction is fortified with two massive projecting 
quadrangular towers (Figure 10.7). Apart from their function as the seat of an 
official, both castles offered enough space for the accommodation of mercenaries, 
an adaptation to changing conditions of warfare in the fifteenth century, where 
knights and enlistments played an increasingly marginal role.

Figure 10.6 The castle of Świecie (Schwetz), view from south
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The Castles in the East of the Order State around 1400

In the last decades of the fourteenth century, the Teutonic Order started to develop 
the eastern territories of its state, the ‘Great Wilderness’, depopulated in the course of 
earlier wars. Several castles were built, with some of them according to the sources 
or judging from their layout planned as Konventshäuser. Among these, as the most 
important four-wing constructions, Ostróda (Osterode), Chernyakhovsk (Russian; 
Insterburg) and Szczytno (Ortelsburg), as well as the unfinished constructions 
Barciany (Barten) and Ryn (Rhein) are to be mentioned. In trying to find common 
features, the scanty decoration, the poor masonry technique and the abandonment 
of corner towers and keeps are obvious. Thus their appearance resembles more 
administrative centres than that of defensive castles. The last Konventshaus of 
Prussia, the castle of Neman (Russian; Ragnit), erected 1397–1407, although being 
much more monumental, likewise belongs to this category. Concerning the history 
of research, Neman is a rather important structure, as it is the only larger castle 
on whose building phases, organisation and costs the sources, in particular the 
Marienburger Tresslerbuch, provide detailed information.38 This led to the projection 
of facts concerning building histories, for example the construction period of ten 
years, onto older castles, although Neman, built in a single campaign, was rather an 
exception. The opinions on Neman range from the ‘greatest of all fortified castles in 

38 Das Marienburger Tresslerbuch der Jahre 1399-1409, (ed.) E. Joachim (Königsberg 
i. Pr., 1896), pp. 41, 47, 93, 117, 140, 148, 186, etc.

Figure 10.7 The castle of Nidzica (Neidenburg), east towers viewed from west
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Prussia’39 to the statement of ‘merely craftsmen work’ without any artistic values40. 
The castle is a 60 m long cube without corner towers or a keep (Figure 10.8). The 
building impresses with its monumental mass, but it is more or less a copy. With the 
same layout, although more artistically refined, the building could have been erected 
some hundred years earlier. The recourse to early fourteenth-century elements 
and the adherence to a model leaving barely a scope to the architect, resulted in 
a building yet anachronistic. Compared to Świecie, Neman is equally outdated in 
terms of fortification. Perhaps there was a belief that on the border to Lithuania a 
strong castle was not necessary. Finally, the haste in construction had a negative 

39 Ferdinand von Quast, ‘Beiträge zur Geschichte der Baukunst in Preussen’, Neue 
Preussische Provinzial-Blätter, 11 (1851): pp. 1–74, 115–45, 180–223, here p. 195.

40 Steinbrecht, Ordensburgen, p. 88.

Figure 10.8 The castle of Neman (Ragnit), ground plan
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effect. Since the baptism of Lithuania by the Poles and the union of both states in 
1386, time was against the Teutonic Order. A confrontation regarding the supremacy 
in north-eastern Europe was inevitable, and indeed it happened in 1409–1411. 

Castles of the Bishops and Diocesan Chapters in the Order State of Prussia

The artistic landscape of the region cannot be complete without the castle of the 
bishops and the diocesan chapters. After the division of the land of the Prussians 
into four dioceses in 1243, one third of each was excised and given to bishops and 
diocesan chapters as a domain. These in turn divided the land among them at a 
ratio of 3:1. The ecclesiastic territories of Chełmno and Sambia were composed 
of single estates around Lubawa (Löbau), Chełmża and Wąbrzeźno (Briesen), as 
well as around Primorsk (Russ.; Fischhausen), Guryevsk (Russ.; Neuhausen) and 
Mayovka (Russ.; Georgenburg). Pomesania was located east of the River Vistula 
around Kwidzyn (Marienwerder). The largest diocese was that of Warmia, extending 
like a grand triangle to the south-east, with its apex near Braniewo (Braunsberg) and 
Frombork (Frauenburg), where it touches the Vistula Lagoon. It was the sole diocese 
holding an autonomous position both during the Order’s rule and under the Polish 
Crown after 1466. 

The approximately 30 castles in the episcopal domains were strongly neglected 
by research. Although for example Steinbrecht intended to publish a compendium 
on these castles, finally only a few detailed articles appeared on this issue before 
1945,41 followed in post-war German states by some later publications.42 Likewise, 
the recent Polish art historical writing produced only articles on individual castles or 
short summaries in overview works but no comprehensive description of this group 
of buildings.43 

Most of the episcopal castles were built during the second half of the fourteenth 
century, at a time when the contemporary castles of the Order (Ostróda, Neman) 
merely resorted to earlier kinds of design. Only at a few of the episcopal castles, 
however, can adoptions from castles of the Order be determined. Thus the residence 
of the Warmian bishops at Lidzbark Warmiński (Heilsberg; 1348–1401) could in 

41 Max Töppen, ‘Zur Baugeschichte der Ordens- und Bischofs-Schlösser in Preußen’, 
Zeitschrift des Westpreußischen Geschichtsvereins 1 (1880): pp. 1–44; 4 (1881): pp. 85–
127; 7 (1882): pp. 49–94; Bernhard Schmid, Die Domburg Marienwerder (Elbing, 1930).

42  Based on the research prior to 1945: Karl Hauke, Werner Thimm, Schloß 
Heilsberg, Residenz der Bischöfe vom Ermland. Geschichte und Wiederherstellung 1927–
1944 (Osnabrück, 1981). For the perspective of the historian see Marc Jarzebowski, Die 
Residenzen der preußischen Bischöfe bis 1525 (Toruń, 2007).

43 For example Liliana Krantz-Domasłowska, Jerzy Domasłowski, Katedra i zamek 
w Kwidzynie (Warszawa, Poznań, 1982) [The cathedral and the castle at Marienwerder]; 
Andrzej Rzempołuch, ‘Architektura zamków warmińskich w świetle najnowszych badań’, 
Folia Fromborcensia, 1/1 (1992): pp. 7–23 [Latest research on the Warmian castles].
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fact rate as a paramount example of the classical castrum-type castle of the Order 
(Figure 10.9), although with the proviso that the spatial arrangement and use in 
a congregation of friars was different to that of a residence of a prince-bishop. 
Architectural relations are likewise found at smaller two-wing castles of bishops or 
diocesan chapters (Olsztyn/Allenstein, 1348 until about 1370, Reszel/Rössel, 1355–
1371), which presumably depended  on the earlier seat of an advocate at Działdowo 
(Soldau, mid-fourteenth century).

Some fortifications in the dioceses have no parallels inside the architecture of 
the Order proper, for example the spectacular combination of cathedral and castle at 
Kwidzyn (1322–1355, Dansker 1384), the seat of the chapter of Pomesania. To the 
east of the castle’s quadrangle the mighty cathedral is adjoined, with its surrounding 
walkway linked to the fortification of the castle. The fortified cathedral hill at 
Frombork (cathedral 1329–1388, fortification after 1392) in Warmia, where the 
freestanding cathedral is surrounded by a fortification wall with towers, also differs 
from the constructions of the Order. A further example of a construction unique 
in Prussia is Szymbark (Schönberg, 1301–1386) in Pomesania: on a rectangular 
ground plan of c. 72 x 97 m a castle was constructed, defended by a protecting wall 
with flanking towers, internally accompanied by buildings.

Figure 10.9 The castle of Lidzbark Warmiński (Heilsberg)
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The Marienburg – a Specific Case of the Prussian Typology of Castles

While Neman represents the rigidification of the Konventshaus model, a 
contemporary construction shows that the Order in its centres was capable of a peak 
performance just before the Battle of Tannenberg 1410. The Marienburg is in many 
respects a unique phenomenon in the Order State, and it cannot be integrated into the 
general development of the Konventshaus. Thus it will be separately treated.

Contrary to the remarks of Bernhard Schmid,44 recent research has figured out 
that in 1309, the date of the moving in of the Grand Master, the Konventshaus of 
the Marienburg was anything but completed.45 Only the northern and part of the 
western wings were built (Figure 10.10). The building was a patchwork: wings only 
half-built and unfinished constructions covered by mono-pitch roofs, temporarily 
accommodating representative rooms, make up a picture that does not correspond to 
the later significance of the Marienburg. On the other hand, this surely unsatisfactory 
status of the castle around 1309 offered more opportunities for development than 
an already finished construction such as Elbląg. This might have been one reason 
for the choice of this castle as the residence of the Grand Master. After 1309, the 
Konventshaus, the so-called ‘High Castle’ (Hochschloss), was finished in an 
unparalleled way, with a second principal floor in the south wing and with a castle 
church formed through the rebuilding of the old castle chapel (1331–1341). This 
was extended by a polygonal choir, in the undercroft of which the chapel of Saint 
Anne was built as a burial place for the Grand Masters. The stellar vault with ridge 
ribs in the new castle church, the figural sculpture and, not least, the 8 m high statue 
of Virgin Mary coated with Venetian mosaics, were unique in the Order State. In the 
following phase, c. 1310–1340, the old outer bailey was transformed into the so-called 
‘Middle Castle’ (Mittelschloss), a three-wing construction with each wing 75 m long 
(Figure 10.11). Here, the Grand Masters and the Grand Commander (Großkomtur) 
resided and the numerous noble visitors of the Order were accommodated. The 
architecturally most significant room, the ‘Grand Refectory’ (Großer Remter), was 
the largest secular room in the Order State (30 by 15 m and a height of 9 m; Figure 
10.12). The high rank of this hall was underlined by its elaborate vaulting. The 
complicated tri-radial vault with interlaced ribs in the corners rests on three daringly 
thin octagonal central pillars.

Finally, between 1382 and 1399 the ‘Palace of the Grand Master’ was built as a 
splendid keep, adjusted to the section of the ‘Middle Castle’ facing the River Nogat. 
It replaced a predecessor, the first ‘Palace of the Grand Master’, which cannot be 
reconstructed with certainty. It has two magnificent façades. The one facing the 
River Nogat is divided by five mighty buttresses with deep niches in between, 
crowned by segmental arches and large rectangular windows. At the level of the 
principal floor slender paired columns are inserted in the buttresses. Polygonal bays 
supported by corbels crown the reinforced corner buttresses. At the east façade, 

44 Schmid, Marienburg, p. 18.
45 Pospieszny, Gotyckie krużganki, p. 82ff.
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facing the courtyard, the motif of the niches is repeated, here with segmental arches 
resting on columns standing free in front of the wall. The diaphaneity of the wall 
structure and the large windows lend an airiness and elegance to the façades and are 
consistent with the refined Late Gothic noble culture. The unknown architect offers a 
similar kind of mastery in the design of the internal rooms of the palace, in particular 
the ‘Summer Refectory’ (Sommerremter) and ‘Winter Refectory’ (Winterremter).46 
Both rooms, square in plan, are covered by a stellar vault dispersed in reticulations, 
springing from a slender central column. From the columns sixteen ribs fan out 
radially, leading to the popular science denomination ‘palm vault’. There is no doubt 
that the ‘Palace of the Grand Master’ is an architectural masterpiece unrivalled not 
only in Prussia but also in Western Europe. A monograph considering the wider 
architectural context is still due.47 Especially in the contrast between the courtly-
refined ‘Palace of the Grand Master’ and the rather rugged castle of Neman, the 
diversity of the architecture of the Teutonic Order is perceivable.

46 The often mentioned attribution to Nikolaus Fellensteyn is speculative.
47 Until now, there is only the outdated monograph of Clasen: Karl H. Clasen, Der 

Hochmeisterpalast der Marienburg (Königsberg i. Pr., 1924).

Figure 10.10 Marienburg, the ‘High Castle’, ground plan of original stage
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Figure 10.11 ‘Summer’ and ‘Winter Refectories’; ground floor (bottom) 
displaying the ‘Palace of the Grand Master’ (left) and the ‘Grand 
Refectory’ (right)”
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Figure 10.12 Marienburg, the ‘Summer Refectory’
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Excursus on the Livonian Castles

It is worthwhile to regard another region under the rule of the Teutonic Order, 
Livonia, in order to compare the buildings there to those of Prussia. Since the 
fusion of the Livonian Brothers of the Sword with the Teutonic Order in 1237, 
which was in fact an annexation, until the disintegration of the Order in 1561, 
present-day Latvia and Estonia were governed by very much autonomous Land 
Masters (Landmeister). As in the case of Prussian episcopal castles, there is a 
deficiency in research. Since the fundamental work of Tuulse from 1942, the 
level of knowledge has substantially changed and deserves a new synthesis.48 The 
essays of the Latvian and Estonian colleagues do not make good this deficit, since 
they usually treat individual structures and, due to the language barrier, they often 
have not been taken note of outside their own countries.49 

48 Armin Tuulse, Die Burgen in Estland und Lettland (Dorpat, 1942).
49 For example Kaur Alttoa, Boris Dubovik, ‘Veel kord Kuressare linnusest’, in Kaur 

Alttoa (ed.), Ars Estoniae Medii Aevi grates Villem Raam viro doctissimo et expertissimo 
(Tallinn, 1995), pp. 87–100 [Kuressare Castle]. To the articles published in Western 
European languages belong two summary works on now Latvian castles: Andris Caune, 
Ieva Ose, Latvijas 12. gadsimta beigu – 17. gadsimta vācu piļu leksikons (Riga, 2004) 
[Encyclopaedia of the German castles of Latvia, end 12th – 17th c.]; Ieva Ose, ‘Überblick 
über die Forschungsgeschichte der Burgen Lettlands’, Burgen und Schlösser, 51/4 (2010): 
pp. 216–24.

Figure 10.13 Cēsis (Wenden), entrance façade of the commandery castle, 
temporary seat of the Livonian Land Master
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The inner structure of Livonia differs fundamentally from that of Prussia. The 
Teutonic Order was not the sole source of power, but the towns, the bishops and 
the country gentry participated in ruling the country from the very beginning. 
This difference in the political constitution is reflected in the different designs 
of episcopal and vassal castles and those of the Order. Concerning the castles of 
the Order, the castrum type did not always prevail, unlike the situation in Prussia. 
Besides castrum-type castles (Est. Kuressaare/Arensburg, Latv. Viljandi/Fellin, 
Latv. Bauska/Bauske), irregular-shaped Konventshäuser appear (Latv. Dobele/
Doblen). Their corners are often fortified with large flanking towers (Riga; Latv. 
Daugavriga/Dünamünde; Latv. Cēsis/Wenden: Figure 10.13). These constructions 
differ from the Prussian castles in their building material, as limestone is more 
often found here than brick. Additionally, many Livonian castles were rebuilt in 
the fifteenth or even at the beginning of the seventeenth century, which might 
present a problem in comparing them to the earlier Prussian castles.

Selected Issues of Research

The Stellar Vault in Castrum-type Castles

Two aspects relating to the architecture of the castles shall be briefly discussed 
here. One is the question of the origin of the stellar vault and its hypothetical 
transfer from England to the European mainland. The earliest example in Prussia 
are Pelplin, the Marienburg (chapter house of the ‘Middle Castle’, after 1309; the 
‘Great Refectory’, c. 1330), as well as at the castle churches of Golub and Radzyń 
Chełmiński (c. 1320). The dating of the Cistercian monastery of Pelplin plays a 
key role in the discussion. In the consequence of a very early dating of its choir to 
1276–1294, Clasen made the building the intermediary of the stellar vault from 
England to the Continent,50 in particular as the vault boasts tierceron and ridge 
ribs considered as typically English. Accepting Ciemnołoński’s dating, which 
after all is hundred years later, this hypothesis appears untenable.51 Even the latest 
research could not conclusively clear this issue.52 In addition to the derivation of 

50 Clasen, Deutsche Gewölbe, p. 32.
51 Janusz Ciemnołoński, ‘Ze studiów nad bazyliką w Pelplinie’, Kwartalnik 

Architektury i Urbanistyki, 19/1 (1974): pp. 27–66 [Research on Pelplin].
52 Paul Crossley, ‘Wells, the West Country, and Central European Late Gothic’, 

in Nicola Coldstream, Peter Draper (eds), Medieval Art and Architecture at Wells and 
Glastonbury. The British Archeological Association. Conference Transactions for the 
year 1978, (vol. 4, Leeds, 1981), pp. 81–109; Alfred Konieczny, ‘Die Baugeschichte 
der ehemaligen Zisterzienserkirche in Pelplin im Lichte dendrochronologischer 
Untersuchungen an ihrem Dachwerk’, Zeitschrift für Ostmitteleuropaforschung, 45/1 
(1996): pp. 1–34; Steffani Becker-Hounslow, Der Beitrag Englands zur Entstehung und 
Entwicklung figurierter Gewölbe im Deutschordensstaat Preußen (Schwerin, 1998).
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England there is a theory that the stellar vault was developed from the tri-radial 
vault, used for example by the Cistercians of Southern Germany at the end of 
the thirteenth century. It is further open to question if the ‘Briefkapelle’ at Saint 
Mary’s in Lübeck (presumably built 1310–1320) was a model for the Prussian 
buildings. A well-founded dating for Pelplin would promote the solution of this 
controversial issue.

A Specific of the Prussian Castles of the Order: the Black-fired bricks

A short note may be further made on the use of black-fired bricks in the castles, 
not least to clearly discern them from glazed bricks. The black-fired bricks are 
produced by reducing the oxygen during the firing process. This technique was 
verifiably used first at the north wall of the Marienburg (after 1280). At the end of 
the thirteenth century for the first time a pattern of black-fired brick faces appears, 
forming a continuous line. The south façade of Gniew seems to have been used as 
a test area where different linear schemes were tried out. In the end, the diamond 
pattern prevailed. The perfection of this two-dimensional decoration, based on a 
black-and-red contrast, was achieved at the south façade of the castle of Radzyń 
Chełmiński, which was consequently divided into huge diamonds ignoring even 
the stone bond. Presumably this idea, to design a pattern from waste material 
which was left over from firing, and to employ it on the wall, was developed in the 
Teutonic Order State. There, this specific Prussian technique was used to a great 
extent. In Masovia, Silesia or Brandenburg analogous examples are found only 
in later periods, all obviously dependent on the Prussian model. To sum up, the 
black-fired brick patterns are a genuine Prussian invention.

Theories of the origin of this technique and hypotheses arguing that the glazed 
bricks were adopted from the ‘Orient’ – geographically and culturally an elastic 
term – perpetuated for over a century. They should however be discarded.53 
Neither in Palestine nor in Spain or Apulia do buildings exist that could have 
served as a prototype. The technique of black-fired bricks does not occur there 
and there are also technological differences between Byzantine or Islamic and 
Prussian glazes. Finally, these romanticising hypotheses lack historical evidence 
which can make the ways of such a transfer comprehensible. Instead, buildings 
in Northern Germany and Denmark should be regarded as the direct prototypes 
for the Prussian glaze decorations. Nonetheless, this building tradition is finally, 
through the Northern Italian Romanesque, rooted in Byzantium, the Islamic World 
and, ultimately, the Ancient World. 

53 Followers of the ‘oriental’ theory were, among others, Friedrich Becker, Die 
Profanbaukunst des Deutschen Ordens in Preußen (Diss., Greifswald, 1914), in the 
Moorish-Spanish variant von Holst, Der Deutsche Ritterorden,  Mroczko, Architektura 
gotycka, and Alfred Kamphausen, Backsteingotik (München, 1978).
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The Origin of the Castrum-type Castle

The most-disputed issue among scholars for over 150 years is the question of 
the origin of the castrum-type castle, mandatory since the end of the thirteenth 
century for the Konventshaus. There have been attempts to derive its origin from 
a certain region or a certain category of buildings. In German and Polish art 
historical scholarship numerous theories have been raised. It is not intended to list 
all the respective points of view here, only to give an overview according to the 
underlying approaches.

By far the most often voiced theories were those of a geographical transfer. 
In search for the prototypes, Dehio referred to Apulia,54 von Holst to Spain,55 
Beckers to the Crusader States,56 and Lindemann to Thuringia.57 Wäscher’s work 
from the 1960s on the Saxonian castrum-type castles led Frycz to regard this 
group of buildings as the source of inspiration.58 Today, however, the Saxonian 
castles are dated later,59 rendering this in itself not improbable transfer theory now 
untenable. At times, in the Livonian castles of the Brothers of the Sword (Latin 
Fratres militiae Christi Livoniae, German ‘Schwertbrüderorden’) the predecessor 
of the Prussian castrum-type castle was seen.60 A new hypothesis of Kutzner 
regards the English keep with its internal courtyard as the architectural model.61 
Durdík, however, tried to deduce the castrum type from the Bohemian castles of 
the Přemyslid dynasty.62

Other scholars pursued a functional approach. The origin of the castrum-type 
castle was explained with the terrain or the choice of building material.63 Besides 
those easily refutable generalisations, more plausible theories of an impact of 
monastic architecture belong to this category, which are primarily supported by 

54 Georg Dehio, ‘Die Kunst Unteritaliens in der Zeit Kaiser Friedrichs II.’, in Georg 
Dehio (ed.), Kunsthistorische Aufsätze (München, Berlin, 1914), pp. 101–19.

55 Holst, Der Deutsche Ritterorden, p. 15ff.
56 Beckers, Die Profanbaukunst, foreword.
57 Erich Lindemann, Das Problem des Deutschordenstypus (Diss., Berlin, 1938).
58 Hermann Wäscher, Feudalburgen in den Bezirken Halle und Magdeburg (Berlin 

(Ost), 1962); Frycz, Burgbauten.
59 Thomas Biller, ‘Rechteckburgen im nordöstlichen Harzvorland. Zur Entwicklung 

der norddeutschen Burgen im 14. Jahrhundert’, Burgen und Schlösser, 27/1 (1986): pp. 
21–8.

60 Marian Arszyński, ‘Z badań nad zamkiem pokrzyżackim w Radzyniu’, Rocznik 
Grudziądzki, 2 (1961): pp. 39–77 [Research on the Teutonic Order castle of Rehden].

61 Marian Kutzner, ‘Propaganda władzy w sztuce Zakonu Niemieckiego w Prusach’, 
in Michał Woźniak (ed.), Sztuka w kręgu Zakonu Krzyżackiego w Prusach i Inflantach 
(Toruń, 1995), pp. 17–66 [Propaganda in the art of the Teutonic Order in Prussia].

62 Tomáš Durdík, ‘Mitteleuropäische Kastelle – ein mögliches Vorbild der 
Ordensarchitektur im Baltikum’, Castella Maris Baltici, 1 (1993): pp. 45–50.

63 Christian Krollmann, Ostpreussens Burgen (Berlin, 1905).
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Frycz.64 Clasen’s cultural morphological approach follows none of these lines of 
argumentation. He assumes a stand-alone development of the castle plan from an 
irregular-shaped construction to the ideal quadrangle.65

The fundamental problem of all these theses is their mono-causality. Due to the 
missing sources, the question of the origin of the castrum type cannot be answered 
explicitly. Furthermore, there were certainly several factors of relevance in the 
origin of a castle shape such as Radzyń Chełmiński or Gniew. Three aspects are 
chiefly to be pursued: on the one hand, the ancient tradition of the quadrangular 
castrum type never fell into oblivion. Just at the end of the thirteenth century it 
was revitalised in France, Southern Italy, Wales and Bohemia. As the topos was 
commonly known, it can not be referred to any specific ‘invention’ of the castrum 
type. Even if there was a specific model, it is pointless to seek the source of 
inspiration in the fabled oriental realms or in Apulia. Apart from faraway memories 
of a not even intense combat action, the Order hardly transferred something from 
this region to Prussia. Its architects came, as we can see from the architectural 
decoration, from the territories of the Holy Roman Empire. There were historical 
ties between Bohemia – part of the Empire – and the Order State, just to mention 
the crusade of Ottokar II to Prussia and the foundation of Königsberg. Additionally, 
there are distinct similarities in the castle shapes of both countries, see for example 
the castles of Písek or Źvikov, both from mid-thirteenth century. 

The second factor of relevance is the influence of monastic architecture: a 
Konventshaus is nothing but a fortified monastery. As in terms of decoration, the 
Cistercian buildings of Brandenburg and Pomerania (Chorin, Lehnin, Kołbacz) 
were most probably the models for the three-winged constructions of the ‘Lagoon’ 
castles Ushakovo, the Marienburg and Lochstedt, it is tempting to assume a 
Cistercian impact on the origin of the regular plan as well. The investigation of 
these specific ties is an important scholarly desideratum.

The third factor which may have played a role in the formation of the 
castrum type is its political iconography. Interpreting architecture as a political 
carrier of meaning is certainly justified with regard to the castles of the Teutonic 
Order. Not the castrum type proper, which also appeared in other European 
countries, distinguished the Order’s castles, but the exclusiveness of its use. All 
Konventshäuser built from the beginning of fourteenth century onwards were 
erected as quadrangular structures. The commandery castles were the outright 
centre of power of the respective administrative district. Such a concentration 
of political, religious, juridical and economic power was unique. The castrum-
type castle thus turned into the symbol of the power of the sovereign. During 
the thirteenth century, Frederick II in Apulia, Edward I in Wales and Přemysl 
Ottokar II in Bohemia built castrum-type castles as symbols of their power, 
although the choice of this type was connected to them personally. The Teutonic 
Order, however, used the castrum type for more than hundred years as a mirror 

64 Frycz, Burgbauten, p. 51ff.
65 Clasen, Burgbauten, first page of foreword.
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of identity, independent of the person of the respective Grand Master. Thus a 
uniquely homogenous group of structures was generated. 
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Crac des Chevaliers, see Krak des Cheva-

liers
Crete, island 45
Cujavia 225
Człuchów (Schlochau), TK castle 225, 

233–4

damier 97
Dansker 239
Danzig castle, see Gdańsk
Daugavriga (Dünamünde), TK castle 245

Dauphiné 108, 113
Denmark 19, 24–5, 27, 229, 246
difesa piombante 202
dirham 77
Dobele (Doblen), TK castle 245
Dodecanese 3–4, 29–30, 44–5, 47, 53–4, 

59
domus 86–8, 91, 99, 100–105, 115
donjon 53, 151, 153–5, 161, 165, 170, 184
Drakissa, see Kos
Dueholm, H com 25
Dünamünde castle, see Daugavriga
Działdowo (Soldau), TK castle 226, 239
Dzierzgoń (Christburg), TK castle 223–5

earthquakes 64, 200
554: 40, 44
1157: 138
1170: 138, 165–6, 169
1202: 138, 162, 166–7
1259: 187
1493: 42, 48, 50, 52–4, 59, 61, 65

Échillais, Notre-Dame 97
Edward I, k England 248
Elbląg (Elbing), TK castle 224–5, 229, 240
Emboreio castle, see Nisyros, castles
Emery d’Amboise, H master 34, 48, 57
Engelsburg, see Pokrzywno
England/English 4, 21, 27, 108, 195, 219, 

221, 245–7
Entoemo castle, see Kos, castles
Everard de Barres, T master
Evraiokastro, see Kos, castles
exhedra 35

Fabrizio del Carretto, H master 42, 48, 51
familiares 196, 215–6
Fantino Quirini 34, 42, 48, 50, 61, 64–6
Felix Faber 59
Fellin castle, see Viljandi
Filippo di Guidone, H governor 
Fischhausen castle, see Primorsk
Florence, San Jacopo ‘inter vineas’ 91
Foggia, TK district of Bassano 216
Fontsèche, H com 123, 127
France/French 2–4, 11, 20, 54, 70, 97, 

107–111, 113, 130–131, 134, 139, 
149, 152, 175, 234, 248
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Franks/Frankish 69, 74, 141, 162–3, 170, 
179, 184

Frauenburg, see Frombork
Frederick II of Hohenstaufen, emperor 

138, 196, 248
Fréjus, episcopal palace 120
Frick, Friedrich 220
Friuli 195–6, 198
Frombork (Frauenburg), TK castle 238–9
Frycz, Jerzy 222, 247–8
Fulk de Villaret, H master 65
fustes 33, 63

Gabala 138, 164
Gabalas, Byz dynasty 31, 45
Gaeta 202
Galatiani castle, see Kalymnos, castles
galliott(a) 63–4
Gallipoli 33, 46–7
Gap-Francès, H com 112
Gardeny, T castle chapel 109
Gdańsk (Danzig), TK castle 223, 225, 

228–9, 233–4
Genoa 101
Georgenburg, see Mayovka
Gerardo da Piacenza, T preceptor 85
Germany 4, 27, 195, 220, 222, 246
Gilly, Friedrich 220
Giovanni da Brescia, T preceptor 90
Gniew (Mewe), TK castle 222, 225, 231, 

246, 248
Golub-Dobrzyń (Gollub), TK castle 225, 

230–31, 245
Gorzów Wielkopolski (Landsberg an der 

Warthe), parish church 229
Grabiny-Zameczek (Herrengrebin), TK 

castle 226
Grasse, T com 112
Graudenz castle, see Grudziądz
Grotte della Gulfa, TK com 209
Großgebietiger (TK chancellor) 220, 224
Großkomtur (TK grand commander) 224, 

240
Großmarschall (TK grand marshal) 225
Großspittler (TK grand hospitaller) 224
Großtrappier (TK grand trapier) 225
Grudziądz (Graudenz), TK castle 225, 228
Gualtiero Giovanni di Napoli, T 91

Günther von Hohenstein, TK com 234
Guertius, nuncio 99
Guglielmo Cernerio, T preceptor 86–7
Guglielmo Cibo 101
Guryevsk (Neuhausen), TK castle 238
Gvardeysk (Tapiau), TK castle 221, 225
gremo 51

Håkon V, k Norway 19–20
Halikarnassos 59
ḥammām 79, 167
Hamza, Ott admiral 39
Harunia castle 184
Haut Koenigsbourg 220
Heilsberg castle, see Lidzbark Warmiński
Hélion de Villeneuve, H master 47, 50
Henry VI, emperor, k Sicily 210
Hermann von Salza, TK master 180, 219
Herrengrebin castle, see Grabiny-Zamec-

zek
Hesso Schlegelholtz, H governor 34, 49, 

61, 63, 65
Hohenzollern dynasty 220
Holst, Niels von 193, 222, 247
Holy Roman Empire 219, 234, 248
Holy Land 20, 128, 130, 180, 193, 195, 

198, 213, 218
Honeda castle 227
Hyères, T house 120

Ibn al-‘Athīr 162–3
Ibn Ḥawqal 159
‘Imād al-Dīn 162, 165
Innocent VIII, pope 101
Insterburg, see Chernyakhovsk
iqṭā‘ 76
Islamic 97, 128, 168, 246
al-Iṣṭakhrī 159
Italy/Italians 2, 4, 30, 36, 57, 83–4, 102, 

104, 194–8, 204, 213–4, 216, 246

Jacques de Mandelée 180
Jacques de Vitry 164
Jaffa 138
Jalès, T com 118, 121
Jasiniec (Jaschinnitz) 226
Jaume de la Geltrú, H governor 42
Jean de Lastic, H master 34, 42, 46, 48, 65
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Jerusalem 130, 168
kingdom 2, 73, 76, 178
Rockefeller Museum 182
Tancred’s Tower 154

Jesuits 197
Johannes Piccardus, nuncio 89, 94, 97
John III (Doukas) Vatatzes, emperor of 

Nicaea 45
Joscelin III de Courtenay, ct Edessa 
Juan Fernández de Heredia, H master 49
Judin (Qal‘at Jiddīn), TK castle 76
Justinian I, Byz emperor 168

Kaliningrad, see Königsberg
Kalymnos, island 29–30, 32, 34, 37–43, 

51, 56, 63–5
Arginontas 39
Aspropountari, hill 40
Calamos 41
castles 61

Chorio, Byz/H 41–3, 52
Galatiani, Byz 39–42
Kastelli, Byz 40–42
Kastraki, Hell 43
Kastri, Hell 39
Pera Kastro (Chrysocheria), H 

42–3, 51–52, 65
Emboreio 39, 53
Merovigli, hill 43
Mount Galatiani 39
Kantouni 38, 42
Panagia Kyra Psili, monastery 43
Pothia 38
Vigla, hill 42
Vathy 38–9, 41

Karak (Cr Kerak) castle 181
Kastelli castle, see Kalymnos, castles
Kastelli Kephalou, see Kos, castles
Kastraki, Hell fortification, see Kalymnos, 

castles
Kastri, Hell fortification, see Kalymnos, 

castles
Kemal Re’is, Ott admiral 33
Kephalos castle, see Kos, castles
Kętrzyn (Rastenburg), TK castle 226
al-Khawābī (Cr Le Coïble) castle 135, 168
Klaipėda castle, see Memel
Königsberg (Kaliningrad) 234, 248

cathedral 234
TK castle 220, 225, 233

Kołbacz (Kolbatz), Cistercian monastery 
229, 248

Konrad I, duke of Masovia 219
Konrad von Bruningsheim, TK com 234
Konventshaus 225–6, 236, 240, 245, 247–8
Kos, island 29–34, 38, 42–50, 56–7, 59–67

Aghia Marina 57
Aghios Dimitrios 56
Asomatos 56
Aspri Petra cave 53
Cape Aghios Fokas 56
Cape Krikello 52, 57–8
castles 61

Andimachia, H 45–6, 48–50, 55–6, 
65

Cochinocremo (Cochinogremo), H 
50, 54–5, 67

Cognino 54–5, 67
Entoemo 54–5, 67
Evraiokastro, Hell/Byz 55
Kastelli Kephalou, H 45, 52, 54
Kephalos, H 44, 46, 49–53, 56, 

58, 63
Linopotis, tower 56
Mount Dikeon, Byz 49, 51, 53, 

56, 58
Ovriokastro, Byz 52, 58
Palaio Pyli, Byz/H 47–9, 66
Palaiokastro, H 46, 50–51, 53, 

55–6
Pardovouno 47
Peripatos, Byz/H 51, 56
Petrai, Hell 56
Rachia 46
Thermai 56

Drakissa, tower 57–8
Kardamena 55
Mount Latra 44, 57
Mount Zini 52–3, 57
Neo Pyli 51
Paliarachi 46, 55
Panagia tou Tsakali, tower 56
Paradisi 57
Pirgi 57
Prinari 57
Sarakines 45
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Sarakinou 45
Kos, town 44–7, 49, 57, 64

Narangia (Arangea), H castle 44, 46–8, 
50, 56–7, 60, 66

Kourtoglou, Ott 33
Kowalewo Pomorskie (Schönsee), TK 

castle 225
Krak (Crac) des Chevaliers, H castle 70–

79, 138, 165–6, 169, 180, 186
Kulmerland, see Chełmno district
Kulmsee, see Chełmża
Kuressaare (Arensburg), TK castle 245
Kwidzyn (Marienwerder), TK castle 238–9

L’Argentière-la-Bessée, H com 126–7
La Margana, TK castle 198, 204–7, 213–

14, 216–17
La Rochelle

Temple, church 111, 125
Saint-Jean du Perrot, H com 112, 127

La Salvetat de Serres, H com 111, 120, 127
Lachal, H com 117
Ladislaus II, k Poland 233
Landmeister 244
Languedoc 107
Latisana, TK com 198, 217
Lauenburg, see Lębork
Le Castella castle 204
Le Puy-en-Velay, T com 111
Lębork (Lauenburg), TK castle 226
Lecce 216
Lehnin, Cistercian monastery 229, 248
Leipe, see Lipienek
Leipsoi, island 47
Leon Gabalas, Byz ruler of Rhodes 30
Leopold V, duke of Austria 164
Lepida (Xerokambos) castle, see Leros, 

castles
Leros, island 29–39, 42, 45, 62–6

Aghia Marina 34
Aghios Anargyroi 37
Aghios Ioannis 33
Aghios Isidoros, Hell tower 37
castles

Bourtzi, Ott 36
Lepida (Xerokambos), Byz 33–4
Lero 36–7
Mensa 37

Mis(s)io 37
Mount Diplogourno 36
Mount Kastelli 33, 36–7
Mount Kastello, vigla 37
Mount Markelos 36
Panteli, Byz/H 32–6, 36–7, 61–3, 

66
Silene 37
Syco 37
Tilo 37
Toreo 36

Lakki 37
Mount Klidi 31
Mount Meravigli 37
Partheni, Hell tower 37
Sykia 37
Vromolithos 34
Xerokambos 37

Levant 69, 133, 139, 152–3, 165, 168, 
170–71, 234

Lidzbark Warmiński (Heilsberg), TK castle 
238–9

Liguria 11
Linopotis, tower, see Kos, castles
Lipienek (Leipe), TK castle 225
Livonia/Livonian 3, 244–5, 247

TK order state 3, 244–5
Lochstedt, TK castle 221, 225, 228, 248
Löbau, see Lubawa
Lombardy, Lombard 11, 97, 103

H priory 11
T province 98
TK province 196

Louis VII, k France 152
Lubawa (Löbau), TK castle 238
Ludovico di Sicilia (Louis the Child), k 

Sicily 206
Lübeck 229

St. Mary 246

Magnus VI Lagaböter, k Norway 19
Mała Nieszawka (Nessau), TK castle 222, 

225
Malbork castle, see Marienburg
Malta 

H archives 3, 63
mandra technique 53
Mandraki castle, see Nisyros, castles
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Manfredi Chiaramonte, seneschal 206
Manfredonia 211
al-Manhatta, Khirbat (Cr Tarfile) 179
al-Manīqa (Byz Menikos) castle 160, 168
Maraclea, lordship 136
Maraqiyya (Cr Maraclea) castle 135
Marienburg (Malbork), TK castle 3, 219–

21, 223–5, 228, 233, 240–46, 248
Marienwerder castle, see Kwidzyn
al-Marqab (Cr Margat), H castle 2, 4, 70, 

73, 75–7, 79
H frescoes 2

Marseilles
Fort Saint-Jean, H chapel 114
hospital of the Holy Sepulchre 128–9
MO archive 107
Muslim potters 128
T com 128, 130

Marta 90–92
Martin V, pope 98
Martino I, k Sicily 207
Mas Deu, T com 129
Masovia 246
Maṣyāf castle 160, 168
Mayovka (Georgenburg), TK castle 238
Memel (Klaipėda), TK castle 225
Menikos, see al-Manīqa
Mensa castle, see Leros, castles
mesa 55
Mesagne, TK castle 199
Messina 216

Santa Maria degli Alemanni, TK 
church 197, 211

Methoni, see Modon
Mewe castle, see Gniew
Mi‘īlya (Cr Castellum Regis) castle 179
Miletus, see Palatia
Misilmeri 209
Mis(s)io castle, see Leros, castles
Modon (Methoni) 59, 204
Montecastello, see Alessandria
Montecorvino, episcopal tower 208
Montefiascone 89, 92, 100, 199

Locanda delle Chiave 216
SS. Giovanni e Vittore, H com 89, 199

Monterazzano, TK com of Santa Maria 3, 
84, 198–204, 207, 214, 217–18

Montélimar, islet of the Temple 111

Montfort, TK castle 2, 4, 145, 175–92, 
194–5

Montfrin, T/H com 118–20, 123
Montpèlerin castle, see Tripoli
Mount Ataviros, see Rhodes, island
Mount Galatiani, see Kalymnos, island
Mount Kastelli castle, see Leros, castles
Mount Kastello vigla, see Leros, castles
Mount Dikeon castle, see Kos, castles
Mount Diplogourno castle, see Leros, 

castles
Mount Latra, see Kos, island
Mount Markelos castle, see Leros, castles
Mount Meravigli, see Leros, island
Mount Rakhi, see Telendos, island
Mount Zini, see Kos, island
Mu‘āwiya I, caliph 135, 159
Murello, H com 13–15, 17–18

Narangia (Arangea) castle, see Kos, town
Nardò, TK church 213
Narva, TK castle 194
Neidenburg, see Nidzica
Neman castle, see Ragnit
Nephin, lordship 136
Nessau castle, see Mała Nieszawka
Neuhausen, see Guryevsk
Neuenburg, see Nowe
New York, Metropolitan Museum 175, 

177–9, 182, 191
Nicaea 168
Nichi, pirate 33
Nicholas III, pope 86–7
Nicolò de Martoni 48
Nidzica (Neidenburg), TK castle 226, 234, 

236
Nikephoros II Phokas, Byz emperor 135, 

159–60
Nikolaus von Fellensteyn, TK 234, 240
Nisyros, island 38, 51–3, 60–61, 65

castles 53
Emboreio 53
Mandraki 52–3
Nikia 53

Normandy/Norman 97, 210, 213, 234
Norway/Norwegian 3–4, 19–21, 25, 27
Nowe (Neuenburg), TK castle 226
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Nūr al-Dīn, atabeg of Aleppo 136–7, 152, 
161, 170

Odense
H com 24
H hospital 24

Olevano, TK castle 199
Oliwa (Oliva), Cistercian monastery 229
Olsztyn (Allenstein), TK castle 239
Ortelsburg, see Szczytno
Oslo 19–21, 26–7
Ostróda (Osterode), TK castle 225, 236, 

238
otn 152
Otto III, Margrave of Brandenburg 228–9
Otto von Henneberg, ct Botenlauben 180
Ottokar II, k Bohemia 248
Ovriokastro, see Kos, castles

Padua 216
Borgo Zucco, TK quarter 216
Santa Maria Maddalena, TK church 

198
Palaio Pyli castle, see Kos, castles
palaiokastro 40–41
Palaiokastro, see Kos, castles
Palatia, classical Miletus 32–3, 39, 46, 

63–4
Palermo 204, 216–17

Archivio di Stato 210
La Kalsa 216
Ruga nova Alamannorum, TK quarter 

216
San Giovanni dei Lebbrosi, TK church 

197, 210
San Nicola la Nuova, TK church 210
Santissima Trinità (La Magione), TK 

church 197, 210–11
Palestine 2, 106, 177, 179, 219, 246
Paluzio Paluzzi 94
Panagia tou Tsakali tower, see Kos
Panteli castle, see Leros, castles
Paolo Simeone 33
Papowo Biskupie (Papau), TK castle 225, 

230
Parcham 232
Pardovouno castle, see Kos, castles
Paris, Notre-Dame 97

Partheni tower, see Leros
Patmos, island 31, 34

St John, monastery 30–31, 33–4, 50, 63
Patrimony of Saint Peter 198–9, 202, 204, 

217
pégaus 126
Pelplin, Cistercian monastery 245–6
Pera Kastro (Chrysocheria), see Kalymnos, 

castles
Périgueux, cathedral 
Peripatos castle, see Kos, castles
Perpignan, T quarter of Saint-Mathieu 115
pes Romanus (pes monetalis) 144
Petrai castle, see Kos, castles
Philibert de Naillac, H master 56, 59
Philip of Plessis, T master 167
Philip II Augustus, k France 152
Philippe Villiers de l’Isle-Adam, H master 

10
Piacenza, T provincial chapter (1268) 90
Piedmont/Piedmontese 3, 7, 11–2, 33
Pierre d’Aubusson, H master 10, 42, 48, 

51, 56
Pierre de Légé, T commander 125
Pietra Montecorvino, noble tower 208
Pietro Casola 60
Pietro Valentini, T 85–6, 91
Pillau, see Baltiysk
Piri Re’is, Ott cartographer 38, 42
Písek castle 248
Pokrzywno (Engelsburg), TK castle 225, 

228
Poland/Polish 220, 222, 224, 227, 233–4, 

238, 247
kingdom 220, 233, 238

Pomerania 229, 248
Pomerelia 225, 231, 233–4
Pomesania 238–9
Pons, ct Tripoli 136
Pons (Poncet) d’Urre, H 34
Pont-de-Montvert, H hamlet 112
Pont-de-Sorgues, pontifical palace 120
Portugal 4
Postolsco castle 227
Poucharramet, H church 110
Premysł II, k Poland 233
Preußisch Mark castle, see Przezmark
Primorsk (Fischhausen), TK castle 238
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propugnaculum 159
Provence 107, 109–11, 113–14, 117, 120, 

126, 217
Prussia 3–4, 194–5, 202, 219–48
Przezmark (Preußisch Mark), TK castle 

226
Pserimos, island 56
pyrgos, pyrgi, pyrgiaka 37, 56

Qadmūs (Cr Cademois) castle 168
Qal‘at Yaḥmūr, H castle 70
Qalāwūn, Mamluk sultan of Egypt 69, 73, 

75–7, 138
Quast, Ferdinand von 221

Rachia castle, see Kos, castles
Radzyń Chełmiński (Rehden), TK castle 

225, 231–2, 245–6, 248
Ragnit (Neman), TK castle 224–5, 236–8, 

240–41
Raimbaut IV, prince of Orange 111
Rastenburg, see Kętrzyn
Raymond III, ct Tripoli 137
Raymond IV of Saint-Gilles, ct Toulouse 

136
Raynourd, lord of Tortosa 136, 152
Red Tower (Burj al-Aḥmar), H/T castle 2, 

76, 178
Rehden castle, see Radzyń Chełmiński
Reszel (Rössel), TK castle 239
Rhein castle, see Ryn
Rhodes, town 1, 66
Rhodes, island 29–30, 32, 43–8, 59–62, 

64–6
Mount Ataviros 53

Richerenches, T com 115–16
Riga, TK castle 245
Rinaldo Malvolti 89, 92
Risalaimi, TK com 198, 209, 212, 214, 217
Rössel castle, see Reszel
Rogóźno-Zamek (Roggenhausen), TK 

castle 225, 230
Rome 92, 101, 202, 217

Archivio del Ordine di Malta 99
Papal Curia 201, 218
Santa Maria in Aventino, T preceptory 

83, 85–6, 98

Santa Maria in Domnica, TK church 
198, 211

TK palace Via del Mascherone 198
TK patrimony of the procurator 196
Trajan’s Forum, H hospital 84
Vatican, Archivio Segreto 89, 101

Ruou, T com 121–22
Ruy Gonçalez de Clavijo 48, 64
Ryn (Rhein), TK castle 222, 225, 236

Safed (Ṣafad) castle 179–80
Ṣāfīthā, Sāfītā (Cr Chastel Blanc), T castle 

70, 72, 74, 137, 141, 164, 184
Ṣahyūn (Cr Saône) castle 141, 160, 181
Saint-Gaudens, Saint-Pierre 97
Saint-Jean, see Aix-en-Provence
Saint-Jean du Perrot, see La Rochelle
Saint-Pierre de Campublic, T chapel 117
Saint-Thomas de Trinquetaille, see Arles
Sainte-Catherine, see Aix-en-Provence
Sainte-Eulalie du Larzac, T com 121, 131
Saladin, Ayyubid sultan of Egypt 70, 73–4, 

138, 161–5, 170
Samborid dynasty 228, 233
San Benedetto di Burleo, T preceptory 

88–90
San Felice Circeo, T fortification 83, 93
San Giorgio, see Bolzano
San Giovanni (Battista), see Tarquinia
San Giovanni Battista in Verolengo, H 

church 16
San Giovanni dei Lebbrosi, see Palermo
San Giovanni di Ripa e Montecastello, H 

house 13
San Giovanni in Agrigento, TK hospital 

198, 216
San Giulio, see Civitavecchia
San Giustino a Pilonico Paterno presso Pe-

rugia, T/H preceptory 91
San Leonardo di Siponto, TK church 198, 

210–11, 213–14, 217
San Magno di Gradoli, H com 100
San Martino, see Valentano
San Martino in Buttigliera, H house 12
San Pietra a Norchia 103
San Savino, T/H castle 83, 92–3
Santa Chiara in Bari, TK church 198
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Santa Margherita in Sciacca, TK hospital 
210

Santa Maria, see Civitavecchia
Santa Maria de Nempe 99
Santa Maria degli Alemanni, see Messina
Santa Maria del Salice in Fossano, H house 

12
Santa Maria della Cava in Canseria, TK 

church 197, 212, 214–15
Santa Maria della Neve in Titiano, TK 

church 198
Santa Maria della Stroppona, see Alessan-

dria
Santa Maria di Falleri in Fabrica di Roma 

103
Santa Maria di Talentano, T church 88, 99
Santa Maria in Aventino, see Rome
Santa Maria in Capita, see Bagnoregio
Santa Maria in Carbonara, see Viterbo
Santa Maria in Domnica, see Rome
Santa Maria Maddalena, see Padua
Sant’Andrea near Castronuovo, TK church 

197, 212
Sant’Elisabetta di Haiarzineto, TK com 

197, 212, 214, 216
SS. Giovanni e Vittore, see Montefiascone
SS. Margherita and Calocero in Acqui, T/H 

com 12
Santissima Trinità, see Venice
Santissima Trinità in Polizzi, TK church 

198
Santissima Trinità (La Magione), see Pa-

lermo
S. Biagio, see Vetralla
S. Matteo presso castrum Corneti, see Tar-

quinia 
S. Sabino, see Tuscania
Saône, see Ṣahyūn
Saxony/Saxonian 247
Schinkel, Friedrich 220–21
Schmid, Bernhard 221, 228, 240
Schlochau castle, see Człuchów
Schönberg castle, see Szymbark
Schönsee castle, see Kowalewo Pomorskie
Schwetz castle, see Świecie
Seljuks 30, 41, 69, 135
serviens 85–6, 91, 93, 102–3
Shayzar castle 160

Sicily 3, 197, 206, 209–15
kingdom 85, 196–7, 202, 204, 217
TK province 196, 206, 210

Sidon 138, 164, 184
Silene castle, see Leros, castles
Silesia 246
Smyrna

sea-castle 59
Soldau castle, see Działdowo
Sonnenkamp in Neukloster, Cistercian 

nunnery 229
Spain 4, 97, 106, 134, 164, 246–7
Starogród Chełmiński (Althaus Kulm), TK 

castle 225, 227–8
Steinbrecht, Konrad 221, 229, 238
Strasburg castle, see Brodnica
Strovilos 39
Stuhm castle, see Sztum
Sweden/Swedish 21, 26–7
Świecie (Schwetz), TK castle 225, 233–5, 

237
Syco castle, see Leros, castles
Symi, island 60
synthronon 35
Syria/Syrian 1–2, 4, 69–70, 73–9, 106, 

133–5, 138, 151, 159–60, 171, 187
Szczytno (Ortelsburg), TK castle 225, 236
Sztum (Stuhm), TK castle 226
Szymbark (Schönberg), TK castle 239

Talmont, Saint-Hilaire 97
Tancred’s Tower, see Jerusalem
Tannenberg 220, 240
Tapiau castle, see Gvardeysk
Tarfile, see al-Manhatta, Khirbat
Targon-Montarouch, T com 121
Tarquinia (Corneto) 94

San Giovanni (Battista), H com 94
San Matteo, T church 88, 93–4

Tarsus 168
Ṭarṭūs, see Tortosa
Telendos, island 39–41

castles
Aghios Konstantinos, Byz 40–42

Mount Rakhi 40
Temple-sur-Lot, T com 120–21
Tenedos, island 59
Tertiveri, episcopal tower 208
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Theodosius II, Byz emperor 168
Thermai castle, see Kos, castles
Thorn castle, see Toruń
Thuringia 247
Tiberias 138
Tibnīn (Cr Toron) castle 69
Tilo castle, see Leros, castles
Tilos, island 51, 53, 60
Timur 59
Töppen, Max 221
toise 149
Tommaso de Vigilia 213
Toreo castle, see Leros, castles
Toron (Tibnīn) castle 179
Toruń (Thorn) 219, 222, 225

Saint Jacob’s Church 228–9, 233
TK castle 222, 225–7

Torre Alemanna, TK com 198, 207–8, 
213–14, 217

Tortosa (Ṭarṭūs) 4, 74–5, 133–71
T castle/citadel 2, 70, 133–4, 136, 

139–67, 170–71
Toulouse

cathedral 110
H priory 113, 125
MO archive 107

Tripoli 74, 137, 152, 168
county 69–70, 73, 168–9, 181
Montpèlerin castle (Qal‘at Sanjīl) 144, 

168–9, 171
Tuchola (Tuchel), TK castle 225
Turcopoli 63
Turin 12

Archivio di Stato 11–12
Tuscania 88, 92, 199

churches
San Giusto 97
San Leonardo 93
Sant’Antonio 93
S. Sabino, T church 88, 91

Tyre 168
Tyrol, TK province 196
Tzachas, Seljuk emir, see Chaka Bey

Uguccione da Vercelli, T grand preceptor 
91

‘Urayma castle, see ‘Arīma

Ushakovo (Brandenburg), TK castle 225, 
228–9, 246, 248

Vadum Jacob castle (Qaṣr al-‘Atra) 179
Valentano 100

San Martino, H church 100
Santa Maria, T/H com 99–100

Varne, H com 19–27
Venceslaus II Přemyslid, k Poland 233
Venice 201, 216

Punta della Dogana 216
Santa Maria della Salute 212
Santissima Trinità, TK church 212

Vetralla
castle 98
San Biagio, T church 88, 98, 105
Santa Maria in Forocassi 98

Via Aurelia 94
Via Clodia 92, 105
Via Francigena 103
vigla, viglai 56
Vignolo de’ Vignoli, Genoese freebooter 

31, 45
Viljandi (Fellin), TK castle 245
Vistula, river, lagoon and spit 219, 225, 

228, 231, 233, 238
Viterbo 2–3, 84–5, 90, 100, 105, 199, 

201–2, 218
Biblioteca degli Ardenti 98
diocese 88
episcopal palace 85, 102
papal palace 105
San Francesco 103
San Sisto 103
Santa Maria in Carbonara, T precepto-

ry 85–8, 91, 105
TK com 201–2

Vittorio Amedeo III, ct Savoia 11
Vivolo de Villa Sancti Justini (di Villa San 

Giustino), T 85–6, 91–94, 102
Vulci, Castello dell’Abbadia, T castle 96

Wąbrzeźno (Briesen), TK castle 
Wales 234, 248
Walram von Jülich, abp Cologne
Warmia 238–9
Wenden castle, see Cēsis
Wilbrand of Oldenburg 139, 152
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William, bp Tortosa 136–7, 142
William Raynouard of Meynes 136

Xerokambos castle, see Leros, castles

Zamek Bierzgłowski (Birgelau), TK castle 
225, 228

Zülpich castle 234
Źvikov castle 248
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